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Resume

La complexite et la diversite des machines paralleles a memoire distribuee ou a hierarchie de
memoires rend leur programmation particulierement delicate. La parallelisation automatique,
qui consiste a transformer un programme sequentiel exprime dans un langage de haut niveau
en un programme parallele, appara^t alors comme une solution d'avenir. Ce processus necessite
d'une part une analyse des dependances pour exposer le parallelisme potentiel, et d'autre part
des transformations de programme comme la privatisation de tableaux pour accro^tre la localite
des references. Nous montrons dans cette these comment ceci peut ^etre e ectue de maniere
automatique a partir d'analyses de regions de tableaux.
Quatre types de regions de tableaux sont decrits. Les regions read et write resument les
e ets des instructions et des procedures, et sont utilisees dans le cadre de l'analyse des dependances interprocedurales. Les regions in contiennent les elements de tableaux importes par
l'instruction courante et les regions out les elements exportes vers une utilisation ulterieure.
Ces deux dernieres analyses permettent de detecter la localite des calculs. Un nouvel algorithme
de privatisation de tableaux permettant d'exploiter cette localite est presente.
Ces analyses ne peuvent pas ^etre e ectuees de maniere exacte a la compilation, et il est
necessaire de recourir a des approximations. Les analyses approchees inferieurement posent des
problemes particuliers lorsque le domaine choisi pour la representation des ensembles d'elements
de tableaux n'est pas clos pour l'union. Nous proposons alors d'utiliser un critere d'exactitude
calculable pour de nir la sous-approximation a partir de la sur-approximation. Cette approche
est appliquee a la representation des ensembles d'elements de tableaux sous forme de polyedres
convexes.
Les analyses de regions de tableaux sont bien adaptees aux analyses macroscopiques, au
niveau des sequences d'instructions ou des procedures. Ceci necessite de pouvoir traduire les
regions de l'espace de nommage d'une procedure a delui d'une autre, malgre les di erences entre
les declarations des variables (array reshaping ). Nous presentons donc un nouvel algorithme
de traduction permettant de traiter les di erents problemes dans un cadre lineaire uni e. Il
appara^t comme une synthese et une extension des techniques existantes.
Cette approche est implantee dans pips, le paralleliseur developpe a l'Ecole des mines
de Paris. Des experiences qualitatives sur des applications reelles ont permis de montrer la
robustesse de cette implantation, ainsi que sa capacite a paralleliser des boucles contenant des
appels de procedures et necessitant une privatisation des tableaux a l'interieur des boucles ou
des procedures appelees.

Mots clefs : Parallelisation automatique, analyse semantique, regions de tableaux, dependances, privatisation de tableaux.

Abstract

Programming parallel computers with distributed or hierarchical memories is particularly
dicult, because of their complexity and diversity. Automatic parallelization, which converts
high level sequential applications into parallel programs appears as a promising solution. This
technique requires an analysis of dependences to expose potential parallelism, and program
transformations such array privatization to enhance the locality of references. We show in this
thesis how this can be achieved using array region analyses.
Four types of array regions are described: read and write regions summarize the e ects
of instructions and procedures, and are used for the analysis of interprocedural dependences.
in regions contain the array elements imported by the current statement whereas out regions
contain the array elements exported towards the program continuation. These two analyses
characterize the computation locality, and are the basis of a new privatization algorithm which
exploits this locality.
Exact array regions cannot be computed at compile time, and approximations must be
used instead. However, when the domain chosen for the representation of array element sets
is not closed under set union, the de nition of under-approximations is problematic. We
therefore propose to use an exactness criterion to compute the under-approximation from the
over-approximation. This technique is applied to the representation of array regions as convex
polyhedra.
Array region analyses are well adapted to coarse grain analyses, at the level of instruction
sequences or procedures. Array regions must then be translated from the name space of
a procedure into another, which is particularly dicult in case of array reshaping. A new
algorithm exclusively based on linear algebra is therefore presented it appears as a synthesis
and extension of existing techniques.
The whole framework is implemented in pips, the parallelizer developed et Ecole des mines
de Paris. Qualitative experiments have shown its robustness, as well as its ability to parallelize loops containing procedure calls, and requiring array privatization inside loops or called
procedures.
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Chapitre 1

Contexte et Problematique
\S'il-vous-plait, pourriez-vous m'indiquer dans quelle direction je dois aller a partir d'ici ?
- Cela depend essentiellement de l'endroit ou vous voulez arriver, dit le Chat.
- Je me soucie peu de l'endroit..., dit Alice.
- Alors peu importe la direction, dit le Chat.
- ... a condition d'arriver quelquepart, ajouta Alice.
- Oh, vous pouvez ^etre s^ure de ca, dit le Chat, si vous marchez su samment
longtemps. "
Alice au pays des merveilles (Lewis Caroll)

1.1 Contexte
Malgre des progres constants dans les performances des technologies cmos qui sont a la
base de la plupart des processeurs actuels, tant au niveau de la frequence d'horloge que
de la densite d'integration, les machines sequentielles ne repondent plus a une demande
toujours croissante en puissance et en memoire d'autant que les temps d'acces a cette
derniere ne suivent pas cette progression, emp^echant ainsi d'atteindre les performances
cr^ete des processeurs. Les Grands Challenges ne sont pas la seule raison de cette course
aux performances : la simulation logicielle prend peu a peu le pas sur les experiences
reelles dans de nombreux domaines comme l'automobile, l'aeronautique ou la formation des pilotes par exemple  pour atteindre un niveau de precision acceptable, ces
simulations requierent un grand nombre de donnees d'entree, qui doivent ensuite ^etre
traitees. L'avenement de l'ere de l'information et du multi-media necessite egalement
un traitement rapide de volumes de donnees tres importants.
Pour resoudre ces problemes, l'idee est d'eectuer ces traitements en parallele.
Les deux dernieres decennies ont donc vu l'emergence d'architectures dites paralleles.
Ce terme generique cache en realite de grandes disparites. Les premieres machines,
comme le cray 1, etaient essentiellement des processeurs vectoriels, c'est-a-dire des
unites de calcul appliquant une serie d'operations sur des vecteurs de donnees, un peu
comme sur une cha^ne de fabrication de voitures. Ces systemes ont permis des gains
de performance appreciables dans le domaine des applications scientiques. Mais le
modele de parallelisme sous-jacent manque de generalite, et la tendance actuelle est a
d'autres types d'architectures paralleles  le parallelisme s'exprime alors soit au niveau
du processeur :
3
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architecture vliw (pour Very Long Instruction Word ) ou un grand nombre
d'instructions est eectue simultanement
architecture mta (pour Multi Threaded Architecture ) ou plusieurs ots d'instructions sont executes quasi simultanement
soit en multipliant le nombre de processeurs. La memoire est alors soit physiquement
partagee (mais eventuellement divisee en bancs pour reduire les eets de contention)
comme dans les cray xmp ou ymp soit physiquement distribuee comme dans les
ibm sp1 et sp2, mais avec un espace d'adressage qui peut ^etre partage (cray t3d
ou convex spp-1000 par exemple). A ceci s'ajoutent eventuellement un ou plusieurs
niveaux de caches qui masquent les latences dues aux acces memoire, mais augmentent
la complexite du modele.
Le probleme pour l'utilisateur nal est alors de tirer parti de ces architectures
de maniere ecace, simple, et portable, etant donne la vitesse d'obsolescence de ces
machines. Il a alors le choix entre deux approches :
Programmer dans un langage explicitement parallele comme occam, cm fortran 160], hpf 76], fortran d 78], vienna fortran 181], : : : L'avantage
est que cela permet au programmeur d'implanter des algorithmes intrinsequement paralleles, et d'avoir un meilleur contr^ole du parallelisme. Par contre, les
programmes sont plus diciles a concevoir : il faut parfois ajouter des synchronisations a la main, ainsi que des communications inter-processeurs  il faut aussi
generalement specier le placement des donnees sur les processeurs en tenant
compte de la topologie du reseau, des caracteristiques des processeurs, de la
hierarchie memoire, : : : Les langages les plus recents, comme hpf, soulagent le
programmeur d'une partie de ces t^aches, qui sont alors eectuees par le compilateur.
De plus, comme il n'existe pas de modele universel de programmation parallele,
independant de toute architecture, le programme resultant a peu de chances
d'^etre portable : : :
Programmer dans un langage sequentiel, et utiliser un paralleliseur automatique.
Cette approche qui paraissait utopique il y a peu de temps encore, commence a
donner des resultats encourageants, comme en temoignent des etudes recentes 5].
L'avantage majeur de cette approche est de permettre au programmeur d'ecrire
ses programmes dans un langage sequentiel familier, de haut niveau, et donc
de concevoir plus facilement son application, et d'en assurer la portabilite. Le
langage de choix reste fortran, essentiellement pour deux types de raisons :
{ Des raisons historiques tout d'abord. Il existe une vaste communaute de
chercheurs et de numericiens habitues a programmer en fortran  le passage a d'autres langages se fait lentement, au rythme du renouvellement des
generations. De plus, il existe un tres grand nombre de gros codes scientiques eprouves | les fameux dusty decks | ecrits en fortran, optimises
a la main pour une architecture particuliere, et peu commentes  ils sont
diciles a maintenir, et a plus forte raison a paralleliser a la main.
{ Des raisons techniques ensuite. fortran a ete concu pour ^etre relativement
facile a analyser et a optimiser de facon a concevoir des executables ecaces.
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Il est donc naturellement devenu la source des paralleliseurs, qui ne sont
qu'un cas particulier d'optimiseurs.
Toutefois, de plus en plus de langages deviennent l'objet d'etudes similaires : c,
c++, Lisp (ou autres langages fonctionnels), Prolog, : : :
La parallelisation automatique n'a pas que des avantages. Tout ne peut pas ^etre
parallelise, et ce pour des questions de decidabilite. M^eme si les paralleliseurs
sont de plus en plus puissants, les problemes qu'ils tentent de resoudre ne peuvent
generalement pas l'^etre en un temps ni, et des solutions correctes mais non
optimales doivent souvent ^etre adoptees. Tout comme ils ont appris a ecrire du
code vectorisable, les programmeurs devront donc apprendre a ecrire du code
parallelisable  ceci, bien s^ur, ne resoudra pas le probleme des dusty decks qui
ne pourront ^etre qu'imparfaitement optimises. Certains algorithmes sont aussi
intrinsequement sequentiels  un retour au modele sous-jacent est alors necessaire
pour detecter un eventuel degre de parallelisme  mais ceci depasse de beaucoup
les capacites des compilateurs actuels, m^eme si certaines recherches vont dans ce
sens 150].
Enn, la parallelisation automatique reste une technique assez co^uteuse. Il est
dicile de conna^tre a priori la complexite des codes a analyser, et l'on est
souvent tente d'implanter les techniques les plus performantes. De plus, les prototypes de recherche reposent souvent sur des outils generiques | par exemple, le
paralleliseur interprocedural pips 105, 116] developpe a l'E cole des mines de Paris
repose sur une bibliotheque d'algebre lineaire | qui permettent d'experimenter
des methodes variees, au detriment parfois de la vitesse de compilation. Le
temps et l'experience permettront de faire le tri entre ce qui est co^uteux mais
veritablement utile, et ce qui est inutile  des compromis seront certainement
necessaires. Mais en l'etat actuel des connaissances et avec le peu de recul dont
nous disposons, force nous est d'envisager toutes les solutions possibles.
La parallelisation automatique ne fournira jamais la m^eme souplesse que l'utilisation directe d'un langage explicitement parallele. Mais nous pensons qu'a terme
elle permettra de traiter de maniere satisfaisante la plupart des cas courants, et que
son usage ne peut donc que se developper. Des paralleliseurs commerciaux existent
deja (comme kap 118], forge 15], et le compilateur d'ibm, xl hpf), et ils feront
certainement un jour partie de l'ore logicielle standard sur toute machine parallele.

1.2 Regions de Tableaux
Plusieurs problemes se posent lors de la generation automatique de code pour machines
paralleles a memoire distribuee ou a memoire partagee (mais a acces non uniforme)
ou hierarchisee. Il faut tout d'abord pouvoir detecter le parallelisme existant, soit
entre les iterations des boucles, soit entre des sections sequentielles  voire exposer du
parallelisme par des transformations de programme. Et il faut exploiter et privilegier
la localite des references pour eviter les acces distants et donc co^uteux.
Dans beaucoup de codes scientiques, les tableaux sont la principale structure
de donnees utilisee en dehors des variables scalaires. Ils sont souvent initialises et
references dans des boucles ou des portions de programmes qui constituent l'essentiel
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du temps total d'execution. Il est donc primordial de pouvoir analyser ces acces
aux elements de tableaux pour etudier les dependances qu'ils engendrent, et pouvoir
ulterieurement generer du code parallele ecace.
Par exemple, dans le programme de la gure 1.1 extrait d'une application reelle de
l'onera, la boucle sur J ne peut ^etre parallelisee si l'on ne prouve pas que d'une
iteration a l'autre il n'y a pas de dependance entre les diverses references a des
elements du tableau T, soit directement dans la procedure EXTR, soit a travers les
appels a la fonction D.
De m^eme, dans l'exemple de la gure 1.2 | extrait du programme du Perfect
Club 25] OCEAN | la boucle la plus externe ne peut ^etre parallelisee si l'on ne
s'apercoit pas qu'a chaque iteration les elements du tableau WORK ne sont utilises
qu'apres avoir ete de nis. Si l'on suppose en plus qu'ils ne sont pas utilises par la
suite, allouer une copie de WORK a chaque iteration1 elimine les dependances sur
WORK, et la boucle peut ^
etre parallelisee s'il n'existe pas d'autre dependance. Cette
transformation est couramment appelee privatisation de tableau et est cruciale
dans le processus de parallelisation 29].

Beaucoup de travail a deja ete eectue dans le domaine de l'analyse des programmes
comportant des references a des elements de tableaux. Les premiers travaux ont
pendant longtemps concerne l'analyse des dependances, c'est-a-dire des conits memoire pouvant exister entre deux references, independamment des eventuelles autres
references pouvant appara^tre entre leurs executions. Il est maintenant couramment
admis que si cette analyse donne des resultats positifs indeniables, elle n'en est pas
moins insusante du fait de son incapacite a tenir compte de l'ordre dans lequel les
references sont eectuees, ou ot des donnees. Deux approches sont actuellement utilisees dans les prototypes de recherche :
Analyse des dependances directes, ou encore fonctions sources, dependances de
valeurs, : : : Ces dierents termes designent les dependances qui ne peuvent ^etre
construites transitivement a partir d'autres dependances portant sur la m^eme
case memoire. Ces analyses donnent des resultats precis, voire exacts 72]. Malheureusement les langage d'entree du paralleliseur est generalement tres restreint
malgre de recents progres. Et ces analyses sont tres co^uteuses.
Analyse basee sur les regions de tableaux. Les analyses de regions consistent a
collecter des informations sur la maniere dont les elements de tableaux sont lus
et ecrits par le programme. Ces analyses furent introduites par Triolet 161]
pour etudier les dependances interprocedurales. Ces analyses etant insensibles
au ot de contr^ole du programme, elles ne permettent pas une analyse du ot
des elements de tableaux. Toutefois, d'autres types de regions de tableaux ont
ete ulterieurement introduits, et sont eectivement utilises dans des paralleliseurs
pour eectuer des transformations requerant une certaine connaissance du ot des
elements de tableaux, comme la privatisation. Ces analyses sont beaucoup moins
precises que celles basees sur les dependances directes du fait des necessaires
approximations. Par contre elles ne necessitent aucune restriction sur le langage
d'entree du paralleliseur, et sont beaucoup moins co^uteuses.
1 En

realite a chaque processeur.
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PROGRAM EXTRMAIN
DIMENSION T(52,21,60)
COMMON/CT/T
COMMON/CI/I1,I2,IMAX,I1P1,I1P2,I2M1,I2M2,IBF
COMMON/CJ/J1,J2,JMAX,J1P1,J1P2,J2M1,J2M2,JA,JB,JAM1,JBP1
COMMON/CK/K1,K2,KMAX,K1P1,K1P2,K2M1,K2M2
COMMON/CNI/L
READ(NXYZ) I1,I2,J1,JA,K1,K2
REWIND NXYZ
C
IF(J1.GE.1.AND.K1.GE.1) THEN
N4=4
J1=J1+1
J2=2*JA+1
JA=JA+1
K1=K1+1
CALL EXTR(NI,NC)
ENDIF
END
SUBROUTINE EXTR(NI,NC)
DIMENSION T(52,21,60)
COMMON/CT/T
COMMON/CI/I1,I2,IMAX,I1P1,I1P2,I2M1,I2M2,IBF
COMMON/CJ/J1,J2,JMAX,J1P1,J1P2,J2M1,J2M2,JA,JB,JAM1,JBP1
COMMON/CK/K1,K2,KMAX,K1P1,K1P2,K2M1,K2M2
COMMON/CNI/L
L=NI
K=K1
DO 300 J=J1,JA
S1=D(J,K ,J,K+1)
S2=D(J,K+1,J,K+2)+S1
S3=D(J,K+2,J,K+3)+S2
T(J,1,NC+3)=S2*S3/((S1-S2)*(S1-S3))
T(J,1,NC+4)=S3*S1/((S2-S3)*(S2-S1))
T(J,1,NC+5)=S1*S2/((S3-S1)*(S3-S2))
JH=J1+J2-J
T(JH,1,NC+3)=T(J,1,NC+3)
T(JH,1,NC+4)=T(J,1,NC+4)
T(JH,1,NC+5)=T(J,1,NC+5)
CONTINUE
END

300

REAL FUNCTION D(J,K,JP,KP)
DIMENSION T(52,21,60)
COMMON/CT/T
COMMON/CNI/L
C
D=SQRT((T(J,K,L )-T(JP,KP,L ))**2
+(T(J,K,L+1)-T(JP,KP,L+1))**2
+(T(J,K,L+2)-T(JP,KP,L+2))**2)
END

1
2

Figure 1.1: Extrait du programme AILE
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do J = 1, N1, 2
do I = 1, N2P
II = I + I
WORK(II-1) = ...
WORK(II) = ...
enddo
do I = 1, N2P
... = WORK(I)
enddo
do I = 1, N2P
... = WORK(I+N2P)
enddo
enddo

Figure 1.2: Exemple
Notre etude se situe dans cette derniere classe. En eet, si les analyses de regions
de tableaux ont fait l'objet de tres nombreux articles ces dix dernieres annees, la plupart d'entre eux concernaient le type de regions a calculer pour eectuer telle ou telle
transformation, ou encore le choix de la representation des ensembles d'elements de
tableaux en fonction du type d'application considere, de la complexite souhaitee, de
la prise en compte d'informations symboliques comme le contexte, : : : Par contre, tres
peu d'etudes se sont penchees sur le cadre theorique de la semantique des analyses
de regions  ou alors pour certaines representations 37], et toujours pour les analyses
approchees superieurement 108]. Mais jamais independamment de toute representation et pour des analyses approchees superieurement et inferieurement, qui sont toutes
deux necessaires pour tenir compte de l'ordre des references aux elements de tableaux
comme le montre l'exemple suivant:
Nous avons vu precedemment que pour paralleliser la boucle la plus externe de
la gure 1.2, il faut veri er que les references en lecture sont couvertes par les
references en ecriture a la m^eme iteration. Pour cela, lors d'une analyse en arriere,
on collecte les references en lecture sous la forme de regions, et l'on enleve de ces
ensembles d'elements de tableaux les references en ecriture rencontrees au fur et
a mesure de l'analyse.
Ici, la derniere boucle utilise les elements WORK(N2P+1:2*N2P) en remontant
dans le corps de la boucle sur J, on ajoute a cet ensemble les elements utilises par
l'avant-derniere boucle, soit WORK(1:N2P) on obtient donc WORK(1:2*N2P). Il
faut ensuite enlever de cet ensemble les elements initialises par la premiere boucle,
soit WORK(1:2*N2P) on obtient ainsi l'ensemble vide.
Les analyses exactes etant impossibles a e ectuer en un temps raisonnable, il
est necessaire de recourir a des approximations. Ici, les ensembles d'elements
references en lecture sont des sur-approximations des ensembles reels. Comme
retrancher un ensemble sur-estime d'un autre n'aurait aucun sens, l'ensemble
des elements references en ecriture que l'on retranche est forcement une sousapproximation de l'ensemble reel.

La premiere partie de cette these est donc consacree a l'etude du cadre theorique
des analyses de regions de tableaux. Nous montrerons notamment les dicultes que
posent les sous-approximations, et nous proposerons une methode permettant de calculer des solutions satisfaisantes. La semantique denotationnelle de plusieurs types
de regions de tableaux necessaires pour les analyses de dependance et de localite sera
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alors presentee, ainsi que quelques analyses preliminaires. Les regions read et write
que nous denirons expriment les eets des instructions et des procedures sur les elements de tableaux  elles ne prennent donc pas en compte l'ordre des references, et ne
permettent pas de calculer le ot des elements de tableaux. Nous introduirons donc
egalement les regions in et out qui permettent de resoudre ces problemes.
La semantique denotationnelle etant independante de toute representation des regions de tableaux, nous presenterons ensuite dans une deuxieme partie le choix eectue
dans le paralleliseur pips ou quasiment toutes les analyses reposent sur les polyedres
convexes en nombre entier.
La troisieme partie abordera alors les problemes poses par la presence d'appels
de procedure dans les programmes. Nous donnerons a cet eet un algorithme de
traduction des regions de tableaux de l'espace de nommage d'une procedure dans celui
d'une autre, algorithme etendant ceux existants par ailleurs.
Deux applications possibles des analyses de regions de tableaux seront ensuite
presentes dans la quatrieme partie : l'analyse des dependance, et la detection des
regions de tableaux privatisables, pour laquelle un nouvel algorithme sera presente.
De nombreuses autres applications seraient par ailleurs envisageables. Nous avons
l'intention d'utiliser les regions in et out pour eectuer l'allocation de memoire lors
de la compilation de specications de traitement du signal basees sur une forme a
assignation unique dynamique. Dans les systemes a passage de message, elles pourraient ^etre utilisees pour calculer les communications precedant et suivant l'execution
d'un fragment de code. Dans les machines a hierarchie de memoire, elles fournissent
l'ensemble des element de tableaux qui sont utilises ou reutilises, et pourraient donc
^etre pre-charges (regions in) ou gardes (regions out) dans les caches  les elements de
tableaux qui n'apparaissent pas dans ces ensembles sont des temporaires, et devraient
^etre traites comme tels. Dans les systemes a tolerance de pannes dans lesquels l'etat
courant est sauvegarde regulierement par un composant logiciel (technique de checkpointing 107]), les regions in et out pourraient fournir l'ensembles des donnees qui
seront reutilisees lors de calculs ulterieurs, et pourraient donc permettre de reduire la
quantite de donnees a sauvegarder. D'autres exemples d'applications sont la verication de specications ou la compilation de programmes dont les donnees ne tiennent
pas en memoire 137].
La derniere partie recapitulera les resultats obtenus, et analysera les perspectives
ouvertes par nos travaux. Plusieurs annexes se situent egalement a la n de ce memoire : la premiere est une description detaillee du paralleliseur pips  la deuxieme
donne la formalisation d'un detail de la premiere partie  les suivantes recapitulent les
notations et fonctions semantiques presentees dans la premiere partie.
E tant donne la diversite des sujets abordes (theorie, implantation, applications),
les travaux relatifs aux n^otres ne font pas l'objet d'une partie distincte, mais sont
examines au fur et a mesure des developpements.
Enn, pour des raisons de diusion externe, les principaux chapitres de cette these
sont rediges en langue anglaise. Toutefois, en reconnaissance de l'origine francaise de
ce travail, chaque partie est prefacee par un chapitre en langue francaise presentant sa
problematique et resumant les principaux resultats.
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Chapter 2

Context and Open Issues
\Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?
- That depends a good deal on where you want to get to, said the Cat.
- I don't much care where..., said Alice
- Then it doesn't matter which way you go, said the Cat.
- ... so long as I get somewhere, Alice added as an explanation.
- Oh, you're sure to do that, said the Cat, if you only walk long enough."
Alice in Wonderland (Lewis Caroll)

2.1 Context
Despite constant improvements in the performances of the technologies involved in
processors, sequential machines do not meet the current requirements of speed and
memory space, more especially as memory access times do not follow the progression
of processor speeds, and thus prevent reaching their peak performances. The famous
Grand Challenges are not the sole reason for this increasing demand: Software simulation tends to replace experiments in many elds, such as motoring, aeronautic, or
pilot formation for instance but to reach a sucient level of accuracy, these simulations require a large amount of input data, which have then to be processed! Beside
the resolution of scientic problems, multimedia applications, which play an increasing
role, also necessitate fast processing of large amounts of data.
To solve these problems, the idea is to make these computation in parallel. The last
two decades have therefore seen the emergence of many parallel commercial machines.
In fact, this generic term hides great disparities. The rst machines, such as the cray
1, generally were vector processors, which could apply a series of computation to data
vector, much like on an assembly line. The performance gains were perceptible in
the eld of scientic applications. But the underlying model is quite limited, and the
current tendency shows its preference for other types of parallel architectures. The
parallelism is then achieved either at the processor level:
Very Long Instruction Word (vliv) architectures execute a large number of instructions in parallel.

In Multi Threaded Architectures (mta), several instruction streams are executed
almost at the same time in a single processor.
11
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or by increasing the number of processors. The memory is then either physically shared
amongst the processors (but possibly divided in several banks to avoid bottle necks),
as in the cray xmp or ymp or physically distributed on the dierent nodes of the
machine as in the ibm sp1 and sp2, the address space being possibly shared (cray t3d
or convex spp-1000 for instance). Sometimes one or several fast cache levels are also
added to hide the latency due to memory accesses but this increases the complexity of
the architectural model, and has to be taken into account by programmers or compilers.
For the user, the problem is then to exploit theses architecture in a simple, ecient
and portable way, this last criterion being necessary because of the fast obsolescence
of parallel systems. Two approaches are available to implement an application:
The rst is to program in an explicitly parallel language such as occam, cm fortran 160], hpf 76], fortran d 78], vienna fortran 181], : : : This allows a
good control on parallelism, and is the best way to implement intrinsically parallel programs. However, such programs are dicult to build: Synchronization
must be added by hand, as well as data placements, and inter-processor communications. The most recent languages, such as HPF, remove some of these
tasks from the burden of the programmer, part of the work being done by the
compiler.
Another drawback of this approach is that, since there exists no universal parallel
programming model, explicitly parallel programs have little chance to be fully
portable to any possible parallel architecture.
The second approach consists in programming in a sequential language, and using
an automatic parallelizing compiler. The most recent results are quite encouraging 5].
The major advantage of this method is that it provides a mean to build programs
in a familiar, high level language and thus facilitates the conception of applications, and ensures their portability. The language of choice remains fortran,
for two types of reasons:
{ Historical reasons rst.There is a vast community of researchers and numericians which are used to fortran, and the transition to other languages
follows the rhythm of generation renewal. Moreover, there exists a large
number of old, extensively tested programs | the famous dusty decks |
written in Fortran, optimized for a particular architecture, and with few, if
any, comments they are dicult to maintain, and even more to parallelize
by hand!
{ Technical reasons also. The conception of fortran makes it relatively
easy to analyze and optimize, in order to generate ecient executables. It
has thus naturally become the source of parallelizers, which are particular
instances of optimizing compilers.
However, more and more languages become the object of similar studies: c,
c++, Lisp-like languages, Prolog, : : :
But automatic parallelization is not necessarily the panacea. Everything cannot
be parallelized, because of decidability issues. Even if parallelizers are more and
more powerful, the problems they try to solve are very dicult, and sub-optimal
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solutions must often be adopted. But, in the very same way programmers have
learnt how to write vectorizable programs, they will learn how to write parallelizable code. Of course, this does not solve the problem of dusty decks. Some
algorithms are also intrinsically sequential considering the underlying model is
then necessary to detect a possible degree of parallelism this is far beyond the
capabilities of current parallelizers, even if some studies go in this direction 150].
Finally, automatically parallelizing programs remains an expensive technique.
It is dicult to know in advance the complexity of the source code, and the
temptation is to implement the best possible optimizations. Moreover, research
prototypes often rely on generic tools | for instance, the interprocedural parallelizer developed at Ecole des mines (pips 104, 116]) relies on a linear algebra
library | to allow the experimentation of various methods, sometimes at the
expense of compilaton speed. Time and experience will decide between expensive yet necessary techniques, and unuseful ones compromises will certainly by
necessary. But in the current state of knowledge, all solutions must be considered.
Automatic parallelization will never provide the same exibility as the direct use
of explicitly parallel languages. But we believe that it will one day be mature enough
to handle most current programs, and that its usage can only spread out. Some
commercial parallelizers are already available (such as kap 118], forge 15], xl ibm
hpf compiler). And they will certainly be part of the standard software package for
parallel systems in the future.

2.2 Array Regions
Several problems need to be solved when generating code for parallel machines with
distributed, shared but with non-uniform access, or hierarchical memories. The existing parallelism has to be detected, either between loop iterations, or even between
sequential sections. Some parallelism can also be exhibited by program transformations. And the locality of references must be exploited and promoted to avoid distant
and thus expensive memory accesses.
In many scientic programs, arrays are the main data structure, apart from scalar
variables. They are often initialized and referenced within loop nests or program
fragments which amount for a great part of the total execution time. It is therefore of
the utmost importance to analyze these array accesses to study the dependences they
generate, and be able to generate ecient parallel code.
For instance, in the program of Figure 2.1 (which is taken from a real application
from the French institute onera), the J loop cannot be parallelized if it is not
proven that from one iteration to another there is no dependence between the
several references to array T, either in the procedure EXTR, or through the calls to
function D.
Also, in the example of Figure 2.2 | extracted from the Perfect Club benchmark 25] OCEAN | the outermost loop cannot be parallelized if we do not nd
out that at each iteration the elements of WORK are used only after being de ned.
If we assume that they are not used in the program continuation, we can allocate
a di erent copy of array WORK to each iteration1, hence eliminate the dependences
1 In

fact to each processor.
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PROGRAM EXTRMAIN
DIMENSION T(52,21,60)
COMMON/CT/T
COMMON/CI/I1,I2,IMAX,I1P1,I1P2,I2M1,I2M2,IBF
COMMON/CJ/J1,J2,JMAX,J1P1,J1P2,J2M1,J2M2,JA,JB,JAM1,JBP1
COMMON/CK/K1,K2,KMAX,K1P1,K1P2,K2M1,K2M2
COMMON/CNI/L
READ(NXYZ) I1,I2,J1,JA,K1,K2
REWIND NXYZ
C
IF(J1.GE.1.AND.K1.GE.1) THEN
N4=4
J1=J1+1
J2=2*JA+1
JA=JA+1
K1=K1+1
CALL EXTR(NI,NC)
ENDIF
END
SUBROUTINE EXTR(NI,NC)
DIMENSION T(52,21,60)
COMMON/CT/T
COMMON/CI/I1,I2,IMAX,I1P1,I1P2,I2M1,I2M2,IBF
COMMON/CJ/J1,J2,JMAX,J1P1,J1P2,J2M1,J2M2,JA,JB,JAM1,JBP1
COMMON/CK/K1,K2,KMAX,K1P1,K1P2,K2M1,K2M2
COMMON/CNI/L
L=NI
K=K1
DO 300 J=J1,JA
S1=D(J,K ,J,K+1)
S2=D(J,K+1,J,K+2)+S1
S3=D(J,K+2,J,K+3)+S2
T(J,1,NC+3)=S2*S3/((S1-S2)*(S1-S3))
T(J,1,NC+4)=S3*S1/((S2-S3)*(S2-S1))
T(J,1,NC+5)=S1*S2/((S3-S1)*(S3-S2))
JH=J1+J2-J
T(JH,1,NC+3)=T(J,1,NC+3)
T(JH,1,NC+4)=T(J,1,NC+4)
T(JH,1,NC+5)=T(J,1,NC+5)
CONTINUE
END

300

REAL FUNCTION D(J,K,JP,KP)
DIMENSION T(52,21,60)
COMMON/CT/T
COMMON/CNI/L
C
1
2

D=SQRT((T(J,K,L )-T(JP,KP,L ))**2
+(T(J,K,L+1)-T(JP,KP,L+1))**2
+(T(J,K,L+2)-T(JP,KP,L+2))**2)
END

Figure 2.1: Excerpt from program AILE
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due to WORK. The loop can be parallelized if there exists no other dependence.
This transformation is usually called array privatization and is determinant in the
parallelization process 29].
do J = 1, N1, 2
do I = 1, N2P
II = I + I
WORK(II-1) = ...
WORK(II) = ...
enddo
do I = 1, N2P
... = WORK(I)
enddo
do I = 1, N2P
... = WORK(I+N2P)
enddo
enddo

Figure 2.2: Example
A lot of work has already been done on the analysis of programs involving array references. The rst studies were essentially devoted to the analysis of dependences, that
is to say of the memory conicts existing between two array references, independently
of the other references which may be executed in between. It is currently admitted
that, even is this analysis gives undeniable positive results, it is however insucient
because it does not take into account the order in which references are executed (or
array data ow). Two approaches are presently used in research prototypes:
The analysis of direct dependences, or source functions, value dependences, : : :
These various terms denote the dependences which cannot be transitively built
from other dependences on the same memory cell. These analyses give precise,
or even exact results 72]. Unfortunately, the source language is generally very
restricted despite recent extensions and these analyses are quite expensive.
Analyses based on array regions. Array region analyses consist in collecting information about the way array elements are used and dened by the program.
These analyses were introduced by Triolet 161, 163] to study interprocedural dependences. These analyses being ow insensitive, they do not allow an
analysis of array data ow. However, other types of array region analyses have
subsequently been introduced, and are eectively used in parallelizers to perform
program transformations which require a knowledge of array data ow, such as
array privatization. Such analyses are much less precise than those based on
direct dependences, because of the necessary approximations. But they do not
restrict the source language, and are far less expensive.
Our study belongs to the last class. Indeed, if array regions have been extensively
investigated in the last decade, most studies were devoted to the type of analysis
necessary to perform such program transformation or to the representation of array
element sets, the usual issues being the type of application, the desired complexity, or
the handling of symbolic information such as the context. But very few studies have
brooded over the theoretical framework underlying array region analyses and only
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for a particular representation 37], and always for over-approximate analyses 108].
But never independently of any representation, and for under-approximate as well as
over-approximate analyses, which are both necessary to take into account the order in
which array references are executed, as shown in the following example:
We have seen that in order to parallelize the outermost loop in Figure 2.2, we must
check that all the read references are covered by written references at the same
iteration. This requires a backward analysis, which collects read references in the
form of array regions, and removes written references from these array element
sets when they are encountered.
Here, the last loop uses the elements WORK(N2P+1:2*N2P) going backwards in
the main loop body, we add to this set the elements used by the middle loop,
WORK(1:N2P) we thus get WORK(1:2*N2P). We must then remove the elements
initialized by the rst inner loop (WORK(1:2*N2P)) this gives the empty set.
Exact analyses are not decidable, and approximations are necessary. Here, the
sets of read array elements are over-approximations of the actual sets. Since
subtracting an over-approximation from another one would not make much sense,
the subtracted set of written array elements is necessarily an under-approximation
of the actual set.

The rst part of this thesis is therefore devoted to the study of the theoretical
framework underlying array region analyses. We will show the problems which arise
for under-approximate analyses, and we will propose a method to compute satisfying
solutions. The denotational semantics of several types of array regions necessary for
dependence and locality analyses will then be presented, as well as some preliminary
analyses. The read and write regions which will be dened represent the eects of
statements and procedures upon array elements but they do not take into account the
order of references, and thereby do not allow array data ow analyses. We will thus
also introduce in and out array regions to solve these problems.
The denotational semantics is independent of any representation of array element
sets. The second part will therefore present the choices made in the implementation of
array regions in the pips parallelizer, where almost all the analyses are based on the
theory of convex polyhedra.
The third part will then show how to tackle procedure boundaries. In particular, we
will give a new algorithm to translate array region from the name space of a procedure
into another this algorithm extends previously existing ones.
Two possible applications of array region analyses will then be presented in the
fourth part: Dependence analysis, and the detection of privatizable array regions for
which an original algorithm will be given. The other possible applications are numerous. We intend to use in and out regions for memory allocation when compiling
signal processing specications based on dynamic single assignment. In massively parallel or heterogeneous systems, they can also be used to compute the communications
before and after the execution of a piece of code. For a hierarchical memory machine,
they provide the sets of array elements that are used or reused, and hence could be
prefetched (in regions) or kept (out regions) in caches the array elements that do not
appear in these sets are only temporaries, and should be handled as such. In faulttolerant systems where the current state is regularly saved by a software component
(checkpointing 107]) in or out regions could provide the set of elements that will be
used in further computations, and thus could be used to reduce the amount of data
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to be saved. Examples of other applications are software specication verication or
compilation of out-of-core computations137].
The last part will summarize the main results of this study, and the perspective
they open. Several appendices are also provided at the end of this thesis: The rst
is a detailed description of the pips parallelizer the second gives the formalization of
a technical detail of the rst part the next appendices summarize the notations and
semantic functions also presented in the rst part.
Because of the diversity of the subjects examined in this work (theory, implementation, applications), the presentation of the related works is not done in a separate
chapter, but is spread amongst the dierent parts, according to the current developments.
Lastly, as an acknowledgment to the French origins of this work, each part is
preceded by a foreword in French, presenting the involved issues and summarizing the
main results.
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Chapitre 3

Semantique des Regions de
Tableaux
(Resume des chapitres 4, 5, et 6)

Comme nous l'avions annonce dans l'introduction, cette partie est consacree a
l'etude du cadre theorique des analyses de regions de tableaux, et a la semantique de
quatre types de regions : read, write, in et out, qui ont ete introduites lors d'etudes
anterieures 161, 162, 17, 65]. En eet, si de nombreuses etudes se sont interessees a
de telles analyses, peu se sont penchees sur les problemes theoriques sous-jacents, et
jamais d'une facon aussi complete et uniforme que nous le proposons ici.
Ce chapitre est un resume des developpements de cette premiere partie, et est organise en fonction des trois chapitres en anglais la constituant. Une premiere section
est consacree aux problemes theoriques poses par les analyses de regions independamment de leur semantique. La section 3.2 presentera ensuite notre langage d'etude et
les analyses preliminaires necessaires a la denition de la semantique des regions, qui
sera presentee dans la section 3.3.

3.1 Regions Exactes ou Approximations ?
Plusieurs etudes 29, 79] ont montre la necessite de recourir a des optimisations de
programme puissantes pour pouvoir gerer la memoire de maniere ecace lors de la
compilation pour des machines a memoire distribuee ou a hierarchie de memoires. Par
exemple, Blume et Eigenmann 29] ont demontre par l'experience que la privatisation
de tableaux pouvait augmenter de maniere cruciale le degre de parallelisme potentiel
des programmes sequentiels. Le principe de la privatisation de tableaux est de decouvrir les regions de tableaux qui sont utilisees comme des temporaires dans les boucles,
et peuvent donc ^etre remplacees par des copies locales sur chaque processeur sans
changer la semantique du programme. Detecter ces regions de tableaux privatisables
requiert une analyse precise du ot des elements de tableaux.
Plusieurs algorithmes de privatisation ou d'expansion1 on deja ete proposees 70,
130, 123, 166, 93, 17, 63]. Ils reposent sur dierents types d'analyse du ot des elements
de tableaux. La premiere approche 70, 130] eectue une analyse exacte, mais a partir
1 Une

technique similaire pour les machines a moire partagee.
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d'un langage source restreint, dit langage monoprocedural a contr^ole statique. La
plupart des autres methodes utilise des analyses de regions de tableaux approchees, surou sous-estimees selon un ordre predeni. Au contraire, la derniere approche 17, 63]
consiste a calculer des solutions exactes tant que cela est possible, et a n'eectuer des
approximations que lorsque l'exactitude ne peut ^etre conservee.
Cette section montre les avantages de cette derniere methode. Pour cela, nous
montrerons tout d'abord les limites des analyses approchees dans le cas des regions
approchees inferieurement. Nous presenterons alors notre solution et ses consequences.
Nous terminerons la presentation du cadre general de nos analyses par les proprietes
que devront verier les operateurs que nous emploierons.

3.1.1 Analyses semantiques et regions de tableaux
Habituellement, les analyses semantiques sont denies sur des treillis  c'est-a-dire
que les solutions appartiennent a un ensemble partiellement ordonne muni de deux
operateurs internes ^ et _ donnant pour toute paire d'elements leur plus grande borne
inferieure et leur plus petite borne superieure dans le domaine considere, et selon l'ordre
partiel2. Dans ce cadre, les fonctions semantiques sont parfaitement denies, m^eme
lorsqu'elles sont recursives, ce qui est le cas des lors que le langage source possede des
structures de boucle. La meilleure solution est alors donnee par le plus petit point xe
de la fonctionnelle correspondante. Toutefois, ces solutions ne sont generalement pas
calculables en un temps ni, et ne sont pas toutes representables en machine. Deux
approches permettent d'eviter ces problemes : restreindre le langage source (comme
dans 70, 72, 159, 130])  ou eectuer des analyses approchees sur des programmes
reels.
Pour les analyses de regions, les solutions exactes appartiennent au treillis (}(Zn)
? Zn  \). Les analyses approchees superieurement sont aussi denies sur des treillis :
treillis des polyedres convexes dans pips, treillis des sections regulieres dans le cas des
rsds 37], : : : Ainsi, tout comme la semantique exacte, la semantique approchee des
regions de tableaux est parfaitement denie.
Toutefois, comme cela sera montre dans la section 4.1.3, les solutions des analyses sous-estimees de regions de tableaux posent des problemes particuliers lorsque le
domaine choisi pour la representation des ensembles d'elements de tableaux n'est pas
clos pour l'union. Dans ce cas, la meilleure sous-approximation n'est pas denie. Le
cas se produit avec des representation tres repandues comme les polyedres convexes ou
les rsds. Ceci est illustre par la gure 3.1, qui donne plusieurs sous-approximations
possibles et non comparables dans ces deux representations. Une consequence directe
est que si l'on choisit un tel treillis, l'operateur sous-estimant l'union ne peut ^etre
associatif3 . Les fonctions recursives faisant intervenir cet operateur ne sont donc pas
continues  et l'on ne peut denir leur plus petit point xe, et donc en donner une
meilleure denition.
Ce probleme est connu dans le domaine de l'interpretation abstraite 33, 57], et pas
seulement pour la sous-approximation des ensembles a coordonnees dans Z. Une solution consiste a changer de domaine d'etude. Par exemple, dans le cadre des analyses
2 Le lecteur pourra se referer a 27] pour plus de details sur la theorie des treillis,

et a 132, 88] pour
une description plus complete des domaines semantiques.
3 Sauf si l'on prend l'intersection, mais on ne peut en attendre de resultats interessants.
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Figure 3.1: Sous-approximations possibles
de regions de tableaux, Wonnacott 176] propose d'utiliser le domaine des formules
de Presburger qui est clos pour l'union. Mais si les resultats sont encourageants en
terme de complexite dans un cadre monoprocedural, il faudrait plus d'experiences pour
valider l'utilisation de cette representation dans un cadre interprocedural. Bourdoncle propose deux autres solutions :
E tendre le cadre habituel, dans lequel l'analyse approchee est liee a l'analyse
exacte par une fonction d'abstraction  et une fonction de concretisation  (voir
gure 3.2) possedant certaines bonnes proprietes  notamment,  doit ^etre monotone. La generalisation proposee consiste a lever cette derniere propriete, et a
approximate
solution space



meaning
function



abstraction
function
exact
solution space

Figure 3.2: Connexion de Galois
doter le domaine des solutions approchees d'une sequence d'operateurs de retrecissement permettant d'obtenir une sous-approximation s^ure en un temps ni.
Une presentation plus formelle de cette methode est proposee en annexe B. Ces
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limites sont illustrees par l'exemple suivant :
Nous supposons que la sequence d'operateurs de retrecissement n'a qu'une
seule iteration : la region sous-estimant la region exacte correspondant a
l'execution d'une boucle est donc la region de la premiere iteration de la
boucle.
Ainsi, pour la boucle la plus interne de la gure 3.3, la sous-approximation
obtenue est l'ensemble fA(I)g, qui est identique a la region exacte. Si nous
reiterons ce processus pour la boucle externe, nous obtenons fA(1)g, qui est
une approximation tres grossiere de la region exacte fA(1), A(2), A(3), A(4),
A(5)g.
do I = 1,5
do J = 1,5
A(I) = ...
enddo
enddo

Figure 3.3: Un petit exemple
Cet exemple est volontairement tres simple. Avec une sequence de cinq operateurs de retrecissement, on obtiendrait le resultat souhaite. Mais que se passeraitil avec une borne superieure de boucle egale a 10000, ou m^eme symbolique ?
Pourtant, dans tous ces cas, les regions exactes sont calculables, et leur exactitude est decidable 65]. Ce sera le point de depart de notre solution.
La deuxieme solution, appelee partitionnement dynamique 32], revient a determiner au vol le treillis adequat. Chaque region exacte est alors approchee inferieurement par une liste de sous-regions representables. Mais nous pensons que
dans le cas des analyses de regions cette methode serait trop co^uteuse, a la fois
en temps et en memoire.

3.1.2 Approximation et exactitude

Nous avons vu precedemment que, lorsque le domaine choisi n'est pas clos pour l'union
ensembliste, les methodes existantes d'approximation des analyses de regions pouvaient
donner des resultats decevants, alors m^eme que l'on sait pouvoir calculer la solution
exacte sous certaines conditions 65]. Notre solution repose sur ce constat : nous
proposons, a chaque etape de l'analyse, de calculer la sur-approximation  de verier
son exactitude a l'aide d'un critere d'exactitude calculable  si ce critere est favorable,
alors on peut choisir comme sous-approximation la region sur-estimee  sinon, on peut
utiliser toute autre methode precedemment exposee.
Ainsi, dans l'exemple de la gure 3.3, si les regions sont representees par des
polyedres convexes, la region du corps de la boucle interne est f1 : 1 = ig, 1
etant le descripteur de la premiere dimension du tableau A.
Une sur-approximation de la region de la boucle interne est alors obtenue en
eliminant j du polyedre precedant apres lui avoir ajoute les contraintes induites
par les bornes de boucle : f1 : 1 = i ^ 1  j  5g f1 : 1 = ig. Cette
operation est exacte car les bornes de boucle ont des expressions anes et la
projection est exacte selon 12, 144].
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La sur-approximation obtenue pour la boucle externe est f1 : 1  1  5g. En
utilisant le critere d'exactitude precedant, on peut conclure que cette operation
est exacte, et que la region est une sous-approximation valide. Le resultat serait
encore exact avec des bornes non-numeriques, mais toujours anes.

L'optimalite de cette approche est discutee dans la section 4.2.2 et dans 64].
Dans les autres paralleliseurs comme fiat/suif 92], polaris 164] ou panorama
135, 87], les analyses de regions de tableaux sous-estimees sont generalement basees
sur un critere d'exactitude implicite qui consiste a eviter les operations inexactes. Ceci
necessite bien s^ur une representation a priori innie. En realite, cette caracteristique n'est exploitee que pour les sequences d'instructions, pour lequel le nombre de
references a des elements de tableaux est borne par un nombre connu d'avance. Pour
les boucles do, des solutions ad hoc sont utilisees. Par contre, les boucles generales sont
mal traitees puisque l'operateur d'union est approche inferieurement par l'operateur
d'intersection  ce qui permet d'utiliser les techniques normales d'analyse de ot de
donnees, (}convex (Zn) ? \) etant un semi-treillis.
Il faut noter aussi l'existence des travaux de Pugh et Wonnacott 144, 171, 176],
qui sur- et sous-estiment les parties de Zn par des formules de Presburger.

3.1.3 Operateurs

La semantique exacte des regions, qui sera presentee dans la section 3.2 et developpee
au chapitre 6, met en "uvre dierents operateurs : operateurs internes, points xes,
et lois de composition externes. Si pour des analyses exactes, reposant sur un treillis,
la denition de ces operateurs ne pose pas de probleme, il n'en est pas de m^eme
pour les analyses sur Z n approchees, lorsque le domaine choisi n'est pas clos pour
l'union ensembliste. De plus, de maniere a eviter les details dus a telle representation
particuliere des regions, nous souhaitons utiliser des operateurs approches abstraits,
leur instanciation se faisant au moment du choix eectif de la representation. Ceci
permet egalement de repousser les preuves de correction de la semantique approchee
au choix des operateurs. Toutefois, pour assurer des approximations s^ures, il convient
d'imposer a ces operateurs abstraits certaines proprietes.

Convention Les operateurs et analyses sur-estimes seront designes par des lettres et

des symboles surlignes  les sous-approximations seront designes par des lettres
et des symboles soulignes.

Operateurs internes Les proprietes a imposer aux approximations des operateurs

d'union et d'intersection d'ensemble permettent simplement de garantir des approximations correctes, selon l'ordre choisi. Si D est le domaine des solutions
exactes, D0 et D00 les domaines des solutions approchees superieurement et inferieurement (tous deux inclus dans D pour simplier la discussion), alors :

8a b 2 D0 a  b v a  b et a \ b v a \ b
8a b 2 D00 a  b v a # b et a \ b v a \ b
C'est un peu plus dicile pour les operateurs unaires et les operateurs non commutatifs comme la dierence, notee , car cela n'a aucun sens de retrancher
un ensemble sur-estime d'un autre. Par contre une sur-approximation s^ure est
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donnee par a b. Dans ce cas, les elements de D0 et D00 doivent pouvoir ^etre
combines, et l'on a generalement D0 = D00 .
Points xes Si les domaines des solutions approchees sont des treillis, les points
xes des fonctions denies sur ces treillis sont bien denies. Par contre si ce
n'est pas le cas, nous devons utiliser les techniques decrites section 3.1.2. Pour
eviter des notations trop lourdes, nous noterons lfp(%) et lfp(%) les sur- et
sous-approximations du plus petit point xe d'une fonctionnelle, quelque soit
la maniere dont elles sont calculees, et avec pour seule contrainte :
%00 v % v %0 =) lfp(%00 ) v lfp(%) v lfp(%0 )

Lois de composition externes Comme nous le verrons dans les sections suivantes,

les analyses de regions de tableaux reposent sur les resultats d'analyses precedentes, avec lesquels elles sont composees. Deux cas peuvent se presenter :
1. Le codomaine4 de l'analyse preliminaire est le m^eme que le domaine de
l'analyse de regions . L'utilisation de la loi de composition usuelle ( ) peut
alors donner des solutions non representables.
Par exemple, si les regions sont representees par des rsds 37], alors la
region de l'instruction (S) dans :
(S)

if (i.eq.3) then
...= A(i)
endif

est A(i : i). Pour l'ensemble du programme, on doit composer ce resultat
avec l'evaluation de la condition : si (i.eq.3) alors A(i : i) sinon ?.
Mais ceci ne peut ^etre represente par un rsd, et la region doit ^etre approchee superieurement par A(i : i) et inferieurement par ?.

Nous devrons donc, pour chaque paire d'analyses (A1  A2 ) a composer,
denir des lois de composition approchees A1 A2 et A1 A2 , qui seront abregees par et en l'absence d'ambigu&te, et veriant :

A1 A2 v A1 A2 v A1 A2

2. Le codomaine de l'analyse preliminaire n'est pas le m^eme que le domaine
des regions (, l'ensemble des etats memoire). De nouvelles lois de composition doivent alors ^etre denies. Le cas que nous rencontrerons sera
celui ou le codomaine de l'analyse preliminaire est l'ensemble }() des parties de . Chaque element du resultat de l'analyse preliminaire peut alors
^etre compose avec la region consideree  puis l'union ou l'intersection des
regions obtenues fournit l'approximation souhaitee (voir la discussion detaillee page 58). Les lois de composition ainsi denies seront notees et
selon le sens de l'approximation. Elles devront bien s^ur verier, pour une
paire d'analyses A1  A2 :

A1 A2 v A1 A2 v A1 A2

Ayant presente le cadre de nos analyses, nous decrivons dans la section suivante
notre langage d'etude et les analyses preliminaires necessaires au calcul des regions de
tableaux.
4 Ou ensemble

d'arrivee.
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3.2 Analyses Preliminaires
Le langage source de pips est fortran 77, avec quelques restrictions mineures. Mais
pour ce memoire, nous nous restreignons a un sous-ensemble du langage comportant
les structures de contr^ole principales (sequence, instruction conditionnelle, boucle do,
stop), les aectations, les proc
edures, les expressions sans eet de bord et des instructions d'entree/sortie simples. A ce sous-ensemble, nous avons choisi d'ajouter la boucle
do while qui existe dans de nombreux langages et est 
a ce titre incontournable. La
syntaxe retenue est fournie par la gure 5.1 (page 64). Elle met en "uvre un certain
nombre de domaines semantiques que nous utiliserons par la suite :
C constantes
N noms de variables, de procedures, : : :
R references
V valeurs (entiers sur 8 bits, : : : )
S instructions
O1 operateurs unaires
O2 operateurs binaires
E expressions
E B expressions booleennes (E B E)
Nous utiliserons egalement le domaine des valeurs booleennes B et le domaine des etats
memoire . Un etat memoire represente l'etat courant des valeurs des variables, et
est donc une fonction du domaine des references dans celui des valeurs :  : R ;! V .
Une instruction peut alors ^etre vue comme une transformation d'un etat memoire en
un autre, que nous appellerons un transformeur.
Dans ce chapitre, les fonctions semantiques ne sont decrites que pour les aectations, les sequences d'instructions et les instructions conditionnelles, car ces constructions permettent de donner l'idee principale sous-tendant la semantique des analyses,
tout en conservant une complexite limitee, mieux adaptee a un expose rapide. Le
lecteur est renvoye aux chapitres suivants pour les autres cas, notamment celui de la
boucle.

3.2.1 Necessite des analyses preliminaires

Notre but ultime est l'analyse des references aux elements de tableaux an d'eectuer
d'autres analyses ou des transformations de programme comme la privatisation de
tableaux. Cette operation n'est pas aussi simple que l'on pourrait le penser, du fait
des caracteristiques du langage choisi. De petits exemples vont nous permettre de voir
que des analyses preliminaires sont necessaires.
Le premier exemple (gure 3.4) nous montre le probleme principal des analyses de
regions. Le but est ici de privatiser le tableau WORK sur la boucle I. Pour cela, l'une
des conditions est que toutes les references en lecture sont precedees par une reference
en ecriture a la m^eme iteration. Il nous faut donc comparer la region correspondant
a la deuxieme boucle sur J avec celle correspondant a la premiere boucle sur J. La
description de ces deux ensembles depend forcement de la valeur de K  il faut donc
pouvoir modeliser la transformation de cette valeur par l'appel a INC1. Ce sera le r^ole
des transformeurs ou des transformeurs inverses selon le sens de la propagation.
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K = FOO()
do I = 1,N
do J = 1,N
WORK(J,K) = J + K
enddo
call INC1(K)
do J = 1,N
WORK(J,K) = J*J - K*K
A(I) = A(I)+WORK(J,K)+WORK(J,K-1)
enddo
enddo

SUBROUTINE INC1(I)
I = I + 1
END

Figure 3.4: Exemple de travail.
Mais ceci peut ^etre encore insusant pour comparer des regions de tableaux.
Prenons comme exemple la fonction D du programme de la gure 1.1. Nous ne pouvons comparer ou combiner en un resume les regions correspondant aux six references
au tableau T, si nous ne connaissons pas les valeurs relatives de J et JP, et de K et
KP. Ces informations peuvent ^
etre deduites a partir des trois sites d'appel : J=JP et
KP=K+1. Ce type d'information est appel
e precondition dans pips. La relation exacte
avec les regions de tableau n'etait pas claire jusqu'a present et sera examinee dans la
section 3.3.
Le dernier probleme provient des instructions stop. Dans le programme de la
gure 3.5, une approche na&ve consisterait a ajouter A(K) a l'ensemble des elements
de tableaux references par le programme P STOP. C'est une sur-approximation valide,
quoique grossiere du resultat attendu. Par contre, cela ne peut en aucun cas constituer
une sous-approximation, puisque A(K) n'est reference que si K 10. Une analyse
preliminaire, appelee conditions de continuation, est donc necessaire pour verier les
conditions sous lesquelles il existe eectivement un chemin d'execution du debut du
programme a l'instruction consideree.
program P_STOP
integer A(5),K
...
call S_STOP(K)
A(K) = ...
...
end

subroutine S_STOP(K)
if (K.gt.10) then
stop
endif
end

Figure 3.5: Probleme de l'arr^et
Ces trois analyses preliminaires, transformeurs, preconditions et conditions de continuation sont decrites ci-dessous. Elles reposent toutes trois (ainsi que les analyses de
regions) sur une autre analyse, l'evaluation des expressions.

3.2.2 E valuation des expressions

La plupart des analyses reposent sur la representation des expressions du programme :
bornes de boucle, conditions de tests, indices de tableaux, : : : Ces valeurs peuvent ^etre
fournies par une analyse que nous appelons evaluation des expressions et que nous
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designerons par la lettre E . Pendant l'execution d'un programme, les expressions sont
evaluees dans l'etat memoire courant. La semantique d'une expression est donc une
fonction du domaine des etats memoire  dans celui des valeurs V :

E : E ;! ( ;! V )

Cependant, tous les types d'expression ne peuvent ^etre representes lors d'une analyse
statique. D'une part les domaines de valeur sont generalement tres grands  d'autre
part, les valeurs des variables ne sont pas toutes connues a la compilation, et il devient alors necessaire de traiter des expressions symboliques, ce qui est beaucoup trop
complexe dans le cas general. On a donc recours a des approximations E et E dont le
domaine cible restreint le type d'expressions symboliques que l'on peut representer :

^
E : E ;! Symb
^
E : E ;! Symb
^ Symb. Nous renvoyons le lecteur a la
avec Symb = ( ;! V ), et Symb

section 5.3 pour le detail de la construction de ces fonctions.
E et ses approximations sont essentiellement utilisees pour evaluer les expressions
d'indice de tableau, de bornes et de pas de boucle, ou encore les conditions des instructions if et do while. Dans ce dernier cas, il nous faudra composer le resultat de E , E
ou E (dont le codomaine est V ou un de ses sous-ensembles) avec d'autre analyses. Le
domaine de la plupart de celles-ci etant , une composition directe n'est pas possible.
Nous introduisons donc une autre analyse, qui est en realite la fonction caracteristique
de la restriction de E au domaine des booleens. nous la noterons Ec pour rappeler son
lien avec E , c signiant caracteristique.
Ec :EB ;! ( ;! )
bool exp ;! Ec  bool exp ] = :if E  bool exp ]  then  else ?

E c et E c sont pareillement denies a partir de E et E .

3.2.3 Transformeurs et transformeurs inverses

Les transformeurs decrivent la semantique des instructions, vues comme des transformation d'un etat memoire dans un autre. Comme nous l'avons vu precedemment, deux
types d'analyses sont en realite necessaires : les transformeurs modelisent la transformation de l'etat memoire d'entree en un etat memoire de sortie  et les transformeurs
inverses modelisent la transformation inverse.

Transformeurs D'apres la denition informelle que nous en avons donne, le prototype
de cette analyse est le suivant :

T : S ;! ( ;! )
La semantique de cette analyse est fournie dans la table D.1. Ces fonctions semantiques ne sont generalement pas calculable, sauf pour des programmes tres
simples. Pour pouvoir traiter des programmes reels, il faut utiliser des approximations. Dans le cadre des analyses de regions, seule la sur-approximation
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nous interesse (ceci sera detaille dans la section 5.4.1). Pour tout etat memoire
d'entree, elle donne un ensemble d'etats memoire de sortie possibles, c'est-a-dire
contenant l'etat de sortie reel. Le domaine cible est donc celui des parties de
. En realite, ce sera un sous-ensemble note }~(), car il est impossible de
representer n'importe quel element de }() avec une machine nie :

T : S ;! ( ;! }~())
Ces fonctions sont fournies dans la table D.2  leur construction est detaillee dans
la section 5.4.1.
Transformeurs inverses Cette analyse repond a la question : etant donne une instruction et un etat memoire de sortie, quel est l'etat d'entree correspondant ?
C'est donc la fonction inverse de T . Malheureusement, T n'est generalement
pas inversible. Pour s'en convaincre, il sut de considerer les instructions K=5
ou read K. Ce probleme est tres similaire a celui du traitement des aectations
dans la logique de Hoare 102, 124]. Et de la m^eme maniere, nous ne pouvons
donner que des conditions necessaires pour denir une analyse approchee :

T ;1 :S ;! ( ;! }~())
S ;! T ;1 S ] : 8 2  90  0 2 T ;1  S ]  ^ T  S ] 0 = 
Une denition complete de T veriant ces conditions est donnee dans la table D.3.

3.2.4 Preconditions

Nous avons vu precedemment la necessite de disposer d'informations sur la valeur
relative des variables pour comparer ou combiner des regions de tableaux. Cette information est appelee precondition dans pips, car pour chaque instruction, elle fournit
une condition qui est vraie avant son execution. Nous pourrions donc denir les preconditions sous la forme d'une analyse booleenne. Toutefois, notre but etant de les
composer avec des regions dont le domaine est celui des etats memoire, nous preferons
denir cette analyse sous la forme d'un ltre d'etat memoire :

P : S ;!  ;! 
C'est strictement equivalent : le ltre est la fonction caracteristique de l'analyse
booleenne, comme Ec est la fonction caracteristique de E .
Pour de plus amples details sur la denition de P et de sa sur-approximation P ,
nous renvoyons le lecteur a la section 5.6. C'est une analyse maintenant classique,
fortement inspiree de l'algorithme fournit par Cousot et Halbwachs 59].

3.2.5 Conditions de continuation

Nous avons vu au debut de cette section que la presence potentielle d'instruction stop
dans un programme necessitait une prise en charge particuliere lors des analyses de
regions de tableaux. On pourrait penser que les transformeurs fournissent l'information
necessaire, car l'instruction stop est modelisee par une fonction indenie, qui, lors de la
propagation, est restreinte par les conditions du chemin d'acces a travers le programme.
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Toutefois, cette information est generalement impossible a calculer, et les inevitables
approximations masquent le resultat escompte. Il nous faut donc denir une nouvelle
analyse donnant les conditions de continuation du programme. La fonction semantique
correspondante est aussi denie sous la forme d'une fonction de ltrage :

C : S ;! ( ;! B)
ainsi que ses approximations, C et C . Toutes ces fonctions sont decrites dans les

tables D.6 et D.7.

3.3 Semantique Intraprocedurale des Regions
Le concept d'analyse de regions fut introduit par Triolet 161] dans le but d'analyser
les dependances interprocedurales. Ses regions read et write representent donc les
eets en lecture et en ecriture des instructions et des procedures sous la forme de resumes pouvant ^etre ensuite utilises au niveau des sites d'appel. Cependant, la methode
utilisee ne prend pas en compte le ot de contr^ole et le ot des valeurs du programme,
et les regions resultantes ne sont pas assez precises pour permettre des optimisations
intraprocedurales. De plus, les regions read et write ne tiennent pas compte de
l'ordre dans lequel les references aux elements de tableaux sont eectuees, c'est-a-dire
du ot des elements de tableaux. Or, comme le montre l'exemple suivant, cela est
necessaire pour des optimisations de programme avancees comme la privatisation de
tableaux.
Dans le programme de la gure 3.4, des parties du tableau WORK sont reutilisees
d'une iteration sur l'autre (voir gure 3.4). Ceci induit des dependances entre
iterations, et emp^eche donc la parallelisation de la boucle sur I. Mais ce ne sont
pas des dependances directes car chaque reference en lecture est precedee par une
reference en ecriture a la m^eme iteration. En privatisant le tableau WORK, on
elimine ces dependances, et la boucle peut ^etre parallelisee.

Figure 3.6: Dependances sur WORK dans le programme de la gure 3.4
Avec les regions read et write du corps de la boucle externe, on ne peut pas
s'apercevoir que chaque lecture est precedee d'une ecriture a la m^eme iteration.
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Cette information est donnee par une autre analyse, qui collecte les references en
lecture qui ne sont pas couvertes par une reference en ecriture dans le fragment de
programme considere. Dans notre cas, nous obtiendrions l'ensemble vide. Dans
pips, cette analyse s'appelle analyse des regions in.
Il reste encore un probleme non resolu. Les regions in fournissent l'ensemble des
elements de tableaux dont le calcul est local a une iteration. Mais ces elements
peuvent eventuellement ^etre reutilises dans la suite du programme. Pour veri er
que ce n'est pas le cas, ou adopter une autre politique dans le cas contraire, nous
avons introduit les regions out qui contiennent les elements de tableaux de nis
par le fragment de programme courant et reutilises par la suite.

Cette section decrit donc la semantique de ces quatre types de regions (read
write, in et out), mais en tenant compte du ot de contr^ole et du ot des valeurs du
programme de maniere a conserver, au moins localement, une precision susante.

3.3.1 Domaines et fonctions semantiques
Une region d'un tableau T represente un ensemble de ses elements, decrits par les
valeurs que peuvent prendre ces indices, qui peuvent ^etre vus comme des coordonnees
dans Zd si d est le nombre de dimensions de T . Une region peut donc ^etre representee
par une partie de Z d , et appartient de ce fait a }(Z d ). Chaque dimension du tableau
est decrite par un descripteur de region, note %Ti pour la i-eme dimension de T  le
vecteur des %Ti sera note %T .
Le but des analyses de regions de tableaux est d'associer a chaque instruction
(simple ou complexe) et a chaque etat memoire un ensemble d'elements de tableaux.
Si n tableaux sont accessibles dans la procedure analysee, de dimensions respectives
d1  : : :  dn , les fonctions semantiques des analyses de regions de tableaux sont du type
suivant :

R : L~ ;! ( ;! Qi=1n}(Zdi ))
l ;! R l] = :(f%T1 : r1 (%T1  )g : : :  f%Tn : rn (%Tn  )g)

ri donnant la relation existant entre les coordonnees %Ti des elements de la region du
tableau Ti et l'etat memoire .
Par exemple, A(I) pourrait ^etre represente par :fA1 : A1 = (I)g.

Note Les notations ci-dessus semblent impliquer que nous utiliseront le formalisme

de la semantique denotationnelle pour decrire nos analyses de regions de tableaux.
Ce sera eectivement le cas pour les analyses en arriere, qui denissent les fonctions
semantiques de la structure globale a partir de celles des composants. Par contre, le formalisme des grammaires attribuees est mieux adapte a la description de l'implantation
dans pips des analyses en arriere. Ce sera donc ce formalisme que nous utiliseront,
tout en conservant les notations de la semantique denotationnelle (c'est-a-dire que le
texte du programme sera fourni entre double-crochets).
Cependant, il n'est pas possible de representer n'importe quelle partie de Z d tout en
conservant une complexite raisonnable. Une representation particuliere, sous-ensemble
de }(Zd) note }~(Z d ), doit donc ^etre choisie. Nous supposerons egalement que ? 2
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}~(Z d ) et Zd 2 }~(Z d ). Nos analyses sur- et sous-estimees auront egalement le m^eme

domaine image, de facon a pouvoir les combiner facilement :
R : L~ ;! ( ;! Qi=1n}~(Zdi ))
l ;! R l] = :(f%T1 : r1 (%T1  )g : : :  f%Tn : rn (%Tn  )g)
R : L~ ;! ( ;! Qi=1n}~(Zdi ))
l ;! R l] = :(f%T1 : r1 (%T1  )g : : :  f%Tn : rn (%Tn  )g)
Q
Rappelons que, comme nous l'avons vu dans la section 3.1, i=1n}~(Zdi ) ne peut pas,
pour les types de representations qui nous interessent, ^etre muni d'une structure de
treillis dans le cadre de la sous-approximation.

3.3.2 Regions READ et WRITE

Les regions read et write representent les eets du programme sur les variables :
elles contiennent les elements de tableaux lus ou ecrits par les instructions (simples
ou composees) lors de leur execution. Ces deux types d'analyses etant tres similaires,
nous ne decrivons ici que l'analyse des regions read.
Rr , Rr et Rr denissent les semantiques exactes et approchees des regions read.
Ces semantiques etant denies aussi bien pour les expressions que pour les instructions,
le domaine source est la somme disjointe de E et S :
Y
Rr : S  E ;! ( ;! }(Zdi))

Rr : S  E ;! ( ;!
Rr : S  E ;! ( ;!

i=1n
Y

i=1n
Y

i=1n

}~(Zdi ))
}~(Zdi ))

Ces fonctions sont decrites dans les tables E.1, E.2 et E.3. Nous donnons ci-dessous le
detail de la construction des plus importantes.
Expressions Les expressions de notre langage n'ayant pas d'eet de bord, leurs eets
en lecture sont simplement l'union des eets en lecture de chacun de leurs composants. L'initialisation se fait au niveau des constantes (:?) ou des references.
Nous representons le resultat par :(fvar g) pour une variable scalaire ou par
:(fvar (E  exp 1  : : :  exp k ] )g) pour une variable tableau. Les approximations
correspondantes dependent de la representation choisie : les denitions presentees dans les tables E.2 et E.3 ne reetent donc que les proprietes qui doivent
^etre veriees par l'implantation.
Aectation La partie droite d'une aectation est une expression sans eet de bord,
qui est donc lue. La partie gauche ecrit la variable ou l'element de tableau
reference, mais a des eets en lecture sur les indices de tableau :
Rr  var (exp 1 : : :  exp k ) = exp ] = Rr  exp 1  : : :  exp k ]  Rr  exp ]
Rr  var = exp ]
= Rr  exp ]
Les approximations correspondantes sont obtenues en utilisant les operateurs
abstraits approches a la place des operateurs exacts.
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Sequence Les eets en lecture de S1 S2 sont l'union des eets de S1 et de ceux

de S2 . Il faut toutefois tenir compte, lors de l'evaluation des eets de S2 de la
modication de l'etat memoire par S1 :

Rr  S1  S2] = Rr  S1]  Rr  S2] T  S1]
Les approximations ne sont pas directement derivees de cette denition, car
nous avons vu la necessite de tenir compte des conditions de continuation du
programme. Ainsi, composer le terme Rr  S2 ] T  S1 ] par C  S1 ] garantit que
le resultat est une region non vide uniquement si le programme ne s'arr^ete pas
dans S1  on a bien alors une sous-approximation de Rr  S2 ] T  S1 ] . Pour la
sur-approximation, l'utilisation de C  S1 ] n'est pas obligatoire, car cela ne fait que
restreindre l'ensemble des etats memoire pour lesquels le programme ne s'arr^ete
pas dans S1 . Le resultat est bien s^ur plus precis, mais l'inter^et de l'utilisation de
C  S1 ] appara^t surtout lorsque l'on veut verier l'exactitude de l'une des deux approximations (Rr  S2 ] T  S1 ] C  S1 ] = Rr  S2 ] T  S1 ] C  S1 ] ), car C  S1 ] peut
^etre egal a C  S1 ] mais pas a :, qui est le choix implicite si l'on n'utilise pas
explicitement C  S1 ] . Les denitions retenues sont donc :

Rr  S1 S2 ] = Rr  S1 ]  Rr  S2 ] T  S1 ] C  S1 ]
Rr  S1 S2 ] = Rr  S1 ]  Rr  S2 ] T  S1 ] C  S1 ]

Instruction conditionnelle Les elements lus par une instruction conditionnelle sont
ceux lus lors de l'evaluation de la condition, et, selon le resultat de cette evaluation, les elements lus par la premiere branche ou la deuxieme :

Rr  if C

then

S1

else

S2 ] = Rr  C ] (Rr  S1 ] E  C ] ) (Rr  S2 ] E  .not.C ] )

La sur-approximation est derivee directement de cette denition, tandis que la
sous-approximation contient un terme supplementaire qui exprime le fait qu'au
moins l'une des branches est executee, et donc que si un element de tableau est
reference dans les deux branches, il est certainement reference par l'instruction
globale :

Rr  if C

S1 else S2 ] =
Rr  C ]  (Rr  S1] E c C ] )  (Rr  S2 ] E c .not.C ] )
 (Rr  S1] \ Rr  S2] )

then

3.3.3 Regions IN
Informellement, les regions in d'une instruction representent les elements de tableaux
qu'elle importe : ce sont ceux qu'elle lit avant de les redenir eventuellement. Ceci est
illustre par la gure 3.7 : A B et C sont lus dans la partie de code sombre  mais C n'est
pas importe par celle-ci car sa valeur est denie avant d'^etre lue  ainsi, seuls A et B
appartiennent aux regions in du fragment de code sombre.
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Figure 3.7: Regions read et in

Ri, Ri et Ri denissent les semantiques exactes et approchees des regions in sur
le domaine des instructions.
Ri : S ;! ( ;!
Ri : S ;! ( ;!
Ri : S ;! ( ;!

Y

i=1n
Y

i=1n
Y

i=1n

}(Zdi ))
}~(Zdi ))
}~(Zdi ))

Ces fonctions semantiques sont decrites dans les tables E.6 et E.7 aux pages 296
et 297. Nous detaillons ci-dessous leur construction pour l'aectation, la sequence
et l'instruction conditionnelle.

Aectation La norme fortran precise que la partie droite d'une aectation est

evaluee avant la partie gauche. La valeur des elements references en lecture par
la partie droite ne peut donc venir de la partie gauche, et ces valeur sont ainsi
necessairement importees. Comme nos expressions n'ont pas d'eet de bord, les
regions in d'une aectation sont donc ses regions read :

Ri ref = exp ] = Rr  ref = exp ]
Les approximations sont directement derivees de cette denition.

Sequence Les regions in de la sequence S1  S2 contiennent les elements de tableaux
importes par S1 (Ri  S1 ] ), plus ceux importes par S2 apres l'execution de S1
(Ri  S2 ] T  S1 ] ) mais qui ne sont pas denis par S1 (Rw  S1 ] ) :
;

Ri  S1 S2 ] = Ri S1 ]  (Ri S2 ] T  S1] ) Rw  S1]
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Comme pour les regions read et write, les approximations doivent prendre en
compte les conditions de continuation de S1 :
;



Ri S1  S2] = Ri S1 ]  ;(Ri S2 ] T  S1] C  S1 ] ) Rw  S1 ] 
Ri S1  S2] = Ri S1 ]  (Ri  S2] T  S1] C  S1] ) Rw  S1]

Instruction conditionnelle Les regions in d'une instruction conditionnelle contiennent les elements lus lors de l'evaluation de la condition, plus les elements importes par la premiere ou la deuxieme branche, selon le resultat de cette evaluation :

Ri if C

then

S1

else

S2 ] =
Rr  C ] (Ri  S1] Ec C ] ) (Ri S2 ] Ec .not.C ] )

La sur-approximation est directement derivee de la semantique exacte, tandis
que la sous-approximation comporte un terme supplementaire, comme pour les
regions read :

Ri  if C

S2 ] =
Rr  C ]  (Ri S1 ] E c C ] )  (Ri S2] E c .not.C ] )
Ri  if C then S1 else S2 ] =
Rr  C ]  (Ri S1 ] E c C ] )  (Ri S2 ] E c .not.C ] )  (Ri S1 ] \ Ri S2 ] )
then

S1

else

3.3.4 Regions OUT

Les regions out d'une instruction representent les elements de tableaux qu'elle exporte : ce sont ceux qu'elle denit et qui sont utilises dans la suite de l'execution du
programme, ce qui les dierencie des regions write. Ceci est illustre dans la gure 3.8 :
C et D sont tous deux 
ecrits dans la partie sombre du code  C est reutilise localement,
mais pas apres l'execution de la partie sombre  au contraire, D est reutilise par la suite,
et appartient donc aux regions out de la portion de code sombre.
Les regions out sont denies sur le domaine des instructions, car les expressions
de notre langage n'ont pas d'eet de bord :

Ro : S ;! ( ;!
Ro : S ;! ( ;!
Ro : S ;! ( ;!

Y

i=1n
Y

i=1n
Y

i=1n

}(Zdi ))
}~(Zdi ))
}~(Zdi ))

Les regions out sur-estimees contiennent les regions potentiellement ecrites (Rw ) par
l'instruction consideree, et potentiellement utilisees dans la suite du programme. Tandis que les regions out sous-estimees contiennent les elements de tableaux certainement
denis par l'instruction courante, et certainement utilises par la suite du programme.
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Figure 3.8: Regions write et out
Les regions out d'une instruction dependent, comme nous l'avons vu, du futur de
l'execution. Par exemple, les regions out d'une instruction S1 d'un programme S1  S2
sont une fonction de S1  S2 considere comme un tout, et de S2 . De ce fait, les regions
out sont propagees de haut en bas dans la representation du programme. Comme les
operation d'entree/sortie font partie du programme, les regions out du programme
principal, desquelles sont derivees les regions out des instructions qui le constituent,
sont initialisees a :?.
Toutes les fonctions semantiques sont decrites dans les tables E.8 et E.9. Nous
detaillons ci-dessous leur construction dans le cas d'une sequence et d'une instruction
conditionnelle.

Sequence Nous supposons que les regions out de la sequence S1 S2 sont connues, et
notre but est de calculer les regions out de S1 et de S2 , respectivement Ro  S1 ]
et Ro  S2 ] .

Intuitivement, les regions exportees par S2 sont les regions exportees par la
sequence, et ecrite par S2 . Il faut cependant faire attention a l'eet de S1 sur
l'etat memoire : pour Ro  S1  S2 ] , l'etat de reference est celui precedant S1  alors
que pour Ro  S2 ] , c'est celui precedant S2 , obtenu en appliquant T  S1 ] . Ro  S2 ]
doit donc verier :

Ro S2] T  S1 ] = Ro  S1 S2 ] \ Rw  S2] T  S1]
Nous ne pouvons pas donner une denition constructive de Ro  S2 ] car T  S1 ]
n'est pas inversible. Mais l'on peut utiliser le transformeur inverse, T ;1  S1 ]
pour denir Ro  S2 ] et Ro  S2 ] :
Ro S2] = Ro S1  S2] T ;1 S1 ] \ Rw  S2]
Ro S2] = Ro S1  S2] T ;1 S1 ] \ Rw  S2]
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Et l'on peut montrer que ce sont bien des approximations valides de Ro  S2 ]
(propriete 6.4).
Les regions exportees par S1 sont les regions exportees par la sequence, mais pas
par S2 , et qui sont ecrites par S1 . A ceci, il faut ajouter les elements ecrits par
S1 et exportes vers S2 , c'est-a-dire importes par S2 :
;



Ro S1 ] = Rw  S1] \ (Ro  S1 S2 ] Ro  S2] T  S1] )  Ri S2 ] T  S1]

Ici, les approximations sont directement derivees de la semantique exacte.

Instruction conditionnelle Pour une instruction conditionnelle, les regions

out

sont propagees de la structure globale vers les branches. Si la condition est vraie,
les regions out de la premiere branche sont les regions exportees par l'instruction
conditionnelle et ecrites dans la premiere branche  et vice-versa :

Ro  S1] = (Ro  if C
Ro  S2] = (Ro  if C

then
then

S1
S1

else
else

S2 ] \ Rw  S1 ] ) Ec C ]
S2 ] \ Rw  S2 ] ) Ec .not.C ]

Les approximations sont directement derivees de ces denitions.

3.3.5 Details d'implantation
Dans pips, le programme est represente par son graphe de contr^ole hierarchise. Il
s'agit essentiellement de l'arbre de syntaxe abstrait dans lequel certains noeuds sont
remplaces par un graphe de contr^ole standard lorsque le code n'est pas structure (c'esta-dire contient des GOTOs). Les fonctions semantiques des quatre types de regions
presentes precedemment sont donc implantees directement.
Ces dernieres induisent un ordre de calcul des dierentes analyses : transformeurs,
conditions de continuation, regions read et write, puis in et enn out. De cet
ordre et des sens de propagation, on peut deduire que les transformeurs, les conditions
de continuation et les regions read, write et in pourraient ^etre calcules lors d'un
m^eme parcours en arriere de la representation du programme, alors que les regions
out doivent ^etre calculees ulterieurement, lors d'une phase de propagation en avant.
En realite, pips est un prototype permettant d'experimenter dierentes combinaisons
d'analyses, et celles-ci sont donc eectuees independamment les unes des autres de
maniere a assurer une grande exibilite, au detriment parfois de la rapidite. Il faut
noter que les conditions de continuation ne sont pas encore implantees.
Nous avons presente les semantiques des regions sur- et sous-estimees. En realite,
nous ne calculons que des sur-approximations, et nous utilisons des criteres d'exactitude
pour les marquer comme exactes autant que possible. Les regions sous-estimees sont
donc implicitement egales a la sur-approximation en cas d'exactitude, ou a l'ensemble
vide. Nous avons vu a la section 3.1 les avantages de cette approche.
Jusqu'a present, les preconditions n'ont pas ete utilisees pour denir la semantique
des regions de tableaux. Pourtant, nous avons vu precedemment leur utilite pour la
comparaison ou la combinaison des regions. En fait, on peut montrer que composer
une region par la precondition courante (R S ] P  S ] ) ne modie pas la semantique
exacte, et n'apporte aucune information complementaire. Par contre, les preconditions
permettent de restreindre le domaine de denition des regions approchees.
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C'est ce qui se produit dans notre exemple de la gure 1.1, dans la fonction D. Si
les relations entre K et KP et entre J et JP ne sont pas prises en compte, chaque
reference au tableau T accede potentiellement a n'importe quel element. Avec les
preconditions, nous restreignons le domaine des etats memoire a ceux dans lesquels
J=JP et KP=K+1, et nous pouvons trouver les positions relatives des six r
eferences
a T.

Les preconditions peuvent donc faciliter les analyses de regions. Elles peuvent aussi
donner de moins bons resultats, notamment si des conditions exclusives apparaissent
dans les deux termes d'une intersection, comme c'est le cas pour les regions read,
write et in sous-estimees d'une instruction conditionnelle.
Dans pips, les preconditions sont actuellement ajoutees systematiquement, ce qui
pose les problemes evoques ci-dessus. Une solution serait de ne les utiliser que si
necessaire. Mais ce critere de necessite reste a denir.

3.4 Autres Travaux et Conclusion
De nombreuses etudes ont aborde les analyses de regions de tableaux depuis leur introduction par Triolet 161]. Les plus anciennes concernent generalement le choix de la
representation des elements de tableaux 37, 19, 98, 99], probleme que nous traiterons
dans la partie III, pour des analyses approchees superieurement, et insensibles au ot
de contr^ole du programme.
Dans les etudes plus recentes 151, 86, 92, 135, 164], nous retrouvons des types
d'analyses similaires aux n^otres, a l'exception des regions out. Leurs semantiques sont
generalement presentees sous une forme dependant de la representation du programme,
dans la plupart des cas un graphe de ot de contr^ole  seul Jouvelot 108] avait deja
utilise la semantique denotationnelle pour denir les regions, mais son etude etait
limitee aux sur-approximations. Les sous-approximations sont utilisees dans tous les
paralleliseurs eectuant des optimisations comme la privatisation de tableaux 92, 135,
164, 176], et ce malgre l'absence d'etude preliminaire des fondements theoriques de ces
analyses dans la plupart des cas. Seuls Wonnacott et Pugh 171, 170, 176] se sont
penches sur ces problemes dans le cas des formules de Presburger.
Nous avions nous-m^emes presente nos analyses de regions dans plusieurs rapports
et articles 16, 18, 17, 63, 62, 60, 65]. Cependant, cette partie apporte de nouvelles
contributions. Nous avons ainsi etudie le cadre theorique des analyses de regions de
tableaux, independamment de leur type, et avons propose une solution aux problemes
poses par les analyses approchees inferieurement. Nous avons ensuite deni la semantique de quatre types de regions de tableaux (read, write, in et out), en utilisant
un formalisme independant de la representation du programme et des regions, qui permet egalement de retarder une bonne partie des preuves de correction au choix eectif
d'une representation. Nous avons egalement identie et presente les analyses preliminaires necessaires a la denition d'analyses de regions prenant en compte le contexte
d'execution, le ot de contr^ole du programme et son ot de valeurs.
Dans cette partie, nous n'avons considere que les analyses intraprocedurales des
regions de tableaux, et independamment de toute representation des ensembles d'elements de tableaux. Dans la partie suivante, nous presenterons l'implantation eectuee
dans pips  et dans la partie IV, nous montrerons comment eectuer ces analyses en
presence d'appels de procedures.
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Chapter 4

May, Must or Exact?
Several studies 79, 29] have highlighted the need for advanced program optimizations
to deal with memory management issues. For instance, Blume and Eigenmann 29]
have shown that array privatization could greatly enhance the amount of potential
parallelism in sequential programs. This technique basically aims at discovering array
sections that are used as temporaries in loops, and can thus be replaced by local copies
on each processor. An array section is said to be privatizable in a loop if each read of
an array element is preceded by a write in the same iteration 123, 166]1 . Solving such
problems requires a precise intra- and inter-procedural analysis of array data ow.
Several algorithms for array privatization or array expansion2, based on dierent
types of array data ow analyses, have already been proposed 70, 130, 123, 166, 93,
17, 63], . The rst approach 70, 130] performs an exact analysis of array data ow,
but for a restricted source language3 . Most of the other methods use conservative
approximations of array element sets, such as MayBeDened and MustBeDened sets.
In fact, may sets are over-approximations of exact solutions, while must sets are underapproximations, according to a predened approximation ordering. On the contrary,
the last approach 17, 63] tries to compute exact solutions whenever possible, switching
to conservative approximations only when exactness cannot be preserved anymore.
However, except for specic applications 46, 47] requiring the knowledge of exactness,
the advantages of our approach are still an open issue, which is discussed in this
chapter.
Traditionally, semantic analyses are dened on lattices. This ensures that they are
precisely dened even in case of recursive semantic equations, which appear whenever
the source language contains looping constructs. For instance, exact solutions of array
region analyses belong to the lattice (}(Zn) ? Zn  \). Over-approximate analyses
of array regions are also dened on lattices: Lattice of convex polyhedra in pips, or
regular section lattice in the case of rsds 37] for instance4 , or lattice of Presburger
formulae as proposed in 176].
However, as will be shown in Section 4.1.3, under-approximate solutions are not
uniquely dened when the domain is not closed under set union, e.g. for convex
1 Additional

conditions may also be used depending on the underlying architectural model, or on
the target program transformation this will be developed in Chapter 14.
2 A similar technique for shared memory machines.
3 Monoprocedural, static control language.
4 A denition of rsds is provided in Section 8.7.2. Very briey, rsds describe array regions with
triplet notations (l : u : s) on each array dimension.
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polyhedra or rsds. This means that, given an exact array region, no best underapproximation can be dened. This is illustrated in Figure 4.1 where several possible
under-approximations of an array region are provided for two dierent representations.
In this case, Bourdoncle 33] suggests to approximate xed points by decreasing
under-approximate iterations5 , using a narrowing operator 6 . However, this approach
may fail to compute under-approximations equal to the corresponding exact solutions
whereas the computation of the latter is decidable, which is possible as shown in 17,
63].

Figure 4.1: Possible under-approximations
We thus propose another approach, based on our previous experience of exact array
data ow analyses 63, 62, 65]: We suggest to perform under- and over-approximate
analyses at the same time, and to enhance the results of must analyses with those of
may analyses, when the latter can be proved exact according to a computable exactness
criterion . This method is very general and not solely limited to array region analyses.
It can be used whenever one of the approximate domain is not a lattice, but also
whenever exactness is specically required, as in 46, 47].
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 presents the semantic analysis
framework, and shows that some analysis solutions may not belong to a predened
lattice existing ad-hoc solutions are also presented. Our solution and the exactness
criterion are presented in Section 4.2 in relation with our previous work. We nally
complete the description of our semantic framework, with a presentation of the properties of its main operators.
5 He also proposes a more precise technique called dynamic partitioning

32]. Very briey, it consists
in dynamically determining an approximate solution built over simpler domains. But its complexity
would be too high in the case of array region computations.
6 More precisely the dual of his widening operator.
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4.1 Semantic Analysis Frameworks
The semantic analysis of a program aims at statically discovering its properties, or the
properties of the objects it uses (variables, : : : ). However, semantic equations may
not have solutions computable in nite time this is the case of recursive functions in
an innite height lattice for instance. Moreover, exactly describing the behavior of
any program written in a given language may happen to be impossible, or at least
of an overwhelming complexity most languages have I/O instructions whose eects
are not completely foreseeable representing all types of expressions, particularly real
expressions, is also generally considered too complex for an average compiler. Facing
these obstacles, the solution is either to restrict the input language (as in 70, 72, 159,
130]), or to perform conservative approximate analyses 55] on real-life programs. This
last characteristics has played a great role in the popularity of the method 2, 111, 55,
134, 153, 161, 37, 86]. Here, the complexity of the computation directly depends on
the accuracy of the analysis. Up to now, no measurement of this accuracy has been
proposed 55].
This section describes some usual characteristics of exact and approximate semantic
analysis frameworks. It is then shown that some analyses do not respect these properties. Usual solutions are nally presented in the last subsection, and their limitations
are discussed.

4.1.1 Sets and domains

Traditionally, mathematical spaces used for the denotation of programming constructs
are called semantic domains and are complete partial orders or lattices.

Denition 4.1

A complete partial order (or cpo) is a set E partially ordered by a relation vE  it
has a least element ?E (E is inductive ) and every
countable increasing sequence
G
e0 v    v en v : : : has a limit in E , denoted by ei .
i

Examples of basic domains are boolean values, natural integers N , or relative integers
Z (all of them augmented with an undened element ?). More complex domains are

powerset domains, product domains, sum domains or continuous function domains7.

Denition 4.2

A complete lattice is a cpo in which any two elements x and y have a greatest lower
bound (x _ y) and a least upper bound (x ^ y).
The advantage of using cpo's as semantic domains is that the semantics of any
recursive continuous semantic equation f : D ;! E can be dened as the least xed
point of a continuous functional % : (D ;! E ) ;! (D ;! E ).

Denition 4.3

Given cpo's D and E , and a function g : D ;! E ,
g is monotone if x vD y =) g(x) vE g(y).G
G
g is continuous if 8 e0 v    v en v : : : g( ei ) = g(ei ).
i

7 For

a more complete description see 132, 88].

i
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Denition 4.4

Let D be a cpo, and g : D ;! D a continuous function.
d 2 D is called a xed point of g if g(d) = d. Moreover, d is called the least xed
point of g if 8 d0  g(d0 ) = d0 =) d vD d0 .

Theorem 4.1 (Tarsky)

Let D be a cpo, and g : D ;! D a continuous
function.
G
i
Then g has a least xed point lfp(g) = g (?).
i>0

In our framework, we require that exact semantic equations be continuous functions. This ensures that the exact semantics of the analysis is precisely dened. However, approximate semantic equations are not required to be continuous functions. This
might be rather cumbersome in case of recursive denitions (which are usually needed
to handle loops), since the existence of a xed point is not guaranteed anymore. When
the functions meet the weaker condition of monotonicity, Graham and Wegman 82]
dene an acceptable solution. However, as will be shown in Section 4.1.3, some approximate analysis solutions do not belong to predened lattices, and recursive functions
may not even be monotone.

4.1.2 Semantic functions

Since we are interested in the semantic analysis of program properties, semantic functions share the same pattern. Let A be an exact semantic analysis of a program
written in a programming language L. A is generally a function from a subset L~ of L
to another set, usually a function set:

A : L~ ;! (D ;! A)
l ;! A l]

For instance, the semantics of binary operators is given by a function mapping the
cross-product of value domains to the domain of values (V  V ;! V ).
And the exact semantics of array region analysis is described by a function

R : L~ ;! ( ;! }(Zn))

where  is the set of memory stores.

Note

A is generally a partial function.
The notation A l] used here suggests that we use denotational semantics 132] to

dene our analyses. This is the case for outward analyses, which dene the nonstandard semantics of a construct in terms of the semantics of its components.
For example, the exact semantics of the read regions of a sequence of instructions S1 S2 is:
Rr  S1 S2 ] = Rr  S1 ]  Rr  S2 ]  T  S1 ]
as will be explained in Chapter 6.
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However, this formalism cannot be used in the same way to dene inward analyses, that is to say those dening the semantics of the components in terms of
the characteristics of the global construct. We could use higher-order functions
to dene our inward analyses, and still use denotational semantics (an example
can be found in 108]). But this would be more complicated than the existing
implementation, whose axiomatization is closer to attribute grammar concepts
than to denotational semantics. We therefore use the attribute grammar formalism for inward analyses. However, to keep uniform notations throughout this
thesis, we keep the same kind of notations as for denotational semantics (i.e. the
program text is provided inside double brackets).
For example, the over-approximate out regions of a sequence of instructions
are de ned by (see Section6.6):

S1 S2

Ro  S2 ] = Ro  S1 S2;] T ;1  S1 ] \ Rw  S2 ]

Ro  S1 ] = Rw  S1 ] \ (Ro  S1 S2 ]  Ro  S2 ] T  S1 ] )  Ri  S2 ] T  S1 ]
To describe our semantical functions, we use Church's -calculus 22].
As stated in the introduction of this section, the solutions dened by A may be
extremely dicult, indeed impossible, to compute. Hence the idea to replace A by
approximate analyses, comparable to A by a partial order v:
A is an over-approximation of A () A v A
A is an under-approximation of A () A v A
This approximation ordering 58] is a logical ordering, and is not necessarily related to
a partial ordering between semantic values. However, since A, A and A are dened on
the same sub-domain of L, it is equivalent to an ordering of the solution functions:
A v A () 8 l 2 L~ A l] v A l]
Given this approximation ordering, a semantic analysis A can be surrounded by two
new, and hopefully computable, approximate analyses: an over-approximation, denoted by A and an under-approximation, denoted by A. The target sets of A and A
are not necessarily the same as the target set of A.
For instance, array element index sets are parts of Zn. Due to the complexity of
being able to represent any part of Zn, several compact representations have been
de ned: Convex polyhedra 161], rsd 37], dad 19], : : :
Another example is the abstraction of statement e ects on variables values (the
so-called transformers in pips). The exact analysis is a function from the memory
store set to itself, while the approximation maps the memory store set to its
powerset:
T :  ;! }~()

The approximate analyses we are interested in are then such that:
A : L~ ;! (D ;! A0) and A : L~ ;! (D ;! A00 )
Moreover, to simplify the discussion, we suppose that A0 A and A00
we can use the same ordering to compare their elements.

A, so that
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Note It does not necessarily make sense, or it may not be useful, to dene both A
or A for all type of semantic analysis. It is the case for the transformers which are

presented in the next chapter.

4.1.3 Non-lattice frameworks: Why?

A natural question that arises is why we may need non-continuous, or even nonmonotonous functions, while very friendly data-ow frameworks have been so carefully
designed for years. In fact, this kind of problem is not unfrequent 57, 33]. And
whereas we restrain our discussion to array region analyses in this section, the same
argumentation would hold for other types of analyses.
As will be shown later in Chapters 5 and 6, array regions are functions from the
set of memory stores  to the powerset }(Zd), d being the dimension of the array:

R :  ;! }(Zd)
These analyses rely on a complete lattice, as shown by the next property.

Property 4.1
Let L = ( ;! }(Zd) v :? :Zd t u) with:
R1 v R2 () 8 2  R1() R2 ()
8 2  (R1 t R2)() = R1()  R2()
8 2  (R1 u R2)() = R1() \ R2()
being the usual set inclusion,  and \ the usual set operations.

Then L is a complete lattice.
However, being able to represent all possible functions from  to }(Zd) would be
of an overwhelming complexity. This is why we usually restrain the domain of the
analyses. For instance, we can use functions which are represented by Presburger
formulae:  presb
;! }(Zd). And we have the following property:

Property 4.2
Let Lpresb = ( presb
;! }(Zd) v :? :Zd t u)

Then Lpresb is a complete sub-lattice of L.
This is an important property rstly because Lpresb being complete implies that it
has the necessary properties to dene our analyses secondly, because t and u are the
same as in L and are internal operators hence, as long as the analysis is conned to
this domain, that is to say as long as the program is a linear static control program8 ,
the results are exact.
However, for several reasons which are beyond the scope of this section, and which
will be presented in chapter 8, other types of representations are often used for array
region analyses for example convex polyhedra:  ;!
}(Zd). Lconv = ( ;!
}(Zd)
conv
conv
8 That

is to say a program made of sequences of do loops, and in which all subscripts and bound
expressions are ane functions of the surroundings loop indices ane if conditions can also be
handled with Presburger formulae.
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v :? :Zd convex hull u) is a complete lattice, but is not a sub-lattice of L because in general convex hull(R1  R2 ) =
6 R1 t R2 . (This is also the case for rsds 37] or
dads 19] : : : ). However, since convex hull(R1  R2 ) w R1 t R2 , the resulting analyses

necessarily are over-approximations. But we also need under-approximations. The
next theorem characterizes the complete lattices which allow such analyses.

Theorem 4.2
Let  ;!
}(Zd) be a subset of  ;! }(Zd). Let L? = ( ;!
}(Zd) v :? :Zd
?
?
t u) with R1 tR2 v R1 t R2, and t and u being internal operators9 .
Then L? is a complete lattice if and only if t = t.
Proof Let R1 and R2 be two elements of  ;!
}(Zd). Let R3 = R1 t R2 .
?
If we suppose that L? is a complete lattice, then

R1 v R3
R2 v R3

(4.1)
(4.2)

Thus, L? is a complete lattice =) t = t.
The converse is trivial.



Since  ;!
}(Zd)  ;! }(Zd), inclusions (4.1) and (4.2) imply that R1 t R2 v
?
R3 . From the theorem hypothesis, we also know that R3 v R1 tR2 . Then:
8R1 R2 2  ;!
}(Zd) R1 tR2 = R1 tR2
?
As a consequence, since the domain of convex polyhedra is not closed for t, this
representation cannot be used as a regular framework for under-approximate semantic
analyses. And this is also the case for rsds, dads, lists of nite length, : : : It intuitively
corresponds to the fact that the greatest convex polyhedron or rsd contained into any
array region is not uniquely dened. An ad-hoc computable under-approximation must
then be built in the chosen domain. Some possible choices have already been described
in 33]. This will be the subject of the next subsection.
But before that, there is one more interesting question: What is the smallest sublattice of L which can be used to perform over- and under-approximate array region
analyses? In fact, if we enforce that :?, :Zd, and ane functions belong to
 ;!
}(Zd), as it usually is the case for the representations used for array region
?
analyses, then the smallest such domain is Lpresb . There already exists several libraries
to deal with Presburger formulae 71, 112, 121], the most popular ones being the
omega and pip libraries.
But the results are exact only as long as we deal with linear static control programs.
If there are nonlinear array subscripts, conditions, assignments to scalar variables, the
exact solutions of array region analyses do not belong to this framework anymore.
Obviously, under- or over-approximations can be provided in the chosen representation,
but there may exist several equally good approximations.
9 Notice

that the greatest lower bound is the same as in L. In fact, it would be possible to nd
a complete lattice with another operator u, under-approximation of u. This would not aect the
argumentation of the following proof. Moreover, the representations used for array region analyses are
generally closed for u.
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4.1.4 Usual ad-hoc solutions

When the approximate solution space A00 is a lattice or cpo, its relations with the exact
solution space A can be described by a Galois connection 27, 56], which denes two
monotone functions: An abstraction function  : A ;! A00 , and a concretization or
meaning function  : A00 ;! A (see Figure 4.2). The image of an exact continuous
recursive function by  is then still continuous its least xed point is well dened,
though its computability is not even decidable. Cousot has shown that least xed
points can then be safely approximated by successive iterations relying on sequences
of narrowing operators 56, 55].
approximate
solution space



meaning
function



abstraction
function
exact
solution space

Figure 4.2: Galois Connection
To handle cases where the approximate solution space is not a lattice or a cpo,
but a mere partial order, Bourdoncle 33] generalizes the traditional approach of
Galois connections by dening representations, in which  is not required to be a
monotone function. In this framework, least xed points of exact continuous recursive
functions are safely under-approximated by sequences of narrowing operators, even if
their images by  are not continuous (see Appendix B).
Let us see how this technique performs for under-approximate array region analyses on trivial loops. We assume that the decreasing sequence of narrowing operators has only one iteration: Its result is the region corresponding to the rst
iteration of the loop.
In the innermost loop body of the contrived example in Figure 4.3, the sole element
A(I) is referenced. From our previous de nition of the iterative process, we deduce
that the summary region corresponding to the innermost loop is the set of array
elements referenced at iteration J = 1, that is to say fA(I)g. It exactly describes
the set of array elements read by the ve iterations of the J loop. Repeating the
process for the outermost loop, we obtain the set fA(1)g, which is far from the
set of array elements actually referenced by the loop nest!

The previous example has been chosen for its simplicity, and it could be objected
that the sequence of operators could be greatly enhanced. For instance, more iterations
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do I = 1,5
do J = 1,5
A(I) = ...
enddo
enddo

Figure 4.3: A small contrived example
could be allowed: merging the sets of array elements during ve iterations would give
the exact result. But what if the loop upper bound is so great (do I = 1,10000) that
the number of iterations would be overwhelming or if it is unknown (do I = 1,N)?
However, in all these cases, the exact set of array elements referenced within the
previous loop nest is computable and known to be computable 65]. This is the basis
for the solution we propose in the next section.

4.2 Approximations and Exactness
The previous section has just shown that existing under-approximate analyses may
fail to expose interesting results, when the chosen domain is not closed under set
union. This section describes a method to alleviate this problem, based on our previous
experience of array region analyses 65]. It relies on the use of a computable exactness
criterion which is introduced in a rst subsection. Its optimality and applications are
then discussed in Section 4.2.2.

4.2.1 Exactness of approximate analyses

From the denition of A and A, we already know that:

8 l 2 L~ A l] v A l] v A l]

An immediate consequence is:
(A l]  A l] ) =) (A l]  A l]  A l] )
Hence, if the over-approximation is equal to the under-approximation, then both solutions are equal to the exact solution. However, it is not true that:
(A l]  A l] ) ) (A l]  A l] )
A very simple counter-example is given by:

A : l ;! (D ;! >)
A : l ;! (D ;! ?)

It is not possible to have A l] A l] .
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Thus a trivial way to check if the result of an approximation is exact is to verify
that it is equal to the opposite approximation. A question that arises is whether this
is the best possible criterion.

4.2.2 Optimality of the exactness criterion

The next theorem shows that if proving that A l]  A l] is not the best known criterion
for checking the exactness of A l] and A l] , then two other computable analyses A0
and A0 can be dened, which are better approximations of0 A than A and A. A
constructive proof is then given, which shows how to build A and A0 from A and A.
The consequences of this theorem are discussed afterwards.

Theorem 4.3

If there exists a computable criterion CAA such that:

8 l 2 L~ CAA (l) =) A l]  A l]

then any computable criterion CAA (resp. CAA ) such that:
8 l 2 L~ CAA (l) =) A l]  A l]

(resp. 8 l 2 L~ CAA (l) =) A l]  A l] ) is equivalent to CAA , or there exists
a computable approximation A0 (resp. A0 ) such that A v A0 v A and CA0 A ()
CA0 A (resp.A v A0 v A and CA0A0 () CA0A ).

Proof

If CAA (l) is true, it means that we know that A l]  A l]  A l] . Then,
necessarily, CAA (l) is also true.

On the contrary, let us assume that there exists l 2 L~ such that CAA (l) is true
and CAA (l) is false.
CAA(l) = true implies that A l] is computable and is equal to A l] . Then, we
can dene a new approximation of A, A0 by:

A0 : L~ ;! (D ;! A0  A00)
l ;! if CAA (l) then A l] else A l]
And the equivalence criteria of A0 with the exact analysis (CA0 A ) and with the
current over-approximation (CA0 A ) are dened by:

8 l 2 L~ CA0 A(l) = if CAA(l) then true else CAA (l)
8 l 2 L~ CA0 A(l) = if CAA(l) then true else CAA (l)

Since CAA (l) = CAA (l) = false, CA0 A (l) = CA0 A (l) = CAA (l).
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The previous assumption that 9l : CAA (l) ^ :CAA (l) implies that for at least
one element l of L we know that A l]  A l]  A0  l] , but we do not know
whether A l]  A l] or not. A consequence is that A0 is either identical to A or
more accurate:

A v A0 v A
Thus, we have shown that either CAA () CAA or there exists a computable
under-approximation A0 of A, more accurate than A, and such that CA0 A ()
CA0A .

The proof is identical for CAA and CAA .



Figure 4.4 summarizes the relations between the dierent criteria of exactness, and
the actual exactness of the approximate analyses. To sum up, if CAA is not the best

CAA <
> CAA
HHHH
H

 ;;;
@@@@ H A = A
;
A
=
A
;
@@@ @@@
;
@@@ @ @ ;;;;; ;;;
@@@@ @A V= A; ;;;;
;
@@@@ ;;;
;
CAA
Figure 4.4: Relations between approximations
possible criterion for checking exactness, it is possible to dene two other approximations, which are more accurate than the original ones. The new criterion CA0 A0 is then
the best possible computable criterion (relatively to the available information about
the program behavior). Moreover, from the previous proof, computing and testing
the exactness of the new approximations is not more expensive than with the original
solution.
Theorem 4.3 has two more consequences:
1. It may not always be useful to compute both A and A but we may well want to
check the exactness of the chosen analysis, say A . However, it may sometimes
be dicult to nd a computable exactness criterion CAA : it may depend on
A, which is not computable! The above theorem gives a solution. If an opposite
approximation A is suciently well dened, CAA is the best possible exactness
criterion for A. Thus, it is sucient to dene A, deduce the exactness criterion
CAA and use it as CAA . It is not even necessary to explicitly compute A.
2. As shown in the previous section, dening an interesting approximation analysis
is not always an easy task and general solutions may be disappointing. In this
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case, if a computable exactness criterion for the opposite analysis (CAA ) is
available, then A can be rened by using A whenever CAA is true.
Let us consider the example of Figure 4.3 to illustrate this. We assume that
array regions are represented by convex polyhedra. For the loop body, the
regions are exactly represented by f1 : 1 = ig, 1 being the descriptor of
the rst dimension of array A.
An over-approximation for the innermost loop nest is readily obtained by
adding the loop bound constraints to the above polyhedron, and eliminating
the loop index j :

f1 : 1 = i ^ 1  j  5g f1 : 1 = ig
This operation is exact because the loop bounds are ane, and the projection
is exact according to 12, 144]j .
For the outermost loop, computing the over-approximation gives:

f1 : 1  1  5g
Again, the loop bounds are ane, and the elimination of i is exact. Since the
previous regions are exact, they are valid under-approximations. We would
obtain the same results with non-numerical but still ane loop bounds.

4.2.3 Relations with other approaches
Since the absence of a predened lattice is a general characteristic of under-approximate
array region analyses, how do parallelizing compilers other than pips handle the problem, either consciously or not?
In Fiat/Suif 92], the approach is to avoid inexact operations10 . This is supported
by an innite representation, lists of polyhedra, which allows exact unions by simply
appending regions to the list. For do loops with ane bounds, the loop index is merely
replaced by a dummy variable, which is also an exact operation. For general loops,
existing iterative techniques are used, but the underlying domain is the semi-lattice
(}convex (Zn) ? \). This ensures safe approximations of xed points, without having
to use costly techniques such as dynamic partitioning. However, this may often result
in coarse approximations, such as the empty set. And this prevents taking context
information into account, since they are often exclusive in the several branches reaching
join nodes of the control ow graph.
For example, for the following piece of code
if (i.le.2) then
A(i) = ...
else
A(i) = ...
endif

10 This

can be viewed as a preventive exactness criterion.
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the regions of the two branches can respectively be represented by (taking the
context into account):
f1 : 1 = i ^ i  2g
and
f1 : 1 = i ^ 3  ig
Their intersection is the empty set, because they contain exclusive conditions
(i  2 and 3  i). If the conditions are not taken into account, the regions are
identical, and their intersection is:

f1 : 1 = ig
In Polaris 164], a similar approach is adopted, but applied to lists of rsds. The
main dierence lies in the choice of the meet operator, which is called a gated intersection, but seems to be a guarded union, which matches the intrinsic nature of the
corresponding exact operation. How exponential growth of lists of regions is avoided
is not specied.
In Panorama 87], lists of guarded rsds are used to represent array regions. This
allows to avoid inexact union and to handle do loops accurately. If during an operation
a guard or rsd component cannot be computed, it is replaced by an unknown value, ).
In fact, this is equivalent to computing exact regions whenever possible, and ag them
as inexact otherwise. In this case, ) can be interpreted as > or ? depending on the
desired approximation (respectively may and must )11 . For general loops, conservative approximations are performed. In particular, for loops with premature exits, an
intersection operation is performed, as in Fiat/Suif.
To summarize, most under-approximate array region analyses implemented in existing parallelizing compilers are based on implicit exactness criteria, to avoid inexact
operations. Innite representations are used to handle sequences of instruction, for
which union operations are involved. For do loops, ad-hoc solutions are used to compute exact solutions without using iterative techniques. But general loops for which
xed points would be required are conservatively handled, by switching to another
lattice based on the same representation but associated with the intersection operator.
A lot of work has also been done in the Omega Library by Pugh and Wonnacott 144, 171, 176] to under-approximate parts of Z n using Presburger formulae.
The target domain was primarily the analysis of dependences, but their techniques can
also be applied to array region analyses. Nonlinear conditions or references are represented either by unknown variables, or by dummy functions. The dark shadow dened
in 144] could also provide under-approximations of projections, which are necessary
for the array region analysis of do loops, as will be shown in Part III.

4.3 Operators
The semantics we dene in the next chapters rely on several operators: Internal operators, xed points, and external composition laws. For exact analyses, dened on
lattices, the denition of these operators is generally straightforward however, this is
11 This is very similar to the use of the unknown variable proposed by Wonnacott in his thesis 176]
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no more the case for approximate analyses, especially when their domain is not a predened lattice. Moreover, in order to avoid details due to particular representations
when dening the semantics of our analyses, we wish to use abstract approximate
operators to ensure safe approximations, some properties must be enforced on these
operators. This is the purpose of this section.
The rst subsection is devoted to internal operators the second to xed points,
in relation with the considerations of the previous two sections. Internal and external
composition laws are then examined in Section 4.3.3. Finally, the last section shows the
consequences of the properties enforced on operators in Sections 4.3.1, 4.3.2 and 4.3.3
on correctness proving.

4.3.1 Internal operators
To specify the exact semantics A, we usually need several internal operators. We
therefore provide the exact analysis cpo or lattice (D ;! A) with a set of k internal
operators, fopi gi=1k . The rst two operators are the well-known join and meet operators, respectively denoted by _ or ^ for boolean lattices (D ;! B ), and  or \ for
powersets. When D ;! A is a cpo,  and \ share the following properties:

Property 4.3
In any lattice

D ;! A, the operations  and \ satisfy the following laws, for all

x y z 2 (D ;! A):

Idempotence x  x = x and x \ x = x.
Commutativity x  y = y  x and x \ y = y \ x.
Associativity x (y  z) = (x  y)  z and x \(y \ z) = (x \ y) \ z.
Absorption x \(x  y) = x (x \ y) = x.
 and \ (as well as _ or ^) are binary operators, but are trivially extended to

n-ary operators:

Finite join
if k2 < k1
if k2  k1

k2

k=k1
k2

k=k1

: ;! (D ;! A)

;! ?
: (D ;! A)k2 ;k1 +1 ;! (D ;! A)
Sk2

Sk2
k=k1 xk ;! x1  ( k=k1 +1 xk )
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Finite meet
if k2 < k1
if k2 = k1
if k2 > k1

k2
\
k=k1
k2
\
k=k1
k2
\
k=k1

: ;! (D ;! A)

;! ?
: (D ;! A) ;! (D ;! A)
Tk2

k=k1 xk ;! x1

: (D ;! A)k2 ;k1 +1 ;! (D ;! A)
Tk2

k=k1 xk

;! xk1 \ (Tkk2=k1+1 xk )

In boolean lattices, the third operator usually is the negation operator (denoted by :).
Whereas in powerset lattices, it is the dierence operator (denoted by ). Notice that,
unlike the preceding binary operators, the dierence operator is neither commutative
nor associative.
An easy way to dene the approximate semantic equations, is to directly derive
them from the exact analysis, by using approximate operators. So, for each commutative operator opi from the original cpo, an over- (opi ) and an under-operator (opi )
are dened as such:
if opi : (D ;! A)n ;! (D ;! A)
then opi : (D ;! A0 )n ;! (D ;! A0 )
opi : (D ;! A00 )n ;! (D ;! A00 )
and opi v opi v opi . Thus, dening A using fopi g instead of fopi g automatically
leads to an over-approximation (A v A).
For unary and non-commutative operators, such as and :, more work has to
be done to preserve the approximation ordering. For instance, removing an overapproximation from another one does not make any sense as shown on Figure 4.5.
Here, E 1 E 2 is not comparable with E1 E2 . A safe over-approximation of E1 E2

E1
E1
E2
E2
E2

E1 E2

E1 E2

E1 E2

Figure 4.5: Over-approximation of E1 E2
can be obtained with E 1 E 2 . Similarly, a safe under-approximation is given by
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E 1 E 2 . The domain and codomains of these two operators are thus:
: (D ;! A0 )  (D ;! A00 ) ;! (D ;! A0 )
: (D ;! A00 )  (D ;! A0 ) ;! (D ;! A00 )
Of course, the elements of A0 and A00 must be combinable, and usually A0 = A00 (from
now on they are denoted as A~ ). Moreover, we require that:

8E 1 E 2 2 D ;! A~  E 1 E 2 v E 1 E 2
E2 E1 v E2 E1
No other property is enforced on approximate operators, in particular on , ,
\ and \: They may still be idempotent, commutative and associative, but it is not

compulsory. Of course, when they do not meet these properties, dierent implementations may give dierent, equally good, results. To garantee determinism, a careful
parenthesizing of equation terms may be necessary. Also, nite union and intersection
may become innite operations, if their bounds depend on the result of other analyses
ad hoc solutions
must then be found in each particular case, but we still use the usual
S
notation ( for instance).

4.3.2 Fixed points
In our framework, we require that exact semantic equations be dened on cpos or
complete lattices, and be continuous. This ensures that the exact semantic of the
analysis is precisely dened, especially in case of recursive functions. However, we
have seen in the previous sections that approximate analyses are not always dened
on cpos or lattices. While this does not prevent the computability of non-recursive
functions, it is rather cumbersome for recursive ones. We have seen in Section 4.2 how
to alleviate this problem. Relying on these results, we can introduce two operators to
approximate exact least xed points: They are improperly denoted by lfp and lfp to
recall their link with the least xed point operator lfp.

Denition 4.5

Let l be an element of L~. Let %0 : (D ;! A0 ) ;! (D ;! A0 ) and %00 : (D ;!
A00) ;! (D ;! A00 ) such that A l] = %0(A l] ) and A l] = %00(A l] ).
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lfp and lfp are then dened by12 :
((D ;! A0 ) is a lattice and %0 is continuous)
Then lfp(%0 )
Else if
CAA (l)
then A l] (
a0 = ?(D;!A0 );!(D;!A0 )
else ilim
!1 ai+1 = ai ri %0(ai )
lfpAl (%00 ) = If
((D ;! A00 ) is a lattice and %00 is continuous)
Then lfp(%00 )
Else if
CAA (l)
then A l] (
a0 = ?(D;!A00 );!(D;!A00 )
else ilim
!1 ai+1 = ai *i %00 (ai )

lfpAl (%0 ) = If

When no ambiguity is possible, lfpAl (%0 ) and lfpAl (%00 ) will be abbreviated by lfp(%0 )
and lfp(%00 ).
The next property, whose proof is trivial, shows that lfp and lfp are approximations
of the xed points of their arguments.

Property 4.4

lfp and lfp preserve the direction of the approximation, that is to say:

A l] = %0(A l] ) =) A l] v lfpA l] (%0 )
and,

A l] = %00 (A l] ) =) lfpA l] (%00) v A l]
Thus, when A (or A) has a recursive denition, a safe solution can always be dened. But in the case of a continuous function, its computability is not necessarily
decidable 55]. Convergence acceleration methods, very similar to those presented in
Section 4.1.4 for representations, can nevertheless be used when the cpo is also a complete lattice 55, 33]. They are not presented here, because they would provide no
useful insights, but their use is assumed whenever necessary.

4.3.3 Composing analyses
As will be shown in the following chapters, many analyses rely on the results given
by preceding analyses. For instance continuation conditions need an evaluation of if
condition values array region analyses need a representation of array index values, and
of their modication by a statement, : : :
12 Using

the notations introduced in Denitions B.1 and B.2
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This section discusses the composition of the analysis A, with the results of another
one (X : L~0 ;! (E ;! X )), and of their respective approximations. X and X
domains and codomains respectively are:

X : L~0 ;! (E ;! X 0)
and,

X : L~0 ;! (E ;! X 00)
Composing exact analyses whose domain and codomain match (X D) is done
using the usual composition law , possibly extended to partial functions. However,
composing the corresponding approximate analyses may prove much more dicult:
1. The codomain of an approximate analysis is not necessarily the same as the
corresponding exact analysis. Thus, the domain and codomain of the analyses
to combine may not match anymore (X 0 * D for X and X 00 * D for X ). New
composition laws must then be dened for each particular case.
An interesting case is when X 0 = }(X ) or X 00 = }(X ) (the over-approximation
of transformers will belong to this class). It is clear that it is not possible
to directly compose A l] or A l] with X  l0 ] or X  l0 ] . However, they can be
composed with each x that belongs to the result of X  l0 ] or X  l0 ] , and the results
can be combined with each other. Much care must be given to the direction of
the approximation. For instance, the following composition laws will be used in
the following chapters:

A l]

0
AX X  l ] = e:

A l]

AX X  l] = e:



x2X  l0] e
\

x2X  l0 ] e

A l] x

A l ] x

When there is no possible ambiguity, and will denote AX and AX .
It is clear from the previous denitions that on the domain of X  l0 ] :

A l] X  l0] n dom(X  l0 ] ) v A l] X  l0 ] v A l] X  l0 ]
where X  l0 ] n dom(X  l0 ] ) denotes the restriction of X  l0 ] to the domain of X  l0 ] . A

preliminary analysis to compute at least an under-approximation of this domain
is then necessary.
X  l0 ] e and X  l0] e may be innite sets and may thus involve an innite sum
or intersection. These compositions might not be computable
in nite time, or
S
T
may even not be dened if the approximations of and are not monotone.
In the rst case, further approximations must be made, while in the second an
approach similar to what was done for least xed points in the previous section
must be adopted.
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Note We do not describe the composition of A and A with X because we
will not use them in this thesis. With the type of representations we use (i.e.
compact representations such as convex polyhedra), an under-approximation of
X in }(X ) would be reduced to a single element of X or to the undened
element, and would not have much interest. This will be further detailed in due
time (Section 5.4.1).
2. Even if the domain and codomain of the analyses to combine still match, using
the usual composition law can lead to solutions that cannot be represented.
Let us consider the analysis of the set of array elements read by a program
let us assume that array element sets are represented by rsds 37]. And let
us compute the solution for the following conditional instruction:
(S)

if (i.eq.3) then
...= A(i)
endif

The rsd for instruction (S) is A(i : i). It has to be composed with the result
of the condition evaluation (i.eq.3): if (i.eq.3) then A(i : i) else ?. This
cannot be represented by a rsd. Instead, an over- or an under-approximation
must be used to represent this composition, respectively A(i : i) and ?.

It is then advisable to dene two approximate composition laws, AX and AX ,
which must verify13 :

A l]

0
AX X  l ] v A l]

X  l] v A l]

0
AX X  l ]

From now on, when no ambiguity is possible, and are respectively used instead
of AX and AX .

4.3.4 Consequences on correctness proving
When approximate analyses are dened, their correctness has to be proved: we must
check if the approximation ordering is preserved for each denition. In our framework,
if the exact semantic functions are dened using the operators fopi gi=1k and the usual
composition law  and if the approximate semantic functions are derived from them
by replacing each opi either by opi or opi , the composition law by either or , or even
or , and the least xed point operator by either lfp or lfp then the approximation
ordering is preserved.
This means that the correctness of approximate semantics is ensured by the properties enforced on approximate operators. This does not mean that no correctness proof
has to be made. But it is delayed until the choice of the representation: When the
actual operators are dened, it must be proved that they preserve the approximation
ordering. This approach allows us to separate the denition of the semantics from the
choice of the representation and operators.
13 Approximating A  X

by A AX X or A AX X would generally not make much sense.
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4.4 Conclusion
Due to a considerable amount of eorts over the last ten years, over-approximate array
regions analyses are now well-known techniques, even if debates about the choice of
the representation are still alive: Time and space complexity versus accuracy is the
main issue, but usefulness is widely acknowledged 163, 29, 101, 92, 65].
The need for under-approximations appeared only recently 165, 123, 92, 171],
mainly for locality analysis or direct dependence analysis. Pugh and Wonnacott
have provided extended studies 171, 170, 176] when the underlying semantic analysis
framework is the domain of Presburger formulae. But no similar study was available
for other types of framework, in particular convex polyhedra or rsds, thus missing their
inherent problems due to the fact that they are not closed under set union. This implies
that, in these domains, under-approximate solutions of array region analyses are not
uniquely dened, as over-approximations do. We show that traditional ad-hoc solutions
based on iteration techniques do not give interesting results, even though problems
can be lessened by more accurate representations and more complex approximations
of xed points.
We thus propose a method based on our previous experience of array region analyses 63, 65]. The idea is to perform corresponding may and must analyses at the
same time, and to enhance the results of must analyses with those of may analyses
according to an exactness criterion . In our implementation, whose results are already used in pips to privatize array regions 61], must regions are not even computed
instead, may regions are agged as exact whenever the exactness criterion is true
under-approximations are thus always equal to the empty set, unless they are exact
and equal to the corresponding over-approximations. In the few qualitative experiments we have already performed, this approach was sucient. But more experiments
would be necessary to know whether better under-approximations would improve array
privatization in real programs. In the framework of dependence analysis for example,
Pugh and Wonnacott 171] have already shown that good under-approximations
are necessary and can be obtained with Presburger formulae.
The method presented in this chapter, though primarily introduced for array region
analyses, is not solely restricted to them. It can be useful for every type of analysis
where one of the approximation is not dened on a predened lattice. But also when
exact results are required for specic applications 46, 47]. Indeed, we show how to
obtain an optimal exactness criterion valid for both may and must analyses. Furthermore, and from a theoretical point of view, being able to detect the exactness of an
analysis gives a partial answer to a still unresolved question from Cousot's thesis 55],
about the distance between an approximation and its corresponding exact solution.
Finally, as the purpose of this chapter was to set the framework for our subsequent
analyses, basic properties have been enforced on internal operators in approximate
frameworks, in order to ensure that the approximation ordering is preserved and new
external composition laws have been dened to handle usual cases. Using these operators and composition laws to derive approximate semantics from the corresponding
exact semantics ensures their correctness: Proofs for correctness are thereby delayed
until the choice of the actual representation (for array regions: convex polyhedra, rsds,
dads, : : : ), and of the actual operators.
The next two chapters rely on the framework presented in this section for the def-
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inition of several exact and approximate analyses, in particular array region analyses.
The next chapter presents our subset language, and preliminary analyses necessary to
dene the semantics of array regions.
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Chapter 5

Source Language and
Preliminary Analyses
The purpose of the preceding chapter was to set the general frame of the semantic
analyses involved in this thesis. The present chapter describes the small language used
in our study (Section 5.1), and several preliminary analyses necessary for the denition of array region analyses: Expression evaluation, transformers, and continuation
conditions, problems which are respectively met in Sections 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5. We will
also present the analysis of preconditions in Section 5.6 they can be useful to enhance
array region analyses. The necessity of using these analyses, which comes from the
characteristics of the language, is informally shown using examples in Section 5.2.

5.1 Language
The source language of pips is fortran 77, minus a few syntactic restrictions 23].
However, for the sake of clarity, only a small subset L of the language is considered
here, with a few additional constructs. Its syntax provided in Figure 5.1.

Restrictions and additions to the language
The main structures of fortran are kept: Assignments, sequences of instructions,
conditional instructions, DO loops and calls to external subroutines. However, function
calls are forbidden they can be replaced by procedure calls without loss of generality,
and it avoids the burden of expressions with side-eects. if then instructions are also
left aside because they can be modeled by if then else continue constructs. The
chosen read and write instructions are also less general than their fortran counterparts, because they perform I/Os only from the standard input or to the standard
output, and because they only read a single variable or write a single expression at a
time.
One of the major restrictions is the lack of goto statements. The policy of pips is
that program optimizations can seldom be performed on unstructured pieces of code.
As a consequence, analyses and transformations of well-structured parts are carried to
their best, while they are usually performed in a straightforward way on unstructured
parts. This will be informally described in due time.
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< procedure > ::= < header > < declaration > < common > < statement > end
< header > ::= program < name >
j subroutine < name > (< name > )
< statement > ::= continue

j stop
j < reference > = < expression >
j if < expression > then < statement > else < statement > endif
j do < range > < statement > enddo
j do while (< expression >) < statement > enddo
j read < reference >
j write < expression >
j call < name > (< expression > )
j < statement >

< expression > ::= < constant >
j < reference >
j (< expression >)
j < unary op > < expression >
j < expression > < binary op > < expression >
< range >
::= < name > = < expression >3
< unary op > ::= - j .not.
< binary op > ::= + j - j * j / j **

j .lt. j .le. j .gt. j .ge. j .eq. j .neq.
j .and. j .or.
< reference > ::= < name > j < name >(< expression > )
< declaration >::= < type > < name > j < type > < name > (< dimension > )

< common > ::= common/ < name > / < name >
< dimension > ::= < expression > : < expression >
< type >
::= integer j real j logical j double j complex

Figure 5.1: Syntax of the language L
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Only one instruction has been added: do while loops, or their syntactic equivalents, are dened by so many languages, that they cannot be avoided. And although
they are not dened in fortran 77, and thus not handled by pips, they are available
in many commercial fortran 77 compilers. do while is in fact a very general loop
instruction, which can be used to model a do loop:

do i = lb,ub,s
...
enddo



i=1
dummy=MAX(INT((ub-lb+s)/s),0)
do while(dummy.gt.0)
...
i=i+s
dummy=dummy-1
enddo

Hence, we will generally dene our semantic analyses for the sole do while loops,
except for array region analyses. In this case, we will show how the semantic functions
can be simplied.
Semantic analyses are dened for do loops only for array regions and when a particular treatment may enhance the results. In this case, they are only given for normalized1
do loops, to lighten the notations. Otherwise, they are only given for do while loops.
The syntax of variable declaration is also much simplied in L. It mostly eliminates the syntactic sugar of fortran declarations: There is no dimension key-word,
commons are all declared after type and dimension declarations, and their declaration
is made of the sole list of variable identiers.
Equivalenced variables are not considered here. Problems due to intraprocedural
aliasing of arrays are dicult problems we have chosen not to formally address in
this study. However, they will be informally highlighted when necessary. This choice
allows us not to use environments, but merely memory stores when dening semantic
analyses. For an extension to environments, the reader is referred to 132].
Lastly, only a subset of the programs that can be written in L are considered: Those
that meet the fortran standard (except for the do while and continue instructions),
and that generate no execution errors, such as integer overows for instance.

Semantic domains
To dene the semantics of this language and of additional analyses, we need several
domains, which are presented in the next table.
1 Lower

bound and step equal to 1.
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C
N
R
V
S
O1
O2
E
EB


B

constants
names of variables, procedures, : : :
references
values (8-bit integer, : : : )
statements
unary operators
binary operators
expressions
boolean expressions (E B E )
memory stores
boolean values

The rst eight domains come from the denition of the language L. The domain 
is used to represent the current state of the program, in fact the current state of the
memory: It maps each reference to the value it represents2 .

 : R ;! V
Any statement can thus be seen as a memory store transformer 55]: It converts its
preceding memory store into another memory store.
Each domain is also provided with a greatest element > and a lowest element ?
when necessary.
In the following sections and chapters, c denotes a constant (c 2 C ) var a variable
name (var 2 N ), representing either a scalar variable or an array ref a reference
(ref 2 R) val a value (val 2 V ) S a statement (S 2 S ) op1 a unary operator
(op1 2 O1 ), and op2 a binary operator (op2 2 O2 ) exp is an expression (exp 2 E )
and lastly,  is a memory store ( 2 ).

Analyses
As stated in Chapter 4, the semantics of several analyses is dened in this thesis.
However, some problems are left aside. First, as previously written on Page 65, we do
not consider intra-procedural aliasing. Second, while the language contains procedure
calls, inter-procedural issues are not addressed for preliminary analyses, because they
are classical problems. For array regions, they are addressed in Part IV, apart from the
intra-procedural semantics which is formally presented for intra-procedural statements
in the next chapter. Most problems due to inter-procedural aliasing have already been
addressed by others 161], and we prefer not to make our semantic equations heavier,
but to primarily focus on problems due to control ow and context modication. This
does not prevent us from dealing with problems due to encapsulation mechanisms
provided by procedures, as will be illustrated in Section 5.2.

Note To reduce the length of semantic function denitions, we will omit end of
statement markers (endif or enddo) whenever there is no ambiguity.
2 Because

versa.

of the no-alias hypothesis, a reference corresponds to a single memory location and vice-
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5.2 Necessity of Preliminary Analyses
Our ultimate goal is to analyze array accesses in order to perform program transformations, such as array privatization for instance. However, this operation is not as
straightforward as one could think: It does not merely consist in scanning the subroutines to collect array accesses, because of some of the characteristics of the source
language. This section provides three small examples to show that preliminary analyses
are necessary.
The rst example, in Figure 5.2, serves as a working example throughout this
thesis. It is a contrived fortran program which highlights the main diculties of
array region analysis.
K = FOO()
do I = 1,N
do J = 1,N
WORK(J,K) = J + K
enddo
call INC1(K)
do J = 1,N
WORK(J,K) = J*J - K*K
A(I) = A(I)+WORK(J,K)+WORK(J,K-1)
enddo
enddo

SUBROUTINE INC1(I)
I = I + 1
END

Figure 5.2: Working example.
The goal is to privatize array WORK. The condition is that any iteration of the I loop
neither imports nor exports any element of the array WORK. In other words, if there
is a read reference to an element of WORK, it has been previously initialized in the
same iteration, and it is not reused in the subsequent iterations (we assume that the
array WORK is not used anymore after the I loop).
In order to verify that the set of written references to WORK covers the set of subsequent read references, we need to compare them. However, both sets depend on the
value of the variable K, which is unknown at the entry of the I loop, and is modied by
the call. Thus, the modication of the value of K has to be modeled to be taken into
account during the comparison3. This is represented by a transformer 105], which
acts as a transfer function for other data ow problems, such as array region analyses. Depending on the direction of the data ow analysis, two transfer functions may
be necessary: Transformers to model the modication by a statement execution of
input values into output ones and the reverse transformation to retrieve the input
values from the output ones. These rst analyses both rely on the static evaluation of
expressions, which is treated as another analysis.
However, this may still be insucient to compare two array regions. Consider for
instance the function D in the program excerpt of Figure 2.1. Since we do not know the
relative values of J and JP, and of K and KP, we cannot accurately compare the regions
3 Of

course, in this very simple case, a better solution would be to expand inline the call to INC1,
and to propagate the value of K. However, this may not be always possible or even advisable in the
general case. Indeed, the choice of the right transformations and their ordering is a very dicult
problem 173, 168].
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corresponding to the six array accesses, or compute an exact summary the six regions
must either be merged to form an approximate summary, or kept in a list of length
six. But we can infer from the three call sites of D in EXTR that J=JP and KP=K+1. With
this information, the six regions in D can be accurately compared, or merged to form a
unique exact summary. Such information is called precondition. The precise relations
with array region analysis was still unclear up to now. This will be discussed in the
next chapter, Section 6.8.
Another problem is due to stop statements. In the program of Figure 5.3, a naive
approach would add A(K) to the set of array elements accessed by the program P STOP.
This is a valid, though quite rough, over-approximation of the set of written elements
however, because of the stop statement hidden in the call to S STOP, A(K) is accessed
only when K<=10, and hence can belong to the under-estimate of the written element
set only when this conditions is met. A preliminary analysis of continuation conditions
is necessary to check under which conditions there exists an execution path from the
beginning of the program to the statement in which the array element is referenced.
subroutine S_STOP(K)
if (K.gt.10) then
stop
endif
end

program P_STOP
integer A(5),K
...
call S_STOP(K)
A(K) = ...
...
end

Figure 5.3: Halting problem
These preliminary analyses are presented in the next sections.

5.3 Expression Evaluation
Many analyses rely on a representation of program expressions: loop bounds, test
conditions, array subscripts, : : : are examples of expressions whose values are often
needed to deduce other types of information about the program behavior. These
values can be provided by a preliminary analysis which we call expression evaluation
and which is denoted by E . During a program execution, expressions are evaluated in
the current memory store. The semantics of an expression is thus a function from the
domain of stores  to the domain of values V :

E : E ;! ( ;! V )
According to the syntax of L previously described, expressions can be combined
using unary and binary operators, to build more complex expressions. In the standard
semantics, these operators take values resulting from the evaluation of their arguments
as inputs, and they return another value. However, values are seldom available at
compile time, and it is more convenient to handle symbolic expressions, that is to say
functions from  to V . This requires a non-standard semantics of operators, described
by two functions, O1 for unary operators and O2 for binary operators. If we denote
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( ;! V ) by Symb, then:

O1 : O1 ;! (Symb ;! Symb)
O2 : O2 ;! (Symb  Symb ;! Symb)
Obviously, this non-standard semantics is closely related to the standard semantics
described by the fortran 77 standard 8].
The exact non-standard semantics of expressions can then be dened as:

E  c]
E  ref ]
E  op1 exp ]
E  exp 1 op2 exp 2 ]

=
=
=
=

:c
:(ref )

O1  op1]](E  exp ] )
O2  op2 ] (E  exp 1]  E  exp2 ] )

In practice, all types of symbolic expressions are generally not handled, because
of the resulting complexity. Real valued expressions are a typical example of expressions left aside by existing parallelizers. As a consequence, expression evaluation is
^ is a
abstracted by two approximate analyses E and E , whose image domain Symb
subset of the domain of symbolic expressions:

^
E : E ;! Symb
^
E : E ;! Symb
For example, pips only handles expressions which can be represented by conjunctions of ane integer equalities or inequalities, that is to say convex polyhedra
over Z (see Section 8.1).

We must provide ( ;! V ) with a lattice structure to enable analyses. A possible,
and very simple, ordering is the following:

8f1 f2 2 Symb

f1 v f2 () dom(f1 ) dom(f2 ) and 8x 2 dom(f1 ) f1 (x) f2 (x)

V being provided with a at lattice structure. The extremal points of the lattice of
symbolic expressions can be dened as:
> : Symb
 ;! >V
dom(>) = 
? : Symb
dom(?) = ?
In this lattice, a straightforward denition of the over-approximate semantics of operators can be:

^ ;! Symb
^
O1 : Symb
^  Symb
^ ;! Symb
^
O2 : Symb
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O1 op1 ] (>)
O1 op1 ] (s exp )

= >
^
= If O1  op1 ] (s exp ) 2 Symb
Then O1  op1 ] (s exp )

Else>
O2 op2 ] (> >)
= >
O2 op2 ] (> s exp )
= >
O2 op2 ] (s exp  >)
= >
^
O2 op2 ] (s exp 1  s exp 2 ) = If O2  op2 ] (s exp 1  s exp 2) 2 Symb
Then O2  op2 ] (s exp 1  s exp 2)
Else>
And similar denitions using ? instead of > could also be given for O1 and O2 .
The following denition of E can then be derived from the previous denitions of
O1 and O2 :
^ then :c else >
E  c]
= if :c 2 Symb
E  ref ]
= if :(ref ) 2 ( ;! V ) then :(ref ) else >
E  op1 exp ]
= O1  op1 ] (E  exp ] )
E  exp 1 op2 exp 2] = O2  op2 ] (E  exp 1]  E  exp2] )
And similarly for E :
^ then :c else ?
= if :c 2 Symb
E  c]
E  ref ]
= if :(ref ) 2 ( ;! V ) then :(ref ) else ?
= O1  op1 ] (E  exp ] )
E  op1 exp ]
E  exp 1 op2 exp 2] = O2  op2 ] (E  exp 1]  E  exp2] )
Obviously, this last denition is a trivial denition, given here as an example. But
it is far from being optimal, and more aggressive techniques can be used to improve
the results. In pips, boolean expressions are handled more accurately by using the
semantic properties of boolean operators:
For example, the expression (I.leq.3).and.(A(I).lt.1) is over-approximated
by (I)  3, instead of > as with the previous de nition of E . However, it is still
under-approximated by ?.
Pugh and Wonnacott 170, 176] have also proposed several techniques (unknown
variables, and uninterpreted functions) to give better approximations of expressions
with non-ane terms, such as references to array elements.
An example provided by William Pugh4 is the evaluation of the conditional expression A(x,y).eq.A(i,j) which can be under-approximated by x = i ^ y = j .

Moreover, boolean expression evaluation can be rened by successive local iterations, as dened by Granger 84]: Sub-expressions are evaluated in a rst iteration
4 Personal

communication.
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during the next iteration, each sub-expression evaluation is rened using the evaluation of the other expressions and so on. The same kind of eect is obtained with
pips by performing a partial evaluation phase, and a second evaluation of expressions
afterwards.
In addition, we could extend the evaluation of expressions to generate sets of values
instead of values:
E : E ;! ( ;! }(V ))
Let us consider the expression J+M**2. With sets of values represented by convex
polyhedra, the di erent stages of its evaluation could be:
E  J]
= :fv : v = (J)g
E  M**2] = :fv : v  (M)g
E  J+M**2] = E  J]  E  M**2]
= :fv : 9v1 v2 v = v1 + v2 ^ v1 = (J) ^ v2  (M)g
= :fv : v  (J) + (M)g
 being appropriately de ned.

Many other techniques could certainly be used to improve the evaluation of expressions at compile time. However, our purpose here is only to show how the preliminary
analyses which are necessary for array region analyses could be dened. We therefore
do not try to give a more powerful formal denition.

Composing other analyses with E We will use E and its approximations mainly

to evaluate array indices, assignments or conditional expressions. In the case of conditional expressions, we will need to compose E , E or E with other analyses, such as
transformers or array regions.
For example, in the following piece of code

if (i.lt.3) then
A(i) =
endif

we may need to know that A(i) is written only when i.lt.3 evaluates to true.

However, as will be seen later, most of our analyses take memory stores as input. For
example, we have seen that array regions are functions from the set of memory stores
to }(Zd):
R :  ;! }(Zd)
Hence, a direct composition with a Symb function (R E ) is not possible, because E
is a function from the set of memory stores to the set of values: Its codomain does
not match the domain of R. We thus introduce a new analysis, which is in fact the
characteristic function of E on the domain of boolean values. It is denoted by Ec to
recall its relation with E , c standing for characteristic.
Ec : EB ;! ( ;! )
exp ;! Ec exp ] = :if E  exp ]  then  else ?
E c and E c are similarly dened from E and E . Their codomain is the set of memory
stores, and their results can thus be used as the input of other analyses, such as
transformers or array region analyses.
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5.4 Transformers and Inverse Transformers
The current section is devoted to the semantics of statements. As stated before, and
following a traditional point of view 55, 132, 108], statements can be seen as memory
store transformers, that is to say functions mapping stores to stores. As stated in
Section 5.2, two types of transfer functions will be necessary to dene our array region
analyses: We call transformers those modeling the transformation of an input store
into an output store resulting of the execution of the considered statement and inverse
transformers give the input store from the output store. Both analyses are backward
analyses.

5.4.1 Transformers

From its informal above denition, the prototype of the analysis is the following:
T : S ;! ( ;! )
The denition of T is provided in Appendix D, Tables D.1 and D.2, but some details
are given below.
stop

statement fortran stops cause the termination of the whole program, as

opposed to the current scope or procedure the program then does not exist
anymore. We have chosen to model this situation by the unknown memory
store:
T  stop] = :?

Assignment An assignment has the eect of replacing the value of the assigned ref-

erence (variable or array element) by a computed value. The resulting store is
denoted by ref  ] to show that it is identical to the previous store , but for
the value of ref .
Sequence of instructions S1 S2 The execution goes trough S1, and then through
S2. So, the initial memory store is rst modied by T  S1 ] , and then by T  S2 ] :
T  S1  S2] = T  S2 ] T  S1]
if

statement Either the condition C evaluates to true (Ec C ]  = ) and the rst
branch is executed (T  S1 ] ), or () it evaluates to false (Ec  .not.C ]  = ) and
the execution goes through the second branch:
T  if C then S1 else S2] = (T  S1] Ec C ] ) (T  S2 ] Ec .not.C ] )

do while

loop If the condition evaluates to false (Ec .not.C ]  = ), then the loop

is not executed, and the memory store is not modied. On the contrary, if the
condition evaluates to true (Ec  C ]  = ), S is executed (T  S ] ), and the process
loops:
T  do while(C ) S ] = T  do while(C ) S ] T  S ] Ec C ]  Ec .not.C ]
This is a recursive function. Its best denition is given by:
T  do while(C ) S ] = lfp(f:f T  S ] Ec C ]  Ec .not.C ] )
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These semantic functions usually are not computable, except for very simple programs with no input instructions, no loops, and no complicated instructions. To be
able to analyze complex applications, approximations must be used. One of the reasons for which T is not computable, comes from the fact that some variable values are
unknown at compile time. It is therefore impossible to exactly represent the current
memory store but we can compute a set of stores containing the exact store. This is
the denition of our over-approximation.
Henceforth, we dene T as a bunch of functions from the set of stores , to the
powerset }(). In practice, it is often impossible to represent any set of stores S 2
}(), but only set of stores sharing common properties (for instance sets represented
by convex polyhedra as in pips). T functions are thereby functions to }~() }():

T : S ;! ( ;! }~())

These functions, which are provided in Table D.2 are derived from the denition
of T using approximate operators, except for T  continue] , T  stop] , T  ref = exp ] ,
T  read ref ] and T  write exp ] which depend on the chosen representation: It explains
their rather unprecise denition such as:

T  var = exp ] = :fvar E  exp] ]g
This is more a property to ensure a safe approximation than a constructive denition,
which is delayed until the choice of the representation. Notice also the use of in the
denition of T  S1  S2 ] :
T  S1 S2 ] = T  S2] T  S1 ]
The result of T  S1 ] is a set of stores, and T  S2 ] takes a single store as input as
explained in Chapter 4, a particular composition law, denoted by , must then be
used.
The next step should now be to dene the corresponding under-approximate analysis, T , using the same approximation ordering:

8S 2 S 8 2 + f0 : 0 2 T  S ] g f0 : 0 = T  S ] g
Since f0 : 0 = T  S ] g is reduced to a singleton, T  S ]  also contains a single element,
and can thus be described as a function from  to . And we necessarily have:
8S 2 S  8 2 dom(T  S ] ) T  S ]  = T  S ] 
Hence, either T  S ]  gives the same result as T  S ] , or it is undened. For this type

of information to be useful in practice, the chosen representation must be very precise,
or the result would most of the time be the undened store.
Let us consider the following piece of code as an example.
if (J.eq.N) then
N = N+1
endif
if (N=5) then
STOP
endif
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The exact transformer corresponding to the whole sequence of instructions is:

T  :::] = :0 :

if
then
else

(J) = (N)
if  (N) + 1 = 5
then  0 = ?
else  0 (N) =  (N) + 1 ^ 8r 2 R r 6= N =)  0 (r) =  (r)
if  (N) = 5
then  0 = ?
else  0 = 

This can only be represented by Presburger formulae. But the representation
is already quite large, considering the smallness of the previous piece of code. For
real large applications, with complicated control #ows, and several procedures,
this would soon become unmanageable.
And with a less precise representation, such as convex polyhedra for instance, we
would get the following result:
T  :::] = :?
which is not very interesting.

However, transformers are not our target analysis. They will be necessary only when
propagating other analysis results, such as array regions. And we have already seen
in Section 4.3.3 how to get a safe under-approximation from the composition of an
under-approximation with an over-approximation:

R S ]

0
RT T  S ] = :

\

0 2T  S 0 ] 

R S ] 0

We will show in Chapter 8 that this composition law can be eectively used to compute convex under-approximate regions using over-approximate transformers and we
therefore do not dene under-approximate transformers.
However, there is a small problem with this denition. T  S 0 ] is an over-approximation, and as such potentially misses undened stores resulting from the execution
of S 0 .
In the following piece of code
if (R.gt.0.D0) then
STOP
endif

the transformer given by pips is:
T  :::] = :f0 : 0 = g
whereas some executions lead to the unde ned store.
Thus, the undened store potentially belongs
to T  S 0 ] . As a consequence, R S ] ? = 
T
is one of the arguments of the intersection 0 2T  S 0 ]  R S ] 0 , which is then also equal
to the empty set! Thus, before applying this composition law, we must be sure that
the empty store cannot be the result of the execution of S 0 from the input store .

This information will be provided by the continuation condition analysis, described in
Section 5.5.
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5.4.2 Inverse transformers

Transformers model the modication, by a statement execution, of an input memory
store into an output memory store. We will see in the remainder of this chapter and
in Chapter 6 for read, write and in regions, that transformers are useful to dene
backward semantic analyses. But, for forward problems such as out regions, we need
the reverse transformation:
Given a memory store reached after the execution of a particular statement,
what is the corresponding input memory store?
The solution would be to dene the inverse function of T :
T ;1 : S ;! ( ;! )
S ;! T ;1  S ] : T  S ] T ;1  S ] = :
Unfortunately, T is not invertible in the general case.
For instance, what is the value of K before instructions read K or K=5 given the
value of K after the execution of the statement?
For a do while statement, how do we know whether the loop has been executed
at least once, and thus that the input store is not identical to the output store?

Hence, we can only enforce necessary conditions on the inverse of T . This leads to a
denition of an over-approximation5 of this inverse function:
T ;1 : S ;! ( ;! }~())
S ;! T ;1  S ] : 8 2  90  0 2 T ;1  S ]  ^T  S ] 0 = 

The complete denition of T ;1 is given in Table D.3 on Page 288. The most common
control structures are detailed below.
Sequence of instructions S1  S2 The intuition is that the output store must rst
be propagated backwards through S2 to get the output store of S1 , and then
through S1 to get the input store before S1 :
T ;1 S1  S2] = T ;1  S1] T ;1 S2 ]
We must however check that T ;1  S1  S2 ] meets the property enforced on the
general denition of T ;1 :

Property 5.1
If

and
then

8 2  90  0 2 T ;1 S1]  ^ T  S1] 0 = 
8 2  90  0 2 T ;1 S2]  ^ T  S2] 0 = 
8 2  90 0 2 T ;1 S1  S2]  ^ T  S1 S2 ] 0 = 

5 The inverse transformation of T could be exactly and constructively dened by keeping track of
the current context in the current execution path for instance, a stack could be used as an argument
to the new semantic function to gather the required information. But this would require a change of
the domain of T ;1 to take this additional argument into account. This is not done for the sake of
simplicity. Besides, we only need an over-approximation of T ;1 , and it is readily provided.
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Proof Let  be a memory store. From the assumptions,
92 2 2 T ;1 S2 ]  ^ T  S2] 2 = 
and similarly,

91 1 2 T ;1 S1 ] 2 ^ T  S1] 1 = 2

We therefore simultaneously have:

1 2 T ;1 S1 ] T ;1  S2 ]  = T ;1  S1 S2 ] 
and

T  S2 ] T  S1] 1 = T  S1 S2 ] 1 = 

T ;1 S1  S2] therefore meets the properties enforced on the general denition of
T ;1 .

inv

if

statement With the same reasoning as for the sequence, the output store must
be propagated backwards either through the rst (S1 ) or second branch (S2 ) to
get the input store. However, the output store comes from the input store of S1
(resp. S2 ) only if condition C (resp. .not.C ) is met:

T ;1  if C

then

S1

else

S2 ] = (E c C ] T ;1  S1 ] ) (E c .not.C ] T ;1  S2 ] )

Again, we must check that this is an over-approximation of the inverse function
of T  if C then S1 else S2 ] .

Property 5.2

Let test = if C
If
and
then

then

S1

else

S2.

8 2  90  0 2 T ;1  S1]  ^ T  S1 ] 0 = 
8 2  90  0 2 T ;1  S2]  ^ T  S2 ] 0 = 
8 2  90 0 2 T ;1 test]  ^ T  test] 0 = 

Proof Let  be a memory store resulting from the execution of test. From the
assumptions, we know that:

91 1 2 T ;1 S1 ]  ^ T  S1] 1 = 
and

92 2 2 T ;1 S2 ]  ^ T  S2] 2 = 

However, S1 is executed only if C evaluates to true in the store 1 , that is to say
if E  C ] 1 = 1 , which implies E  C ] 1 = 1 . In this case,

1 2 E  C ] T ;1  S1 ]  v T ;1 test]]
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T  S1] E  C ] 1 = 6 T  test]] = 

We would have the same result for the second branch. Therefore, our property
holds.

do while

loop The statement do
if

C

then

C S is equivalent to

while( )

(S  do

C S)

while( )

else continue

From the denitions of T ;1 for tests and sequences of instructions, we can deduce
that:

T ;1 do

C S ] = (E  C ] T ;1  S ] T ;1 do

C S] )
(E c .not.C ] ) :fgg)

while( )

while( )

This is a recursive function whose solution is given by:

T ;1 do

C S ] = lfp(f:(E  C ] T ;1  S ] f ) (E c .not.C ] ) :fgg))

while( )

Since this denition is built from the denitions of T ;1 for tests and sequences of
instructions, we do not need to check that it is an over-approximation of the inverse function of T for the same construct. It is already ensured by Properties 5.1
and 5.2.

T ;1 is not an analysis specic to our

out regions. It is also used by others.
For instance, it is the transfer function informally used by Cousot and Halbwachs
to derive linear relationships between variables in programs 59]. This is also the
transformation used in pips to compute preconditions (see Section 5.6) and, as stated
before, out regions (see Section 6.6).

5.4.3 Implementation details

It is worthwhile noticing that for each statement S both semantic functions T  S ] and
T ;1 S ] can be provided by a single relation between the input and output memory

store, t(in  out ):

T  S ] = :fout : t( out )g
T ;1 S ] = :fin : t(in )g
Let us take an example. In the program of Figure 5.2, the call to INC1 increments
the value of K by one. This is represented in pips by:
T(K)

6 Because

fK

== K#init +1

g

of the semantics of the if construct: The two branches are exclusive.
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stands for the value of variable K in the output store, and K#init in the input
store. Relations for non-modi ed variables (I==I#init) are omitted. To distinguish non-modi ed variables from modi ed variables for which the relation could
not be computed, the list of modi ed variables is kept in the representation (here
T(K) means that the sole variable K is modi ed).
From the previous relation, we can deduce the value of K from K#init and conversely. This case is particularly easy, because the transformation is invertible.
For a statement such as read K, the relation would be:
K

T(K)

fg

It means that K is modi ed, but that its value in the target store is not constrained,
leading to a set of memory stores instead of a single store as in the previous case.

Another interesting point is the way loops are handled in pips. In fact, the transformer of the loop is further approximated by the loop invariant.
For instance, in the program of Figure 5.2, the transformer provided for the outermost loop is:
T(K)
K#init

fK

g

== K#init + I - 1

being the value of K before the execution of the loop.

This type of transformer will be very useful when dening array region analyses. From
now on, it is denoted by T inv  : : : ]  and the inverse transformation by T ;inv1  : : : ] . However, when the loop is a do loop, this approximation does not reect the transformation
on the loop index value, which has to be added when it is known, to get a less coarse
approximation.
For instance the transformation of the memory store performed after k iterations
of the loop do i = 1,n S enddo can be over-approximated by:
E  i = k]  T inv  do i = 1,n S enddo]

5.5 Continuation Conditions
We have shown in Section 5.2 that stop statements must be carefully taken into account for array region analyses. It could be thought that transformers provide the
necessary information. This is true for exact transformers: Whenever a stop is encountered, the unknown store is returned even if it is encountered on a particular
path, full information (if conditions, loop counters, : : : ) about this path is kept.
This information is however impossible to compute or even keep in memory for real
life programs: For a compound statement and a store , T  S ]  gives a set of stores
which may result from the execution of S from the store  if this set contains the
unknown store ?, S may stop or not! Thus, T does not provide the information
necessary for under-approximate array region analyses:
Under which conditions does the program certainly stop or not?
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These conditions could be called halting conditions. However, we found it more convenient to use the results from the dual analysis, which we call continuation conditions,
and which is denoted by C . As for preconditions, we dene it as a lter function which
returns the input store if and only if no stop statement is encountered in the remainder
of the code:
C : S ;! ( ;! )
The denition of C is straightforward:
stop

statement If a stop is encountered, then the program does not continue:
C  stop] = :?

continue

statement It has no eect on the execution of the program:
C  continue] = :

Assignments, read and write statements Since we assume that there are no runtime errors, the program does not stop when executing such statements:

C  ref = exp ] = :
C  read ref ] = :
C  write exp ] = :

Sequence of instructions S1  S2 If the program does not stop in S1 , and in S2 after
the execution of S1 , then it does not stop for the whole sequence:

C  S1  S2 ] = C  S1 ] \ C  S2 ] T  S 1]]
T  S1 ] is used here to model the modication of the store by S1 before the exe-

cution of S2 . The continuation conditions of S2 must be evaluated in this new
store, and not in the store preceding S1 , which is the reference.
if

statement If the condition is true, then the program does not stop if it does not
stop in S1 . Conversely, if the condition is false, it does not stop if it does not
stop in S2 :

C  if C

then

S1

else

S2 ] = (C  S1 ] Ec C ] ) (C  S2 ] Ec .not.C ] )

statements If the condition evaluates to true, then the program does not
stop at all if it does not stop in S , and if it does not stop in the iterations, after
the execution of S (TS]]). If the condition is false, then it does not stop:

do while

C  do

C S ] = (C  S ] \ C  do

while( )

C S ] T  S ] ) Ec C ]  Ec .not.C ]

while( )

This is a recursive continuous function on a cpo. Its best denition is therefore:

C  do

C S ] = lfp(f:(C  S ] \ f T  S ] ) Ec C ]  Ec .not.C ] )

while( )
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As for expressions, preconditions and transformers, and as is now usual for the
reader, we dene approximations for C . C , the over-approximation, gives the conditions under which the program may continue, or in other words may not stop. On
the contrary, C gives the conditions under which the program never stops during the
execution of the current statement. As C , both analyses are ltering analyses. The
target domain is thus the same as the target domain of C . Approximate semantics are
directly derived from the exact semantics, using approximate operators, and are given
in Appendix D, Tables D.6 and D.7.
Continuation conditions are very closely related to transformers. This is illustrated
in the next property.

Property 5.3

Let S be a statement (S 2 S ), and 
properties hold:
C S]  = 
C S]  = 
C S]  = 
and,
C S]  = ?
C S]  = ?
C S]  = ?

a memory store ( 2 ). Then the following

() T  S ]  6= ?
(= T  S ]  6= ?
=) T  S ]  6= ?
() T  S ]  = ?
=) T  S ]  = ?
(= T  S ]  = ?

Proof

The proof for C  S ]  =  () T  S ]  6= ? and C  S ]  = ? () T  S ]  = ?
is by structural induction on the domain of statements S . We do not provide it
here because it is quite simple.
The other properties directly come from the previous properties, and from the
denitions of C and C , and the corresponding approximation ordering.



5.6 Preconditions
We have seen in Section 5.2 that we need information about the relations between
variable values in order to compare, or even merge, array regions. This is called
precondition, because for any statement, it provides a condition which holds true before
its execution. We could thus describe preconditions as a boolean analysis. But since
we will compose it with other analyses which take memory stores as input, we provide
it as a lter function. This is strictly equivalent: The lter function would be the
characteristic function of the boolean analysis, as Ec is the characteristic function of E .
Thus, the prototype of P is:

P : S ;! ( ;! )

5.6. PRECONDITIONS
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P is a forward analysis. If a relation holds true before a statement, then it holds
true before the next statement, provided that the involved variables are not modied.
The information is therefore propagated from the root of the program representation to
the leaves, that is to say from a sequence of instructions to its constituting instructions
from a if construct to its branches from a loop to its body.

Note P is a forward analysis. As explained in Chapter 4, we use the formalism of
attribute grammars to give its denition, but we use the notations of denotational
semantics.

Sequence of instructions S1  S2
If a condition holds just before the execution of S1  S2 , then it holds just before the
execution of S1 . Thus, if a store is not ltered out by P  S1  S2 ] , then it is not ltered
out by P  S1 ] :
P  S1 ] = P  S1  S2 ]
The corresponding approximations are easily derived from this equation, using approximate operators.
Now, if a store is not ltered out by P  S2 ] after S1 has been executed, then the
store just before S1 from which it comes would not have been ltered out by P  S1 ] ,
and conversely:

P  S2 ] T  S1] = T  S1 ] P  S1 ]

(5.1)

This is not a constructive denition, but a mere property which must be met by
P  S2 ] . Since T  S1 ] is not invertible, we cannot give a constructive denition of the
exact semantics. However, this is possible for the over-approximation7 :

P  S2 ] = T  S1] P  S1 ] T ;1  S1]

(5.2)

This denition is not directly derived from the denition of the exact semantics. We
must thereby verify that it actually is an over-approximation:

Property 5.4

Let S1  S2 be a sequence of instructions. Let P  S2 ] and P  S2 ] be dened by:

P  S2 ] T  S1] = T  S1 ] P  S1 ]
and

P  S2 ] = T  S1] P  S1 ] T ;1  S1]

Then P  S2 ] v P  S2 ] .
7 Computing an under-approximation would not be possible

available because of its lack of interest.

from the above formula, since T is not
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Proof Let us rst show that P  S2 ] T  S1 ] v P  S2 ] T  S1 ] . From the assumptions,
we know that:

P  S2] T  S1] = T  S1] P  S1 ] T ;1  S1] T  S1]
From the denition of T ;1 (see Section 5.4.2), we have
T ;1  S1] T  S1 ] w :

Thus,

P  S2 ] T  S1 ] w T  S1 ] P  S1 ]
w T  S1 ] P  S1 ]
w P  S2 ] T  S1 ]
(5.3)
Let  be a memory store. If there exists 0 such that T  S1 ] 0 = , then from (5.3)

we have

P  S2 ]  v P  S2 ] 

If there exists no 0 such that T  S1 ] 0 = , then  cannot be reached during an
execution of the program, and P  S2 ]  = ?. In this case, whatever the denition of
P  S2]  may be, we also have
P  S2 ]  v P  S2 ] 



Conditional if C

then

S1

else

S2

A memory store is not ltered out by P  S1 ] if it is not ltered out by the precondition
of the whole construct, and by the condition (and conversely):

P  S1 ] = Ec C ] P  if C then S1 else S2]
P  S2 ] = Ec .not.C ] P  if C then S1 else S2 ]
The corresponding over-approximation is directly derived from the exact semantics.
do while

loop

Since preconditions are propagated forwards in the program representation, there are
two types of preconditions to compute from the preconditions of the loop:
First, the precondition Pi  do while(C ) S ] which holds before iteration i (including the test of the condition). From now on, it is denoted as Pi . P0 denotes
P  do while(C ) S ] , the initial precondition. Hence P1 = P0.
Second, the preconditions Pi  S ] which holds before the inner statement of iteration i. In fact, Pi  S ] can be easily deduced from Pi :

Pi  S ] = Ec C ] Pi

5.6. PRECONDITIONS
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To dene Pi , we can follow the same reasoning as for the sequence: If a memory
store is not ltered out by Pi after being propagated through the condition evaluation
and the transformation by S of the previous iteration, then it is also not ltered out by
Pi;1 followed by the condition evaluation and the transformation by S  and conversely.
This is better expressed by:

Pi T  S ] Ec C ] = T  S ] Ec C ] Pi;1
Since T  S ] is not invertible in the general case, we cannot give a constructive deterministic denition of Pi . However, we can dene a conservative over-approximation:

P 1 = P 0 = P  do while(C ) S ]
P i = T  S ] E c C ] P i;1 E c C ] T ;1 S ] 8i > 1
Since this denition is not directly derived from the corresponding exact semantics, its
correctness must be proved:

Property 5.5

With the above notations and denitions,

8i  1 P i w Pi

Proof The proof is by induction on i.

The property is trivial for i = 1, from the denition of P 0 .
Let us assume that for one i, P i;1 w Pi;1 . And let us prove that P i w Pi .

P i T  S ] Ec C ] = T  S ] E c C ] P i;1 E c C ] T| ;1 S{z] T  S}] Ec C ]
w:

Furthermore, since Ec  C ] is more restrictive than E c  C ] , we have

P i T  S ] Ec C ] w T  S ] E c C ] P i;1 Ec C ]
(here we can use exact composition laws, because computability is not involved).
Since Ec C ] and P i;1 are lters, they commute:

P i T  S ] Ec C ] w T  S ] E c C ] Ec C ] P i;1
And, again because Ec C ] is more restrictive than E c  C ] ,
P i T  S ] Ec C ] w T  S ] Ec C ] P i;1
w T  S ] Ec C ] Pi;1
w Pi T  S ] Ec C ]
The proof is easily completed as for Property 5.4:

P i w Pi
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P i is not very convenient to use in subsequent analyses: First the iteration counter
is not explicitly available in do while loops second, even in do loops, computing
P10000 may be of an overwhelming complexity! An invariant information is usually
more appropriate. We therefore dene P inv as:
P 0 v P inv
P inv = T  S ] E c C ] P inv E c C ] T ;1  S ]
which can be rewritten as:

P inv = lfp(f:T  S ] E c C ] f E c C ] T ;1 S ] )  P 0
The correctness of the denition of P inv derives from the following property and

from Property 5.5:

Property 5.6

With the above notations and denitions,

8i  1 P i v P inv

Proof The proof is by induction on i.

For i = 1, the property directly derives from the denition of P inv .
Let us assume that, for one i, P i;1 v P inv , and let us prove that P i v P inv .

P inv = T  S ] E c C ] P inv E c C ] T ;1  S ]
w T|  S ] E c C ] P i;{z1 E c C ] T ;1  S}]
=P i



Implementation details
Equation (5.2) on Page 81 provides a constructive denition of the precondition for
the second statement of a sequence. However, it may not be very practical. To obtain
the precondition of statement Si in sequence S0  : : :  Sn , one has to go backwards for
the precondition of Si;1 , and then for Si;2 , : : : , up to S0 , and then back to Si in a
forward analysis:

P  Si ] = T  Si;1] : : : T  S0] P  S0 ] T ;1  S0] : : : T ;1 Si;1 ]
What is called a precondition in pips is in fact the term

T  Si;1] : : : T  S0] P  S0]

5.7. CONCLUSION AND RELATED WORK
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It is a kind of cumulated transformer from the input store of the sequence to the
point of interest8 . But the initial precondition P  S0 ] is taken into account. It avoids
the backward propagation. The forward propagation is performed step by step, one
statement after another. And the precondition can thereby be directly derived from
the previous statement.

5.7 Conclusion and Related Work
The purpose of this chapter was to quickly set the bases for array region analyses. A
small subset language L has been introduced for this study: It covers the main features
of fortran 77, minus a few restrictions, plus the do while construct which is present
in many other structured languages, and is thus of great interest.
The natural semantics of this language has been dened using two semantic functions: E provides the semantics of expressions, and T the semantics of statements,
which are viewed as memory store transformers. Two other analyses called preconditions and continuation conditions have also been introduced to help with array region
analyses.
Approximations have been almost systematically derived from the exact specications of all these analyses. They rely on the approximate operators introduced in
Chapter 4. Their correctness, that is to say their respect of the approximation ordering, is not proved: It is ensured by the properties enforced on approximate operators
in the previous chapter.
The material presented in this chapter is not original, nor optimal, but has been
placed here with a regard to correctness and completeness, and with an eye to our target
array region analyses. Transformers have already been dened as store transformers by
many 55, 108, 132], and their over-approximation is a well-known technique 55, 108].
Transformers and continuation conditions are backward analyses, which were as such
broadly studied on a theoretical and practical ground by Cousot 55] and Halbwachs 90]. The use of the denotational approach for forward analyses was mostly
inspired by Jouvelot 108]. It allows very clear specications of semantic functions
and the correctness of approximations is for free when they are directly derived from
their exact counterparts using approximate operators, as stated in Chapter 4.
Transformers are already implemented in pips 115, 104, 105, 103], where they are
represented by convex polyhedra. They are used to compute array regions, as will
be shown in the next chapter, but also to compute preconditions, a forward analysis
which computes predicates over integer scalar variables, holding just before the execution of the corresponding instruction. Continuation conditions are currently being
implemented, also as convex polyhedra.

8 Preconditions

are of type
transformers in 105].

transformer

in pips internal representation, and were presented as
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Chapter 6

Array Region Analyses
Many scientic programs (see 25] for instance) make a wide use of array structures.
This may render their compilation for complex machines (e.g. parallel or hierarchical
memory machines) or even their maintenance, particularly tricky, especially when such
data structures are accessed through procedure calls.
To alleviate this problem and allow interprocedural dependence analyses, Triolet 161, 163] introduced the concept of array region analysis. His approach consists
in gathering intraprocedural read and written references to array elements into overapproximate summaries, which can be later used at call sites. However, this method
is ow insensitive, and thus locally not precise enough to enable intraprocedural optimizations of the program. Besides, read and written sets do not reect the order
in which references to array elements are executed (array data ow ), and are thus
insucient for many advanced optimizations which are used to enhance the locality
of references, such as array privatization. We have therefore introduced in and out
regions 17, 63, 65] to enable such transformations, but their description was rather
informal.
This chapter formally describes the ow and context sensitive analysis of read,
write, in and out regions. Their exact semantics are dened, as well as their underand over-approximations. The rst section shows on an example why read and
write regions are not sucient for some advanced optimizations, and why underapproximations may be necessary. Semantic domains are then introduced and discussed in Section 6.2. The next four sections successively present for each type of region its exact semantics and its approximations, which are summarized in Appendix E.
Sections 6.8, 6.7, and 6.9 discuss some implementation issues: The impact of variable
aliasing, the use of preconditions and the computation ordering of our analyses. The
related work is nally presented in Section 6.10.

6.1 Motivating Example
read and write array regions do not reect the order in which references to array

elements are performed. This section uses an example (see Figure 5.2 on page 67) to
show why this can prevent advanced program optimizations such as array privatization,
and which kind of information is necessary.
In our sample program, parts of the array WORK are reused from one iteration of the
87
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outermost loop to another, as shown in Figure 6.1. This induces dependences between
iterations, and prevents the parallelization of the loop. In fact, these dependences
are not direct dependences: Each read reference to an array element is preceded (or
covered) by a write in the same iteration, and the computation is locally performed.
The solution is to privatize the array WORK, that is to say to declare it as local to each
iteration. Hence, there is no more loop carried dependences, and the loop can be
parallelized.

Figure 6.1: Dependences on array WORK in the program of Figure 5.2
If we want to solely consider read and write eects to detect privatizable arrays, we
have to go backward through all statements, and to verify that each read reference is
preceded by a write in the same iteration. However, this is impossible when there are
procedure calls. Imagine that the body of the I loop is a call to an external subroutine.
With summary read and write regions, we only know that some elements of WORK are
read, and some others are written but we know nothing about the order in which these
accesses are performed, and in particular, we do not know whether the writes precede
the reads. A second problem is due to the fact that early approaches 161, 37, 19] only
performed over-approximate analyses of read and write regions. Using such regions,
we can only answer the question:
Is it possible that the array element which is read in instruction S2 be
written by the preceding instruction S1 ?

But we cannot answer to the question involved when privatizing arrays:
Is the array element which is read in instruction S2 certainly written by
the preceding instruction S1 ?

The last problem can be partially addressed by computing under-approximations of

write regions as in 164, 92] (see Chapter 14). But both problems require an analysis

which takes into account the order in which array elements are referenced. This is the
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purpose of in regions which contain the locally upward exposed read, or imported, array
elements (see Figure 6.2). In our example, the in region of WORK corresponding to the
body of the I loop is the empty set.

Figure 6.2: IN and OUT regions
Another problem is still pending. in regions provide a mean to detect array elements
whose computation is local to each iteration. But these elements may be reused in the
program continuation. To declare them as local elements, we must either make sure
that they are not reused (or exported ) afterwards, or update the global array with the
values of the local copies after the parallel execution of the loop. In this last case, for
each privatized array element, we must know which is the last assigning iteration, that
is to say which iteration exports its value towards the continuation of the program. This
problem cannot be solved using write regions, because this analysis does not take into
account the order in which writes occur. This is why we introduced out regions 17]:
They contain the downward exposed written and used afterwards, or exported, array
elements (see Figure 6.2). In our example, assuming that WORK is not referenced in the
continuation of the program, no element of the array is exported by any iteration of
the I loop.

6.2 Domains and Semantic Functions
A region for an array T represents a set of some of its elements, which are described by
their subscript values, or coordinates in Zd if d is the array dimension. An array region
can thus be viewed as a part of Zd, and belongs to }(Zd). The coordinates of individual
array elements are what Triolet introduced as region descriptors. They will be
denoted by %T variables, %T1 representing the rst coordinate, %T2 the second, : : : 1
1 In fortran,

arrays have at most seven dimensions. But this limit is not taken into account in
this study. Its sole eects are on the implementation of array regions.
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The purpose of array region analyses is thus to associate to each statement (or
sometimes even expressions) of a program, and to each possible memory store, a set
of array elements (or array region) for each array which belongs to the current scope.
If n arrays (T1  : : :  Tn ) are declared in the current procedure,Qof respective dimensions
d1  : : :  dn , then the target domain is the Cartesian product i=1n }(Zdi ) = }(Zd1 ) 
    }(Zdn ). Array region semantic functions are thus of the following type:

R : L~ ;! ( ;! Qi=1n}(Zdi ))
l ;! R l] = :(f%T1 : r1 (%T1  )g : : :  f%Tn : rn (%Tn  )g)
ri being the relation existing between the coordinates %Ti of the elements of the region
and any memory store .

Note
1. Using sets such as f%T1 : r1 (%T1  )g does not preclude any representation.
In pips, r1  : : :  rn are convex polyhedra parameterized by the program variables.
For rsd's 37], ri is a conjunction of ane constraints with unit coecients,
which only depend on loop indices and symbolic constants:

ri (Ti  ) =

j^
=di
j =1

(Tj i = Ik + j ) or ri (Ti  ) =

j^
=di
j =1

(Tj i = j )

where Ik are induction variable values, and j are symbolical constants. This
is thus a constant function.
And for lists of polyhedra as in 93], r1  : : :  rn would be disjunctions of convex
polyhedra parameterized by the program variables.

2. Array region analyses are not limited to array variables, but are easily extended
to scalar variables, which can be considered as arrays with no dimensions. In
this case the relation ri merely restrains the context (that is to say the set of
memory stores ) in which the variable is actually referenced.
It is not possible to represent any possible part of Zd. To dene computable approximations, a particular representation, subset of }(Zd), must be chosen. We denote it as
}~(Zd), and we require that ? 2 }~(Zd) and Zd 2 }~(Zd) to ensure that > and ? are the
same as for the exact analyses. We also require that over- and under-approximate analyses use the same representation so that the results be combinable. For the previous
analysis R, R and R are dened as such:

R : L~ ;! ( ;! Qi=1n}~(Zdi))
l ;! R l] = :(f%T1 : r1 (%T1  )g : : :  f%Tn : rn(%Tn  )g)
R : L~ ;! ( ;! Qi=1n}~(Zdi))
l ;! R l] = :(f%T1 : r1 (%T1  )g : : :  f%Tn : rn(%Tn  )g)

6.3. READ REGIONS
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Q

Notice that i=1n }~(Zdi ) generally is not a lattice for under-approximate array region
analyses (R), as seen in Section 4.1.3.
The next sections dene the exact and approximate semantics of read, write, in
and out regions. The following notations will be used:

Rr array regions of read references
Rw array regions of written references
Ri in array regions
Ro out array regions
In addition, the usual notations are used for the corresponding under- and overapproximations.

6.3 READ Regions
read and write regions represent the eects of the program on variables: They con-

tain the array elements which are respectively read or written by simple or compound
statements during their execution. In this section, we focus on read regions. Additionnal details and dierences for write regions will be highlighted in Section 6.4.
Rr , Rr and Rr dene the exact and approximate semantics of read regions. Each
can be divided into two components: The semantics of read eects of expressions,
which is given in the rst part of Tables E.1, E.2 and E.3 and the semantics of read
eects of statements, which is given in the second part of the previous tables. Since
the semantics is dened for both expressions and statements, the source domain is the
separated sum of the two domains, S and E :

Rr : S  E ;! ( ;!
Rr : S  E ;! ( ;!
Rr : S  E ;! ( ;!

Y

i=1n
Y

i=1n
Y

i=1n

}(Zdi ))
}~(Zdi ))
}~(Zdi ))

This section discusses the main functions given in Tables E.1, E.2 and E.3: Expressions, assignments, sequences of instructions, if constructs and loops. The others
are not detailed because of their simplicity.

6.3.1 Expression
The read eects of an expression merely are the union of the eects of its components.
The initialization is made when a constant value is encountered (:?), or a reference.
In this last case, since the representation has not yet been chosen, the result is represented by :(fvar g) for a scalar variable, and :(fvar (E  exp 1  : : :  exp k ] )g) for a
reference to an array element, fvar g or fvar (: : : )g standing for the region which contains the element var or var (: : : ). The corresponding approximations directly depend
on the chosen representation. As for over-approximate transformers (see Page 73),
their denitions only reect the properties which must be enforced.
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We now dene the semantics of read array regions for statements. Intuitively, it is
the union of all read references occurring during its execution. However, the context
(i.e. the memory store) must be taken into account for the evaluation of expressions
such as if or do while conditions, array subscripts, : : : .

6.3.2 Assignment

Assignment statements are quite easy to handle. The right hand side is an expression
which is read. The left hand side denes the variable or array element it references,
but the possible array subscripts are read expressions:

Rr  var (exp 1 : : :  exp k ) = exp ] = Rr  exp 1 : : :  exp k ]  Rr  exp ]
Rr  var = exp ]
= Rr  exp ]
Corresponding approximations are straightforward, and the reader is referred to the
tables in Appendix E.

6.3.3 Sequence of instructions

Let us consider the sequence of instructions S1  S2 . Intuitively, its read eects are the
union of the eects of S1 and S2 . But the modication of the input memory store by
S1 , modelled by T  S1 ] , has to be taken into account for the evaluation of the eects
of S2 :
Rr  S1  S2 ] = Rr  S1 ]  Rr  S2 ] T  S1 ]
Rr  S1  S2] and Rr  S1 S2 ] are not directly derived from Rr  S1  S2 ] : The continuation conditions of S1 are also taken into account. For Rr  S1  S2 ] , the use of C  S1 ]
ensures that Rr  S2 ] T  S1 ] gives a non-empty region only when the program does not
stop in S1 , and thus provides an under-approximation of Rr  S2 ] T  S1 ] . This was
already explained in Section 5.4.1.
For Rr  S1  S2 ] , using C  S1 ] is not compulsory: It merely restricts the set of stores
for which S1 does not stop (T  S1 ] C  S1 ] v T  S1 ] ), and thereby gives more accurate
regions. This is particularly important when exactness must be proved by checking that
the under-approximation is equal to the over-approximation (Rr  S2 ] T  S1 ] C  S1 ] =
Rr  S2] T  S1 ] C  S1] ) because C  S1 ] may be equal to C  S1 ] but not to :, which
is the implicit choice when the over-approximation is dened as Rr  S2 ] T  S1 ] .
For example, let us consider the following piece of code:

S1 :

if (i.gt.3) then
stop
endif
2 : ... = A(i)

S

The exact region for S2 can be represented by:

Rr  S2 ] = :f1 : 1 = (i)g
If the over-approximate transformer for S1 is:

T  S1 ] = :f0 : 0 = g
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Rr  S2 ] T  S1 ] = :f1 : 1 = (i)g

The continuation condition for S1 can be exactly described by:

C  S1 ] = :if (i)  3 then  else ?
Thus

Rr  S2 ] T  S1 ] C  S1 ] = :f1 : 1 = (i) ^ (i)  3g
This is clearly di erent from Rr  S2 ] T  S1 ] . But it is equal to Rr  S2 ] T  S1 ]  C  S1 ] .
The semantic functions nally are:

Rr  S1 S2 ] = Rr  S1]  Rr  S2] T  S1] C  S1]
Rr  S1 S2 ] = Rr  S1]  Rr  S2] T  S1] C  S1]
Since these denitions are not directly derived from the corresponding denition
for Rr , the correctness must be proved. This is done in the following properties for
each approximation.

Property 6.1

For any sequence of instruction S1  S2 , the following property holds:

Rr  S2] T  S1 ] v Rr  S2 ] T  S1] C  S1 ]

Proof Let  be a memory store. Either C  S1]  =  or C  S1 ]  = ?.
C  S1]  =  =) T  S1 ] C  S1 ]  = T  S1] 
=) T  S1 ]  v T  S1 ] C  S1 ] 
and, from Property 5.3,

C  S1 ]  = ? =) T  S1 ]  = ?
=) T  S1 ] C  S1 ]  = T  S1 ] 
From both case, we can conclude that:

T  S1 ] v T  S1] C  S1]
and therefore,

Rr  S2] T  S1 ] v Rr  S2 ] T  S1] C  S1 ]

Property 6.2

For any sequence of instruction S1  S2 , the following property holds:

Rr  S2] T  S1 ] C  S1 ] v Rr  S2 ] T  S1 ]
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Proof Let  be a memory store. Either C  S1]  =  or C  S1 ]  = ?.
C  S1]  =  =) T  S1] C  S1]  = T  S1] 
=) T  S1 ] C  S1 ]  v T  S1 ] 
and, from Property 5.3,

C  S1 ]  = ? =) T  S1] C  S1]  = ?
=) T  S1 ] C  S1 ]  v T  S1 ] 
From both case, we can conclude that:

T  S1] C  S1] v T  S1 ]
and therefore,

Rr  S2] T  S1] C  S1] v Rr  S2] T  S1 ]



The correctness of the remaining parts of the denitions is ensured by the use of
approximate operators derived from the exact operators.

6.3.4 Conditional instruction

Because expressions do not have side eects in L, the scalar variables and array elements read by a conditional instruction are those read during the evaluation of the
conditions (Rr  C ] ), plus the elements read during the execution of one of the branches,
depending on the result of the condition evaluation:

Rr  if C

then

S1

else

S2 ] = Rr  C ] (Rr  S1 ] E  C ] ) (Rr  S2] E  .not.C ] )

If expressions had side eects, the denition would have to take into account the
possible modication of the input memory store by the evaluation of the condition
it would be modeled by T  C ] , assuming that T has been extended to the domain of
expressions:

Rr  if C

then

S1

S2] = ;

Rr  C ]  (Rr  S1] E  C ] ) (Rr  S2 ] E  .not.C ] ) T  C ]

else

The over-approximation Rr  if C then S1 else S2 ] is merely derived from the exact semantics using the corresponding approximate operators. Whereas the underapproximation contains an additional term, (Rr  S1 ] \ Rr  S2 ] ):

Rr  if C then S1 else S2] =
Rr  C ]  (Rr  S1 ] E c C ] )  (Rr  S2] E c .not.C ] )  (Rr  S1] \ Rr  S2] ) (6.1)

It has been added to better reect the semantics of if statements, which ensures
that at least one of the branches is executed, and thus that if an array element is
certainly referenced in both branches (that is to say belongs to Rr  S1 ] \ Rr  S2 ] ), it
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is certainly referenced by the if, whatever the condition may be. Whereas it may fail
to be detected by the remaining part of the equation, because of too narrow underapproximations of the condition and its opposite.
Because of this additional term, the correctness must be proved:

Property 6.3

Using the above notations and denitions, the following property holds:

Rr  C ]  (Rr  S1] E c C ] )  (Rr  S2] E c .not.C ] )  (Rr  S1] \ Rr  S2] )
v Rr  C ] (Rr  S1 ] E  C ] ) (Rr  S2] E  .not.C ] )
.

Proof It is clear from the properties enforced on under-approximate operators that:
Rr  C ]  (Rr  S1] E c C ] )  (Rr  S2 ] E c .not.C ] )
v Rr  C ] (Rr  S1 ] E  C ] ) (Rr  S2] E  .not.C ] )
From the semantics of if statements, we know that:

Rr  S1 ] \ Rr  S2 ] v Rr  if C

then

S1

else

S2 ]

Moreover, from the properties enforced on operators:

Rr  S1] \ Rr  S2] v Rr  S1] \ Rr  S2 ]
And therefore,

Rr  S1] \ Rr  S2 ] v Rr  C ] (Rr  S1] E  C ] ) (Rr  S2 ] E  .not.C ] )
The property derives from this last equation and the rst given in this proof.

6.3.5

do while



loop

Another interesting statement is the do while construct. To understand the denition
of Rr  do while(C ) S ] , the best approach is to consider its sequential execution from
the store . First, the condition C is evaluated it may reference some variables whose
regions are represented by Rr  C ] . If its evaluation E  C ]  is false, the loop stops,
and no array element is referenced within the loop body if it is true, S is executed,
and the elements Rr  S ]  are referenced. Up to now, the regions are given by:

Rr  C ] (Rr  S ] Ec C ] )
After that, the whole process loops, but in the store resulting from the previous execution of S after C has been evaluated to true, T  S ] Ec  C ] . The semantics of the
do while loop is thus given by:

Rr  do

;

C S ] = Rr  C ]  Rr  S ]  Rr  do

while( )



C S ] T  S ] Ec C ]

while( )
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This is a continuous recursive function, dened on a lattice. Its best denition is
therefore given by the least xed point of the corresponding functional:

Rr  do

;



C S ] = lfp f:Rr  C ]  (Rr  S ]  f T  S ] ) Ec C ]

while( )

The corresponding approximations (cf. Pages 292 and 293) are built from the exact
semantics as for the sequence of instructions: Approximate operators are used whenever possible, but continuation conditions are also taken into account. The correctness
is ensured by this process and by Properties 6.1 and 6.2.

6.3.6 The special case of do loops

As stated in Chapter 5, do loops are a particular case of do while loops. Their
peculiarity lies in the fact that the number of iterations is known at run-time, and is
even actually evaluated before the execution of the loop. An equivalent denition for
the exact read array regions2 of a normalized do loop is thus:

Rr  do

i=1,n

S

enddo]

= :Rr  n]  

k=
E  n] ;
k=1

Rr  S ] T  do

k;1 S

i=1,



enddo]



Since the number of iterations is known at run-time, kk==1E  n] is a nite union, and
the region is thereby well dened. Let us further explicit this expression. Regions
represent sets of array elements. And a nite union over k of a set parameterized by k,
with k 2 1::E  n] ], is mathematically equivalent to a projection along k of the previous
set. Thus,
S

k=
E  n] 
k=1

Rr  S ] T  do

k;1 S

i=1,

;

projk Rr  S ] T  do

=

enddo]

k;1 S

i=1,

enddo]



Ec (1.lt.k).and.(k.lt.n)] 

We now have three equivalent denitions for the read regions of a do loop:

Rr  do

i=1,n
;

S

enddo]



= lfp f:Rr  C ]  (Rr  S ]  f T  S ] ) Ec  C ]
= :Rr  n]  

k=
E  n] 

Rr  S ]
k=1 ;
= :Rr  n]   projk Rr  S ]

T  do

k;1 S

i=1,



enddo]

T  do i=1,k ; 1 S enddo] 
Ec (1.lt.k).and.(k.lt.n)] 

They are not mere mathematical toys. For a particular representation (e.g. convex
polyhedra, rsds, dads, : : : ), it might be dicult to dene good approximations for one
of these denitions, while it is relatively easy for another denition, as will be shown
in Chapter 8 for convex polyhedra. The alternative denitions for approximations
2 Except for the read eects on the loop

formula unnecessarily heavy.

variable, which can trivially be added, but would make the
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are given below, assuming that approximate operators are available for the nite sum
(which may become innite when E  n] = > for instance), or for the projection operator.
We also further approximate the transformer of the loop by its invariant form, as shown
on Page 78.

Rr  do

i=1,n
;

S

enddo]



= lfp f:Rr  C ]  (Rr  S ]  f T  S ] C  S ] ) E c C ]
= :Rr  n]  

k=E  n] 


k=1

;

Rr  S ] E c i=k] T inv do

= :Rr  n]   projk Rr  S ]

Rr  do

i=1,n
;

S

i=1,n

(6.2)

S



enddo]

E c i=k] T inv do i=1,n S enddo] 

E c (1.le.k).and.(k.le.n)] 

enddo]



= lfp f:Rr  C ]  (Rr  S ]  f T  S ] C  S ] ) E c C ]

= :Rr  n]  

k=
E  n] 
k=1

Rr  S ] E c i=k] T inv do

i=1,n

(6.3)
(6.4)

(6.5)

S



enddo]

;

= :Rr  n]  projk Rr  S ] E c i=k] T inv  do i=1,n S enddo]

E c (1.le.k).and.(k.le.n)] 

(6.6)
(6.7)

6.3.7 Unstructured parts of code

As stated in the previous chapter, unstructured parts of code are not formally treated
in this study. This is reected in the denition of L (Figure 5.1) by the lack of goto
statements. The major reason for which goto statements are not considered is that,
except for hidden regular (do and do while) loops, it is highly improbable that some
interesting parallelism be discovered in unstructured fragments of code. This is also the
reason for pips hierarchical control ow graph, which represents structured constructs
by their abstract syntax tree, and unstructured parts of code by standard control ow
graphs.
The computation of regions on structured parts is performed as described above
by the semantic functions. For unstructured parts, iterative methods could be used.
The equations giving read regions for a node n would informally be something like:
0
Rr (n) = Rr  code(n)]]  S
n0 2succ(n) (Rr (n ) T  code(n)]])
S
Rr (n) = Rr  code(n)]]  n02succ(n) (Rr (n0 ) T  code(n)]])

where code(n) gives the text of the code at node n, and succ(n) gives its successors
in the local control ow graph.
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However, these equations, though widely used in the literature, do not take into
account the conditions under which each successor is executed. For that purpose, ags
or continuation semantics 132, 157] should be used.
In pips, since no parallelism is expected from such constructs, a very simple approach is taken: Variables which may be modied by any node are eliminated (see
Chapter 8) from the regions of each node to convert them into regions relative to
the input store then, they are merged to form a summary for the global construct.
Less drastic solutions should however be devised for do while loops built with goto
statements, which are common in dusty decks. These hidden loops could be discovered
using normalization techniques such as those described in 7].

6.4 WRITE Regions
The denition of write regions is very similar to read regions. Except that, since
the expressions in L have no side eects, write regions are solely dened on the
domain of statements S . The semantics is almost the same for the control structures
of the language: if, do while, and the sequence for the rst two constructs, the only
dierence is the way the condition is handled (expressions have only read eects they
do not have write eects). But the main dierences are for the assignment, and for
I/O instructions. The exact and approximate semantics are given in Appendix E for
completeness. The same remarks as for read regions could be done for correctness
proofs and for do loops.

6.5 IN Regions
Informally, the in regions of a statement represent its imported or locally upward exposed array elements: They contain the array elements which are read by the considered statements, before being possibly redened by another instruction in the same
statement. They dier from read regions because they take into account the order in
which array elements are dened. This is illustrated in Figure 6.3: A, B and C are all
read by the dark part of the code but C is not imported, because its value is dened
before being read in the fragment of code which is considered. Only A and B belong to
its in regions.
Also, in Figure 5.2 on Page 67, the body of the second J loop reads the element
but does not imports its value because it is previously de ned in the
same iteration. On the contrary, the element WORK(J,K-1) is imported from the
rst J loop.

WORK(J,K),

Ri, Ri and Ri dene the exact and approximate semantics of in regions. Because
our expressions have no side-eects, there is no need to dene in regions on the domain
of expressions: They are identical to read regions. They are thereby solely dened on
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Figure 6.3: read and in regions
the domain of statements S :

Ri : S ;! ( ;!
Ri : S ;! ( ;!
Ri : S ;! ( ;!

Y

i=1n
Y

i=1n
Y

i=1n

}(Zdi ))
}~(Zdi ))
}~(Zdi ))

These semantic functions are provided in Tables E.6 and E.7 on Pages 296 and 297.
The most important and complicated are detailed below.

6.5.1 Assignment
The in regions of an assignment are identical to the corresponding read regions because the values of the referenced elements cannot come from the assignment itself,
according to the fortran standard 8]. Henceforth, the write on the left hand side
cannot cover the reads performed while evaluating the right hand side and the subscript expressions of the left hand side:

Ri ref = exp ] = Rr  ref = exp ]
Corresponding approximations are straightforwardly derived from the exact semantics.
If right hand side expressions had side-eects (through external function calls for
instance), in regions should be dened on the domain of expressions, and the denition
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would be3 :

Ri  var (exp 1 : : :  exp k ) = exp ] = Rr  exp 1 : : :  exp k ]  Ri exp ]
Rr  var = exp ]
= Ri  exp ]

6.5.2 Sequence of instructions

Intuitively, the in regions of the sequence S1  S2 contain the elements imported by
instruction S1 (Ri  S1 ] ) plus the elements imported by S2 after S1 has been executed
(Ri  S2 ] T  S1 ] ), but which are not dened by S1 (Rw  S1 ] ):
;

Ri  S1 S2 ] = Ri  S1]  (Ri S2 ] T  S1] ) Rw  S1]
As for read regions of a sequence of instructions, approximations have to take continuation conditions into account:
;

Ri S1  S2] = Ri S1]  ;(Ri S2] T  S1] C  S1] ) Rw  S1] 
Ri S1  S2] = Ri S1]  (Ri S2 ] T  S1 ] C  S1 ] ) Rw  S1]
The correctness is again ensured by the use of derived approximate operators, and by
Properties 6.1 and 6.2.

6.5.3 Conditional instruction

The case of an if statement is very similar to read and write regions. in regions
contain the elements read when executing the condition (Rr  C ] ), plus the elements
imported by S1 or S2 , depending on the result of the condition evaluation:
Ri if C then S1 else S2] = Rr  C ] (Ri  S1] Ec C ] ) (Ri  S2] Ec .not.C ] )
The over-approximation is directly derived from this denition, whereas the underapproximation contains a corrective term to better take into account the semantics of
if statements, as for read regions (see Property 6.3):
Ri if C then S1 else S2] =
Rr  C ]  (Ri  S1] E c C ] )  (Ri S2 ] E c .not.C ] )
Ri if C then S1 else S2] =
Rr  C ]  (Ri S1] E c C ] )  (Ri S2 ] E c .not.C ] )  (Ri  S1] \ Ri S2] )
If expressions had side eects, the denition would have to take into account the
modication of the memory store by the execution of C (T  C ] ), and the fact that
write eects during the condition evaluation could cover the reads in the branches.
The denition would thus become:
Ri if C then S1 else; S2] =

Ri C ]  (Ri S1 ] Ec C ]  Ri S2 ] Ec .not.C ] ) T  C ] Rw  C ]
3 It is always assumed that the value resulting from the evaluation of the right hand side is assigned

to the left hand side reference after the evaluation of the right hand side is completed.
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loop

do while

When executing a do while statement, the condition is evaluated rst it may import
some array elements (Ri  C ] ). Then, if E  C ] is true, S is executed, and it possibly
imports some elements Ri  S ] . Up to now the in regions are given by:

Ri C ]  Ri  S ] Ec C ]
Then the do while loop is executed again, in the memory store resulting from the
execution of S . It imports the elements Ri  do while(C ) S ] . However, some of these
elements may have been written by the rst execution of S (Rw  S ] ), and must not be
included in the in regions of the global computation. The semantics is thus:

Ri do

C S ] = R;i C ] 
Ri S ] (Ri do

while( )



C S ] T  S ] Rw  S ] ) E  C ]

while( )

This is a continuous recursive function dened on a lattice. Its best denition is thereby
given by the least xed point of a functional:

Ri do

;

;



C S ] = lfp f:Ri C ]  Ri  S ]  (f T  S ] ) Rw  S ]

while( )



Ec  C ]

Approximations are directly derived from this denition using approximate operators,
except, as usual, for the use of continuation conditions.

6.5.5 The special case of do loops
The previous section dened the semantics of in regions for general do while loops.
This section examines the impact of the particularities of do loops on this denition,
as already done in Section 6.3.6 for read regions.
The contribution of an iteration k to the in regions of the do loop is equal to its
own in regions, minus the elements which are written in the previous iterations k0
(1 k0 < k):

Ri do

i=1,n

S

enddo]

:Rr  n]  

=

k=
E  n] 
k=1

Ri S ] T  do
k0=
k;1;
k0 =1

k;1 S

i=1,

Rw  S ] T  do



enddo]

k0 ; 1 S

i=1,



enddo]
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Using the same equivalences as in Section 6.3.6, we obtain three alternative denitions:

Ri do

i=1,n
;

S

enddo]

;





= lfp f:Ri  C ]  Ri  S ]  (f T  S ] ) Rw  S ]
= :Rr  n]  

k=
E  n] 
k=1

Ri S ] T  do
k0 =
k;1;

k0 =1
= :Rr  n]   projk (Ri  S ]

Ec  C ]

k;1 S

i=1,

Rw  S ] T  do



enddo]

k0 ; 1 S

i=1,

(6.8)



enddo]



(6.9)

T  do i=1,k ; 1 S enddo]
Ec (1.le.k).and.(k.le.n)]
projk0 (Rw  S ] T  do i=1,k0 ; 1 S enddo]
Ec (1.le.k0 ).and.(k0.lt.k)] ))

(6.10)

We do not provide the corresponding approximations, because it would provide no
useful insight, since they are built similarly to those for read regions of do loops.

6.5.6 Unstructured parts of code
As for read and write regions, in regions of unstructured parts of code are computed
by pips in a very straightforward fashion: Over-approximate regions are equal to the
union of the regions imported by all the nodes (in which all the variables modied by the
nodes have been eliminated to model store modications) under-approximate regions
are systematically set to the safe empty set. Again, it would be quite expensive to
compute accurate in regions for general control ow graphs however, do while loops
built with goto statements should be handled.

6.6 OUT Regions
The out regions of a statement are its exported or live and used afterwards regions.
They contain the array elements which are dened, and are used in the continuation
of the program, that is to say in the instructions whose execution follows the current
statement. They dier from write regions because they take into account whether
the array elements are reused afterwards or not. This is illustrated in Figure 6.4: Both
C and D are written in the dark part of the code C is reused locally, but not after the
considered part of the code has been executed on the contrary, D is reused afterwards,
and thus belongs to the out regions.
In the program of Figure 5.2, the rst J loop exports all the elements of the array
WORK it de nes towards the second J loop, whereas the elements of WORK de ned
in the latter are not exported toward the next iterations of the I loop.
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Figure 6.4: write and out regions
Notice that out and in regions are not symmetrical: in regions do not depend on
the denitions preceding the current piece of code. This is because the program is
supposed to be correct hence, every use of a variable is preceded by a denition, and
there is no need to check the existence of the denition. On the contrary, out regions
give information about the scope in which the denition of a variable is used.
out regions are solely dened on the domain of statements S . It would have
no sense to dene them on the domain of expressions since our expressions have no
side-eects.

Ro : S ;! ( ;!
Ro : S ;! ( ;!
Ro : S ;! ( ;!

Y

i=1n
Y

i=1n
Y

i=1n

}(Zdi ))
}~(Zdi ))
}~(Zdi ))

The over-approximate out regions of a statement contain the regions potentially written by this statement, and potentially read in the program continuation. Whereas
under-approximate out regions contain the array elements certainly written by the
current statement, and certainly read in the program continuation.
The out region of a statement is not dened per se , but depends on the future of
the computation. For instance, the out region of S1 in program S1  S2 is a function
of S1  S2 as a whole, and of S2 . Thus, out regions are propagated in a top-down
fashion along the call graph and hierarchical control ow graph of the program. Since
I/O operations are part of the program, the out region of the main program, from
which the other out regions are derived, is initialized to :?4 .
4 As a consequence, programs without output instructions are considered as no side-eect programs,

and could be agged as dead code using out regions!
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Note Because of this inward propagation, we use the formalism of attribute gram-

mars. But, as explained in Chapter 4, we keep the notations of denotational semantics
(i.e. the statements are provided inside double brackets) for uniformization purposes.
The next sections detail the exact and approximate semantics of out regions for
the main structures of the language L. They are summarized in Tables E.8 and E.9.

6.6.1 Sequence of instructions

The out region corresponding to the sequence S1  S2 is supposed to be known, and
our purpose is to nd the out regions corresponding to S1 and S2 , respectively Ro  S1 ]
and Ro  S2 ] .
Intuitively, the regions exported by S2 are the regions exported by the whole sequence (Ro  S1  S2 ] ), and written by S2 (Rw  S2 ] ). Great care must be taken of the
modication of the memory store by S1 : The reference is the store just before the
execution of the sequence, and the store before S2 is given by applying T  S1 ] to the
reference store. Ro  S2 ] must therefore verify the following constraint:
Ro S2 ] T  S1 ] = Ro  S1 S2 ] \ Rw  S2] T  S1 ]
We cannot give a constructive denition of Ro  S2 ] , because T  S1 ] is not invertible.
The same problem arises with assignments in Hoare logic 102, 124]:
In Hoare logic, the assignment axiom is: p(a x  t)fx:=tgp(a x), p(a x  t)
being the predicate p(a x) where x is replaced by t. When p(a x  t) is provided
and the purpose is to nd p(a x), p(a x) must be guessed so that it meets the
axiom requirements.

However, safe approximations can be dened using T ;1 :

Ro S2 ] = Ro S1  S2 ] T ;1  S1] \ Rw  S2 ]
Ro S2 ] = Ro S1  S2 ] T ;1  S1] \ Rw  S2 ]

(6.11)
(6.12)
Notice that the continuation conditions of S1 are not necessary in the denition of
Ro S2 ] , because if S1 contained a stop statement (possibly guarded by a condition),
then, by construction, Ro  S1  S2 ] would be the empty set.

Property 6.4

Let S1  S2 be a sequence of instructions. If Ro  S2 ] , Ro  S2 ] and Ro  S2 ] are dened as
above, then
Ro S2 ] v Ro  S2] v Ro S2]

Proof The proof is similar for Ro S2] and Ro S2 ] . We only provide it for Ro S2 ] .
By composing (6.11) by T  S1 ] , and given that T ;1  S1 ] T  S1 ] = f:g, we
obtain:

Ro S2] T  S1 ] = Ro  S1 S2 ] f:g \Rw  S2] T  S1 ]
w Ro  S1 S2 ] \ Rw  S2] T  S1]
w Ro  S2] T  S1]

(6.13)
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Let  be a memory store. If 90 2  : T  S1 ] 0 = , Equation (6.13) gives:
Ro S2 ]  w Ro S2 ] 
On the contrary, if 690 2  : T  S1 ] 0 = , then  cannot be reached during an
execution, and Ro  S2 ]  is undened (= ?) and is therefore over-approximated by any
denition of Ro  S2 ] . Hence,
8 2  Ro  S2]  w Ro S2 ] 



The regions exported by S1 are the regions exported by the whole sequence but not
by S2 (Ro  S1  S2 ] Ro  S2 ] T  S1 ] ), and which are written by S1 . To these regions
must be added the elements written by S1 and exported towards S2 , that is to say
imported by S2 (Ri  S2 ] T  S1 ] ):
;

Ro  S1] = Rw  S1 ] \ (Ro S1  S2 ] Ro S2 ] T  S1 ] )  Ri S2] T  S1 ]
Another equivalent possibility is to use Rw  S2 ] instead of Ro  S2 ] : If an array element
is written by S2 and is exported by S1  S2 , it is systematically exported by S2  it cannot
be exported by S1 because the writes in S1 are covered by the writes in S2 .
The approximations corresponding to Ro  S1 ] can be directly derived from the
previous denition using approximate operators.

6.6.2 Conditional instruction

For an if C then S1 else S2 statement, out regions are propagated from the global
construct towards the branches. For instance, when the condition is true, the out
regions for S1 are the regions exported by the whole construct, and written by S1 .
Ro S1 ] and Ro  S2] therefore are:
Ro S1 ] = (Ro  if C then S1 else S2] \ Rw  S1] ) Ec C ]
Ro S2 ] = (Ro  if C then S1 else S2] \ Rw  S2] ) Ec .not.C ]
Both approximations are easily derived from these denitions using approximate operators. They can be found in Tables E.8 and E.9.
If side-eect expressions were allowed, we would have the same problems as for
deriving Ro  S2 ] from Ro  S1  S2 ] , because T  C ] would have to be taken into account.

6.6.3

do while

loops

The out regions of the whole loop (Ro  do while(C ) S ] ) are supposed to be known,
and we are looking for the out regions of the body. In fact, we are looking for the
out regions of the k-th iteration, provided that it is executed, that is to say that k ; 1
iterations have already been executed, and that the condition in the resulting store
evaluates to true:
;

Ec C ] (|T  S ] Ec C ] ) :{z: : (T  S ] Ec C ] }) 6= ?
k;1
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The denition is very similar to the denition for a sequence of instructions. The

out regions for the k-th iteration contain the elements it writes and which are:

Either exported by the whole loop and not overwritten in the subsequent iterations (that is to say after k executions of the loop body T  S ] , provided that the
condition evaluates to true at each step):

Ro do

C S ] Rw  do

C S]

(|T  S ] Ec C ] ) :{z: : (T  S ] Ec  C ] })

while( )

while( )
;

k

Or exported towards the next iterations, that is to say imported by the next
iterations (thus after k iterations see, as above):

Ri do

;



C S ] (|T  S ] Ec C ] ) :{z: : (T  S ] Ec C ] })

while( )

k

The constraint veried by Ro  S ] at the k-th iteration therefore is:
;



Ro S ] k Ec C ] (|T  S ] Ec C ] ) :{z: : (T  S ] Ec C ] }) =
k;1

Rw  S ] Ec C ] (|T  S ] Ec C ] ) :{z: : (T  S ] Ec C ] }) \
;

k;1

(Ro  do

Rw  do

C S]
;

while(C ) S ] (T  S ] Ec  C ] ) : : : (T  S ] Ec  C ] ) )
|
{z
}

Ri  do

while( )

;

k



C S ] (|T  S ] Ec C ] ) :{z: : (T  S ] Ec C ] })

while( )

(6.14)

k

As for sequences of instructions, this is not a constructive denition, but a constraint enforced on the exact semantics. This is not surprising, since do while loops
are considered as sequences of guarded iterations. However, using inverse transformers,
constructive denitions can be given for over- and under-approximations:

Ro S ] k = Rw  S ] \
(Ro  do

C S ] (|E c C ] T ;1  S ] ) :{z: : (E c C ] T ;1  S ] }) E c C ]

while( )

;



k;1

Rw  do while(C ) S ] T  S ] )  Ri do while(C ) S ] T  S ]
Ro  S ] k = R w  S ] \
;

(Ro  do while(C ) S ] (|E c  C ] T ;1  S ] ) :{z: : (E c C ] T ;1  S ] }) E c  C ]
k;1

Rw  do

C S ] T  S ] )  Ri do

while( )

C S] T  S]

while( )
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Ro  S ] k and Ro S ] k are not very convenient to use in subsequent analyses or program transformations: For do while loops, the iteration counter is not explicitly
known, and an invariant information is usually more appropriate. We therefore dene
Ro S ] inv and Ro  S ] inv as:
Ro S ] inv = Rw  S ] \
(Ro  do

C S ] T ;inv1  do

while( )

C S] E c C ]

while( )

Rw  do while(C ) S ] T  S ] )  Ri do while(C ) S ] T  S ]
Ro S ] inv = Rw  S ] \
(Ro  do while(C ) S ] T ;inv1  do while(C ) S ] E c  C ]
Rw  do

C S ] T  S ] )  Ri  do

while( )

C S] T  S]

while( )

It is easy to verify that these invariant sets further approximate Ro  S ] k and Ro  S ] k ,
for any k:
8k Ro S ] inv v Ro S ] k and Ro S ] k v Ro S ] inv

6.6.4 The special case of do loops
When dealing with a do while loop, we never know whether the k-th iteration we are
interested in actually exists. This is why each iteration execution is guarded by the
evaluation of the condition. This is the reason for using the terms
;



Ec C ] (|T  S ] Ec C ] ) :{z: : (T  S ] Ec C ] })
k;1

in Equation (6.14). However, for a loop do i=1,n S enddo, the number of iterations
is known at compile time, and checking whether iteration k is an actual iteration is
easily done with:
Ec (1.le.k).and.(k.le.n)]
And the memory store just before iteration k is thereby given by


;

T|  S ] :{z: : T  S}] Ec (1.le.k).and.(k.le.n)]
k;1

or,

T  do

k;1 S

i=1,

enddo]

Ec (1.le.k).and.(k.le.n)]
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With these equivalences, Equation (6.14) becomes:

Ro S ] k T  do i=1,k ; 1 S enddo] Ec (1.le.k).and.(k.le.n)] =
Rw  S ] T  do i=1,k ; 1 S enddo] Ec (1.le.k).and.(k.le.n)] \
(Ro  do i=1,n S enddo]
Rw  do i=k + 1,n S enddo] T  do i=1,k S enddo]
Ec (1.le.k).and.(k.lt.n)] ) 
Ri do i=k + 1,n S enddo] T  do i=1,k S enddo]
Ec (1.le.k).and.(k.lt.n)]
As usual, constructive denitions can be given for the corresponding approximations, by using inverse transformers.

Ro S ] k = Rw  S ] \
;
Ro  do

i=1,n

S

enddo]

T ;inv1  do

i=1,n

S

enddo]

E c (1.le.k).and.(k.le.n)]

Rw  do i=k + 1,n S enddo] T ;1 S ]

;
1
 Ri do i=k + 1,n S enddo] T  S ]

Ro S ] k = Rw  S ] \
;
Ro  do

i=1,n

S

enddo]

T ;inv1  do

i=1,n

S

enddo]

E c (1.le.k).and.(k.le.n)]

Rw  do i=k + 1,n S enddo] T ;1 S ]

;
1
 Ri do i=k + 1,n S enddo] T  S ]
By further expliciting the terms using intermediate write and in regions (see Sec-
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tions 6.3.6 and 6.5.5), we get the nal forms which are implemented in pips:
Ro S ] k = :Rw  S ]  \


;

Ro do

k0 =
E  n] 



k0 =k+1
k0 =E  n] 


k0 =k+1

i=1,n

S

enddo]

T ;inv1  do

S

i=1,n

E c (1.le.k).and.(k.le.n)] 
Rw  S ] E c i=k0 ] T inv do

k00 =
k 0 ;1

S

i=1,n

f Ri S ] E c i=k0 ] T inv do
k00 =k+1

Rw  S ] E c i=k00]

i=1,n

T inv do



Rw  S ] E c i=k0 ] T ;inv1  do

k0 =k+1
k0 =
E  n] 
k0 =k+1

i=1,n

f Ri S ] E c i=k0 ] T inv do
k00 =
k0;1
k00 =k+1

S

i=1,n

Rw  S ] E c i=k00] T inv do





enddo]

S



enddo]

enddo]



enddo]





enddo]

S

g

S

i=1,n

Ro S ] k = :Rw  S ]  \
;
Ro do i=1,n S enddo] T ;inv1  do i=1,n S
E c (1.le.k).and.(k.le.n)] 
E
 n] 

enddo]



enddo]

i=1,n

S

g

enddo]



Here, there is no need for an invariant, since the loop index is explicit. This does
not mean that we will compute Ro  S ] 1 , : : : , Ro  S ] 10000 , : : : : The loop index remains
a symbolic variable, and the result can be seen as a function of the loop index.

6.6.5 Unstructured parts of code

Unlike read, write and in regions, out regions of an unstructured piece of code are
propagated from the global construct to the inner nodes, but still in a straightforward
fashion:
Under-approximate regions are systematically set to the safe empty set.
To compute over-approximations, the variables modied throughout the unstructured piece of code are eliminated from the initial out region. This gives a region
which is invariant in this fragment of code. The chosen over-approximate out
region of each node is then the intersection of the out region for the whole
structure and of the local write region.
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6.7 Impact of Variable Aliasing
Variable aliasing takes place when two dierent scalar variable names or two references
to individual array elements with dierent names refer to the same memory location.
In fortran, this can be due to two reasons: An equivalence statement or the
same variable (or two equivalent variables) passed as an argument to two distinct
formal parameters. In the rst case, the aliasing is perfectly known during any intraprocedural analysis. However, the second case requires an interprocedural analysis to
know which formal parameters are aliased. This can be represented by an Aliased set,
consisting of pairs of aliased variable names (scalars or arrays), with an information
about the corresponding elements in the case of arrays. Since array elements are stored
in column order in fortran, this is sucient to describe the complete aliased memory
suites.
But in fact, this set is not computable in the general case, due to interprocedural aliasing, and it must be approximated 33]: MayBeAliased and MustBeAliased
sets respectively are its over- and under-approximations. Since the smallest variable
declaration scope in fortran is the procedure, both sets are constant during intraprocedural analyses.
Up to now, our array region analyses do not take into account variable aliasing,
because it would have required using environments instead of memory stores, and
it would have greatly complicated our data-ow equations. For read and write
regions, this is not disturbing if subsequent analyses and transformations deal with
variable aliasing. This is due to the fact that read and write analyses only involve
union operations: Adding a region for a variable aliased with another one is strictly
equivalent to adding the corresponding region for the aliased variable adding both
regions would not modify the semantics of the analyses, and would just result in a
redundant solution.
On the contrary, in and out regions involve subtractions and intersections. If
variable aliasing is not taken into account, we may, for instance, fail to discover that
a read is covered by a write, or we may underestimate the over-approximation of an
intersection, which would yield an erroneous result. In fact, in programs respectful of
the fortran standard 8], both problems cannot be due to an interprocedural aliasing
because the standard forbids the aliasing of arguments which are modied in the called
procedure, and over-approximate intersections are only used to combine write regions.
The intraprocedural aliasing remains, but it is perfectly known, and aliased sets do
not need to be approximated.
There are several methods to handle this kind of problem:
The rst one is to have a single representative for any set of may or must aliased
variables. A well-known technique 35] is to introduce a new one-dimensional
array to represent the corresponding memory suite, and to provide the oset of
the rst element of each aliased variable from the rst element of the memory
suite. Each reference to an aliased variable, and thus each region, can be translated into a reference (or region) to the corresponding memory suite array. This
operation is not always possible, because of interprocedural aliasing, but we have
seen that this is not a problem in fortran.
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The advantage obviously is that there is no more aliasing between the dierent
memory suite arrays. However, this method has severe limiting factors. First,
the aliasing must be perfectly known at compile time we have seen that this
is the case in fortran for intraprocedural aliasing, and that interprocedural
aliasing does not have any eect on the results of our analyses but this may not
be the case in other languages. The second drawback is due to the fact that all
aliased array references must be linearized, hence possibly resulting in non-linear
array subscripts, and thereby in unknown regions (> or ? depending on the
approximation), whereas the regions of the actual references could be accurately
represented. The third drawback is that the resulting regions do not correspond
to actual arrays, and thus would not be very useful in an interactive tool, even
if the correspondences between actual arrays and memory suites are provided to
the user.
Another method is to proceed as usual whenever aliasing is not a problem. When
two regions concerning two aliased (possibly or certainly, depending on the approximation) variables must be combined, then each region is translated into a
region concerning the other variable using techniques described in Chapter 11,
and the operation can be performed as usual.
The advantage of this technique is that linearization is not systematically required
(see details in Chapter 11). For instance if two two-dimensional arrays A and B are
totally aliased, then references A(I,J) and B(I,J) do not need to be linearized
to check that they refer to the same memory units. Moreover, the method is
adapted to the languages in which the aliasing is not necessarily exactly known
at compile time. The last advantage is that the resulting regions correspond
to the program variables, and are thereby meaningful to an eventual user of an
interactive tool.
However, a major drawback is the increasing complexity of the analyses. When
combining two regions, we must check whether the corresponding variables are
aliased or not, test which was avoided with the rst method. Moreover, we have
seen that to combine two aliased regions we must generate two additional translated regions, and perform two combinations, instead of one if unique memory
suites were used. In fact, this is not required for all types of combination. As
stated before, unions can be directly performed: Only subtractions and intersection can yield problems.
Another problem is due to the translation process. Even if aliasing is perfectly
known at compile time, it may not be possible to exactly represent the translated
regions in the chosen representation.
For instance, if array regions are represented by rsds, and if linearization is
required, the resulting region cannot be exactly represented.

Our implementation of array region analyses does not currently deal with aliased
variables. Thus in and out regions may be erroneous for procedures with equivalent
statements. We plan to integrate this dimension in a near future, since the translation
algorithm which will be presented in Chapter 11 can also be used to translate equivalent
regions. A consequence is that subsequent analyses must currently tackle this issue.
This is coarsely done for instance in pips dependence test, coarsely meaning that no
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translation between aliased array regions is done, and that such potential dependences
are assumed.

6.8 Regions and Preconditions
Up to now, preconditions (see Section 5.6) have not been used to dene the semantics
of array regions, whatever their type is. However, we have seen in Section 5.2 that
they may be useful to compare or merge regions. Moreover, in pips (as in other tools,
see Section 6.10) preconditions are systematically used to compute over-approximate
regions. The natural question which arises and which is discussed in this section is
whether using preconditions modies the nature of our several array region analyses
or not.
Using preconditions for array region analyses is in fact composing regions by preconditions. What is the eect of composing R S ] by P  S ] for instance? P  S ] is a
mere lter: It rejects those memory stores which never reach S , converting them into
the unknown store. The result of R S ] P  S ]  in this case is ?. However, if  cannot
be reached, then R S ]  = ?. And thus

R S ] P  S ] = R S ]
Composing exact regions by preconditions does not bring any information: It is absolutely unnecessary. This corroborates Triolet's intuition 161]. But what about
approximations?
When computing approximate array regions, we know nothing about the stores
which can reach a particular statement. Array regions must therefore be dened on a
very large domain, including stores which will never actually occur. Composing regions
by preconditions (P ) partially alleviates this problem: Preconditions lter out some
unreachable stores, and consequently reduce the denition domain of array regions.
This is what happens in our example of Figure 2.1, in Function D. If the relations
between K and KP and between J and JP are not considered, each reference to array
T potentially accesses any array element. By taking preconditions into account,
we restrain the domain of stores to those in which J==JP and KP==K+1, and we are
able to nd the relative positions of the six array references.

Using preconditions may however be harmful for under-approximate array region
analyses. Consider for instance the computation of read regions of a conditional
instruction:

Rr  if C

then

S1

else

S2] =

Rr  C ]  (Rr  S1 ] E c C ] )  (Rr  S2] E c .not.C ] )  (Rr  S1] \ Rr  S2] )
If we compose Rr  S1 ] and Rr  S2 ] by their corresponding preconditions, we obtain:
Rr  if C then S1 else S2] =
Rr  C ]  (Rr  S1 ] P  S1 ] E c C ] )  (Rr  S2] P  S2 ] E c .not.C ] ) 
(Rr  S1 ] P  S1 ] \ Rr  S2 ] P  S2 ] )
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P  S1] may contain the lter associated to condition C and P  S2] the lter associated

to condition .not.C (see their denition in Table D.5). Thus, if they lter memory
stores exactly as the exact condition evaluation does (which is the optimality), then:
Rr  S1 ] P  S1] \ Rr  S2] P  S2] = ?
It means that the last term of the equation does not play its role anymore. This is not
cumbersome if   , because in this case the result is optimal. However, in many
parallelizers,  is under-approximated by \ (see Sections 6.10 and 4.2.3), and we have
seen that the result may be the empty set in many cases.
So, composing regions with preconditions does not change their nature. And though
not strictly necessary on a semantic ground, it may help over-approximate analyses,
but is discouraged for under-approximations if  is under-approximated by \. In pips
we systematically compose our over-approximate array regions with preconditions. We
do not explicitly compute under-approximations (more details are given in Chapter 6),
but we instead use an exactness criterion. However, since the exactness criterion for
the if construct is built from the denition for the under-approximation, it may fails
in the situation described in the previous paragraph. This drawback had been reported
in 17]. One solution would be to use preconditions only when they are necessary. In
addition, it could decrease the complexity of analyses. But a criterion to test whether
it is necessary to use preconditions or not would have to be dened.

6.9 Computation Ordering
Regions, transformers, and continuation conditions whose semantics has been previously dened can be seen as attributes of L grammar 131]: Transformers, continuation
conditions, read, write and in regions being synthesized attributes, and out regions
inherited attributes. For a sequence of instruction, the dependences between the computation of these several attributes are displayed on Figure 6.5. We can deduce from
these dependences that transformers, continuation conditions, read, write and in
regions can be computed during a same bottom-up traversal of the program abstract
syntax tree, whereas out regions have to be computed afterwards during a top-down
traversal.

S1  S2

T

C

Rr

Rw

Ri

Ro

S1

T

C

Rr

Rw

Ri

Ro

S2

T

C

Rr

Rw

Ri

Ro

Figure 6.5: Sequence of instructions: Dependences between attributes
In pips, phases are independent from each other to allow more exibility, compatible
with a demand-driven approach. Hence, transformers are computed rst then read
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and write regions are computed simultaneously because they have the same nature
(eects on compound variables). Afterwards, in regions are independently computed
and nally out regions, to respect the previous dependences. In a commercial compiler where compilation time is a choice criterion, all the previous analyses, except
out regions, should be performed simultaneously, to avoid multiple traversals of the
program representation.

6.10 Related Work
Traditionally, data ow analysis techniques were rst devoted to scalar variables 117,
82, 113, 1, 153] accesses to array elements were treated as accesses to the whole array.
This was however insucient to eciently parallelize many scientic programs dealing
with structured data.
The rst improvement was the introduction of array data dependence analysis 21].
But this was still insucient to deal with interprocedural boundaries, and to achieve
optimizations such as array expansion or privatization, which require the knowledge
of the ow of array elements.
To solve the rst problem, a new technique, based on the summarization of the array
elements accessed by procedures, was introduced by Triolet 161], soon followed by
many others 37, 19, 98, 99] who introduced dierent representations of array element
sets.
For the second problem, two approaches were proposed:
Extensions of classical data ow frameworks to array element sets. Earliest works
were due to Rosene or Gross and Steenkiste 151, 86]. This idea encountered
a great success because of its ability to deal with any program control ow,
and because of its low complexity due to the additional use of summarization
techniques. in and out regions belong to this class.
Extensions of classical dependence analysis techniques to compute direct or valuebased dependences, that is to say dependences which cannot be transitively
built from other dependences. The rst studies were due to Brandes 34] and
Feautrier 70]. This approach also encountered a frank success for the quality
of information it can provide. However, early implementations only dealt with
very limited subset languages. Recent extensions lessen this drawback, sometimes at the expense of accuracy.
The next two sections more thoroughly describe these two approaches: Each work
is analyzed, and dierences with our approach are emphasized. But we restrain the
following discussions to the semantics of the information which is computed, and do
not consider representation problems at all: They will be tackled in the next part.

6.10.1 Extensions of data ow frameworks
The purpose of data ow analyses is to collect information about programs at compile
time. This is usually done by propagating information on the representation of the
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program, either a control ow graph, its abstract syntax tree, or its call graph. The
way the information is propagated is described by data ow equations. This is the
case of most of the works described in this section. However, such data ow equations
depend on the chosen program representation. Using denotational semantics for outward analyses and attributed grammars for inward analyses, which directly and only
depends on the program text, further abstracts the description, delaying implementation details and allowing comparisons between dierent works. Unfortunately, this
approach is seldom used in the eld of array data ow analysis. This renders comparisons more dicult but, we will try in the following discussion to solely focus on the
nature of the propagated information, or to formulate data ow equations in our own
framework.
One of the most used analysis of scalar variables is the reaching denition problem, which gives at each point of the program the reference responsible for the last
denition of each variable. It thus provides a convenient way to represent the ow
of values. Several studies 151, 86, 110, 85] proposed a direct extension of this type
of analyses to compute the ow of individual array element values. The advantage of
this approach is that it gives the precise program statement responsible for each value
this information may be useful during the code generation phase of the parallelizer,
to nd a reasonable schedule. However, we think it is too expensive to handle whole
programs: Summarization of array element sets dened in multiple statements cannot
be done, because the actual references responsible for the denition would be lost.
The second approach, the most commonly used at this date, is to propagate summaries (array regions), to compute dierent types of information, the most popular
being the equivalent for our read, write and in regions. The remainder of this section
presents several works in this area.

Triolet

161, 163]

The concept of array region analyses was originally introduced by Triolet to represent
the eects of procedures upon sets of array elements. This is almost equivalent to our
over-approximation of read and write regions, except that we generalize his approach
to statements, by better taking into account the intraprocedural control ow, and
the execution context (modication of memory stores modeled by transformers, if
and do while conditions). Triolet already uses some context information, given by
preconditions, that is to say variable values. However, local modications of variable
values are not taken into account. While this is almost equivalent to our approach at
the interprocedural level, this is insucient at the intraprocedural level.
His work also relies heavily on the chosen representation of array regions as convex
polyhedra, whereas the semantic equations presented in the current chapter are independent of the representation. Moreover, we have introduced other types of regions
(in and out) to represent the ow of array elements, as well as under-approximate
regions, and the notion of exactness.
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Jouvelot 108]

In his thesis, Jouvelot denes intraprocedural over-approximate read and write
array regions by giving their denotational semantics. While others had already have
the feeling that the context surrounding array references had to be taken into account,
he formalizes it, and denes regions as functions from the set of memory stores to array
element sets.
We have not yet dened the interprocedural semantics of array regions so, except
for the use of continuation conditions, our denitions of Rr and Rw are very similar to
his regions we have also shown the necessity of using approximate operators and composition laws. In addition, we have also dened their under-approximate counterparts,
as well as in and out regions.
Hall

et al.

94, 93, 92]

fiat/Suif includes an intra- and inter-procedural framework for the analysis of array
variables. Dierent types of regions are available:

MustWrite regions are similar to Rw regions.
Write regions are similar to Rw regions.
Read regions are similar to Rr regions.
ExposedRead regions also seem to be similar to Ri regions.
However, there are no equivalent for our out regions, which are (among other applications) useful for the interprocedural resolution of the copy-out or nalization problem
in array privatization (see Chapter 14).
Approximate equations for array region analyses are provided for general graphs,
whereas we only formally dened the semantics of regions for structured constructs.
However, when loops contain multiple exits, or when graphs are irreducible, they also
take a straightforward approach.
For sequences of complex or simple instructions, their approach for handling context
modications is unclear. Information similar to transformers are actually computed,
but their use during region propagation is not specied. The context information which
is added to array regions is restricted to loop bounds5, thus reducing the complexity
of subsequent operations but they do not fully exploit the ability of convex polyhedra
to convey symbolic context information.
The meet function chosen for under-approximate write regions (MustWrite) is the
intersection, which allows them to apply traditional data ow techniques since the
chosen representation of array element sets is closed under intersection. Using our
notations, their denition for if constructs is thus equivalent to:

MustWrite if C
5 Personal

then

S1

else

S2 ] = MustWrite S1] \ 6 MustWrite S2]

communication from Saman Amarasinghe and Brian Murphy.
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whereas ours is:

Rw  if C

then

S1

S2 ] =
(Rw  S1 ] E c  C ] )  (Rw  S2 ] E c  .not.C ] )  (Rw  S1 ] \ Rw  S2 ] )
else

There are two dierences:
1. Their denition is only based on the intersection operator, whereas ours also
uses an under-approximation of the union operator notice that our denition of
the exact semantics of regions shows that the actual operation intrinsically is a
union.
2. They do not take if conditions into account, since it would lead to an empty
result in most cases.
Finally, in fiat/Suif as in pips, the case of do loops is handled separately, to take
their particular semantics into account. It is implemented as an exact projection (see
Equation (6.4)): Dummy variables are introduced to replace the actual loop index
whenever its elimination would lead to an over-approximation.
Li

et al.

135, 87]

In the panorama interprocedural compiler, two types of array regions are computed:

MOD sets are similar to write regions.
UE sets are similar to in regions.
But as in Fiat/Suif, there is no equivalent for our out regions.
They do not compute under-approximation of write regions, because they only
keep exact information: The computed region components (here array dimensions indices, and a guard representing the context) are either exact or unknown. In fact, this is
equivalent to having only one representation for both over- and under-approximations,
unknown components being interpreted either as > or ?.
The way variable modications are dealt with is unclear. A preliminary phase
rewrites each array subscript expression in terms of surrounding loop variables, and
loop invariant expressions. But what is exactly done with symbolical variables modied
by procedure calls for instance is not specied.
One of the strength of array region analyses in the panorama compiler is that it
takes if conditions into account, thus avoiding the use of the intersection operator to
compute under-approximations, and preserving the exact semantics of array regions.
For loops other than do loops and unstructured parts of code, they have conservative approaches (use of \ instead of ). do loops are handled separately to take their
semantics into account.
fact, they use the actual set intersection \, because in their representation (lists of convex
polyhedra), \ is an exact operator (\ = \).
6 In
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and Padua 165, 166, 164]

In the polaris interprocedural compiler, quite dierent sets are computed:

DEF (S ) contains the variables which have an outward exposed denition in S .
USE (S ) is similar to our in regions.
KILL(S ) is similar to our write regions.
MRDin(S ) is the set of variables which are always dened upon entering S , that
is to say the must reaching denition.

MRDout (S ) is the set of variables which are always dened upon exiting S .
The last two sets are obviously under-approximate regions, as well as DEF and KILL
sets. The USE set is an over-approximation. We do not compute reaching denitions

to handle the nalization problem which may appear when privatizing arrays, but out
regions. Both methods are dicult to compare: Reaching denitions provide a more
precise information than out regions, that is to say at a lower granularity but whether
the array elements they refer to are reused afterwards or not is not considered.
Context information are taken into account with a demand-driven approach. The
program is rst converted into an extended ssa form (Gated Single Assignment form
or gsa), which includes if conditions: Each scalar variable value is represented by a
single name. When combining or comparing two regions, if the variables they involve
do not match, their values are searched backwards until they can be compared.
In 166] however, if conditions were not taken into account while propagating
regions: The meet operator chosen to propagate under-approximations was a mere intersection as in 93] (see above). In 164], Tu introduces conditional data ow analysis,
which settles the problem by using gated functions: In fact they are regions including context information. The new meet operator (denoted by \G ), is still called an
intersection, whereas it essentially is a union operator. However, what is done when
the condition cannot be exactly represented is unclear in particular, it is not specied
whether the actual intersection of regions is also taken into account as in Equation (6.1).

6.10.2 Extensions of dependence analyses techniques

Dependence analysis techniques are based on pair-wise comparisons of individual references, either denitions or uses. Direct or value-based dependence computations are
based on the same principle. In addition, the order in which instructions are executed
must be taken into account, which is achieved through dierent methods 34, 70, 147].
The dierences between this approach and the former one (extensions of standard
data ow analyses), are not easy to isolate. The closer approach certainly is the computation of reaching denitions 151, 86, 164]: Direct dependence analyses provide for
each individual use its corresponding denition instead, reaching denition analyses
annotate each statement with the last dening statement of each variable. Other works
are much more dicult to compare, because the nature of the computed information
is not the same: On one hand, direct dependences provide very precise information
about the ow of array data, but on limited subset languages on the other hand,
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summarization methods 87, 93, 65] do not propagate information about the precise
statement in which references are performed, but can be applied on real life programs.
The remainder of this section examines in more details the works done in this
area. Our main concern are the class of programs which are treated, the accuracy
of the computed information, the way the order in which instructions are executed is
handled, and how the context (variable values, variable modications, if conditions)
is taken into account.
Brandes 34]
Brandes was one of the rst to propose to compute direct dependences, that is to

say dependences that cannot be transitively represented by other dependences. The
method directly derives from this denition: Usual true, anti and output dependences
are rst computed direct dependences are then found by combining the previous
dependences, which is equivalent to removing non-direct dependences from them. This
implies that the order in which statements are executed has been taken into account
to some extent when computing memory dependences.
This method can be applied on programs represented by very general control ow
graphs, but has not been extended to handle function calls. On this domain, the
solutions are over- and under-approximations of the actual dependences, which are not
always computable. The resulting dependences constitute a data ow graph, which
can be used for optimizations such as array renaming or expansion (see Chapter 14).
No details are given about the way the context of array references is handled.
Feautrier 70,

72]

Feautrier proposes to compute for each use of a scalar or array element its source

function, which gives its corresponding denitions as a function of its iteration vector.
The method considers each potential producer-consumer pair at a time, and computes
the source function of the consumer relative to the current producer. The solution is
expressed in terms of the lexicographical maximum of an expression depending on the
sequencing predicate of the program, and the iteration vectors of the producer and the
consumer it is computed using pip, a parametric integer programming solver. Then,
individual solutions are combined into a single decision tree (or quast ) precedence constraints between statements are taken into account in the meantime, thus eliminating
non-direct dependences by removing output dependences. Techniques to reduce the
complexity of this approach have been presented by others:
Maydan et al. 130] propose more ecient solutions on a restricted do-

main, and switch to the original algorithm only when necessary.
Maslov 127] does not consider all possible producer-consumer pairs. Instead, his method consists in recording the instances of the current
instruction whose sources have already been found the process stops
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when all sources have been found. To further reduce the cost, matching producers are considered in reverse lexicographical order this relies on the assumption that denitions are usually performed near the
corresponding uses.
The purpose, and advantage, of Feautrier's approach is to give an exact answer
to the problem of source functions, and thus to exactly describe the ow of compound
variables. This enables powerful program optimizations such as array expansion with
initialization and nalization (or copy-in and copy-out, see Chapter 14), or more recently the detection of scans and reductions 150].
However, the initial studies 70, 72] put overwhelming restrictions on the input
language, which has to be a monoprocedural static control program: The only control
structures of the language are the sequence, and fortran-like do loops, whose limits
are linear expressions in the surrounding loop variables and in the program structure
parameters (symbolic constants) array indices must also be ane functions of the
loop variables and structure parameters. Some of the intra-procedural restrictions
have since been partially removed, sometimes at the expense of accuracy:
Maslov 127] extends this method to handle, to some extent, if constructs

and general variables.
Collard 49, 50] proposes an extension for do while constructs.
Collard et al. 51, 73, 24] remove some linearity limitations, but at the
expense of accuracy.
collard and Griebl 52] nally extend the framework to explicitly (control) parallel programs containing doall and doacross loops.
Interprocedural extensions have been formulated by Leservot: This is described
below.
Leservot 121]
Leservot has extended Feautrier's array data ow analysis 72] to handle generalized instructions that is to say complex instructions involving denitions and uses
of array regions, and such that all uses take place before any denition. The resulting graph is named Region Flow Graph, and one of its applications is the extension of
Feautrier's method to handle procedure calls by generating an Interprocedural Array
Data Flow Graph.
To build the Region Flow Graph, two abstractions are used:
Input eects give for each array element its rst use in the considered fragment of
code. This is similar to our in regions except that the precise statement instance
in which the reference is performed is kept in the summary.
Output eects give for each array element its last denition in the considered
fragment of code (the solution is whenever there is no denition). This is
equivalent to a local reaching denition analysis, and is performed by searching
for the source of every array element in the current code fragment.
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The generalized instruction can then be manipulated as a single instruction using

Feautrier's approach, except that array regions are manipulated instead of single

array elements.
The source program must be a static control program, extended to procedure calls
(see Section 11.4) It remains a strong assumption for interprocedural real life programs. Leservot however claims that his approach could be extended to handle
more general programs by approximating array regions.
Pugh

and Wonnacott 146, 147, 176]

Last but not the least, Pugh and Wonnacott have built a framework to compute
value-based dependences. It is essentially based on the same equations as Brandes 34], but is formulated using dependence relations, and can handle many more
cases.
It is quite dierent from Feautrier's approach. First, instead of using a lexicographical maximum, they express the ordering constraints using negated existentially
quantied predicates. Second, they take output dependences into account (array kills ),
to reduce the number of negated terms in the complete dependence relation while
Feautrier's method handles this problem when building the nal quast, that is to
say after each producer-consumer pair has been investigated.
Another dierence lies in the fact that some non-linear constraints (for instance
in if conditions) and array subscripts can be handled, either by replacing them by
functions in dependence relations, or by unknown variables. Such variables can be used
to represent non-exact sets, that is to say over- or under-approximations, depending
on the logical operator used to link them with the dependence relation.
For instance, to represent an access to the array element A(I) under a non-linear
constraint, two sets can be used:
f 1 : 1 = I ^ unknowng
represents a set of array elements over-approximated by 1 = I. And
f 1 : 1 = I _ unknowng
represents a set of array elements under-approximated by 1 = I.

The modication of scalar variables is handled by a preliminary partial evaluation
phase. Thus, no analysis similar to transformers is used.
stop statements are not taken into account, but break instructions in loops are
handled by using function symbols whose value is the iteration in which the break is
performed. However, no attempt is done to actually represent the conditions under
which the break is performed, as we do with continuation conditions (see Page 5.5).
And lastly, Wonnacott proposes an interprocedural extension.

6.11 Conclusion
We have already presented our array region analyses in several reports or papers 16,
18, 17, 63, 62, 60, 65]. However, the present chapter is new in several respects.
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First, array regions are presented using denotational semantics or attributed grammars. It provides an abstraction from both the actual program representation (ast,
control ow graph, : : : ) and from array region representation (convex polyhedra, rds's,
: : : ). In previous papers, the semantic equations we presented, though quite general,
were not totally independent from the underlying representation of array regions as
convex polyhedra. In particular, we directly used Equation (6.4) for the denition of
the read regions of do loops, assuming that the projection operator was available in
the chosen representation.
The formalism we use to dene the semantics of our analyses is very convenient
to compare several approaches, as done in Section 6.10. Furthermore, approximations
can most of the time be directly derived from the exact semantics using approximate
operators as shown in Chapter 4, therefore ensuring their correctness, and preserving
the intrinsic nature of involved operators. We have seen with if constructs how intuitive approaches could lead to use intersection operators instead of unions. Another
interest is that sources of approximations are clearly identied, which can be useful to
improve a particular implementation.
Second, in previous studies we did not distinguish over-approximate from underapproximate analyses, and instead directly described exact analyses: They are in fact
over-approximate analyses, whose results are agged as exact whenever possible, depending on exactness criteria such as introduced in Chapter 4. In this framework,
under-approximations were either exact or empty. We now clearly distinguish overfrom under-approximate semantics.
We have also claried, and presented in a uniform framework the relations between
array regions and the execution context. Following Jouvelot 108], we dene array
regions as functions from the set of memory stores to the powerset of Zn. This does
not preclude any representation: rsd's for instance are constant functions and our
representation consists in convex polyhedra parameterized by the program variables.
At the level of semantic functions, taking the context into account involves using the
results of several preliminary analyses:
Expression evaluation to evaluate array subscript expressions, and to take if conditions into account.
Transformers to model the eect of statements on memory stores, that is to say on
variable values.
Continuation conditions which are shown to be necessary to compute safe underapproximations when stop statements are allowed by the language. This is a
unique feature of our work: To our knowledge, no other study has been published
on the impact of possible stop statements on array region analyses. Wonnacott 176] handles break statements by adding function symbols representing
the iterations in which the break occurs. But he does not actually represent the
conditions under which it happens.
Preconditions have been shown to be unnecessary on a semantic ground, but can be
an implementation issue: Adding them may be helpful when using particular representations (see 103, 61]), and harmful when computing under-approximate regions of
if constructs (see Section 6.10). An open issue is whether it could be possible and
interesting to use them only when it is necessary, a criterion which has to be dened.
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read, write, in and out region analyses are implemented in pips, with some
restrictions. The current implementation does not handle do while constructs, and
continuation conditions are being implemented. Also, aliased variables are not taken
into account.
This part was related to the theoretical background of intraprocedural array region
analyses. Part III deals with implementation details. The representation chosen in
pips is presented, as well as the operators to manipulate this representation. Then
Part IV deals with interprocedural issues of array region analyses.
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III

RE GIONS POLYE DRIQUES

ARRAY REGIONS AS
CONVEX POLYHEDRA
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Chapitre 7

Implementation dans PIPS :
Regions Convexes
(Resume du chapitre 8)
Au cours de ces dix dernieres annees, de nombreuses etudes ont ete consacrees a
la representation des ensembles d'elements de tableaux propages durant les analyses
de regions. La complexite en temps et en espace memoire, ainsi que la precision des
resultats, en dependent  et tout l'art consiste a trouver un equilibre satisfaisant entre
ces parametres. Dans pips, il a ete choisi d'utiliser la convexite pour reduire la demande
en espace memoire, tout en conservant une bonne precision : les regions de tableaux
sont donc representees par des polyedres convexes parametres, et des resumes sont
systematiquement construits a chaque etape de l'analyse.
Comme nous l'avons vu dans la partie precedente, les analyses de regions reposent
sur plusieurs operateurs : sur- et sous-approximations des operateurs ensemblistes
(union, intersection, dierence)  approximations de points xes  mais aussi lois de
composition avec d'autres analyses. L'instanciation de ces operateurs avait ete laissee
en suspend jusqu'au choix eectif de la representation des regions. Seules quelques
proprietes avaient ete imposees pour garantir la correction des analyses. Nous devrons
donc nous assurer que les operateurs que nous allons denir verient bien ces proprietes.
Les sous-approximations sont necessaires des lors que des soustractions apparaissent
dans les fonctions semantiques, comme cela est le cas pour les regions in et out. Cependant, nous avons vu les problemes poses par de telles analyses lorsque le domaine choisi
n'est pas clos pour l'union ensembliste, ce qui est le cas pour les ensembles convexes : on
ne peut pas denir une meilleure solution pour leurs fonctions semantiques. Pour conserver une bonne precision, nous preconisons donc de calculer une sur-approximation,
et de tester son exactitude  si elle est exacte, c'est une sous-approximation valide 
sinon plusieurs sous-approximations non comparables sont possibles  dans pips nous
avons choisi l'ensemble vide pour ne pas accro^tre la complexite.
Il faut donc denir un critere d'exactitude calculable pour nos analyses de regions.
Toutefois, au lieu d'en fournir un pour chaque fonction semantique, nous avons trouve
plus pratique de le faire au niveau des operateurs, sauf cas particulier1. Les deux
approches ne sont pas totalement equivalentes car certains operateurs, comme l'union,
1 Lorsque les approximations ne sont pas directement derivees de la semantique exacte, comme pour

les instructions conditionnelles.
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ne sont pas associatifs. Mais cela permet de reutiliser les tests d'exactitude d'une
analyse a l'autre, et cet avantage depasse les inconvenients precedents.
L'organisation de ce chapitre est la suivante. Nous donnerons tout d'abord quelques
rappels sur les polyedres convexes. La section 7.2 denira ensuite notre representation
des regions de tableaux. Les operateurs internes seront alors decrits dans la section 7.3,
et les lois de composition externes dans la section 7.4.

7.1 Quelques Rappels
7.1.1 Denitions
Polyedres convexes
Denition 7.1

Un polyedre convexe en nombres entiers est un ensemble de points de Zn deni par :
P = fx 2 Zn j A:x bg
ou A est une matrice de Zm  Zn et b un vecteur de Zm.
P peut ^etre vu comme l'intersection des demi-espaces denis par ses inegalites. Un
polyedre peut aussi ^etre represente par son systeme generateur 9, 59].

Denition 7.2

Soit P un polyedre convexe. Son systeme generateur est constitue de trois ensembles :
un ensemble de sommets V = fv1  : : :  v g, un ensemble de rayons R = fr1  : : :  r g,
et un ensemble de droites L = fl1  : : :  l g.
Un sommet est un point v 2 P qui n'est pas combinaison lineaire d'autres points
de P :
8
P
>
v
= pi=1 i xi
>
>
>
>
>
< 8 i 2 1 p] xi 2 P
=) (8 i 2 1 p] i = 0 ou v = xi )
8 i 2 1 p] i  0
>
>
>
8 i j 2 1 p] i 6= j ) xi 6= xj
>
>
> Pp
:
i=1 i = 1
Un rayon est un vecteur r 2 Rn tel qu'il existe une demi-droite parallele a r, et
entierement contenue dans P :
8 x 2 P 8 2 Z+ x + r 2 P
Une droite est un vecteur l 2 Rn tel que l et ;l sont des rayons de P :

8 x 2 P 8  2 Z x + l 2 P
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P est alors deni par :


 P 1 : : : 


= x :  i=1 i = 1
1 : : : 

  ::: 

9

P

9
9

1

2 0 1]

2 Z+
 2Z

et x =

X

i=1

i vi +


X
i=1

i ri +


X
i=1

i li



Ces deux representations sont equivalentes, et des algorithmes permettent de passer
de l'une a l'autre 90, 74]. Certaines operations comme l'intersection sont plus faciles
a realiser sur les systemes d'inegalites, d'autres, comme l'enveloppe convexe, sur les
systemes generateurs.

Formes normales disjonctives et formes conjoncto-negatives
Le choix d'une representation convexe n'emp^eche pas d'utiliser des intermediaires de
calculs plus complexes si necessaires, comme les formules de Presburger sans quanticateur universel. Une formule de Presburger est un predicat du premier ordre
sur Z. Leservot 121] a montre que deux representations equivalentes peuvent ^etre
utilisees : les formes normales disjonctives (fnd) et les formes conjoncto-negatives
(fcn).

Propriete 7.1

Toute formule de Presburger F peut se reecrire en une fnd, c'est-a-dire en une
disjonction de polyedres convexes :

F = fx 2 Zm :

_

i

Pi(x)g

ou Pi (x) est un polyedre convexe de Zm.

Propriete 7.2

Toute formule de Presburger F peut se reecrire en une fcn, qui est la conjonction
d'un polyedre convexe et de plusieurs complementaires de polyedres :
^

F = fx 2 Zm : Po (x) ^ ( :Pi (x)g
i

ou Pi (x) est un polyedre convexe de Zm.

La dierence entre ces deux representations est illustree dans la gure7.1. Leservot a propose un algorithme ecace pour generer la FND la plus courte a partir d'une
fcn. Cet algorithme est aussi un test de faisabilite ecace (voir 121]).
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Figure 7.1: fnd et fcn

7.1.2 Operateurs sur les polyedres convexes

Les polyedres convexes sont des ensembles de points, et l'on peut donc eectuer sur
eux la plupart des operations ensemblistes habituelles : existence d'un element (ou
faisabilite), union, intersection, dierence, projection. Cependant, certains d'entre eux
ne preservent pas la convexite, et doivent donc ^etre remplaces par des approximations.

Test de faisabilite Un polyedre est dit faisable lorsqu'il contient au moins un element
dans Z. Il existe plusieurs algorithmes pour eectuer ces tests. Dans pips, nous

utilisons soit la methode d'elimination de Fourier-Motzkin, soit une methode
basee sur le simplexe lorsque le nombre de contraintes du systeme devient trop
important, ou lorsqu'elles sont tres liees. Ce sont des tests approches.
E limination d'une variable Nous avons vu dans la partie precedente que les regions
sont des fonctions de l'etat memoire, et qu'elles doivent ^etre traduites dans le
m^eme etat memoire avant de pouvoir ^etre combinees. Cette operation implique
l'elimination des variables de l'etat memoire d'origine. De m^eme, le calcul des
regions d'une boucle necessite une projection selon l'indice de boucle, c'est-a-dire
l'elimination de celui-ci.
L'algorithme de Fourier-Motzkin permet d'eectuer cette elimination. En
realite, il calcule l'enveloppe convexe de la projection des points entiers du polyedre de depart. Le resultat est donc une sur-approximation de l'ensemble recherche. Ancourt 12] et Pugh 144] ont propose une condition necessaire et sufsante pour tester l'exactitude de cette operation (theoreme 8.1).
Intersection L'intersection de deux polyedres convexes est un polyedre convexe. Un
polyedre convexe est l'intersection de plusieurs demi-espaces. L'intersection de
deux polyedres convexes est donc l'intersection de tous les demi-espaces qui les
composent.
Union et enveloppe convexe L'union de deux polyedres convexes n'est pas necessairement un polyedre convexe. La plus petite sur-approximation de l'union de
deux polyedres convexes est leur enveloppe entiere, qui peut-^etre remplacee par
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leur enveloppe convexe dans Q n . Cette operation est plus facile a eectuer a
partir des systemes generateurs.

Propriete 7.3

Soient P1 et P2 deux polyedres convexes, de systemes generateurs :
8
>
<

V1 = fv11  : : :  v1 1 g
R1 = fr11 : : :  r11 g
L1 = fl11  : : :  l11 g

8
>
<

V2 = fv12  : : :  v2 2 g
et > R2 = fr12  : : :  r22 g
>
:
:
L2 = fl12  : : :  l22 g
Leur enveloppe convexe, notee convex hull(P1  P2 ), est denie par :
8
>
<
>
:

V = fv11  : : :  v1 1  v12  : : :  v2 2 g
R = fr11  : : :  r11  r12  : : :  r22 g
L = fl11  : : :  l11  l12  : : :  l22 g

Pour tester l'exactitude d'une enveloppe convexe, c'est-a-dire son egalite avec
l'union, nous utiliserons les fcns, comme le montre la propriete suivante :

Propriete 7.4

Soient P1 et P2 deux polyedres convexes. Soit Pc = convex hull(P1  P2 ).
Alors convex hull(P1  P2 ) = P1  P2 ssi Pc _ :P1 _ :P2 n'est pas faisable.

Dierence La dierence de deux polyedres convexes n'est pas necessairement un

polyedre convexe. Des algorithmes 9, 121] permettent de representer de maniere
exacte cette dierence sous la forme d'une liste de polyedres convexes, ou fnd :
P1 ; P2 = P1 ^ :P2 est une fcn qui peut ^etre convertie en une fnd. Nous
noterons l'operateur correspondant ;dnf . Une sur-approximation convexe peut
alors ^etre obtenue en prenant l'enveloppe convexe de tous les elements de la fnd
(notee convex hull(P1 ;dnf P2 ))  l'exactitude de cette operation peut ^etre testee
de la m^eme maniere que pour deux polyedres.

7.2 Regions Convexes
Intuitivement, une region convexe est une fonction representee par un polyedre convexe
parametre, les parametres etant les valeurs des variables du programme dans l'etat
memoire courant. Plus formellement :

Denition 7.3

Une region convexe R d'un tableau A de dimension d est une fonction de l'ensemble
des etats memoire  vers l'ensemble des parties convexes de Zd, }convex (Zd), telle que :

R :  ;! }convex (Zd)
 ;! f% : r(% )g
et r est represente par un polyedre convexe parametre.
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Par exemple, la region correspondant a l'instruction WORK(J,K) = J+K est representee par le polyedre f 1 = (J) 2 = (K)g. 1 et 2 representent les indices
de la premiere et seconde dimension de WORK. Le polyedre est parametre par les
valeurs de J et K dans l'etat memoire courant.

Dans la suite de ce chapitre, R, R et R designeront une region exacte pour une
instruction S quelconque (S ] est omis), et ses approximations.

7.3 Operateurs Internes
Plusieurs types d'operateurs internes sont requis par les analyses de regions de tableaux
denies dans la partie II. Ce sont les approximations des operateurs ensemblistes
usuels (, , \, \, , ), et des unions nies, implantees comme des projections,
comme suggere dans la section 6.3.6. Ces operateurs sont decrits ci-dessous. Les
sur-approximations sont generalement denies directement a partir des operateurs de
base presentes dans la section precedente  par contre, les sous-approximations necessitent plus d'attention, a cause du manque de treillis sous-jacent : la plupart d'entre
eux sont denis a partir de la sur-approximation correspondante, a l'aide d'un critere
d'exactitude. Les preuves de correction sont donnees dans le chapitre 8.

Union La plus petite sur-approximation convexe de l'union de deux polyedres con-

vexes est leur enveloppe entiere mais l'on peut sans perte de precision utiliser
l'enveloppe convexe rationnelle. Par contre, la plus grande sous-approximation
convexe ne peut pas ^etre denie. Nous denissons donc la sous-approximation de
l'union de deux regions convexes a l'aide du test d'exactitude fourni section 7.1.2.

Denition 7.4

 : ( ;! }convex (Zd))  ( ;! }convex (Zd)) ;! ( ;! }convex (Zd))
R1 = :f% : r1 (% )g R2 = :f% : r2(% )g
;! :f% : convex hull(r1(% ) r2 (% ))g
 : ( ;! }convex (Zd))  ( ;! }convex (Zd)) ;! ( ;! }convex (Zd))
R1 = :f% : r1 (% )g R2 = :f% : r2(% )g
;! Si
8 convex hull(r1 (% ) r2 (% )) = r1(% )  r2(% )
Alors :f% : r1 (% )  r2(% )g
Sinon :?
Intersection L'intersection de deux polyedres convexes etant toujours un polyedre
convexe, nous pouvons prendre \ = \ = \. Il n'y a pas besoin de critere

d'exactitude : cette operation est toujours exacte.
Dierence La dierence de deux polyedres convexes n'est pas, en general, un polyedre
convexe. Nous avons vu dans la section 7.1.2 comment calculer une representation
exacte de cette dierence sous forme d'une liste de polyedres, qui peut ^etre surestimee par son enveloppe convexe. La meilleure sous-approximation n'etant pas
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denie, nous utilisons le critere d'exactitude de l'enveloppe convexe pour fournir
une sous-approximation satisfaisante.

Denition 7.5
: ( ;! }convex (Zd))  ( ;! }convex (Zd)) ;! ( ;! }convex (Zd))
R1 = :f% : r1(% )g R2 = :f% : r2(% )g
;! :f% : convex hull(r1 (% ) ;dnf r2(% ))g
: ( ;! }convex (Zd))  ( ;! }convex (Zd)) ;! ( ;! }convex (Zd))
R1 = :f% : r1(% )g R2 = :f% : r2(% )g
;! Si
8 convex hull(r1 (% ) ;dnf r2(% ))
= r1 (% ) ;dnf r2 (% )
Alors :f% : convex hull(r1 (% ) ;dnf r2(% ))g

Sinon :?

Union sur un intervalle La semantique des regions d'une boucle do est denie a
k=E
 exp ]
partir d'operations du type
Rk , avec Rk = :f% : r(%  k)g. Dans
k=1
la pratique, la valeur de E  n] peut ^etre tres grande, voire m^eme inconnue, et le
calcul de cette quantite devient trop complexe ou m^eme impossible. Cependant,
une union nie sur k est mathematiquement equivalente a une projection le long
de k:
k=E
 exp]
k=1

;



Rk = : projk f% : r(%  k) ^(1 k E  exp ] )g

Malheureusement, cette expression n'est pas, en general, representable de maniere
exacte. Il y a trois sources d'approximation :
1. la regions Rk (et donc r), qui n'est souvent pas calculable, et doit ^etre surou sous-estimee par R ou R 
2. E  exp ] , qui pose le m^eme probleme 
3. et la projection, qui n'est pas toujours representable par un polyedre convexe (voir section 7.1.2), et dont nous pouvons denir une meilleure surapproximation, mais pas une meilleure sous-approximation.
La denition retenue utilise donc un critere d'exactitude pour denir la sousapproximation. Celui-ci peut se resumer par : R est exacte, les bornes de boucle
sont anes, et la projection est exacte.
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Denition 7.6
k=E  exp]


k=1
k=E
 exp]
k=1

;

Rk = : projk f% : r(%  k) ^(1 k E  exp ] )g
Rk = Si

8 E  exp ] ;= E  exp ]
^ projk f% :;r(%  k) ^(1 k E  exp ] )g
= projk f% : r(%  k) ^(1 k E  exp ] )g
;
Alors : projk f% : r(%  k) ^(1 k E  exp ] )g
Sinon :?

7.4 Lois de Composition Externes
Les fonctions semantiques denissant les analyses de regions de tableaux comportent
leur composition avec les resultats d'autres analyses. Celles-ci appartiennent a deux
classes qui se dierencient par leur codomaine : les ltres, qui retournent des etats
memoire, et les transformeurs, qui retournent des ensembles d'etats memoire. Les lois
de composition sont de ce fait dierentes pour chacune des classes.

Filtres Un ltre est une fonction semantique qui prend en entree un etat memoire, et

le retourne s'il verie une certaine condition, ou retourne l'etat memoire indeni :

F : ;! 
 ;! if f () then  else ?
F : ;! 
 ;! if f () then  else ?
F : ;! 
 ;! if f () then  else ?
Dans pips, cette condition (f ou f ) est representee par un polyedre convexe, et
l'on peut montrer (voir section 8.4.1) que :

R
R

RF F () = f% : r(% )g \ f% : f ()g
RF F () = f% : r(% )g \ f% : f ()g

Comme dans la representation choisie \ = \ = \, cette operation est exacte, et
nous avons RF = RF = . L'exactitude de la composition ne depend donc que
de l'exactitude des operandes.
Transformeurs La composition d'une region avec un transformeur2 est plus dicile a
denir, car les transformeurs approches renvoient des ensembles d'etats memoire.
2 Ou un transformeur inverse, mais comme ils sont de m^eme nature, nous ne considerons dans cette

section que les transformeurs.
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De plus, seule la sur-approximation des transformeurs est disponible, ce qui rend
plus dicile la denition de la sous-approximation de la loi de composition.
Soit T une analyse exacte de transformeurs  soit T sa sur-approximation :

T :  ;! 
T :  ;! }~()
 ;! f0 : t( 0 )g
t est tel que : 8 2  T () = 0 =) t( 0 ), et est represente dans pips par
un polyedre convexe.
Les lois de composition qui nous interessent sont RT and RT . Dans les sections 3.1.3 et 4.3.3, nous avons deja propose des approximations possibles :

R

RT

T = :

R

RT T = :



0 2T ()
\

0 2T ()

R ( 0 )
R ( 0 )

La sur-approximation peut se reecrire :


0 2T ()

R(0 ) = proj0 ;f% : t( 0 )g \f% : r(% 0 )g

Elle se compose de l'intersection de deux polyedres, et de la sur-approximation
d'une projection, qui est aisement calculable (voir section 7.1.2).
La sous-approximation est beaucoup plus complexe a denir. Nous renvoyons
donc le lecteur au theoreme 8.2, page 152, pour plus de details. En realite, nous
ne calculons jamais de sous-approximation, et la denition de cet operateur nous
permet uniquement de disposer d'un critere d'exactitude (voir propriete 8.8). Ce
critere donne de bons resultats comme le demontrent les exemples fournis dans
la table 7.1.

7.5 Conclusion
Qui ne r^everait pas d'une representation ideale des regions de tableaux ? Elle permettrait de representer tous les motifs d'acces trouves dans les applications reelles, et l'on
disposerait donc d'operateurs internes et de lois de composition externes precises. Elle
permettrait de prendre en compte des informations de contexte symboliques, comme
certaines etudes ont montre que cela etait necessaire 29, 89]. Enn, la complexite des
analyses, aussi bien en terme de temps de calcul que d'occupation de la memoire, serait
tres faible : : :
Cependant, malgre les tres nombreuses etudes 161, 122, 37, 19, 98, 100, 83, 164,
159, 92, 87, 54, 125] sur le sujet, cette representation ideale n'a toujours pas ete trouvee,
et tout l'art consiste a eectuer un compromis entre precision, exibilite et complexite.
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R et R

T (k modie)

Cas du R T
R T
CR T R T
Th. 8.2
0
0
% =  (k)
 (k) = (k) + 1
1.1.2 % = (k) + 1a % = (k) + 1 true
% = 0 (k)
0 (k)  (k)
1.1.1.1 ?b
%   (k )
false
0
0
c
% =  (k)
 (k )  5
1.1.1.2 % = 5
%5
false
0
0
1 %  (k )  (k )  5
1.1.1.2 1 % 5
1 %
false
0
% =  (k)
1.1.1.1 ?
false
0
0
% =  (i)
 (k)  (k)
1.2 % = (i)
% = (i)
true
0
0
2% = 3 (k) 4 (k) = 5(j )
1.1.2 8% = 15(j ) 8% = 15(j ) true
0
0
0
0
0
a t(  0 ) ^ t(  0 ) ^  0 =
1
2
1 =v 6 2 =v = f1 (k) =  (k) + 1 ^ 2 (k) =  (k) + 1 ^ 1 (k) < 2 (k)g non faisable.
b R( 0 ) \ R( 0 6=  0 ) = f =  0 (k) ^  =  0 (k) ^  0 (k) <  0 (k) ^  0 (k)   (k) ^  0 (k)   (k)g = ?.
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
c kmin = 5, kmax = 1 R( 0 :  0 (k) = kmin ) \ R( 0 :  0 (k) = kmax ) = f = 5g \fg = f = 5g
Table 7.1: Exemples pour la composition des regions et des transformeurs
Notons tout de m^eme la tendance actuelle aux representations sous forme de listes de
regions compactes (polyedres convexes, rsds), et le souci de prendre en compte des
informations de contexte de plus en plus complexes.
Dans ce cadre, la representation que nous avons choisie a l'avantage de limiter
la complexite de l'analyse, surtout en occupation memoire, tout en permettant de
representer une grande variete de formes, et de prendre en compte des informations
de contexte | comme les transformeurs, les evaluation d'expression, les conditions
de continuation, ou les preconditions | aussi bien pour les sur- que pour les sousapproximations. Par contre, on peut lui reprocher de ne pas permettre de representer
certains motifs d'ensembles d'elements de tableaux assez frequents dans les applications
reelles, comme les stencils a neuf points, les acces aux elements pairs d'un vecteur, : : :
Nous prevoyons donc d'implanter d'autres representations des regions, sous forme de
listes de polyedres ou de Z-polyedres 9].

Chapter 8

Representation and Operators
Obviously, a lot of eorts have been spent over the last ten years to summarize memory
eects on array elements. Time and space complexity, as well as accuracy are the usual
issues. In pips, we have chosen to use convexity to reduce space complexity, while still
preserving accuracy: Array regions are represented by parameterized convex polyhedra,
and summarization1 occurs at each step of the propagation.
This propagation involves several operators: Over-approximations of usual set operators (, \ and ) but also their under-approximate counterparts and of course
several composition laws, necessary to combine array regions with other analyses. In
Chapter 6, some properties were enforced on all these operators to ensure safe approximations. Hence, correctness proofs could be delayed until the choice of the actual
representation of array regions, including the choice of the operators. The latter are
built using the basic operators on convex polyhedra which will be presented in a rst
section.
Under-approximate analyses are necessary as soon as dierence operators are involved, which is the case for in and out regions. However, we have seen in Chapter 4 the problems which arise because the representation is not a lattice for the
under-approximation: In particular, xed-points are not dened anymore. The recommended solution is to compute over-approximations and test their exactness using
an exactness criterion : When the over-approximation is exact, then the best possible
under-approximation is equal to the over-approximation otherwise, several underapproximate solutions are possible, and the solution chosen in pips is the empty set of
array elements.
Instead of dening a specic exactness criterion for each semantic function, we
found it more convenient to dene an exactness criterion for each operator: Testing
the exactness of a semantic function is then done by successively testing the exactness
of each operation it involves2 . This is not strictly equivalent, because, as will be shown
later, some under-approximate operators are not associative, due to the lack of an
underlying lattice.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The rst section is a quick
description of the basic operators on polyhedra. Section 8.2 then gives our denition
of a convex array region and presents the notations used throughout this chapter.
1 That is to say
2 Except for if

approximation by a convex polyhedron.
statements, because the under-approximation is not directly built from the exact
semantics (see Sections 6.3.4 and 6.5.3)
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Section 8.3 describes the internal operators (approximations of , \ and ), while
the composition laws are presented in Section 8.4. Section 8.5 describes the array
region analysis of the program in Figure 5.2. Other types of representation are nally
presented in Section 8.7.

8.1 Polyhedra: Denitions and Basic Operators
The rst part of this section is devoted to denitions relative to convex polyhedra over
Zn, disjunctive normal forms, and conjuncto-negative forms 121] which are used in
pips to perform some operations on convex polyhedra. The next subsection describes
the main operators, with an eye to exactness checking.

8.1.1 Denitions
Convex polyhedra
Denition 8.1

A convex polyhedron over Z is a set of points of Zn dened by

P = fx 2 Zn j A:x bg
where A is a matrix of Zm  Zn and b a vector of Zm.
P can be viewed as the intersection of the half-spaces dened by its inequalities.
A polyhedron can also be represented by a generating system 9, 59].

Denition 8.2

Let P be a convex polyhedron. Its generating system is made of three sets: a set
of vertices V = fv1  : : :  v g, a set of rays R = fr1  : : :  r g, and a set of lines L =
fl1  : : :  l g.
A vertex is a point v 2 P which is not a linear combination of other points of P :
8
>
>
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
>
>
:

P

v = pi=1 i xi
8 i 2 1 p] xi 2 P
8 i 2 1 p] i  0
8Pi j 2 1 p] i 6= j ) xi 6= xj

=) (8 i 2 1 p] i = 0 or v = xi )

p
i=1 i = 1

A ray is a vector r 2 Rn such that there exists an half-line parallel to r, and
entirely included in P :

8 x 2 P 8 2 Z+ x + r 2 P
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A line is a vector l 2 Rn such that l and ;l are rays of P :

8 x 2 P 8  2 Z x + l 2 P
P is then dened by:


P = x:



 P 1 : : : 


i=1 i = 1


1 : : : 

  ::: 

9
9
9

1

2 0 1]

2 Z+
2Z

and x =

X

i=1

i vi +


X
i=1

i ri +


X
i=1

ili



These two representations are equivalent, and algorithms 90, 74] have been designed for the conversion between them. This is not a mere mathematical toy: Some
operations on convex polyhedra, such as intersection, perform easier on systems of
inequalities, while others are less painful on generating systems.

Disjunctive normal forms and conjuncto-negative forms

The choice of keeping convex representations does not forbid to temporarily use more
complex structures when necessary. In particular, we shall use Presburger formulae
with no universal quantiers.
A Presburger formula is a rst order predicate over Z. Leservot 121] has shown
that two equivalent representations can be used: Disjunctive normal forms (dnf) and
conjuncto-negative forms (cnf).

Property 8.1

Any Presburger formula F can be rewritten as a dnf, that is to say as a disjunction
of convex polyhedra:
_
F = fx 2 Zm : Pi(x)g
where Pi (x)

is a convex polyhedra over Zm.

i

Property 8.2

Any Presburger formula F can be rewritten as a cnf, which is the conjunction of
one convex polyhedron and several negated polyhedra:
^

F = fx 2 Zm : Po (x) ^ ( :Pi (x)g
i

where Pi (x) is a convex polyhedron over Zm.
The dierence between the two representations is highlighted in Figure 8.1. Leservot has designed an ecient algorithm to generate the shortest dnf from a cnf. As
a consequence, a non-feasible cnf is converted into an empty dnf: The algorithm also
provides an ecient feasibility test. We refer the reader to 121] for more details. Notice that the rst work in this area was due to Pugh and Wonnacott 147, 176] in
particular, Chapter 11 in Wonnacott's thesis describes their techniques to simplify
Presburger formulae containing negations.
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Figure 8.1: dnf vs. cnf representations

8.1.2 Operators on convex polyhedra
Polyhedra are sets of points, and thus support most traditional set operators: Test for
emptiness (or feasibility), union, intersection, dierence, projection. However, some of
them do not preserve convexity, and must be replaced by approximations.

Feasibility

A polyhedron over Z n is said to be feasible when it contains at least one element
in Zn. There exists a handful of algorithms to perform this test. The rst family
computes the coordinates of the elements that are solutions of the inequality system
of the polyhedron. Exact methods such as the Gomory's cutting plane method 81]
and pip 71] belong to them, as well as the simplex method which gives solutions in
Q n , and is thus an inexact test. The second family only checks the existence of a
solution. The Omega test 144] is an exact test in Zn, unlike the Fourier-Motzkin
elimination method 77] which successively eliminates the variables of the system. In
pips, we only use the Fourier-Motzkin and simplex algorithms.
All these algorithms have an exponential complexity. However, they perform relatively well on usual cases 9]. Moreover, the convex polyhedra used in pips contain
equalities as well as inequalities, and the feasibility tests we use explicitly deal with
equalities, thus reducing the complexity of pair-wise combination of inequalities. In
addition, the Fourier-Motzkin algorithm is used only on suciently small systems,
and a heuristic based on the number of constraints and the average number of variables
per constraint is used to switch to the simplex algorithm.

Elimination of a variable
It has been shown in the previous part that array regions are functions of the memory
store, and must be converted into the same memory store before being combined. This
operation implies the elimination of the variables that belong to the original store.
Likewise, the computation of the regions of a loop involves the elimination of the loop
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index, as described in the next chapter. This is done by projecting the polyhedron
representing the region along the variables to eliminate.
The Fourier-Motzkin algorithm 77] performs this elimination. In fact, it computes the convex hull of the projections of all the single integer points that belong to
the initial polyhedron. The result is a convex polyhedron that may contain elements
that are not the projection of an integer point. This is illustrated in Figure 8.2.

6          
 

     







    
 







       




        
 -

6     
     
  
  
     
 -

a) non-exact projection

b) exact projection

" "

"

| polyhedron frame.
element of the polyhedron.
 element of the projection by Fourier-Motzkin.
" element that does not belong to the exact projection.

Figure 8.2: Projection of a polyhedron
Ancourt 12] and Pugh 144] have proposed a necessary and sucient condition

for testing the exactness of the elimination of a variable between two inequalities.

Theorem 8.1
Let

(

av + A 0
; bv + B 0
+ , b 2 N + , A = c + P ai vi , B = d +
be
an
inequality
system
in
Z
,
with
a
2
N
i=1
P
b
v
,
and
c
d
a

b
2
Z
.
i i
i=1 i i
Let S 0 be the system resulting from the elimination of the variable v from S by
S=

Fourier-Motzkin algorithm:



S 0 = bA + aB 0
S 0 has the same solutions as the exact projection of S along v if and only if the

equation:

is redundant with S .

aB + bA + ab ; a ; b + 1 0

(8.1)
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Proof We do not give the proof here, because it is beyond the scope of this thesis.
We refer the reader to the previously cited works 12, 144] for more details.

Note
1. The previous necessary and sucient condition becomes a sucient condition
if the redundancy test (which is in fact a feasibility test) is not exact.
2. In practice, we generally test the redundancy of (8.1) with the whole system from
which S is extracted. This generally restricts the domain of A and B , and the
result is therefore more likely to be exact.
3. A simpler sucient condition for exactness is ab ; a ; b +1 0. It may be useful
for quick tests.

Intersection
The intersection of two convex polyhedra is a convex polyhedra. Indeed, a polyhedron is the intersection of half-spaces. Thus, the intersection of two polyhedra is the
intersection of all their half-spaces.

Property 8.3
(

"

#


P1 = fx j A1:x b1 g
=) P1 \ P2 = x j A1 :x
P2 = fx j A2:x b2 g
A2

" #

b1
b2

Union and convex hull
The union of two convex polyhedra is not necessarily a convex polyhedron. Figure 8.3
is an illustration of this property: The points in the initial polyhedra are represented
by and +, and their union is obviously non-convex.
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Figure 8.3: Union of two polyhedra
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Figure 8.4: Convex hull of two polyhedra

The smallest convex over-approximation of the union of two polyhedra is their
integer hull. As shown on Figure 8.4, it may contain points that do not belong to the
original polyhedra. Notice that the convex hull in Q n of two convex polyhedra is easier
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to perform and contains no additionnal point. This operation can be easily performed
on the generating systems.

Property 8.4

Let P1 and P2 be two convex polyhedra whose generating systems are:
8
>
<

8

2
2
>
V1 = fv11  : : :  v1 1 g
< V2 = fv1  : : :  v 2 g
1
1
2
R1 = fr1  : : :  r 1 g and > R2 = fr1  : : :  r22 g
>
:
:
L1 = fl11  : : :  l11 g
L2 = fl12  : : :  l22 g
then convex hull(P1  P2 ) is dened by the following generating system:
8
>
<
>
:

V = fv11  : : :  v1 1  v12  : : :  v2 2 g
R = fr11  : : :  r11  r12  : : :  r22 g
L = fl11  : : :  l11  l12  : : :  l22 g



Since we are interestedSin exactness properties, it will be necessary to know whether
convex hull(P1  P2 ) = P1 P2 or not. This is achieved by using cnfs as shown in the
following property.

Property 8.5

Let P1 and P2 be two convex polyhedra.
Let Pc = convex hull(P1  P2 ).
S
Then convex hull(P1  P2 ) = P1 P2 if and only if Pc _ :P1 _ :P2 is not feasible.

Proof Pc _ :P1 _ :P2 = PC _ :(P1 ^ P2 ). Then
Pc _ :P1 _ :P2 not feasible =) Pc P1 ^ P2
S
Now, by denition of convex hulls, P1 ^ P2 Pc . Thus Pc = P1 ^ P2 = P1 P2 .
On the contrary,

Pc _ :P1 _ :P2 feasible =) Pc 6 P1 ^ P2 =) Pc 6= P1 ^ P2



Dierence
The dierence of two convex polyhedra is not necessarily a convex polyhedron. This
operation is not even straightforward. Algorithms 9, 147, 176, 121] have been designed
that generate a list of polyhedra, or dnf, that exactly represents the dierence. The
method used in pips relies on cnf and dnf. It is based on the fact that P1 ; P2 =
P1 ^:P2, which is a cnf. Converting it into a dnf yields the desired result. We denote
the corresponding operator ;dnf. An over-approximation is obtained by computing
the convex hull of the resulting polyhedra (denoted as convex hull(P1 ;dnf P2 )), whose
exactness can be checked as previously.
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8.2 What is a Convex Array Region?
Intuitively, a convex array region is a function which can be represented by a parameterized convex polyhedron, the parameters being the program variable values in the
current memory store. More formally:

Denition 8.3

A convex region R for an array A of dimension d is a function from the set of memory
stores  to the set of convex parts of Zd, }convex (Zd), such that:

R :  ;! }convex (Zd)
 ;! f% : r(% )g
with % 2 Zd, and r being represented by a parameterized convex polyhedron.



For instance, the region corresponding to the statement
WORK(J,K) = J + K

is represented by the polyhedron f 1 = (J) 2 = (K)g. 1 and 2 represent the
indices of the rst and second dimensions of WORK. The polyhedron is parameterized
by the values of J and K in the current memory store.

To simplify the discussions in the remainder of this chapter, we adopt the following
conventions:
In Part II, array region analyses were presented as functions from statements (S )
or statements and expressions (S  E ), to the set of functions from stores to the
powerset }(Z n ) (or one of its subsets). Exact and approximate array regions,
functions from  to }(Z n ), were thus denoted by R S ] , R S ] or R S ] for a
statement S . In this chapter,  S ] is merely omitted to simplify the notations.
Missing  S ] and corresponding universal quantiers can be trivially added by the
careful reader.
As already implicitly done in Denition 8.3, we consider that array region analyses only have to deal with a single array. The extension to lists of array regions
is trivial, as shown in 17].
Also, operators are independent of the types of region they combine, either read,
write, in or out. Corresponding subscripts are therefore omitted. Consequently, in the remainder of this chapter, R denotes an exact array region of
any type, for any statement, and R and R are the corresponding over- and
under-approximations:

R :  ;! }(Zd)
R :  ;! }convex (Zd)
R :  ;! }convex (Zd)
In examples, regions will be denoted as:
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f

g

<WORK( 1, 2 )-W-MAY- 1==J, 2 ==K >
<WORK( 1, 2 )-W-EXACT- 1==J, 2 ==K >

f
g
f 1==J, 2 ==Kg>
First, the name of the array, and its corresponding  variables. Then, the type of
the region (R, W, IN or OUT), and its approximation, MAY, MUST or even EXACT3 when
the region has been agged as exact using an exactness criterion. And nally, the
polyhedron dening the region, parameterized by the program variable values in
the current memory store. From now on, they will improperly be denoted by the
corresponding variable names (J instead of (J)) when no confusion is possible.
<WORK( 1, 2 )-W-MUST-

8.3 Internal Operators
We have seen in Chapter 6 that several internal operators are necessary to implement array region analyses. They are approximations of usual set operators: , ,
\, \, , , and approximations of nite unions, implemented as projections as suggested in Section 6.3.6. Each operator is described below. Over-approximations are
usually straightforwardly dened from basic operators on polyhedra. Whereas underapproximations require more care, because of the lack of an underlying lattice: Most
of them are dened from the corresponding over-approximation using an exactness
criterion as shown in Chapter 4.

8.3.1 Union

As stated in Section 8.1.2, the union of two convex polyhedra is not necessarily a
convex polyhedron. The smallest convex over-approximation of two convex polyhedra
is their integer hull however, their smallest convex hull in Q n is easier to compute, and
contains no additional integer point it will be denoted by convex hull. On the contrary,
the greatest convex under-approximation is not dened in the target domain ( ;!
}convex (Zd)). The solution which is used in pips implementation of array regions follows
the solution proposed in the proof of Theorem 4.3, and uses the exactness criterion of
the convex hull operator4 to dene  from :

Denition 8.4

 : ( ;! }convex (Zd))  ( ;! }convex (Zd)) ;! ( ;! }convex (Zd))
R1 = :f% : r1 (% )g R2 = :f% : r2(% )g
;! :f% : convex hull(r1(% ) r2 (% ))g
 : ( ;! }convex (Zd))  ( ;! }convex (Zd)) ;! ( ;! }convex (Zd))
R1 = :f% : r1 (% )g R2 = :f% : r2(% )g
;! If
8 convex hull(r1(% ) r2 (% )) = r1(% )  r2 (% )
Then :f% : r1 (% )  r2(% )g
Else :?
3 Even if EXACT cannot
4 See Property 8.5.

be considered as an approximation in the strict meaning of the term!
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A more precise under-approximation could have been chosen for the cases when
the exactness criterion is not true for instance :f% : r1 (% ) \ r2 (% )g, since \ is
an internal operator. But the result would very often be the empty set, and at the
expense of a greater complexity.
We must now prove that  and  are safe approximations of . This is the object
of the next property.

Property 8.6

With the above notations,
(R1 R1 R1 ^ R2

Proof R1  R2

R2 R2) =) R1  R2 R1  R2 R1  R2

R1 R2 comes from the fact that the convex hull of two con-

vex polyhedra is always an over-approximation of their union (by denition). And

R1  R2 R1 R2 comes from the fact that either R1 R2 = R1  R2 = R1  R2 or
R1  R2 = ?.


8.3.2 Intersection

We have seen in the previous chapter that the intersection of two convex polyhedra
always is a convex polyhedron. Thus \ = \ = \. There is no need for an exactness
criterion : This operation is always exact, which means that the exactness of the
intersection of two approximate regions only depend on the exactness of the operands.

8.3.3 Dierence

As seen in Section 8.1.2, the dierence of two convex polyhedra may not be a convex
polyhedron. But we can provide an exact representation of the dierence as a dnf,
that is to say a list of convex polyhedra (this operator is denoted by ;dnf ). We must
then merge the components of the list to obtain a convex representation: By computing
their convex hull for the over-approximation and by checking whether the convex hull
is equivalent to the dnf for the under-approximation, as for . The resulting denition
therefore is:

Denition 8.5

: ( ;! }convex (Zd))  ( ;! }convex (Zd)) ;! ( ;! }convex (Zd))
R1 = :f% : r1(% )g R2 = :f% : r2 (% )g
;! :f% : convex hull(r1 (% ) ;dnf r2 (% ))g
: ( ;! }convex (Zd))  ( ;! }convex (Zd)) ;! ( ;! }convex (Zd))
R1 = :f% : r1(% )g R2 = :f% : r2 (% )g
;! If
8 convex hull(r1 (% ) ;dnf r2(% )) = r1(% ) ;dnf r2 (% )
Then :f% : convex hull(r1 (% ) ;dnf r2(% ))g

Else :?
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We must now prove that

Property 8.7
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and

are safe approximations of .

With the above notations,

(R1 R1 R1 ^ R2 R2 R2 ) =) R1 R2 R1 R2 R1 R2

Proof R1 R2 R1 R2 comes from the fact that the convex hull of a list of
convex polyhedra is always an over-approximation of their union (by denition). And
R1 R2 R1 R2 comes from the fact that either R1 R2 = R1 R2 = R1 R2

or R1 R2 = ?.

8.3.4 Union over a range

The exact semantics of array regions for do loops involves operations such as:
k=E
 exp ]
k=1

Rk

with Rk = :f% : r(%  k)g. E  n] may be a great number in practice (or even
unknown), and computing the union would be too complex. However, a nite union
over k is mathematically equivalent to a projection along k:
k=E
 exp]
k=1

;



Rk = : projk f% : r(%  k) ^(1 k E  exp ] )g

Unfortunately, this cannot be readily used to compute regions, because of the several
sources of approximations:
The rst source comes from the operands of the nite union: Each Rk is approximated either by Rk or Rk , which verify:

8k Rk v Rk v Rk
If Rk = f% : r(%  k)g, Rk = f% : r(%  k)g, and Rk = f% : r(%  k)g then
8k %  r(%  k) =) r(%  k) =) r(%  k)
The evaluation of expression exp may also lead to an approximation, either E  exp ]
or E  exp ] . Because of the ordering between the exact evaluation function and its
approximations, we have:
1 k E  exp ] =) 1 k E  exp ] =) 1 k E  exp ]
and thus,
f% : r(%  k) ^(1 k E  exp ] )g5
v f% : r(%  k) ^(1 k E  exp ] )g
v f% : r(%  k) ^(1 k E  exp ] )g
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Lastly, the projection along k of a convex polyhedron is not necessarily a convex
polyhedron. We have seen in Section 8.1 that an over-approximation can be
computed using Fourier-Motzkin algorithm:
;



projk f% : r(%  k) ^(1 k E  exp ] )g
;

v projk f% : r(%  k) ^(1 k E  exp ] )g
For the under-approximation, we just check whether the over-approximation is
exact.
Our denition of the approximations of the nite union is thus:

Denition 8.6
k=E  exp]


k=1
k=E
 exp]
k=1

;

Rk = : projk f% : r(%  k) ^(1 k E  exp ] )g
Rk = If

8 E  exp ] ;= E  exp ]
^ projk f% : r(%;  k) ^(1 k E  exp ] )g
= projk f% : r(%  k) ^(1 k E  exp ] )g
;
Then : projk f% : r(%  k) ^(1 k E  exp ] )g
Else :?

Notice that the exactness criterion used to dene the under-approximation has two
components. It can be summarized as such:
1. The loop bounds must be exactly represented.
2. And the projection must be exact.
A more precise, and still interesting, under-approximation could have been dened as
the dark shadow of the polyhedron, dened in 144] as the set of integer points which
are the projection of an actual integer point in the original polyhedron. In this case,
the exactness criterion would be exactly the same, but would not be used to dene the
under-approximation, since the dark shadow is equal to the actual projection whenever
the above exactness criterion is true.

8.4 External Composition Laws
The denitions of the exact and approximate semantics of array regions involved composing them with other analyses of two types:
5 f : r(  k) ^(1  k  E  exp ] )g = f : r(  k)g \f : (1  k  E  exp ] ). Since the underapproximation of \ is exact, we do not need to use the under-approximation of ^.
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Filters Such semantic functions, either exact or approximate, take as input a memory

store, and return it if certain conditions are met, or return the undened store
otherwise. In pips, the condition is always represented by a convex polyhedron.
The denition of a lter analysis F is therefore such as:

F : ;! 6
 ;! if f () then  else ?
f being represented by a convex polyhedron over the program variable values in

the current memory store.
Three analyses presented in Chapter 5 belong to this class: The characteristic
function of the restriction to booleans of the expression evaluation function (Ec ),
preconditions (P ) and continuation conditions (C ). And of course their approximations.

Transformers Exact transformers are functions from the set of stores  to itself,
whereas approximate transformers and inverse transformers are functions from
the set of memory stores to the powerset of memory stores:

T : ;! }~()
 ;! f0 : t( 0 )g
T ;1 : ;! }~()
 ;! f0 : t(0  )g
In pips, t is represented by a convex polyhedron, which gives the relations existing
between the values of variables in the input memory store of the statement, and
in the output memory store. The list of modied variables is also provided to
avoid adding trivial relations in the representations, that is to say constraints
such as 0 (v) = (v).
Exact array regions are functions which take as input a single memory store. They
can thus be trivially combined with the result of other exact analyses using the usual
composition law . For approximations, more work has to be done to ensure safe
approximations, and, in the case of transformers, to handle the fact that the image of
the analysis no more is a single memory store, but a set of memory stores. The basic
properties required for approximate composition laws have been given in Section 4.3.3.
This section denes them for the chosen representation, and discusses their correctness.

8.4.1 Composing with lter analyses
Let F be an exact lter analysis:

F : ;! 
 ;! if f () then  else ?
6 In this section

we also omit the text of the program, that is to say the statement or expression, to
which the function corresponds.
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and F and F be its over- and under-approximations:

F : ;! 
 ;! if f () then  else ?
F : ;! 
 ;! if f () then  else ?
Let R be an exact region, and R and R its approximations:
R :  ;! }(Zd)
 ;! f% : r(% )g
R :  ;! }convex (Zd)
 ;! f% : r(% )g
R :  ;! }convex (Zd)
 ;! f% : r(% )g
To dene the approximate composition laws RF and RF , let us rst look at the
nature of the operation involved by the usual composition law.

R F () = R(if f () then  else ?)
= if f () then R() else ?
= f% : r(% ) ^ f ()g
= f% : r(% )g \ f% : f ()g
In the case of lter analyses, R F can therefore be approximated by:
R RF F () = f% : r(% )g \ f% : f ()g
R RF F () = f% : r(% )g \ f% : f ()g
Since \ = \ = \, we also have RF = RF = , and the exactness of the composition
only depends on the exactness of the operands (R  R and f  f ).

8.4.2 Composing with transformers

Composing regions with transformers is a priori more dicult since approximate transformers (or inverse transformers) give results in }() instead of . Moreover, since
only over-approximate transformers are dened, great care must be brought to the
denition of under-approximate composition laws.
Since approximate transformers and inverse transformers have the same mathematical and semantic nature, we only consider in this section transformers. The transposition to inverse transformers is trivial. So, let T be an exact transformer analysis,
and T be its over-approximation:

T :  ;! 
T :  ;! }~()
 ;! f0 : t( 0 )g

8.4. EXTERNAL COMPOSITION LAWS
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t is such that: 8 2  T () = 0 =) t( 0 ), and is represented in pips by a convex

polyhedron. For regions, we use the same notations as in the previous section.
The composition laws we are interested in are RT and RT . In Section 4.3.3,
we already proposed a safe denition for each case, that is to say a denition which
preserves the approximation ordering:

R

RT T = :

R

RT

T = :



0 2T ()
\

0 2T ()

R(0 )
R(0 )

Let us rst consider the denition of the over-approximate composition law, RT .
It is dened using an over-approximate union operator. If this (possibly innite) union
was exact, we would successively have:


0 2T ()

R(0) =



0 2T ()

f% : f (0 )g

= f% : 90  t( 0 ) ^ r(% 0 )g

;
= proj0 f% : t( 0 ) ^ r(% 0 )g
;

= proj0 f% : t( 0 )g \f% : r(% 0 )g

Since \ = \, and since it is easy to compute an over-approximation of the projection,
we can dene the over-approximation of the union as:


0 2T ()

;



R(0) = proj0 f% : t( 0 )g \f% : r(% 0 )g

Thus RT is the combination of an intersection, and the over-approximation of a
projection.
To dene the under-approximation of the composition law, RT , we cannot use
an exactness criterion of the over-approximation, because R is not composed with an
under-approximation of T , but with its over-approximation. We must therefore use
the particular denition of RT given before:

R

RT

T = :

\

f% : r(% 0)g

0 :t(0 )

Notice that the exact intersection cannot be computed in the general case, because the
domain on which it is performed may be innite, or we may not be able to nd out that
it is nite. The next theorem gives an under-approximation of the exact intersection.
It rst checks if the domain on which the intersection is performed is not empty.
If it is empty (case 2), then the intersection is empty. In the opposite case, It checks if
the variables v which appear in the region polyhedron are modied by the transformer.
If none of them is modied (case 1.2), then the region is the same everywhere on the
domain, and the polyhedron is therefore invariant. On the contrary, if some variables
which appear in r are modied by the transformer, we then check if the restriction
of the transformer to these variables is invertible. If it is invertible (case 1.1.2), then
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the domain on which the intersection is performed is restricted to a unique point,
which is a simple function of . The result is therefore the initial region in which the
restriction to v of 0 is replaced by the corresponding function of . If the transformer
is not invertible, and if for any two element of the domain the intersection is empty,
then it is also empty on the whole domain (case 1.1.1.1). Finally (case 1.1.1.2), if
the transformer is not invertible on the domain restricted to v, and if the intersection
is not trivially empty, we must under-approximate the intersection. This is done by
further over-approximating the transformer so that the domain is enlarged to a constant
parallelepiped. By convexity of the domain and of the region, the intersection on the
enlarged domain is equal to the intersection on the vertices (with possibly innite
coordinates) of the parallelepiped.

Theorem 8.2

With the above notations, and for all  2 :
0 ) where 0 is the
Let v be the minimal subset of V such that 80  R(0 ) = R(=v
=v
0 ) denote the restriction of t( 0 )
restriction of 0 to the sub-domain v7 . Let t=v ( =v
0 .
to =v
1.

If

90 : t( 0 )

Then

1.1.

If

v 6= ?

Then

1.1.1.

If

910  20 : t( 10 ) ^ t( 20 ) ^ 10 =v 6= 20 =v

Then

1.1.1.1.

1.1.1.2.

810 : t( 10 ) 820 :t( 20 )
(10\
6 20 =v ) =) R(10 ) \ R(20 ) = ?
=v =
\
Then
R(0 ) =
R(0 ) = ?

If

0 :t(0 )

0 :t(0 )

Else

Let w~ be the vector of the n variables wi modied by T , and which
belong to v. Let w~ min and w~ max in Zn be the vectors of the minimum
and maximum integer values of all the variables in w~ , when  varies:
0 : (8 0 : t( 0 ) w~ 0
0 ~ ))g
w~ min = maxfw~ min
min  (w
0 : (8 0 : t( 0 ) 0 (w~ ) w~ 0 )g
w~ max = minfw~ min
max
Then we have,
\
\
f% : r(% 0 )g v
R(0 )
0 :8i21::n]

i
 0 (wi )=wmin
i
0
i
_  (w )=wmax

7 In

0 :t(0 )

other words, v is the set of variables which appear in the polyhedron r( 0 ).
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1.1.2.

Else

9!00 =v : t=v ( 00 =v ) and 00 =v = f (),
\

0 :t(0 )

1.2.
2.

\

Else

0 :t(0 )
\

Else

0 :t(0 )
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R(0) =

R(0 ) =

R(0 ) =

\

0 :t(0 )
\

0 :t(0 )

\

0 :t(0 )

R(0 ) = R(00 =v ) = f% : r(% f (00 =v ))g

R(0 ) = R()

R(0 ) = ?

Proof Cases 2, 1.2, 1.1.2, 1.1.1.1 are trivial (see the explanations preceding the
theorem). However, Case 1.1.1.2 deserves a proof.
We want to show that:
\

0 :8i21::n]

f% : r(% 0 )g =

i
 0 (wi )=wmin
i
0
i
_  (w )=wmax

\

0 :w~ min 0 (w~ ) w~ max

f% : r(% 0 )g v

\

0 :t(0 )

f% : r(% 0 )g

The inclusion directly derives from the denitions of w~ min and w~ max  they imply that:

80 : t( 0 ) w~ min 0 (w~ ) w~ max
Thus the initial domain f0 : t( 0 )g is included in the domain f0 : w~ min 0 (w~ )
w~ max g and the intersection can only be smaller if the domain is enlarged.

The equality comes from the convexity the region and the fact that the domain on
which the intersection is performed is a parallelepiped. Let us rst prove this property
on a one-dimensional domain:
\

f% : r(% x)g = f% : r(% a)g \f% : r(% b)g

a x b

This is equivalent to showing that

8x0 : a x0 b f% : r(% a) ^ r(% b)g f% : r(% x0)g
Or that any constraint from r(% x0 ) is redundant with a constraint of r(% a) or r(% b).
Let us consider the following constraint from r(% 0 ) (which is a convex polyhedron), where a0 6= 0:
A% + a0 x + c 0
We want to show that

A% + a0 x0 + c 0

(8.2)

A% + a0 a + c 0

(8.3)

is redundant with either
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or

A% + a0 b + c 0

(8.4)

for any x0 such that a x0 b. To prove that (8.2) is redundant with the system
made of the two other inequalities, we add the opposite inequality

; A% ; a0x0 ; c + 1 0

(8.5)

to the system, and we show that there is no solution.
(8.5) ^ (8.3) =) a0  (a ; x0 ) 0
(8.5) ^ (8.4) =) a0  (b ; x0 ) 0
a x0 =) a ; x0 0 =) ((8.6) =) a0  0)
x0 b =) b ; x0  0 =) ((8.7) =) a0 0)

(8.6)
(8.7)

Thus the system implies that a0 = 0, which is impossible because of the previous
assumption that a0 6= 0. Therefore, the system is not feasible, and (8.2) is redundant
with (8.3) and (8.4).
As a consequence the property on a one-dimensional domain holds. It can be
extended to multi-dimensional domains by recursion on the number of dimensions.
For two dimensions, we would show that:
\

\

a x bc y d

f% : r(% x y)g =
f% : r(% a c)g \f% : r(% a d)g \f% : r(% b c)g \f% : r(% b d)g

And for n dimensions:
\

0 :8i21::n]

i
 0 (wi )=wmin
0
i
_  (w )=wi

f% : r(% 0 )g =

\

0 :w~ min 0 (w~ ) w~ max

f% : r(% 0)g

max


In the previous theorem, the result is exact in several cases (when the transformer
represents a sequence containing a stop statement, or when it is invertible for instance). But in case (1.1.1.2) the result is a potentially coarse approximation. In fact,
the transformer is further over-approximated by its smallest parallelepipedic integer
hull. This result could certainly be enhanced. However, our purpose is to check the
exactness of the corresponding over-approximated operation. And if the transformer
is not invertible on the domain of the variables used in the region description, there is
very little chance that the under-approximation given by case (1.1.1.2) be equal to the
over-approximation. This leads to the following exactness criterion, whose correctness
is ensured by Theorem 8.2:
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Property 8.8

0 ) where 0 is the
Let v be the minimal subset of V such that 80  R(0 ) = R(=v
=v
0 ) denote the restriction of t( 0 )
restriction of 0 to the sub-domain v. Let t=v ( =v
0 .
to =v

CR

T R T =

90 : t( 0 )
CRR ^ If
Then
If
v 6= ?
Then
If
910  20 : t( 10 ) ^ t( 20 ) ^ 10 =v 6= 20 =v
Then (R T  :?)
Else let 00 =v : t=v ( 00 =v )

Else

let f : 00 =v = f ()
(R T  f% : r(% f (00 =v ))g)
Else (R T  R)
(R T  :?)

Some examples of the composition of regions with transformers are provided in
Table 8.1. The rst column gives the initial (exact) region the second gives the overapproximate transformer the results are displayed in Columns 4 and 5 The third
column gives the step of Theorem 8.2 which gives the solution in Column 5 the last
column shows the results of the exactness criterion as provided in Property 8.8. We
can see that, on our examples, it never fails to identify exact results.

R and R

T (k modied)

case in R T
R T
CR T R T
Th. 8.2
0
0
% =  (k )
 (k) = (k) + 1
1.1.2 % = (k) + 1a % = (k) + 1 true
% =  0 (k )
0 (k)  (k)
1.1.1.1 ?b
%  (k)
false
0
0
c
% =  (k )
 (k)  5
1.1.1.2 % = 5
%5
false
0
0
1 %  (k)  (k)  5
1.1.1.2 1 % 5
1 %
false
0
% =  (k )
1.1.1.1 ?
false
0
0
% =  (i)
 (k)  (k)
1.2 % = (i)
% = (i)
true
0
0
2% = 3 (k) 4 (k) = 5(j )
1.1.2 8% = 15(j ) 8% = 15(j ) true
a t(  0 ) ^ t(  0 ) ^  0 =
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
1 =v 6 2 =v = f1 (k) =  (k)+1 ^ 2 (k) =  (k)+1 ^ 1 (k) < 2 (k)g is not feasible.
b R( 0 ) \ R( 0 6=  0 ) = f =  0 (k) ^  =  0 (k) ^  0 (k) <  0 (k) ^  0 (k)   (k) ^  0 (k)   (k)g = ?.
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
c kmin = 5, kmax = 1 R( 0 :  0 (k) = kmin ) \ R( 0 :  0 (k) = kmax ) = f = 5g \fg = f = 5g
Table 8.1: Examples for the composition of regions with transformers
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C
C

C

fg

T(K)
K = FOO()
T(K) K==K#init+I-1
DO I = 1,N
DO J = 1,N
WORK(J,K) = J + K
ENDDO
T(K) K==K#init+1
CALL INC1(K)
DO J = 1,N
WORK(J,K) = J*J - K*K
A(I) = A(I)+WORK(J,K)+WORK(J,K-1)
ENDDO
ENDDO

f

f

g

g

Figure 8.5: Transformers for the program of Figure 5.2

8.5 A Step-by-Step Example
Let us consider the program of Figure 5.2 on Page 67, and let us compute its read,
write, in and out regions, according to the semantic functions provided in Chapter 6,

and to the operators presented in the previous sections.
Unlike the implementation available in pips, we do not use preconditions. In this
example, it has no eect on the result and its exactness, and it would only aect the
readability of regions! We also do not use continuation conditions, because there is no
stop statement, and they would always be equal to the identity function. But we use
transformers, since a scalar variable (K) is modied in the main loop body. We provide
in Figure 8.5 the transformers which are not equal to the identity function. Finally, we
do not compute the regions of scalar variables, even though it is implemented in pips.

8.5.1 READ and WRITE regions
Since this is a backward analysis, we begin with the regions of the second J loop body,
and proceed towards the surrounding constructs.

Second J loop body In the two instructions,
WORK(J,K) = J*J-K*K
A(I) = A(I)+WORK(J,K)+WORK(J,K-1)

the array indices are ane functions of the program variables. Each reference can thus
be exactly represented by a convex polyhedron. For instance, for the rst instruction,
we obtain:
C <WORK( 1, 2 )-W-EXACT-

f

1==J,

g

2 ==K >
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For the second instruction, we have to merge the regions corresponding to the two
references to array WORK. The over-approximation is the convex hull of the initial polyhedra and since the exactness criterion dened in Section 8.3.1 is favorable, this is an
exact region:

f
g
f
g
C <A( 1 )-W-EXACT-f 1==Ig>
For the whole loop body, since no integer scalar variable is modied, the result is the
mere union of the regions of each statement:
C <WORK( 1, 2 )-W-EXACT-f 1==J, 2 ==Kg>
C <WORK( 1, 2 )-R-EXACT-f 1==J,K-1<= 2<=Kg>
C <A( 1 )-R-EXACT-f 1==Ig>
C <A( 1 )-W-EXACT-f 1==Ig>
C <WORK( 1, 2 )-R-EXACT- 1==J,K-1<= 2<=K >
C <A( 1 )-R-EXACT- 1==I >

Second J loop We obtain over-approximations of the regions of the second J loop

by rst adding the constraints on the loop index due to its bounds (1<=J<=N) in the
polyhedra describing the regions, and then eliminating the loop index. The loop bounds
are ane functions of the loop index, and for the four preceding regions, the elimination
is exact. The resulting regions are thus exact regions (see Section 8.3.4):

g
g
C <WORK( 1, 2 )-R-EXACT-f1<= 1<=N,K-1<= 2<=Kg>
C <WORK( 1, 2 )-W-EXACT-f1<= 1<=N, 2 ==Kg>
We similarly obtain the regions for the rst loop, and for the rst loop body (see
Figure 8.6).
C <A( 1 )-R-EXACTC <A( 1 )-W-EXACT-

f
f

1==I >

1==I >

Outermost loop body The next step computes the regions for the body of the

outermost loop (index I). It rst computes the regions for the sub-sequence made of
the call to INC1 and the second J loop. We know that for read and write regions:

R S1 S2 ] = R S1 ]  R S2 ] T  S1]
Here the regions of S1 are the empty set. But the over-approximation of T  S1 ] is not
the identity function. We must therefore compose the regions previously obtained for
the second J loop by the transformer modeling the eects of the call on the value of K:
T(K) fK==K#init+1g
Here K#init represents the value of K before the call.
K does not appear in the polyhedron describing the regions of the array A: Hence, the
composition does not aect them. But the regions for array WORK depend on the value of
K. We can compute the over-approximations of their composition by the transformer by
adding its constraint to their polyhedra, eliminating K, and then renaming K#init into
K. This operation is exact according to the exactness criterion presented on Page 154
(in fact, we can prove that the transformer is invertible). We thus obtain:
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f
f

g
1==Ig>
C <WORK( 1 , 2 )-R-EXACT-f1<= 1<=N,K<= 2<=K+1g>
C <WORK( 1 , 2 )-W-EXACT-f1<= 1<=N, 2 ==K+1g>
We can now compute the regions for the whole sequence by adding to the previous
regions the regions of the rst J loop. We nally obtain:
C <A( 1 )-R-EXACT-f 1==Ig>
C <A( 1 )-W-EXACT-f 1==Ig>
C <WORK( 1 , 2 )-R-EXACT-f1<= 1<=N,K<= 2==K+1g>
C <WORK( 1 , 2 )-W-EXACT-f1<= 1<=N,K<= 2<=K+1g>
C <A( 1 )-R-EXACTC <A( 1 )-W-EXACT-

1==I >

Outermost loop The previous regions depend on the value of K at the current
iteration. To get rid of it, we use the transformer of the loop, which provides its
invariant, as proposed in Section 6.3.6:
T(K) fK==K#init+I-1g
We compose the previous regions with this transformer as was done for the call statement. This operation is exact, because we can prove that the transformer is invertible.
This gives:
f
f

g
g
C <WORK( 1, 2 )-R-EXACT-f1<= 1<=N,K+I-1<= 2==K+Ig>
C <WORK( 1, 2 )-W-EXACT-f1<= 1<=N,K+I-1<= 2<=K+Ig>
Here K represents the value of K before the execution of the loop.
And after adding the constraints on the loop index I due to its bounds, and eliminating I, we get the regions of the outermost loop, which are exact according to the
exactness criterion.
C <A( 1 )-R-EXACT-f1<= 1<=Ng>
C <A( 1 )-W-EXACT-f1<= 1<=Ng>
C <WORK( 1 , 2 )-R-EXACT-f1<= 1<=N,K<= 2<=K+Ng>
C <WORK( 1 , 2 )-W-EXACT-f1<= 1<=N,K<= 2<=K+Ng>
C <A( 1 )-R-EXACTC <A( 1 )-W-EXACT-

1==I >

1==I >

8.5.2 IN regions

The propagation of in regions follows the same principle as for read and write regions: It begins from the innermost statements, and proceeds towards the surrounding
constructs. We therefore begin with the body of the second J loop.

Second J loop body The rst instruction does not read any array element, and its

in regions are represented by the empty list. The second instruction is an assignment,
and its in regions are equal to its read regions:
C <WORK( 1, 2 )-IN-EXACT-f 1==J, K-1<= 2 <=Kg>
C <A( 1 )-IN-EXACT-f 1==Ig>
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K = FOO()

f
f

g
g

C
C
C
C

<A( 1 )-R-EXACT- 1<= 1<=N >
<A( 1 )-W-EXACT- 1<= 1<=N >
<WORK( 1, 2 )-R-EXACT- 1<= 1<=N,K<= 2<=K+N >
<WORK( 1, 2 )-W-EXACT- 1<= 1<=N,K<= 2<=K+N >
DO I = 1, N

C
C
C
C
C

loop body:
<A( 1 )-R-EXACT- 1==I
<A( 1 )-W-EXACT- 1==I
<WORK( 1, 2 )-R-EXACT<WORK( 1, 2 )-W-EXACT-

C

<WORK( 1, 2 )-W-EXACT- 1<= 1<=N, 2 ==K >
DO J = 1, N
<WORK( 1, 2 )-W-EXACT- 1==J, 2 ==K >
WORK(J,K) = J+K
ENDDO
CALL INC1(K)

C

f
f

f
f

g>
g>
f1<=
f1<=

g
g

g
g

1<=N,K<= 2 ==K+1 >
1<=N,K<= 2 <=K+1 >

f
f

f
f

g>
g>
f1<=
f1<=

g

g

C
C
C
C

<A( 1 )-R-EXACT- 1==I
<A( 1 )-W-EXACT- 1==I
<WORK( 1, 2 )-R-EXACT<WORK( 1, 2 )-W-EXACTDO J = 1, N

C

<WORK( 1, 2 )-W-EXACT- 1==J, 2 ==K >
WORK(J,K) = J*J-K*K
<WORK( 1, 2 )-R-EXACT- 1==J,K-1<= 2<=K >
<A( 1 )-R-EXACT- 1==I >
<A( 1 )-W-EXACT- 1==I >
A(I) = A(I)+WORK(J,K)+WORK(J,K-1)
ENDDO
ENDDO

C
C
C

f

f
f

f
g
g

g

1<=N,K-1<= 2<=K >
1<=N, 2 ==K >

g

g

g

Figure 8.6: READ and WRITE regions for the program of Figure 5.2
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To obtain the in regions of the loop body, we must remove from this set the regions
written by the rst instruction, which are:
C <WORK( 1, 2 )-W-EXACT-f 1==J, 2 ==Kg>
The result can be represented by a list of convex polyhedra, and we get:
C <WORK( 1 , 2 )-IN-EXACT-f 1==J, 2 ==K-1g>
C <A( 1 )-IN-EXACT-f 1==Ig>

Second J loop We must now compute the in regions for the whole loop, according

to the formula provided in Section 6.5.5. Since no scalar variable is modied within
the loop nest, we do not have to take into account the transformer of the loop, and
the function we use therefore is:

Ri do

i=1,n

S

enddo]

=

k=
E  n]
k=1

Ri S ] E  i=k]

k0 =
k;1
k0 =1

Rw  S ] E  i=k0]

We
rst compute the sets of array elements written by all the preceding iterations
S k 0 = k ;1
( k0 =1 Rw  S ] ). Rw  S ] is here
C <WORK( 1, 2 )-W-EXACT-f 1==J0 , 2 ==Kg>
C <A( 1 )-W-EXACT-f 1==Ig>
S0
The current iteration is iteration j . We thus obtain jj 0 ==1j ;1 Rw  S ] by adding the
constraint 1<=J0 <=J-1 to the polyhedra of the previous regions, and by eliminating J0 .
This is an exact operation, and we get:
C <WORK( 1, 2 )-W-EXACT-f1<= 1<=J-1, 2 ==Kg>
C <A( 1 )-W-EXACT-f 1==I,2<=Jg>
We then remove these sets from the in regions of the loop body, and get:
C <WORK( 1 , 2 )-IN-EXACT-f 1==J, 2 ==K-1g>
C <A( 1 )-IN-EXACT-f 1==I,J==1g>
These regions represent the contribution of the current iteration to the in regions of
the whole loop. We must compute their union over the range of the loop index to
obtain the in regions of the whole loop. This operation, performed as usual, is exact,
and gives:
C <WORK( 1, 2 )-IN-EXACT-f1<= 1<=N, 2 ==K-1g>
C <A( 1 )-IN-EXACT-f 1==Ig>

Outermost loop body The in regions of the sub-sequence made of the call to INC1

and the second J loop are the in regions of the second J loop, composed with the
transformer of the call to INC1:
C <WORK( 1 , 2 )-IN-EXACT-f1<= 1<=N, 2 ==Kg>
C <A( 1 )-IN-EXACT-f 1==Ig>
The in regions of the outermost loop body are then computed by removing from these
regions those written by the rst J loop, which are:
C <WORK( 1, 2 )-W-EXACT-f1<= 1<=N, 2 ==Kg>
This operation is exact, and gives:
C <A( 1 )-IN-EXACT-f 1==Ig>
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K = FOO()

f

g

C

<A( 1 )-IN-EXACT- 1<= 1<=N >
DO I = 1, N

C
C

loop body:
<A( 1 )-IN-EXACT-

f

g

1==I >

DO J = 1, N
WORK(J,K) = J+K
ENDDO
CALL INC1(K)
C
C

C
C

f

g
f

f

f
g

<A( 1 )-IN-EXACT- 1==I >
<WORK( 1, 2 )-IN-EXACT- 1<= 1<=N, 2 ==K-1 >
DO J = 1, N
WORK(J,K) = J*J-K*K
<WORK( 1, 2 )-IN-EXACT- 1==J, K-1<= 2 <=K >
<A( 1 )-IN-EXACT- 1==I >
A(I) = A(I)+WORK(J,K)+WORK(J,K-1)
ENDDO
ENDDO

g

g

Figure 8.7: IN regions for the program of Figure 5.2

Outermost loop The in regions for the loop are then obtained in the same way as
detailed for the second J loop:

f

g

C <A( 1 )-IN-EXACT- 1<= 1<=N >

Figure 8.7 summarizes all these results.

8.5.3 OUT regions

Lastly, we want to compute the out regions. We assume that WORK is not reused
afterwards, and that the elements of A described by A(1:N) are reused. The out
regions for the outermost loop are thus:
C <A( 1 )-OUT-EXACT-f1<= 1<=Ng>

Outermost loop body The out regions of the loop body at iteration I are the

intersection of its write regions with 1) the out regions of the whole loop, minus the
regions written by following iterations, and 2) the regions imported by the following
iterations.
The loop does not export any element of the array WORK, and no iteration imports
any of them. Thus the out regions of the body of the loop for the array WORK are the
empty set.
More work is necessary for the array A. We rst compute the regions written by
the following iterations (union over the range I+1<=I0 <=N):

f

g

C <A( 1 )-W-EXACT- I+1<= 1<=N >
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and remove them from the out regions of the loop:
C <A( 1 )-OUT-EXACT-f1<= 1<=Ig>
We then take the intersection with the regions written by the current iteration, and
get:
C <A( 1 )-OUT-EXACT-f 1==Ig>
This represents the array elements exported by the loop body towards the instructions
executed after the whole loop. We must now compute the set of elements exported
towards the other iterations of the loop.
The array elements imported by an iteration I0 following the iteration I are represented by the region
C <A( 1 )-IN-EXACT-f 1==I0 ,I+1<=I0 <=Ng>
From this set, we must remove the elements which are written by the iterations prior
to iteration I0 (I00 <=I0 -1) but ulterior to iteration I (I+1<=I00 ). These elements are
obtained by computing the union over the range I+1<=I00 <=I0 -1 of the write regions
of the loop:
C <A( 1 )-W-EXACT-fI+1<= 1<=I0 -1,I+1<=I0 <=Ng>
The subtraction from the previous in region gives:
C <A( 1 )-IN-EXACT-f 1==I0 ,I+1<=I0 <=Ng>
To obtain the elements imported by all the following iterations, we take the union over
the range I+1<=I0 <=N of the previous region:
C <A( 1 )-IN-EXACT-fI+1<= 1<=Ng>
The intersection with the region written by the current iteration I therefore gives the
empty set: It exports no element towards the following iterations.
Finally, the out regions for the whole loop body are:
C <A( 1 )-OUT-EXACT-f 1==Ig>

Statements of the body of loop

I We go through these statements in reverse
order. We thus begin with the second J loop. To obtain its out regions, we simply
take the intersection of its write regions with the out regions of the whole sequence
of instructions constituting the loop body. Since these regions do not depend on
variables modied by the loop (except the loop index), we do not have to take care of
the transformer of the loop. We therefore obtain:
C <A( 1 )-OUT-EXACT-f 1==Ig>
For the rst J loop, the result is the intersection of its write regions with 1) the
out regions of the whole sequence (here we get the empty set), union 2) the regions
imported by the following instructions in the order of the sequence.
The second J loop imports the elements described by:
C <A( 1 )-IN-EXACT-f 1==Ig>
C <WORK( 1, 2 )-IN-EXACT-f1<= 1<=N, 2 ==K-1g>
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C

K = FOO()
<A( 1 )-OUT-EXACT- 1<= 1<=N >
DO I = 1, N

C
C

loop body:
<A( 1 )-OUT-EXACT-

C

<WORK( 1, 2 )-OUT-EXACT- 1<= 1<=N, 2 ==K >
DO J = 1, N
<WORK( 1, 2 )-OUT-EXACT- 1==J, 2 ==K, 1<=J<=N >
WORK(J,K) = J+K
ENDDO
CALL INC1(K)

C

f
f

g

g

1==I >

f

g

f

f

g

g

C

<A( 1 )-OUT-EXACTDO J = 1, N

C

<WORK( 1, 2 )-OUT-EXACT- 1==J, 2 ==K >
WORK(J,K) = J*J-K*K
<A( 1 )-OUT-EXACT- 1==I >
A(I) = A(I)+WORK(J,K)+WORK(J,K-1)
ENDDO
ENDDO

C

1==I >

f

f

g

g

Figure 8.8: OUT regions for the program of Figure 5.2
We must rst compose them by the transformer of the call:
C <A( 1 )-IN-EXACT-f 1==Ig>
C <WORK( 1, 2 )-IN-EXACT-f1<= 1<=N, 2 ==Kg>
before computing their intersection with the write regions of the rst J loop:
C <WORK( 1, 2 )-OUT-EXACT-f1<= 1<=N, 2 ==Kg>
From these regions, we can similarly compute the regions of the two J loop bodies,
and their instructions. They are provided in Figure 8.8.

8.6 Where does inexactness come from?
In the previous example, all regions were exact regions. However, in real applications, a
signicant portion of array regions are approximations. A major source of inexactness
often is the lack of structure of the programs (gotos are used instead of structured
tests and loops). An aggressive restructuring phase is then necessary. For example, in
many of our qualitative experiments (for example on DYNA 167]), dead code elimination
based on interprocedural preconditions was necessary to clean up the code and enable
the retrieval of interesting information. The interprocedural structure of the program
may also be a limiting factor. This point will be discussed in Part IV.
Another limitation is due to nonlinear expressions. Some of them can sometimes be
transformed into ane expressions by a partial evaluation phase. But in many cases,
they must be handled as such. When they appear in test conditions, the resulting
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array regions are approximations, but may still carry sucient information for the
next program analyses or transformations.
For example, for the following piece of code:
do i = 1,n
if (R.lt.0.D0) then
A(i) = ...
endif
enddo

the convex region corresponding to the loop body is:
<A( 1 )-W-MAY-

f

g

1==i >

This abstraction is sucient to show that there exist no loop-carried dependences,
hence that the loop is parallel.

When negations appear in test conditions, these drawbacks can be lessened or even
eliminated by using other types of representations, as discussed in the next section.
However, this is not the case when array subscripts or assignments to variables used
in array subscripts are nonlinear. Sophisticated techniques, which are not available in
pips, are then necessary. For example, when nonlinear subscripts are due to the hand
linearization of a multidimensional array, as in TRFD 25], the data structure may be
recovered from the at array 42].
Finally, even in pieces of code where all expressions are perfectly linear, convex
polyhedra are not always sucient to exactly represent array regions. The rst reason
is that some access patterns intrinsically are non-convex.
An example is provided in Figure 8.9, where the loop nest references nine-point
stencils. The over-approximate region of array A computed by pips for the loop
body is:

f

g

<A( 1 , 2 )-R-MAY- i-2<= 1<=i+2, j-2<= 2<=j+2 >

It contains four elements which do not belong to the exact region.

Another limiting factor is the non-associativity of the under-approximate union of two
convex regions.
Let us consider the following piece of code:
do i =1,n A(i) = B(i-1) + B(i+1)
+ B(i) enddo
And let us compute the read regions of array B for the loop body. The polyhedron
describing the rst reference B(i-1) is f1 : 1 = i ; 1g. This is an exact region
since the subscript expression is linear:
<B( 1 )-R-EXACT-

f

g

1==i-1 >

Then we compute its union with the polyhedron for the second reference (f1 :
1 = i + 1g). With our exactness criteria, we can prove that this operation is not
exact, and leads to an over-approximation. We get:
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f

g

<B( 1 )-R-MAY- i-1<= 1<=i+1 >

Finally, we add the third reference descriptor f1 : 1 = ig, and the summary
region becomes:

f

g

<B( 1 )-R-MAY- i-1<= 1<=i+1 >

This is an exact representation, but because of the non-associativity of our union
operator, we cannot prove it. In fact, this comes from the fact that the underapproximate region for the rst two references implicitly was the empty set. When
adding the polyhedron for the third reference, we would have had ? f1 : 1 =
ig = f1 : 1 = ig. This is di erent from the over-approximation we already
computed, and which therefore is not exact.
In practice, we do not compute the under-approximation, but use a series of criteria
the test whether the combination (union, intersection or di erence) of an overapproximate region and an exact one can be exact. These criteria were given
in 18, 65].
do i = 1,n
do j = 1, m
B(i,j) = A(i,j) + A(i,j-1) + A(i,j-2)
1
+ A(i,j+1) + A(i,j+2)
2
+ A(i+1,j) + A(i+2,j)
3
+ A(i-1,j) + A(i-2,j)
enddo
enddo

Figure 8.9: Nine-point stencil loop

8.7 Related Work
Who would not dream of an ideal representation? It would allow an exact representation of all access patterns found in real life applications, and so be supported by
precise internal operators and external composition laws. It would allow to take symbolic context information into account, since it has been shown to be necessary by
several studies 29, 89]. And nally, the complexity of the whole framework both in
terms of memory requirements and computation time should be very low : : :
However, except for specic applications, this ideal representation has not yet been
found, and all studies provide a compromise between accuracy and complexity: Some
frameworks are based on exact representations, but only when some requirements are
met another approach is to compute compact summaries to avoid memory space complexity lastly, a recent trend is to use innite representation based on lists of compact
sets of array elements. The advantages and drawbacks of each class of representation
are detailed below, with an eye to the ideal representation!
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8.7.1 Exact representations
In fact this phrase collectively denotes the methods which try to retain as much information as inline expansion (see Chapter 10), by keeping loop indices in the representation, and by avoiding summarization. The idea was introduced by Li and Yew 122]
and the representation was called Atom Image. An atom image is built for each reference it includes the subscript expressions on each dimension of the array, as well as
the loop bounds of each surrounding loop. Atom images are not merged, thus avoiding
this source of time complexity, but at the expense of memory requirements.
The obvious advantage of this method is its accuracy. However, atom images can
only be built when subscript expressions are linear functions of enclosing loop indices
and of constant symbolic variables whose values are known at compile time. This
restriction has since been partially removed by Hind 100, 101]: His access descriptors
can contain constant symbolic values whose values are unknown and they also include
array bounds. Another drawback is that the time complexity burden is merely delayed
to the subsequent analyses (usually dependence analysis).

8.7.2 Compact representations
To avoid time complexity in subsequent analyses and huge memory requirements, another approach is to use compact representations, by merging array regions relative
to individual references, into a single array region. Several representations have been
proposed:

Convex polyhedra were rst used by Triolet 161]. They can represent various

shapes of array regions, provided that they be convex. They do not include
stride information, thus loosing accuracy in some applications. But they are
very useful when symbolic information is required, because any linear constraint
can be included in polyhedra. However, the complexity of the operators is theoretically exponential, and is generally high, even though it has been shown to
be polynomial in practical cases 9].

Regular Section Descriptors There are several denitions for rsds. The initial
ones 37] can represent elements, rows, columns, diagonals and their higher dimensional analogs, but cannot be used to represent triangular regions or discontinuous portions of rows.
Havlak also gives a denition of rsds with bounds and strides 98, 99], but it
cannot represent diagonals. And combinations of both representations are also
used, for instance in 164].
The advantage of rsds is that the complexity of merging and comparison operators is very low. However, they cannot include symbolic information, such as if
conditions for instance.

Data Access Descriptors

dads have been dened by Balasundaram 19] as a
compromise between the low complexity provided by rsds and the accuracy of
convex polyhedra. They are based on simple sections, which are convex polyhedra
in which constraints are either parallel to the axes, or at a 45 degree angle to a
pair of axes. They can represent triangular regions, but, as convex polyhedra,
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not discontinuous rows. And as rsds, they do not include context information
on their own.

Integer programming projection

Tang 159] exactly summarizes loop eects on
array variables (even in case of multiple array references) in the form of an integer
programming projection. However, the source language is very restricted.

Also notice that convex polyhedron is the only representation which allows powerful
translation algorithms at procedure boundaries (see Chapter 11).

8.7.3 Lists of regions

As accuracy nowadays appears as a necessity to achieve better results in parallelizing
compilers, lists of regions are more and more used. They allow to precisely represent
unions of regions, and to avoid loosing too much accuracy when performing dierences.
It is unclear whether such representations raise or lower the complexity of the whole
parallelization process: On one hand, comparing two lists of regions for dependence
tests is more expensive than combining two individual regions on the other hand,
the cost of merging is avoided and reduced to appending the region at the end of
the current list. And very often, cheap tests are performed to decide whether actually merging regions would not result in less precision, thus resulting in shorter lists
whenever possible.
The proposed representations are based on several compact representations of array
element sets:

Convex polyhedra are used in fiat/suif 92]. As said in the previous section, their
main interest is their ability to include symbolic context information. However,
this is not fully exploited in fiat/suif, where only loop bounds are taken into
account.

Regular section descriptors An extended version of rsds is used in polaris 164].

But since it could not include context information, an extension to gated rsds
has also been informally proposed to take if conditions into account.

Data access descriptors Lists of dads have been proposed to study inter-loop parallelism in 54]. However, they cannot contain context information.

Complementary sections have been dened by Manjunathaiah 125]: They con-

tain a simple section to describes the hull of the region, and several simple sections
which represent the complementary of the exact region in the hull. Ecient operators have been dened to study coarse grain parallelism. This representation
has the same drawbacks as dads.

Guarded regular section descriptors are used in the panorama compiler 135,

87]. They are merely rsds guarded by a predicate, thus allowing to include
symbolic context information such as if conditions. Theses sets are exact sets,
unless they contain an unknown component (dimension or context constraint).
Convex polyhedra should be more accurate, because they can keep approximate
information about array descriptors (% variables). But the implementation of
guarded rsds in panorama seems very ecient.
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Symbolic data descriptors have been proposed in 83]. They contain a guard,

which is not necessarily a linear expression, and an access pattern which provides a possibly guarded expression for each dimension. This representation
is very general, but it cannot represent coupled dimensions of arrays (A(I,I)).
Moreover, the operators are not described, and the complexity of the analysis is
thus not available.
Presburger formula have also been proposed for array region analyses by Wonnacott in 176]. They are not, strictly speaking, lists of compact sets, but can also
be viewed as combinations of compact sets. In fact, they are very similar to lists
of convex polyhedra, except that they are better suited to represent dierences,
and are better suited to take into account the negative constraints which appear
as test conditions.

8.8 Conclusion
The purpose of this part was to present our implementation of the intraprocedural
propagation of read, write, in and out array regions in the pips parallelizer. And
thus to demonstrate the feasibility of the theoretical framework introduced in Part II,
especially for the computation of under-approximations from the over-approximations
using a computable exactness criterion.
The chosen representation of array regions as parameterized convex polyhedra appears as one of the most practical way to exploit linear symbolic information, by
composing regions with other analyses such as transformers and lters. We will also
see in the next part that this representation is well adapted to the translation of array
regions across procedure boundaries.
The patterns that can be represented by convex polyhedra are very various. But
some very common patterns, such as discontinuous rows or nine-point stencils, are nevertheless missed. One of our intentions for the future is therefore to implement other
types of representations, in particular lists of polyhedra or Z-polyhedra 9]. The accuracy would be increased, without sacricing the ability to retain context information.
Moreover, it would allow comparisons between the representations, independently of
the program representation, and of other factors such as the degree of symbolic information available.

IV
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INTERPROCEDURAL
ARRAY REGION ANALYSES
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Chapitre 9

Analyses Interprocedurales de
Regions
(Resume des chapitres 10, et 11)

Les deux parties precedentes decrivaient la propagation intraprocedurale des regions de tableaux. Cependant, les applications reelles sont generalement divisees en
plusieurs procedures, de facon a permettre la reutilisation de code, et pour augmenter
la lisibilite des programmes. Pour la plupart des compilateurs, les appels de procedures sont des barrieres infranchissables, et emp^echent la plupart des analyses et des
optimisations, comme la propagation de constantes, ou l'analyse des dependances, qui
sont pourtant de la plus grande utilite dans les paralleliseurs pour esperer des gains
de performances 29]. La solution de l'expansion de procedure qui consiste a remplacer chaque appel par le code de la procedure appelee n'est pas toujours possible, ni
souhaitable a cause de la complexite qu'elle engendre. Les analyses interprocedurales
sont donc de plus en plus repandues.
Cette partie est consacree a l'analyse interprocedurale des regions de tableaux dans
pips. Celle-ci est constituee de deux composantes : la propagation sur le graphe de
contr^ole interprocedural, et la traduction des regions de l'espace de nommage de la
procedure source dans celui de la procedure cible. Dans une premiere section, nous
decrirons donc la propagation interprocedurale des regions dans pips. Et dans la
section suivante, nous presenterons un nouvel algorithme de traduction des regions.

9.1 Propagation Interprocedurale
Dans pips, les analyses interprocedurales sont eectuees sur le graphe des appels du
programme. C'est un graphe acyclique car la norme fortran 8] ne permet pas la
recursivite.
Les regions read, write, et in sont propagees en arriere sur cette representation du
programme. A chaque site d'appel, les regions resumees de la procedure appelee sont
traduites de l'espace de nommage de la procedure appelee dans celui de la procedure
appelante, en utilisant les relations qui existent entre les parametres formels et les
parametres reels, et entre les declarations de variables globales. Ces regions traduites
sont alors utilisees lors de l'analyse intraprocedurale des procedures appelantes, et ainsi
de suite. Ceci est illustre dans la gure 9.1.
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Au contraire, la propagation des regions out s'eectue en avancant dans le graphe
des appels. Les regions de chaque site d'appel sont tout d'abord traduites de l'espace
de nommage de l'appelant dans celui de l'appele, puis sont fusionnees pour former
un resume unique1, comme le montre la gure 9.2. Ce resume est alors utilise pour
eectuer l'analyse intraprocedurale des regions out de la procedure appelee.
Ces facons de proceder permettent de prendre en compte le ot de contr^ole interne
a chaque procedure, mais pas le ot de contr^ole interprocedural. De plus, l'utilisation
systematique de resumes ne permet pas de distinguer les informations speciques a
tel ou tel chemin d'acces, et conduit donc a considerer des combinaisons ne pouvant
pas se produire, probleme connu sous le nom d'unrealizable paths 119]. L'utilisation
du cl^onage selectif 53, 91], ou l'utilisation de representations du programme plus
generales 134], pourraient en reduire les eets.

9.2 Traduction des Regions
Cette section decrit la partie traduction de la propagation interprocedurale. Comme les
variables source et cible peuvent ne pas avoir la m^eme declaration (array reshaping ),
cette operation n'est pas aisee a realiser.
En examinant les programmes du Perfect Club 25], nous avons identie un certain
nombre de cas non-exclusifs qu'il est necessaire de pouvoir traiter :
1. l'array reshaping d^u a des declarations de dimensions dierentes 
2. les decalages (osets ) entre les premiers elements des tableaux source et cible,
d^us au passage de parametres (CALL F(A(1,J)) par exemple) 
3. les decalages d^us a des declarations de COMMON dierentes dans l'appelant et
l'appele (par exemple, dans le programme TRFD, le COMMON TR2PRT n'est pas declare
de la m^eme maniere dans les procedures TRFPRT et TRFOUT) 
4. les variables de types dierents (comme dans le programme OCEAN).
La methode decrite dans cette section permet de resoudre ces quatre problemes.
Elle est basee sur le fait que deux elements correspondants des tableaux source et cible
doivent avoir la m^eme valeur d'indice2 , au decalage entre leur premier element pres.
Ceci est presente dans la section 9.2.2.
Cependant, le systeme de traduction qui en resulte peut contenir des termes nonlineaires  et m^eme si ce n'est pas le cas, il cache les relations triviales qui existent entre
les descripteurs des deux tableaux (variables %). Nous proposons donc un algorithme
qui recherche tout d'abord ces relations triviales, avant d'utiliser les valeurs d'indice
pour les dimensions restantes. Le resultat est un systeme de traduction simplie.

9.2.1 Notations
Dans la suite de cette section, nous utiliserons les notations suivantes :
1 Rappelons que les regions out de la procedure principale sont initialisees a l'ensemble vide.
2 La valeur d'indice d'un element de tableau est son rang dans le tableau a partir du premier element,

les elements etant ranges par colonnes 8].
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Figure 9.1: Propagation interprocedurale en arriere

Figure 9.2: Propagation interprocedurale en avant
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C
C
C
subroutine FOO(C,n)
complex C(n,10,20),D
common D(5,10)
call BAR(C,2n,100)
end

f

g

<D2( 1 , 2 )-W-EXACT- 1<= 1 <=10, 1<= 2 <=9 >
<D1( 1 )-W-EXACT- 1<= 1 <=10 >
<R( 1 , 2 )-W-EXACT- 1<= 1 <=N1, 1<= 2 <=N2 >

f

f

g

subroutine BAR(R,n1,n2)
real R(n1,n2)
common D1(10), D2(10,9)
...
end

g

Figure 9.3: Traduction interprocedurale : exemple
source
7;!
cible
tableau
A
B
dimension


bornes inferieures
la1  : : :  la
lb1  : : :  lb
bornes superieures ua1  : : :  ua
ub1  : : :  ub
3
taille des elements
sa
sb
descripteurs
1  : : :  
1  : : :  
Les valeurs d'indice de A(1  : : :   ) et B (1  : : :   ) sont alors4 :
subscript value (A(1  : : :   )) =

X

Yi;1

subscript value (B (1  : : :   )) =

X

Yi;1

(i ; lai ) j =1 (uaj ; laj + 1)]
i=1
(i ; lbi ) j =1 (ubj ; lbj + 1)]
i=1

Une autre information necessaire est le decalage du premier element de A a partir du
premier element de B dans la memoire. Cette information est fournie dieremment
selon le type d'association entre A and B :
tableau
source
formel

7! tableau
cible
7 reel
!

reel

7! formel

global

7! global

decalage

reference au site d'appel : B (ob1  : : :  ob )
oset = sb  subscript value (B (ob1  : : :  ob ))
reference au site d'appel : A(oa1  : : :  oa )
oset = ;sa  subscript value (A(oa1  : : :  oa ))
decalage numerique
di erence entre le decalage de A par rapport au
debut du common dans la procedure source, et le decalage de B par rapport au debut du common dans
la procedure cible.

Considerons par exemple le programme imaginaire de la gure 9.3, qui contient
toutes les dicultes rencontrees dans les programmes reels. Le but est de trouver
les regions read et write au site d'appel, connaissant les regions resumees de la
procedure BAR. Les valeurs utilisees pour la traduction sont :
3 Unite: la taille de la quantite minimale de memoire accessible,
4 Avec la convention que k2 = 1 quand k2 < k1 .
k=k1

Q

generalement un octet.
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7! C: A = R, B = C = 2, = 3 la1 = la2 = 1, lb1 = lb2 = lb3 = 1
ua1 = n1, ua2 = n2 ub1 = n, ub2 = 10, ub3 = 20 sa = 4, sb = 8
oset = 0

D1

7! D: A = D1, B = D = 1, = 2 la1 = 1, lb1 = lb2 = 1 ua1 = 10

ub1 = 5, ub2 = 10 sa = 4, sb = 8 oset = 0
D2 7! D: A = D2, B = D
= 2, = 2 la1 = la2 = 1, lb1 = lb2 = 1
ua1 = 10, ua2 = 9 ub1 = 5, ub2 = 10 sa = 4, sb = 8 oset = 40.

9.2.2 Systeme de traduction general
Avec les notation precedentes, les descripteurs de l'element B (1  : : :   ) correspondant a l'element sourceA(1  : : :   ) doivent verier le systeme suivant :
8
sa
>
>
>
< =s

9 a b= > 0
>
>
:

0

 subscript value (A(1  : : :   )) + a + oset
b  subscript value (B (1  : : :   )) + b

(S )

a < sa
b < sb

Les variables servent a parcourir les cellules memoire elementaires des elements de
tableaux associes, comme on peut le voir sur la gure 9.4.
a=1

A

B

b=2

Figure 9.4: Signication des variables
Dans notre exemple, les systemes suivants seraient construits :
R 7! C8
:
>
< 4( 1 ; 1) + n1( 2 ; 1)] + a =
8( 1 ; 1) + n( 2 ; 1) + 10n( 3 ; 1)] + b
>
:
0  a < 4 0  b < 8 n1 = 2n
D1 7! (
D:
4( 1 ; 1) + a = 8( 1 ; 1) + 5( 2 ; 1)] + b
0  a < 4 0  b < 8
D2 7! (
D:
4( 1 ; 1) + 10( 2 ; 1)] + a + 40 = 8( 1 ; 1) + 5( 2 ; 1)] + b
0  a < 4 0  b < 8

L'utilisation de S pour la traduction a plusieurs inconvenients :
1. dans le cas de la traduction d'un parametre formel en un parametre reel (ou viceversa), S est generalement non-lineaire (Comme dans notre premier exemple) 
2. de facon a conserver une representation convexe, les variables
eliminees, ce qui conduit a une approximation 

doivent ^etre
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3. et m^eme dans les cas favorables, l'equation apparaissant dans le systeme S est
assez complexe, et cache les relations triviales existant entre les variables  et ,
comme 1 = 1  ceci rend les analyses suivantes inutilement complexes, et n'est
pas acceptable dans un environnement interactif, ou les regions sont achees
pour l'utilisateur.
Dans la section suivante, nous montrons comment eviter ces trois problemes.

9.2.3 Systeme de traduction simplie
E limination des variables inutiles
Theoreme 9.1

Si sb divise sa et oset, alors S est equivalent au systeme suivant5 :
8
>
>
s0a
>
>
>
>
>
<

 subscript value (A(1  : : :   )) + a0 + oset
sb

0
>
>
>
>
>
>
: s0a

a < sa
= ssa
b

value (B (1  : : :   ))
9 a0 = > = subscript
0
0

Note

1. Dans le cas de la traduction d'un parametre reel en un parametre formel (ou
vice-versa), sb divise sa ) sb divise oset 
2. en realite, nous remplacons juste sa par ssab , sb par 1, oset par oset
sb et nous
utilisons S sans b .
Dans notre exemple, comme sa divise sb et oset dans les trois cas, les systemes
de traduction deviennent :
R 7! C8
:
>
< ( 1 ; 1) + n1( 2 ; 1) =
2( 1 ; 1) + n( 2 ; 1) + 10n( 3 ; 1)] + b
>
:
0  b < 2 n1 = 2n
D1 7! (
D:
1 ; 1 = 2( 1 ; 1) + 5( 2 ; 1)] + b
0 b<2
D2 7! (
D:
( 1 ; 1) + 10( 2 ; 1) + 10 = 2( 1 ; 1) + 5( 2 ; 1)] + b
0 b<2

Diminuer le degre de (S )
Denition 9.1

Une dimension d (d min(  )) est dite similaire pour les tableaux A et B si les
trois conditions suivantes sont respectees :
5 Il

y a bien s^ur un systeme similaire si sa divise sb et oset.
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1. Condition pour le decalage :
Il ne doit pas y avoir de decalage entre le premier element de B et
celui de A sur la dimension d :
formel 7! reel
8 i=1  i  d obi = lbi
reel 7! formel 8 i=1  i  d oai = lai
Q
global 7! global josetj mod sa Qdi=1 (uai ; lai + 1) = 0
^josetj mod sb di=1 (ubi ; lbi + 1) = 0
2. Condition pour la premiere dimension :
Les longueurs en octets des premieres dimensions de A et B sont egales
:
sa (uad ; lad + 1) = sb(ubd ; lbd + 1)
Ceci signie que la premiere dimension compense entierement la difference entre sa et sb . C'est pourquoi sa et sb n'apparaissent plus dans
la condition suivante.
3. Condition pour les dimensions suivantes (2 d min(  )) :
Les dimensions precedentes doivent ^etre similaires, et la longueur de
la dimension d de A doit ^etre la m^eme que celle de B :
uad ; lad = ubd ; lbd
Ceci n'est pas necessaire si d =  =  .

Notations 9.1

Nous utilisons maintenant les notations suivantes, pour k 2 2::min(  )] :
k subscript value:

k subscript value (A(1  : : :   )) =

X

i=k

i;1
Y

(i ; lai ) (uaj ; laj + 1)]
j =k

C'est le rang de l'element de tableau A(1  : : :   ) a partir de l'element A(1  : : :  k;1  lak  : : :  la ), c'est-a-dire le premier element de
la k-ieme dimension.
k oset:
C'est le decalage relatif a la k-ieme dimension :
formel 7! reel
k subscript value (B (ob1  : : :  ob ))
reel 7! formel ;
(A(oa1  : : :  oa ))
j k subscript valuek
oset
global 7! global
sa Qki=1 (ua ;la +1)

Theoreme 9.2

i

i

Si les dimensions 1 a d ; 1 (1 d ; 1 min(  )) sont similaires, alors S est
equivalent a :
8
sa (1 ; la1 ) + a = sb (1 ; lb1 ) + b
>
>
>
>
>
8 i 2 2::d ; 1] i ; lai = i ; lbi
>
>
>
<
value (A(1  : : :   )) + d oset =
9 a  b = > d subscript
(Sd )
d subscript value (B (1  : : :   ))6
>
>
>
>
>
0 a < sa
>
>
:
0 b < sb
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Dans notre exemple, les systemes de traduction deviennent nalement :
R 7! C8
:
>
< 1 ; 1 = 2( 1 ; 1) + b
2 ; 1 = ( 2 ; 1) + 10( 3 ; 1)
>
:
0 b<2
Ce systeme ne contient plus que des contraintes lineaires.
D1 7! 8
D:
>
< 1 ; 1 = 2( 1 ; 1) + b
( 2 ; 1) = 0
>
:
0 b<2
Il n'y a plus que des relations tres simples entre les variables
et . En particulier, il est maintenant evident que 2 = 1, ce qui
etait cache dans le systeme initial.
D2 7! 8
D:
>
< 1 ; 1 = 2( 1 ; 1) + b
( 2 ; 1) + 1 = ( 2 ; 1)
>
:
0 b<2
Le decalage pour le probleme global a ete transforme ici en un
decalage n'a ectant que la deuxieme dimension (le terme +1 dans
la seconde equation).

Enn, l'algorithme de traduction est le suivant :

Algorithme
1.

entr
ee : une r
egion

RA

du tableau

A

5.

RB = RA
d = nombre de dimensions similaires (A B ) + 1
si d = 1 alors
systeme de traduction = S

6.

sinon

2.
3.
4.

7.

systeme de traduction = Sd

8.

finsi

9.

ajouter

systeme de traduction

10.

eliminer les variables


11.

eliminer les variables


12.

renommer

13.

traduire

a


RB


les variables  en variables 
le poly
edre de RB dans

l'espace de noms de la proc
edure cible

i 2 1:: ]
RB

14.

pour tout

15.

sortie :

ajouter

lbi i ubi

a


RB

le cas formel 7! reel, si d = min(  ) = , cette equation peut ^etre remplacee par 8 i 2
d:: ] i = obi .
6 Dans
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A chaque pas, l'exactitude de l'operation courante est veriee, selon les techniques
presentees dans la partie III. En particulier, l'etape 13 est eectuee en utilisant un
polyedre convexe modelisant le passage des parametres reels aux parametres formels,
et pouvant donc ^etre assimile a un transformeur  c'est donc l'operateur de combinaison
avec un transformeur qui est utilise a ce niveau, ainsi que son critere d'exactitude.
La derniere etape est particulierement utile lorsqu'il n'y a qu'association partielle
entre A et B , ce qui se produit lorsqu'ils appartiennent a un COMMON declare dieremment dans les procedures source et cible.
Dans l'exemple de la gure 11.5, les regions resultantes sont toutes des regions
exactes :

f

g

<C( 1 , 2 , 3 )-W-EXACT- 1<= 1<=N,1<= 2<=10,1<= 3<=20, 2+10 3 <=110 >
<D( 1 , 2 )-W-EXACT- 1<= 1<=5, 2<= 2 <=10 >

f
f

<D( 1 , 2 )-W-EXACT- 1<= 1<=5,

g

g

2 ==1 >

9.3 Conclusion
Il est dicile de comparer la seule analyse interprocedurale des regions de tableaux
de dierents paralleliseurs, car la qualite des resultats depend de nombreux facteurs,
comme la prise en compte d'informations provenant d'analyses preliminaires, la representation des ensembles d'elements de tableaux, ou la qualite des analyses intraprocedurales. Independamment donc de ces facteurs, les comparaisons peuvent se faire a
deux niveaux : celui de la propagation, et celui de la traduction.
Nous avons vu que les mecanismes de propagation disponibles dans pips permettent
de prendre en compte le ot de contr^ole intraprocedural des procedures, mais pas le
ot de contr^ole interprocedural, ce qui se traduit par une moindre precision lors des
analyses sensibles au ot de contr^ole, comme les regions in et out. Ces analyses
benecieraient de l'utilisation de techniques comme le cl^onage selectif 53, 91].
Nous avons egalement presente un nouvel algorithme de traduction des regions de
tableaux au niveau des appels de procedure. Il peut ^etre vu comme la synthese et
l'extension des techniques existantes. En eet, celles-ci utilisaient soit uniquement la
detection des cas triviaux, soit uniquement la linearisation 35]  ou encore l'une et
l'autre des deux methodes 92] selon la reussite ou l'echec de la premiere.
Cependant, notre algorithme ne permet toujours pas de traiter certains cas de
gure, comme la traduction entre des tableaux declares comme MAT(N,M) et V(N*M).
Pour resoudre ces problemes de maniere exacte, des techniques de reconnaissance de
cas (pattern matching ) ou des methodes non-lineaires seraient necessaires. Mais les
analyses ulterieures devraient aussi ^etre etendues a ces domaines, avec l'inevitable
complexite qu'ils induisent.
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Chapter 10

Interprocedural Propagation
The two previous parts were devoted to the intraprocedural propagation of array regions. However, real life applications are usually split into several procedures, to
factorize code as much as possible, and to provide a readable code. In traditional
compilers, procedure boundaries prevent most analyses and optimizations, such as
constant propagation or dependence analyses for instance, which have been shown
to be of paramount importance in parallelizing compilers 29] to achieve reasonable
performances.
The present part is thus devoted to the interprocedural analysis of array regions. It
can be decomposed into two components: The propagation along the interprocedural
control ow graph, and the translation of regions from the source procedure name space
into the target procedure name space. This chapter is devoted to the interprocedural
propagation, while the next chapter provides an original translation algorithm. In
a rst section, we review the main approaches which have been proposed to solve
problems due to procedure calls. Section 10.2 more particularly presents array region
propagation in pips. And the last section quickly reviews the related work.

10.1 Handling Procedure Calls
Since procedure boundaries are handled very conservatively by traditional compilers,
the rst and most intuitive approach to handle procedure calls is to expand them inline,
that is to say to replace each call by the corresponding code, in a recursive top-down
or bottom-up manner. The main advantage is that usual intraprocedural analyses
and transformations can be applied on the resulting code, with the same precision.
However, there are several counter-arguments:
First, inlining is not always possible 40], due to array reshaping, or recursive
procedures in languages other than fortran.
Second, the resulting code is usually much larger than the original. If a procedure
a calls procedure b tab times, and procedure b calls procedure c tbc times, then c
is expanded tab  tbc ! The growth of the code is thus exponential1 .
1I

have mistakenly printed the interprocedural control ow graph of program
Perfect Club benchmarks. It is 1308 pages long! A counter-argument of weight : : :
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Finally, even in the cases where the resulting code is not overwhelmingly large,
the complexity of subsequent analyses may grow dramatically. For instance, if a
loop contains n1 references to array A, and a procedure which contains n2 such
references is called within, then n1  n2 additional dependence tests are necessary
to analyze the loop.
Automatic inlining is already provided as an option by several compilers, for instance
gcc (option -finline-functions, which tries to expand only suciently small functions), acc or f77 (option -O4).
Another less widely spread approach, at least in commercial compilers, is to compute summaries of the behavior of procedures, translate them as accurately as possible
into the callers' or callees' name space depending on the direction of the analysis, and
use the translated summaries as abstractions of procedures. These methods have the
inverse advantages and consequences of inlining. They do not have its complexity limitations, since no code is duplicated, and since summaries are usually more compact
than the code they abstract. Moreover, there is no restriction on the input code. However, much precision may be lost, due to summarization techniques, and translation
processes.
In between, a recent techniques tries to lessen the drawbacks of interprocedural
analysis, while preserving a reasonable complexity. Selective cloning 91, 53] duplicates
procedures on the basis of calling contexts. A heuristic based on integer variable values
has proved useful in subsequent array region analyses, without increasing the program
size too dramatically 91]. However, even if this approach alleviates some problem, it
still requires interprocedural analysis techniques.
In fact, there exists plenty of interprocedural analysis frameworks, which dier on
several factors: The degree of summarization, which has been studied in the previous
part for array region analyses, and the accuracy of the translation which will be dealt
with in the next chapter, are among the most obvious issues. But the type of graph
on which the information is conveyed, the ability to perform ow-sensitive2 or context
sensitive3 analyses, are also of importance. These problems are not unrelated 96, 95]:
Interprocedural analyses can be performed on the program call graph, where
nodes represent individual procedures, and edges represent call sites. Each edge
is labeled with the actual parameters associated to the corresponding call site.
Call graphs can be constructed very eciently 152], and can provide sucient
information for many program optimizations, and for parallelization. However,
they do not allow ow-sensitive interprocedural analyses, because they do not
take into account the intraprocedural control ow of individual procedures.
To perform ow sensitive analyses, such as array region analyses, interprocedural
representations of the program must therefore provide information about the
internal control ow of procedures. The most precise approach is to take into
account the whole internal control ow graph of every procedure. However,
resulting data ow analyses may be as complex as on a fully inlined program.
2 By interprocedural ow-sensitive analyses, we mean analyses whose results depend on the ow of
control inside individual procedures this is the case of our array regions analyses. See 126] for a more
general denition.
3 By interprocedural context sensitive analyses, we mean analyses whose result depend on the execution path taken to reach a point in the program.
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To reduce this complexity, several sparse representations have been designed for
particular classes of problems, such as the program summary graph 36], the ssa
form 67, 158], the sparse data ow evaluation graph 41], the system dependence
graph 75, 26], : : : The unied interprocedural graph 96] provides a demanddriven unied representation which combines the advantages of the sparse representations without restricting the scope of the possible analyses.
Another issue is the ability to avoid taking into account unrealizable paths 119].
In the graph of Figure 10.1, there are only two possible paths through procedure
foo. However, most analyzers consider two additional paths: One from the rst
call to the return node for the second call and another one from the second
call to the return node for the rst call. Several solutions have been proposed

Figure 10.1: Unrealizable paths
for this problem, the most common approach being to tag solutions with path
history or path specic information 134, 156, 119]. However, this may result
in an exponential growth of the number of solutions at each node, and thus in
overwhelming execution times and memory requirements.

10.2 Interprocedural Propagation of Regions in PIPS
pips interprocedural analysis mechanism allows ow sensitive analyses, since the pro-

gram representation contains the individual control ow graphs of all the procedures.
However, due to the choice of extensive summarization, it does not allow to avoid unrealizable paths, and to take into account path-specic information: Even if translation
across procedure boundaries is performed at each call site using the correspondences
between formal and actual parameters, and between common declarations, all information about paths to and from a procedure is merged into a single representation.
For forward analyses (see Figure 10.2), the callers are analyzed rst the information
at each call site is propagated to the corresponding subroutine to form a summary
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when several call sites correspond to a single procedure, the summaries corresponding
to the call sites are merged to form a unique summary. This summary is then used to
perform the intraprocedural analysis of the called procedure.
For backward analyses (see Figure 10.3), the leaves of the tree are analyzed rst.
The procedure summaries are then used at each call site, after the translation process,
during the intraprocedural analysis of the callers.
In both cases the scheduling is performed by pipsmake (see Appendix A). This is a
fully interprocedural framework: Cloning is not implemented. In the above taxonomy,
pips also ranges in the compilers which do not take into account path specic information, even if the context of each call is taken into account during the translation
process.
The interprocedural propagation of read, write, and in regions is a outward
analysis. At each call site, the summary regions of the called subroutine are translated
from the callee's name space into the caller's name space, using the relations between
actual and formal parameters, and between the declarations of global variables in both
routines.
On the contrary, the interprocedural propagation of out regions is a inward analysis. The regions of all the call sites are rst translated from the callers' name space
into the callee's name space, and are then merged to form a unique summary. The
out regions of the main routine are initialized to the empty set, since a program is
supposed to have no side eect, viewed from the outside (I/Os are performed from
within the program itself).

10.3 Other Approaches
The purpose of earliest implementations of array region analyses was to support data
dependence analysis across procedure boundaries 161, 163, 35, 37, 122, 98, 99] or
between dierent tasks 19]. Hence, only over-approximations of eects on array element sets were required. Moreover, the necessity of symbolic analyses had not yet
been brought to light, and usually, context information such as if conditions were not
taken into account. The desired result was therefore inherently ow-insensitive.
However, because of the need for more advanced program transformations such
as array privatization, ow sensitive array region analyses are now commonplace in
research parallelizers 154, 100, 101, 83, 93, 92, 135, 87, 65]. In particular, the computation of upward exposed used regions, which is performed in all the previously
cited parallelizers, requires a backward propagation through the internal control ow
graph of individual procedures. But if sequence ordering is generally taken into account, conditional instructions are not homogeneously handled. In particular, fida
summaries 100, 101] do not include context information other than loop and array
bounds the analysis is thus not fully ow sensitive.
Unrealizable paths are seldom avoided during array region analyses. fiat/suif 92]
is the only parallelizer which actually performs such path-specic analyses, through
selective procedure cloning. Preliminary analyses provide the necessary context information to perform the cloning, and array region propagation is performed on the
cloned call graph, using traditional methods. This method is also used in 83]. The
Hierarchical Super Graph of panorama 135, 87], which is an extension of Myers'
supergraph 134], also provides the necessary framework to perform path-specic anal-
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Figure 10.2: Interprocedural inward propagation

Figure 10.3: Interprocedural outward propagation
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yses. And the proposed algorithm actually goes along each possible path. However,
since no symbolic information is propagated downward, they do not take advantage of
this possibility.
Finally, notice that despite the arguments against full inlining, it is still used in one
of the most advanced parallelizers, polaris 28], which successfully parallelizes medium
sized applications. However, they plan to implement interprocedural propagation of
array regions in a near future 164].

10.4 Conclusion
It is rather dicult to compare the sole interprocedural propagation of array regions
in dierent parallelizers, because the precision of the results also depend on several
independent factors, such as the quality of preliminary analyses, the characteristics of
the array region representation (whether it can include symbolic context information
or not, for instance), or the precision of the translation of array region across procedure
boundaries.
In this context, pips array region analyses rank well among the other approaches.
These analyses are sensible to the internal control ow of individual procedures, and
powerful preliminary analyses provide precise symbolic information. However, the
chosen approach of aggressive summarization combined with a full interprocedural
framework (no cloning) prevents interprocedural path dierentiation, whereas other
parallelizers 83, 92] achieve this goal through automatic selective procedure cloning.
Since pips is an interactive tool, automatic cloning would not be in harmony with
its design policy. However, demand-driven cloning is planned for a near future. More
accurate results are expected from this transformation, especially for out regions which
are propagated forward in the call graph. Finally, our interprocedural propagation of
array regions is supported by a powerful translation algorithm which is presented in
the next chapter.

Chapter 11

Interprocedural Translation
Part of this chapter is reproduced from 65]
with the kind permission of ijpp.

This chapter focuses on the translation part of array region interprocedural analyses. Because the source and target arrays may not have the same declaration (array
reshaping ), this operation is not straightforward. In particular, by examining the
Perfect Club benchmarks 25], we found it necessary to handle several non-exclusive
cases:
1. Array reshaping due to dierent dimension declarations (see Figure 11.1).
2. Osets between the rst elements of the source and target arrays due to parameter passing (see an example from the program OCEAN in Figure 11.2).
3. Osets due to dierent COMMON declarations in the caller and the callee (e.g. in the
program TRFD, the common TR2PRT is not similarly declared in routines TRFPRT
and TRFOUT, see Figure 11.3).
4. Target and source variables of dierent types (e.g. in the program OCEAN, see Figure 11.4).
The method described in this section tackles these four points. It is based on the
fact that two elements of the source and target arrays are (partially) associated if they
have the same subscript values1 , up to the oset between their rst element. This is
described in section 11.2.
However, the resulting translation system may contain non-linear terms, and it
hides the trivial relations existing between the  variables of both arrays. Hence, we
propose in section 11.3 an algorithm that rst tries to discover these trivial relations
before using the subscript values. It results in a simplied translation system.
The contrived program in Figure 11.5 will serve as an illustration all along this
chapter. It contains the main diculties encountered in real life programs, as
previously stated. Here, the purpose is to nd the read and write regions of the
call site, from the summary regions of procedure BAR.
1 The

subscript value of an array elements is its rank in the array, array elements being stored in
column order (see 8], Section 5.4.3).
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SUBROUTINE AMHMTM(DEL,RPI,SV,P1,P2,AM,HM,TM)

SUBROUTINE IMINV(A,N,D,L,M)
DIMENSION A(1),L(1),M(1)
...
END

DIMENSION TM(12,12)
...
CALL IMINV(TM,12,DET,LLL,MMM)
...
END

Figure 11.1: Dierent dimensions (SPC77)
SUROUTINE IN(ARRAY,LOC,NW)
DIMENSION ARRAY(1)
...
END

PROGRAM OCEAN
...
REAL A(NA1,NA2)
...
CALL IN(A(1,K2Q),KZN,NWH)
...
END

Figure 11.2: Oset due to parameter passing (OCEAN)
SUBROUTINE TRFPRT(NORB,NIJ,IA,TX,JFLAG)
COMMON/TR2PRT/VALINT(3),JC,JCINT(15)
...
CALL TRFOUT(I,J,K,L,NX,VAL,0)
...
END

SUBROUTINE TRFOUT(I,J,K,L,N,VAL,NCALL)
COMMON/TR2PRT/V(3),JC,J1(3),J2(3),J3(3),
+ J4(3),N1(3)
...

V(JC), J1(JC), J2(JC), J3(JC), J4(JC)
and N1(JC) written here

...
END

Figure 11.3: Dierent COMMON declaration (TRFD)
PROGRAM OCEAN
...
COMPLEX CA(NW1,NA2)
...
CALL IN(CALPN,NW)
...
END

SUROUTINE IN(ARRAY,LOC,NW)
DIMENSION ARRAY(1)
...
END

Figure 11.4: Dierent types of variables (OCEAN)
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<D2(

C

<D1(

C

subroutine FOO(C,n)
complex C(n,10,20),D
common D(5,10)
call BAR(C,2n,100)
end

<R(

1 , 2 )-W-EXACT-f1<= 1 <=10, 1<= 2 <=9g>
1 )-W-EXACT-f1<= 1 <=10g>
,
1 2 )-W-EXACT-f1<= 1 <=n1, 1<= 2 <=n2g>

subroutine BAR(R,n1,n2)
real R(n1,n2)
common D1(10), D2(10,9)
...
end

Figure 11.5: Interprocedural propagation: example

11.1 Notations
11.1.1 From the program
This section describes the notations used throughout Chapter 11. The purpose is to
translate a region of the array A from the source procedure into a region of the array
B of the target procedure. The following table summarizes the characteristics of both
arrays:
source

array
A
dimension

lower bounds
la1  : : :  la
upper bounds
ua1  : : :  ua
2
size of elements
sa
region descriptors 1  : : :  

7;!

target

B

lb1  : : :  lb
ub1  : : :  ub
sb
1  : : :  

The subscript values of A(1  : : :   ) and B (1  : : :   ) are thus3 :
subscript value (A(1  : : :   )) =

X

subscript value (B (1  : : :   )) =

X

i=1

Q
(i ; lai ) ij;=11 (uaj ; laj + 1)]

i=1

Q
(i ; lbi ) ij;=11 (ubj ; lbj + 1)]

Another necessary information is the oset of the rst element of A from the rst
element of B in the memory layout. This information is provided dierently, depending
on the type of aliasing between A and B :
2 Unit:
3 With

numerical storage unit
Q (see 8], Section 4).
the convention that kk2=k1 = 1 when k2 < k1 .
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source
oset
7 target
!
parameter
parameter
7 actual
!
reference at call site: B (ob1  : : :  ob )
formal
oset = sb  subscript value (B (ob1  : : :  ob ))
7! formal
actual
reference at call site: A(oa1  : : :  oa )
oset = ;sa  subscript value (A(oa1  : : :  oa ))
7! global
global
numerical o set
di erence between the o set of A in the declaration
of the common in the source subroutine, and the o set of B in the declaration of the common in the
target subroutine.

As an illustration, let us consider the contrived program in Figure 11.5. The
translation coecients are:
R

7! C: A = R, B = C = 2, = 3 la1 = la2 = 1, lb1 = lb2 = lb3 = 1

ua1 = n1, ua2 = n2 ub1 = n, ub2 = 10, ub3 = 20 sa = 4, sb = 8
oset = 0.
D1 7! D: A = D1, B = D
= 1, = 2 la1 = 1, lb1 = lb2 = 1 ua1 = 10
ub1 = 5, ub2 = 10 sa = 4, sb = 8 oset = 0.
D2 7! D: A = D2, B = D
= 2, = 2 la1 = la2 = 1, lb1 = lb2 = 1
ua1 = 10, ua2 = 9 ub1 = 5, ub2 = 10 sa = 4, sb = 8 oset = 40.

11.1.2 Equivalent memory unit arrays
If sa and sb are dierent, or if A and B belong to a COMMON which does not have the
same layout in the target and source procedures, the array elements that are associated
are said to be partially associated (see 8], Section 17.1.3). This means that two
corresponding elements may have non-matching storage units as shown in Figure 11.6.
Identifying partially associated elements thus involves refering to individual memory

Figure 11.6: Partial association
units. In order to simplify the proofs and explanations of this chapter, we introduce
the memory unit array A0 associated to A as the array which has the same number
of dimensions as A, and the same number of memory units per dimension (hence the
same memory layout), but with memory unit elements instead of elements of size sa
(see Figure 11.7). We also dene B 0 as the memory unit array associated to B . The
characteristics of A0 and B 0 are summarized in the following table:
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Figure 11.7: Equivalent memory unit array
source

A0

array
dimension
lower bounds
0 la2  : : :  la
upper bounds sa (ua1 ; la1 + 1) ua2  : : :  ua
size of elements
1
01  2  : : :  
descriptors

7!

target

B0

0 lb2  : : :  lb
sb (ub1 ; lb1 + 1) ub2  : : :  ub
0
1

1

2

::: 

Property 11.1

A0 (01  2  : : :  ) corresponds to A(1  2  : : :  ) if and only if:

9 a:0

0

a < sa ^ 1 = sa (1 ; la1 ) + a

Similarly B 0 (10  2  : : :   ) corresponds to B (1  2  : : :   ) if and only if:

9 b:0

0

b < sb ^ 1 = sb (1 ; lb1 ) + b

The meaning of variables is shown by the arrow on Figure 11.7.

Property 11.2

The subscript values of two corresponding elements of A and A0 or B and B 0 are related
by:
8
0 a < sa
>
>
>
>
>
< 0 = sa (1 ; la ) + a
1
9 a= > 1
subscript value (A0 (01  2  : : :  ))
>
>
>
>
:
= sa  subscript value (A(1  2  : : :  )) + a
and,
8
0 b < sb
>
>
>
>
>
<  0 = s ( ; l ) +
9 b= > 1 b 1 b1 0 b0
subscript value (B (1  2  : : :   ))
>
>
>
>
:
= sb  subscript value (B (1  2  : : :   )) + b
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Proof Let us assume that A0(01  2  : : :   ) corresponds to A(1  2  : : :   ). Property 11.1 implies that 9 a : 0 a < sa ^ 01 = sa (1 ; la1 )+ a . Moreover the subscript

value of A0 (01  2  : : :   ) is:

01 +

X

i=2

Q
 (i ; lai )  (sa  (ua1 ; la1 + 1))  ij;=21 (uaj ; laj + 1) ]

By rst replacing 01 by its value, and then factorizing sb , the last expression is successively equal to:

sa  (1 ; la1 ) + a +
X

= sa  f

i=1

X

i=2

Q
 (i ; lai )  (sa  (ua1 ; la1 + 1))  ij;=21 (uaj ; laj + 1) ]

Q
 (i ; lai )  ij;=11 (uaj ; laj + 1) ]g + a

= sa  subscript value (A(1  : : :  )) + a
The proof is similar for B and B 0 .



And nally, the oset between the rst element of A0 and the rst element of B 0 is
identical to oset, whose unit is already the numerical memory unit.

11.2 General Translation System
Theorem 11.1

With the previous notations, B (1  : : :   ) is partially associated to the source element
A(1  : : :   ) if and only if:
8
sa
>
>
>
< =s

9 a b= > 0
>
>
:
0

 subscript value (A(1  : : :   )) + a + oset
b  subscript value (B (1  : : :   )) + b
a < sa
b < sb

(S )

Proof B (1 : : :   ) is partially associated to A(1  : : :   ) if and only if there exists
a memory unit in B (1  : : :   ) that also belongs to A(1  : : :   ). With the notations
of Section 11.1.2, this is strictly equivalent to:
9

8
0
>
>
>
>
>
>
<0

a < sa
b < sb
0
a  b = > 1 = sa (1 ; la1 ) + a
>
>
0 = sb (1 ; lb1 ) + b
>
>
> 10 0
:
B (1  2  : : :   ) is totally associated

to A0 (01  2  : : :   )
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B 0(10  2  : : :   ) is totally associated to A0 (01  2  : : :   ) if and only if their sub-

script values are identical (modulo the oset between their rst elements):

subscript value (A0 (01  2  : : :  )) + oset = subscript value (B 0 (10  2  : : :   ))

From Property 11.2, this can be rewritten as:

sa  subscript value (A(1  : : :  )) + a + oset
= sb  subscript value (B (1  : : :   )) +

b



Putting all together, we nally obtain (S ).

For our example, the following systems would be built:
R

7! C8:

; 1) + n1( 2 ; 1)] + a =
8( 1 ; 1) + n( 2 ; 1) + 10n( 3 ; 1)] + b
>
:
0  a < 4 0  b < 8 n1 = 2n
D1 7! (
D:
4( 1 ; 1) + a = 8( 1 ; 1) + 5( 2 ; 1)] + b
0  a < 4 0  b < 8
D2 7! (
D:
4( 1 ; 1) + 10( 2 ; 1)] + a + 40 = 8( 1 ; 1) + 5( 2 ; 1)] +
0  a < 4 0  b < 8
>
< 4( 1

b

Using (S ) as the translation system has several drawbacks:
1. In the formal $ actual cases, S is generally non-linear (it is the case in our rst
example).
2. In order to keep a convex representation, variables must be eliminated this
operation may be inexact, leading to an over-approximation.
3. Even in favorable cases, the equation in (S ) is rather complex, and hides the
trivial relations existing between  and  variables, such as 1 = 1  this makes
the subsequent analyses unnecessarily complex, and is not acceptable in an interactive environment where regions are displayed for the user.
The following section describes a method that alleviates these three problems.
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11.3 Simplied Translation System
11.3.1 Elimination of unnecessary variables
Theorem 11.2

If sb divides both sa and oset, then (S ) is equivalent to the following system4 :
8
>
>
s0a
>
>
>
>
>
<

 subscript value (A(1  : : :   )) + a0 + oset
sb

0
>
>
>
>
>
>
: s0a

a < sa
= ssa
b

value (B (1  : : :   ))
9 a0 = > = subscript
0
0

Note
1. In the formal $ actual cases, (sb divides sa ) =) (sb divides oset).
2. In fact, we just replace sa by ssab , sb by 1, oset by oset
sb and use (S ) without b .
3. An interesting (and very frequent) case is when sa = sb . (S ) is then equivalent
to:
oset
= subscript value (B (  : : :   ))
subscript value (A(  : : :   )) +
1

Proof
sb divides sa and oset =)

1

sb

8
< sa

 subscript value (A(1  : : :   )) + oset
: = sb  sa  subscript value (A(1  : : :   )) + oset
sb

Let a0 be sab + ra such that a = sb  a0 . Let b0 be sbb + rb such that b = sb  b0 .
(

a < sa
b < sb

0
0

=)

8
>
<0
>
:0

sa
sb =)
0 < sb
b s
b
0

a<

8
<0
:

0

0

a<

b=0

sa
sb

Then, (S ) is equivalent to:

A(1  : : :   )) + oset + s 
 sa  subscript value (sb
b
value (B (1  : : :   )) + sb  b0
9 a0  b0 = > = sb 0 subscript
sa
8
>
>
sb
>
>
>
>
<
>
0
>
>
>
>
:

a<

0
b=0

4 Of

sb

course, there is a similar system if sa divides sb and oset.

0

a
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And nally, with s0a = ssab , and after substitution of b0 by its value and division of the
main equation by sb , (S ) is equivalent to:
8
oset + 0
>
> s0  subscript value (A(  : : :   )) +
>
>
>
>
<

1

a

value (B (1  : : :   ))
9 a0 = > = subscript
0
0

0
>
>
>
>
>
: 0

a

a

sb

< sa

sa = ssa
b



In our working example, since sa divides sb and oset in all three cases, the
translation systems become:
R

7! C8:

; 1) + n1( 2 ; 1) =
2( 1 ; 1) + n( 2 ; 1) + 10n( 3 ; 1)] + b
>
:
0  b < 2 n1 = 2n
D1 7! (
D:
1 ; 1 = 2( 1 ; 1) + 5( 2 ; 1)] + b
0 b<2
D2 7! (
D:
( 1 ; 1) + 10( 2 ; 1) + 10 = 2( 1 ; 1) + 5( 2 ; 1)] +
0 b<2
>
<( 1

b

11.3.2 Decreasing the degree of (S )

We have shown how to eliminate variables. But the main equation of the translation
system may still be non-linear. We rst give some denitions and notations, and then
show how to decrease the degree of (S ) without losing information.

Denition 11.1

A dimension d (d min(  )) is said to be similar for arrays A and B if the following
three conditions are met:
1. Condition for the oset:
There must be no oset between the rst element of B and the rst
element of A on dimension d:
formal !
7 actual 8 i=1  i  d obi = lbi
actual !
7 formal 8 i=1  i  d oQai = lai
global !
7 global josetj mod sa Qdi=1 (uai ; lai + 1) = 0
^josetj mod sb di=1 (ubi ; lbi + 1) = 0
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2. Condition for the rst dimension:
The lengths in bytes of the rst dimensions of A and B are equal:
sa(uad ; lad + 1) = sb (ubd ; lbd + 1)
This means that the rst dimension entirely compensates the dierence between sa and sb . This is why sa and sb are not used in the
next condition.
3. Condition for the next dimensions (2 d min(  )):
Assuming that the previous dimensions are similar, the lengths of the
d-th dimensions of A and B must be equal:
uad ; lad = ubd ; lbd
This is not necessary if d =  =  .
This denition only takes into account dimensions of identical ranks. The general
case would try to discover minimal sets of globally similar dimensions.
For instance if the declarations of A and B are A(l m n) and B (m l n), the global
lengths of dimensions 1 and 2 are similar (dimensions 1 and 2 are globally similar)
as a consequence, the third dimension is similar.

But the complexity of the algorithm for discovering these sets would be too high
compared to the expected gain, especially in real life programs.

Notations 11.1

We now use the following notations for k 2 2::min(  )]:

k subscript value:
k subscript value (A(1  : : :   )) =
X

i=k

Q
(i ; lai ) ij;=1k (uaj ; laj + 1)]

It is the rank of the array element A(1  : : :   ) from the element
A(1  : : :  k;1  lak  : : :  la ), i.e. from the rst element of the k-th
dimension.
k oset:
It is the oset relative to the k-th dimension:
formal !
7 actual k subscript value (B (ob1  : : :  ob ))
actual 7! formal ;
(A(oa1  : : :  oa ))
j k subscript valuek
oset
Q
global !
7 global
sa ki=1 (ua ;la +1)
i

i

The number of grey elements in the bidimensionnal array of Figure 11.8 represents the 2 subscript value of the black element (2 3).
The arrow shows the element (2 1) from which the 2 subscript value
is computed.
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Figure 11.8: k subscript value

Note We trivially have:
k subscript value (A0 (01  2  : : :   )) = k subscript value (A(1  2  : : :   ))
and,

k subscript value (B (10  2  : : :   )) = k subscript value (B (1  2  : : :   ))

Theorem 11.3

If dimensions 1 to d ; 1 (1 d ; 1 min(  )) are similar, then (S ) is equivalent
to:
8
s ( ; la1 ) + a = sb (1 ; lb1 ) + b
>
> a 1
>
>
>
8 i 2 2::d ; 1] i ; lai = i ; lbi
>
>
>
< d subscript value (A(  : : :   )) + d oset =
(Sd )
9 a  b = > d subscript value (B1(  : : :   ))5
1
>
>
>
>
>
0 a < sa
>
>
:
0 b < sb

In order to prove this theorem, we rst consider two lemma.

Lemma 11.3.1

If dimensions 1 to d ; 1 (1 d ; 1 min(  )) are similar, then:
jY
=k

jY
=k

j =1

j =1

8 k 2 1::d ; 1] sa (uaj ; laj + 1) = sb (ubj ; lbj + 1)

Proof The third condition in Denition 11.1 is:
8 j 2 2::d ; 1] uaj ; laj = ubj ; lbj
This implies:

8 k 2 2::d ; 1]

k
Y

(uaj ; laj + 1) =

j =2

k
Y

(ubj ; lbj + 1)

j =2

the formal 7! actual case, if d = min(  ) = , this equation can be replaced by 8 i 2
d:: ] i = obi .
5 In
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The second condition in Denition 11.1 gives:

sa  (ua1 ; la1 + 1) = sb  (ub1 ; lb1 + 1)
From the two previous relations, we deduce that, 8 k 2 2::d ; 1],

sa  (ua1 ; la1 + 1) 

k
Y

(uaj ; laj + 1)

j =2

= sb  (ub1 ; lb1 + 1) 

k
Y

(ubj ; lbj + 1)

j =2

And nally:
k
Y

k
Y

j =1

j =1

8 k 2 1::d ; 1] sa  (uaj ; laj + 1) = sb  (ubj ; lbj + 1)


Lemma 11.3.2

If dimensions 1 to d ; 1 (1 d ; 1 min(  )) are similar, then
oset = sa 

dY
;1
j =1

(uaj ; laj + 1)  d oset = sb 

dY
;1
j =1

(ubj ; lbj + 1)  d oset

Proof There are three cases:
1. formal 7! actual:
oset = sbsubscript value (B (ob1  : : :  ob ))

= sb
+

d;1
X
i=1

X

i=d

Q
(obi ; lbi ) ij;=11 (ubj ; lbj + 1)]

Q
(obi ; lbi ) ij;=11 (ubj ; lbj + 1)]
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From denition 11.1, we know that 8 i 2 1::d ; 1] obi = lbi . Thus,
oset = sb f

X

i =d

X

= sb f
= sb 
= sb 

i=d
dY
;1

j =1
dY
;1
j =1

Q
(obi ; lbi ) ij;=11 (ubj ; lbj + 1)]g
Q ;1
Q
(obi ; lbi ) dj =1
(ubj ; lbj + 1)  ij;=1d(ubj ; lbj + 1)]g

(ubj ; lbj + 1)  f

X

i=d

Q
(obi ; lbi ) ij;=1d(ubj ; lbj + 1)]g

(ubj ; lbj + 1)  d oset

Q ;1
Q ;1
From Lemma 11.3.1, sb  dj =1
(ubj ; lbj + 1) = sa  dj =1
(uaj ; laj + 1) thus:

oset = sb 

dY
;1
j =1

(ubj ; lbj + 1)  d oset = sa 

dY
;1
j =1

(uaj ; laj + 1)  d oset

2. actual 7! formal: the proof is similar to the previous case.
3. global 7! global:
We know from Denition 11.1 that
oset mod sa

dY
;1
j =1

(uaj ; laj + 1) = oset mod sb

dY
;1
j =1

(ubj ; lbj + 1) = 0

This implies:
dY
;1

oset
sa j =1 (uaj ; laj + 1)
j =1
dY
;1
= sb  (ubj ; lbj + 1)  Qd;1 oset
sb j=1 (ubj ; lbj + 1)
j =1

oset = sa 

(uaj ; laj + 1) 

Qd;1

Finally, from the denition of d oset:
oset = sa 

dY
;1
j =1

(uaj ; laj + 1)  d oset = sb 

dY
;1
j =1

(ubj ; lbj + 1)  d oset
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Proof (Theorem 11.3)

Let us assume that dimensions 1 to d ; 1 (1 d ; 1 min(  )) are similar for
arrays A and B (and thus for A0 and B 0 ).
B (1  : : :   ) is partially associated to A(1  : : :   ) if and only if6 :

9

8
0
>
>
>
>
>
>0
<

a < sa
b < sb
0
a  b = > 1 = sa (1 ; la1 ) + a
>
>
10 = sb (1 ; lb1 ) + b
>
>
>
: 0 0
B (1  2  : : :   ) is totally associated

to A0 (01  2  : : :   )

A0 and B 0 have the same rst dimension. This implies that two corresponding

elements have the same rank:

01 = 10

(11.4)

And thus, from the relations between 01 and 1 , and 10 and 1 :
a < sa
b < sb
sa (1 ; la1 ) + a = sb(1 ; lb1 ) + b

0
9 a b= 0

(11.5)

A0 and B 0 have the same i-th dimension, whenever i 2 2::d ; 1]. This similarly

implies that:

8 i 2 2::d ; 1] i ; lai = i ; lbi

B 0(10  2  : : :   ) is totally associated to A0 (01  2  : : :   ) if and only if their

subscript values are identical (modulo the oset between their rst elements):

subscript value (A0 (01  2  : : :  )) + oset = subscript value (B 0 (10  2  : : :   ))

This can be rewritten as:

01 +

X

i=2

Q
 (i ; lai )  (sa  (ua1 ; la1 + 1))  ij;=21 (uaj ; laj + 1) ] + oset

= 10 +

X

i=2

Q
 (i ; lbi )  (sb  (ub1 ; lb1 + 1))  ij;=21 (ubj ; lbj + 1) ] (11.6)

With Equations (11.4) and (11.5), and from Lemma 11.3.1 we know that:
d;1
X
Q
0
1 + (i ; lai )  (sa  (ua1 ; la1 + 1))  ij;=21 (uaj ; laj + 1)] =
i=2

10 +
6 See

d;1
X
i=2

Q
(i ; lbi )  (sb  (ub1 ; lb1 + 1))  ij;=21 (ubj ; lbj + 1)]

the proof of Theorem 11.1.
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Equation 11.6 then becomes:

sa 

X

i=d

Q
 (i ; lai )  ij;=11 (uaj ; laj + 1) ] + oset

= sb 

X

i=d

Q
 (i ; lbi )  ij;=21 (ubj ; lbj + 1) ]

;1 (u ; l + 1) in the rst part of the previous equation, and
We factorize dj =1
aj
aj
Qd;1
j =1 (ubj ; lbj + 1) in the second part:
Q

sa 

dY
;1
j =1

(uaj ; laj + 1) 

X

i=d

Q
(i ; lai ) ij;=1d(uaj ; laj + 1)] + oset

= sb 

dY
;1
j =1

(ubj ; lbj + 1) 

X

i=d

Q
(i ; lbi ) ij;=1d(ubj ; lbj + 1)]

From Lemma 11.3.2, we know that
oset = sa 

dY
;1

dY
;1

j =1

j =1

(uaj ; laj + 1)  d oset = sb 

(ubj ; lbj + 1)  d oset

Thus, Equation 11.6 is equivalent to:

sa 

dY
;1
j =1

(uaj ; laj + 1)   d subscript value (A(1  : : :   ) + d oset ]
= sb 

dY
;1
j =1

(ubj ; lbj + 1)  d subscript value (B (1  : : :   )) (11.10)

;1 (ua ; la + 1) = s  d;1 (u ; l + 1) (Lemma 11.3.1), we
Finally, since sa  dj =1
b
j
j
j =1 bj bj
Qd;1
can divide on both sides by sa  j =1 (uaj ; laj + 1):
Q

Q

d subscript value (A(1  : : :   ) + d oset = d subscript value (B (1  : : :   ))

(11.11)



In conclusion, putting together (11.4), (11.5) and (11.11), (S ) is equivalent to (Sd ).

In our working example, the translation systems nally become:
R

7! C8:

; 1 = 2( 1 ; 1) + b
2 ; 1 = ( 2 ; 1) + 10( 3 ; 1)
>
:
0 b<2
>
< 1

Notice that the system now only contains linear equations.
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D1

7! 8D:

; 1 = 2( 1 ; 1) +
( 2 ; 1) = 0
>
:
0 b<2
>
< 1

b

There are now only very simple relations between and variables. In particular, it becomes obvious that 2 = 1, which was
hidden in the original system.
D2 7! 8
D:
>
< 1 ; 1 = 2( 1 ; 1) + b
( 2 ; 1) + 1 = ( 2 ; 1)
>
:
0 b<2
Notice how the o set for the whole problem has been turned into
an o set for the sole second dimension (the term 1 in the second
equation).

Algorithm 11.1
1.

input: a region

RA

corresponding to the array

5.

RB = RA
d = number of similar dimensions (A B ) + 1
if d = 1 then
translation system = S

6.

else

2.
3.
4.

7.

A

translation system = Sd

8.

endif

9.

add

translation system

10.

eliminate

11.

eliminate

12.

rename

13.

translate





to

RB

variables
variables

variables into

RB 's



variables

polyhedron into

the target routine's name space
14.

for all

15.

output:

i 2 1:: ]
RB

add

lbi i ubi

to

RB

At each step, the exactness of the current operation is checked. At Step 3, if an
intermediate expression used to check the similarity is not linear, the current dimension
is declared as non-similar, and the next dimensions are not considered. At Steps 5
and 7, if a constraint cannot be built because of a non-linear term, it is not used (this
leads to an over-approximation of the solution set), and the translation is declared
inexact. At Steps 10 and 11, the exactness of the variable elimination is veried with
the usual conditions 12, 144].
Step 13 is performed using the relations between formal and actual parameters, and
between the declarations of global variables in the source and target routines (this gives
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a translation context system ). The variables belonging to the name space of the source
routine are then eliminated. These relations are modeled by a convex polyhedron
which can be seen as a transformer between the source and target name spaces. The
operation which is performed has therefore the same nature as the composition of a
region by a transformer, and its exactness is checked in the same way.
The last step is particularly useful in case of a partial matching between A and B ,
which is the case when A and B belong to a COMMON that is not similarly declared in
the source and target routine.

11.4 Related Work
The previous work closest to ours for the interprocedural translation are those of
Triolet 161], Tang 159] Hall 93], Leservot 121], Burke and Cytron 35] and
Maslov 128].
Many other less recent works 37, 99, 19] have addressed the problem of the interprocedural propagation of array element sets. But they did not provide sucient
symbolic analyses, and did not tackle array reshaping.
Triolet

161]

In his thesis, Triolet addressed the problem of interprocedural translation in a very
limited way: No array reshaping, except when due to an oset in the actual parameter
to represent a column in a matrix for instance and the COMMONs in the caller and callee
had to be similarly declared.
Tang

159]

Tang summarizes multiple array references in the form of an integer programming

problem. It provides exact solutions, but the source language is very restricted, and
array reshaping is only handled in very simple cases (sub-arrays, as Triolet 161]).
Hall

et al.

93]

Fiat/Suif includes an intra- and inter-procedural framework for the analysis of array
variables. Approximations of array elements sets are represented by lists of polyhedra.
For the interprocedural translation, they have adopted a method basically similar
to ours. However, similar dimensions are taken into account only when the system
is not linear and in this case, they do not try to build a system similar to Sd (see
Page 197), possibly missing a linear translation system. Moreover, they do not handle
global 7! global translation when the COMMON to which the source and target arrays
belong, does not have the same data layout in the caller and callee. We think it may
be because their formulae do not separately handle the subscript values of individual
array elements and the oset between the rst elements of the source and target arrays.
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Leservot 121]

Leservot has extended Feautrier's array data ow analysis 72] to handle procedure

calls. However, the constraint of the static control program still holds. This implies
that no partial association is allowed at procedure boundaries (i.e. the source and
target arrays have the same type) furthermore, only very simple array reshapes are
handled (the same cases as in 161] and 159]).
Burke and Cytron 35]

They alleviate the memory disambiguation problem by linearizing all array accesses
when possible. This is equivalent to using (S ) in our method. However, we have
seen that this may lead to non linear expressions, that may prevent further dependence testing for instance. On the contrary, our method avoids linearization whenever
possible by detecting similar dimensions, and partially linearizing the remaining dimensions if possible and necessary. This approach eliminates the linearization versus
subscript-by-subscript problem as formulated by Burke and Cytron.
Dumay

68]

Dumay proposes a method (named contextual linearization ) to solve systems of non
linear constraints. It basically replaces non-linear terms by single dummy variables,
which are further constrained by the context provided by other constraints of the
system.
This method could not be used as such for exact array regions because it does not
preserve the exactness of the representation. It could however be used after all else
failed, to preserve some information about region parameters.
Maslov 128]
Maslov describes a very general method for simplifying systems containing poly-

nomial constraints. This is the case of the general translation system presented in
Section 11.3. The advantage of Maslov's method when it succeeds, is that it generates a linear system which has exactly the same solutions as the original non linear
system.
However, we think that most cases that arise in real life programs and that can be
solved using Maslov's method can also be solved by our algorithm, thus avoiding the
cost of a more general method for instance, the translation from A(N,M,L) to B(N,M,L)
yields the equation 1 + N2 + NM3 = 1 + N2 + NM3 which he gives as an example
we solve it by simply verifying that all three dimensions are similar.

11.5 Conclusion
One of the primary interests of array region analyses remains their ability to deal with
programs made of several procedures. This requires translation algorithms between
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formal and actual parameter regions powerful enough to handle the frequent array
reshapes which appear in real life fortran programs.
In this context, the algorithm presented in this chapter appears as a synthesis and
extension of previously existing linear methods, such as the detection of trivial cases
| which do not cover all the types of array reshape | or full linearization | which
often results in non-linear expressions:
Synthesis because it provides a unied linear framework to handle all the cases
also solved by these two techniques, which can be viewed as the extreme cases of
our algorithm.
Extension because it broadens their application eld: The detection of trivial relations between the region descriptors of the source and target arrays combined
with partial linearization alleviates the drawbacks of full linearization and preserves the visual form of the region in the case of an interactive compiler COMMONs
declared dierently in the source and target procedures are handled, as well as
arrays of dierent types. In these last two cases, linearization is avoided as much
as possible.
However, our algorithm does not handle all possible practical cases, such as the translation between arrays declared as MAT(N,M) and V(N*M). To settle such problems, pattern
matching or non-linear techniques are necessary, ideally polynomial methods. Unfortunately, the resulting regions would contain polynomial integer constraints, and all array
region analyses, as well as subsequent analyses and program transformations, would
have to be extended to this domain, with the unavoidable complexity it generates.
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Chapitre 12

Applications dans PIPS
(Resume des chapitres 13, et 14)
Comme nous l'avons deja indique dans l'introduction, les applications possibles des
analyses de regions de tableaux sont nombreuses. Mais leur domaine d'utilisation privilegie reste celui de la parallelisation automatique. Les deux applications qui generent
les gains de performance les plus importants sont l'analyse des dependances interprocedurales et la privatisation de tableaux 29].
Triolet proposait d'utiliser les regions read et write sur-estimees pour eectuer
des analyses de dependances interprocedurales. Sa methode fut d'abord implantee dans
parafrase 162], puis dans pips 105, 139, 177]. Nous presentons dans une premiere
section l'implantation existant actuellement dans pips. En particulier, nous proposons
une solutions aux problemes dus a l'utilisation de resumes, et discutons les apports
eventuels des regions in et out. Dans le chapitre 13, nous proposons aussi, mais de
maniere plus anecdotique, d'utiliser les regions de tableaux pour ameliorer le traitement
des variables d'induction lors des tests de dependance de pips.
Dans une deuxieme section, nous proposons un nouvel algorithme de privatisation de tableaux utilisant les regions in et out, et prenant en compte les problemes
d'initialisation du tableau privatise et de mise a jour du tableau initial lorsque cela est
necessaire.

12.1 Analyse des Dependances
Dans pips, le graphe de dependances utilise pour la generation de code est construit
en deux etapes (voir gure 16.3 a la page 253) :
1. Tout d'abord, le graphe des cha^nes 1, 133] est construit a partir des eets des
instructions, ou des regions de tableaux read et write, qui expriment aussi ces
eets, mais de maniere plus precise  ceci est permis par l'utilisation d'une m^eme
structure de donnee.
2. Puis ce graphe est rane par l'application successive de tests de dependance de
complexite graduelle. Les tests les plus complexes sont bases essentiellement sur
des tests de faisabilite de polyedres convexes, comme nous le verrons ulterieurement sur des exemples.
209
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Nous montrons dans la section 12.1.1 comment les regions read et write peuvent
^etre utilisees pour eectuer ces tests de dependance. Puis nous proposons une methode
pour eviter les eets de l'utilisation systematique de regions resumees. Enn, nous
envisagerons dans la section 12.2 l'utilisation des regions in et out pour eectuer ces
tests de dependance.

12.1.1 Utilisation des regions READ et WRITE
Les sur-approximations des regions read et write fournissent une information de
m^eme nature que les eets read et write utilises dans pips pour l'etude des dependances intraprocedurales 177]. Il peuvent donc egalement ^etre utilises pour representer
les dependances. Le test de dependance consiste alors a etudier si deux regions R1 et
R2 correspondant a deux vecteurs d'iteration dierents I~ + I~1 et I~ + dI~ + I~2 (I~ etant le
vecteur d'iteration des boucles communes), peuvent contenir des elements de tableaux
identiques :

R1(I~ + I~1) \ R2(I~ + dI~ + I~2 ) =? ?
Des informations de contexte (les preconditions ) peuvent eventuellement ^etre prises
en compte  dans l'implantation actuelle, elles sont deja incluses dans les polyedres
decrivant les regions, et n'ont donc pas besoin d'^etre considerees au niveau du test de
dependance.
Une fois ce systeme de dependance construit, il ne reste plus qu'a tester sa faisabilite.
Considerons l'exemple de la procedure EXTR dans le programme de la gure 2.1
a la page 14. Il existe une dependance potentielle entre l'ensemble des elements
de tableaux lus lors de la premiere invocation de la fonction D, representee par la
region (avec I~ = j ) :
8
>
1 =
>
>
>
>
K
1+K
>
2
>
>
>
>
L
2+L
3
>
>
>
>
>
52
1
>
>
>
>
21
>
2
>
>
>
>
60
3
< 1
= > J2 = 2JA 1
>
>
K = K1
>
>
>
>
>
L = NI
>
>
>
>
>
J1
>
>
>
>
JA
>
>
>
>
>
2 J1
>
>
:
2 K1

j

R1 (j )

 
 


 
j

j




;
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et la reference en ecriture a T(J,1,NC+3), representee par :
8
>
1 = +
>
>
>
>
>
2 =1
>
>
>
>
3 = NC+3
>
>
>
>
>
J2 = 2JA-1
>
>
<
K = K1
>
L=NI
>
>
>
>
>
J1
+
>
>
>
>
+
JA
>
>
>
>
>
2
J1
>
>
:
2 K1

j dj

R2 (j + dj ) =

 j dj
j dj 



Un test de faisabilite sur l'intersection des regions donne alors l'ensemble vide :

8j R1 (j ) \ R2 (j + dj ) = ?
Ceci provient simplement du fait que dans la premiere region 2  K  K1  2,
alors que dans la seconde 2 = 1. La dependance consideree n'existe donc pas
reellement, et peut ^etre enlevee du graphe des dependances.

L'avantage d'utiliser les regions de tableaux au lieu des eets (qui donnent les
references aux elements de tableaux), est que les appels de procedure et les instructions
intraprocedurale sont traites de maniere uniforme. Par contre, des tests simples (et
rapides) sur les expressions d'indice, comme le test du gcd, ne peuvent pas ^etre utilises,
alors que cela est possible avec les references. Une solution serait de garder dans la
representation des regions la reference d'origine lorsque cela est possible (region non
resumee), an d'eectuer les tests rapides sur ces references et de ne construire le
systeme de dependance qu'en cas d'echec.

12.1.2 Resumes ou regions propres ?

L'implantation des regions presentee jusqu'a present dans cette these calcule systematiquement des regions resumees, m^eme au niveau des instructions simples. Ceci peut
avoir des consequences desastreuses.
Considerons par exemple le programme de la gure 12.1. Dans chacune des boucles
l'element de tableau A(i) est ecrit et les elements A(i-10) et A(i+10) sont lus.
Si les regions sont fusionnees systematiquement, la region obtenue pour les deux
elements lus est representee par i ; 10  1  i + 10 son intersection avec la
region representant A(i), avec i = i + di, n'est pas vide. La dependance doit
donc ^etre conservee, alors qu'elle n'existe pas reellement, et qu'elle pourrait ^etre
eliminee en utilisant les e ets au lieu des regions.

La solution que nous proposons est de ne pas fusionner les regions au niveau des
instructions simples, et de reserver ces technique a la propagation des regions. Nous
appelons les regions correspondantes les regions propres car elles ne contiennent que
les elements de tableaux references par l'instruction elle-m^eme. Ceci fait une dierence
au niveau des instructions conditionnelles et des boucles do : les regions propres d'un
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program proper
integer i,A(30)

subroutine dum1(i,j,k)
integer i,j,k
i = j + k
end

do i = 11,20
A(i) = A(i-10)+A(i+10)
enddo
do i = 11,20
call dum1(A(i), A(i-10), A(i+10))
enddo
do i = 11,20
call dum2(A(i), A(i-10)+A(i+10))
enddo
end

subroutine dum2(i,j)
integer i,j
i = j
end

Figure 12.1: Un exemple pour montrer la necessite des regions propres
sont les regions de sa condition avant fusion  et celles d'une boucle do sont les
regions de son en-t^ete  au contraire de leurs regions normales qui sont des resumes
pour l'ensemble de la structure.
Nous proposons aussi d'eviter la fusion au niveau des sites d'appel de procedure.
Nous ne remettons pas en question l'utilisation de resumes pour representer les eets
de la procedure appelee, mais uniquement lors de la traduction, lorsque les arguments
formels sont remplaces par les arguments reels correspondants. L'avantage de cette
approche appara^t mieux sur un exemple.
if

Le programme proper contient deux appels de procedure. Dans le premier, une
seule reference a un element de tableau correspond a chaque argument formel. Les
regions resumees de dum1, qui sont :

fg>
<j-r-fg>
<k-r-fg>
<i-w-

sont traduites en :

f
f
<A( 1 )-R-f
<i-R-fg>1
<A( 1 )-W<A( 1 )-R-

g

1 ==i, 11<=i<=20 >

g
11<=i<=20g>

1 ==i-10, 11<=i<=20 >
1 ==i+10,

Ici, une approche na&ve consisterait a fusionner les deux regions read du tableau A
et, comme precedemment, la dependance ne pourrait pas ^etre eliminee.

La fusion doit donc ^etre evitee a l'issue du processus de traduction.
1 Cette

region provient de la reference a i dans A(i-10) et A(i+10).
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Dans le deuxieme appel, deux references a un element de tableau correspondent
a un m^eme argument de dum2. Ceci n'est permis par la norme fortran 8] que
si l'argument formel n'est pas modi e par la procedure. Dans ce cas, la region
de l'argument formel scalaire est simplement remplacee par la region read de
l'expression passee en argument. Et l'on obtient les m^emes regions que dans le cas
precedent.

La fusion doit donc ici aussi ^etre evitee. Les regions propres sont implantees dans
pips comme un intermediaire de calcul des regions read et write. Le co^ut induit
est donc negligeable. Et ceci nous permet de paralleliser les trois boucles de l'exemple
precedent.

12.1.3 Utilisation des regions IN et OUT
Le graphe de dependance construit a l'aide des regions read et write represente les
conits de memoire. Comme les regions in et out ont ete introduites pour modeliser
le ot des valeurs, la tentation est grande de les utiliser pour construire un graphe
de dependance base sur les conits de valeurs  et ceci m^eme si les regions in et out
fournissent une information moins precise que les fonctions sources 34, 72, 147]. La
question est donc : que peut-on esperer de l'utilisation des regions in et out pour
l'analyse des dependances ?
Les regions in d'une instruction representent les elements de tableau qu'elle importe, tandis que ces regions out contiennent les elements qu'elle exporte. Ainsi, si
S1 et S2 sont deux instructions consecutives, Ri  S2 ] \ Ro  S1 ] donne une sur-approximation de l'ensemble des elements denis par S1 reutilises directement par S2 . C'est
donc bien une sur-approximation d'une dependance de valeurs. Cependant, si il existe
une instruction S10 entre S1 et S2 , alors les elements importes par S2 peuvent provenir
de S10 au lieu de S1  ce qui n'est pas exprime par Ri  S2 ] \ Ro  S1 ] , operation qui serait
executee si l'on remplacait purement et simplement les regions read et write par
les regions in et out lors de la construction du graphe des cha^nes. Ainsi certaines
dependances indirectes seraient eliminees, mais pas toutes.
En realite, eectuer les tests de dependance avec les regions in et out a ce niveau
de granularite n'apporterait pas un gain signicatif, sauf en cas d'appel de procedure
| ce qui revient a privatiser certains tableaux utilises par celle-ci. Par contre, comme
nous le verrons dans la section suivante, ces regions peuvent ^etre utilisees a un niveau
de granularite plus eleve pour detecter les regions de tableau privatisables, et donc
eliminer des dependances entre iterations.

12.2 Privatisation de Tableaux
Notre but est ici de determiner les ensembles d'elements de tableaux dont le calcul est
local a une iteration d'une boucle. Plusieurs algorithmes de privatisation de scalaires
existent deja 66, 138]. Mais il serait trop complexe de les utiliser tels quels pour
les tableaux, car cela necessiterait de pouvoir comparer ou combiner des regions de
tableaux d'instructions dierentes quelconques, tout en tenant compte des valeurs de
variables entre les etats memoire les precedant.
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Pour eviter ces problemes, nous proposons donc dans cette section d'utiliser les
regions in et out. Bien s^ur, comme ces regions sont des resumes, la precision ne sera
pas la m^eme qu'avec des extensions des methodes de privatisation de scalaires. Mais
nous pensons que les resultats obtenus seront susants pour traiter les applications
usuelles. Dans pips, les regions sont representees par des polyedres convexes. Cependant, l'algorithme que nous presentons ici est independant de toute representation.

12.2.1 Un peu de vocabulaire
Il y a a peu pres autant de denitions de la privatisabilite d'un tableau que de papiers
a ce propos 123, 166, 92, 17]. Nous presentons donc ici les dierents criteres que nous
prenons en compte.

Portee L'idee de base est de detecter les regions de tableaux utilisees comme tempo-

raires  ceci peut s'appliquer en theorie a n'importe quelle portion de programme,
pourvu que l'on puisse ensuite declarer les nouveaux tableaux locaux. Nous nous
restreignons donc ici aux boucles, pour lesquelles les langages paralleles (ou extensions paralleles de langages sequentiels) fournissent generalement les moyens
de declarer les tableaux prives. Mais nous pourrions eectuer le m^eme travail
pour les procedures.

E limination des fausses dependances Le but de la privatisation de tableaux est

d'eliminer les dependances dues a la reutilisation de parties de tableaux qui servent en realite de structures temporaires. Toutefois, il peut aussi ^etre interessant
de detecter les calculs locaux qui ne generent pas de dependances pour pouvoir
agir sur l'allocation de la memoire. Notre algorithme permettra donc les deux
approches.

Tableaux ou regions de tableaux Dans la plupart des cas, ce sont les tableaux

entiers qui sont utilises comme temporaires  mais ce n'est pas systematique, notamment pour des tableaux declares comme des variables globales. L'algorithme
presente en section 12.2.3 detecte donc les regions de tableaux privatisables.

Copy-in et Copy-out Dans certains cas de gure, le tableau est utilise comme tem-

poraire, sauf dans certaines iterations, qui importent des valeurs du tableau avant
l'execution de la boucle (copy-in ), ou qui exportent certaines valeurs vers les instructions suivant l'execution de la boucle (copy-out ). Notre algorithme permet
de traiter les deux cas a la demande, selon l'architecture consideree par exemple.

12.2.2 Notations
Dans cette section, nous considerons tous les types de boucles, boucles do et boucles
do while. Pour traiter ces derni
eres plus facilement, nous introduisons un compteur
d'iterations i, dont la valeur est 0 avant l'execution de la boucle, et k apres la k-ieme
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iteration. De plus, nous noterons Rtype (i) la region de type type correspondant a la ieme iteration. Nous ne considerons pas ici les problemes d^us aux modications d'etats
memoire  nous renvoyons pour cela le lecteur au chapitre 14.
Nous utiliserons dans notre algorithme les types de regions suivants :

Rpriv
Rcopy-out
Rcopy-in
Rout ncopy
Rin ncopy

regions privatisables
regions pour le copy-out
regions pour le copy-in
regions non candidates pour le copy-out
regions non candidates pour le copy-in

En realite, seule une sous-approximation des regions privatisables (Rpriv ) nous interesse, car cela n'aurait pas de sens de privatiser des elements de tableau dont le
calcul n'est pas eectivement local. De m^eme, il vaut mieux importer ou exporter trop
d'elements de tableaux, que pas assez. Nous calculerons donc les regions Rcopy-in et
Rcopy-out .

12.2.3 Algorithme
L'algorithme de privatisation des regions de tableaux de la gure 12.2 prend en entree trois regions dierentes (in, write, et out) correspondant a l'iteration i, et
trois valeurs booleennes indiquant les problemes a resoudre : copy in p et copy out p
prennent la valeur vrai pour resoudre les problemes de copy-in et de copy-out  et
spurious dep p prend la valeur vrai si le but est d'eliminer des fausses dependances, et
faux si une simple analyse de localite est souhaitee. La sortie consiste en trois regions,
deja presentees ci-dessus : Rpriv , Rcopy-out , et Rcopy-in .
Rin ncopy (i) contient les elements de tableaux que l'on ne doit pas importer si le
tableau est privatise. Si le copy-in n'est pas requis (etape 5), alors aucun element de
tableau importe par l'iteration ne peut faire partie de l'ensemble des elements privatises
et importes  dans le cas contraire (etape 3), les elements de tableaux privatises ne
peuvent ^etre importes que des instructions precedant la boucle, et pas des autres
iterations.
De m^eme, Rout ncopy (i) contient les elements de tableaux que l'on ne doit pas exporter s'ils sont privatises. Si le copy-out n'est pas requis (etape 10), alors les elements
exportes par la boucle ne peuvent faire partie des elements privatises et exportes  dans
le cas contraire (etape 8), les elements de tableaux privatises ne peuvent ^etre exportes
que vers les instructions suivant l'execution de la boucle, et pas vers d'autres iterations.
L'ensemble des elements privatisables est alors egal a l'ensemble des elements calcules dans l'iteration courante (Rw (i)), et qui ne sont pas interdits de privatisation
(etape 12) ! Si la privatisation n'est eectuee que pour eliminer des dependances
(etape 14), alors seuls les elements de tableaux qui sont aussi privatisables dans d'autres
iterations doivent ^etre privatises.
Enn, nous generons les ensembles d'elements de tableaux privatisables a importer
du tableau initial ou a exporter vers celui-ci. Quand le copy-in et le copy-out ne sont
pas permis, ces ensembles sont vides. Sinon, les elements a importer sont ceux qui
sont privatisables, et dont la valeur est importee par l'iteration courante (etape 17) 
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1.

entr
ee :

2.

si

3.
4.

copy in p alors
Rin ncopy(i) = Ri(i) \

finsi

7.

si

8.

copy out p alors
Rout ncopy(i) = Ro(i) \

finsi

Rpriv(i) = ( Rw (i)

13.

si

14.

finsi

16.

si

17.

Ri(i)

Rin ncopy(i))

Rout ncopy(i)

copy in p

alors

Rcopy-in(i) = Ri(i) \ Rpriv(i)

sinon

Rcopy-in(i) = :?

19.
20.

finsi

21.

si

24.

i0 >i

spurious dep p alors
Rpriv(i) = (Rpriv(i) \ Si0<i Rpriv(i0 ))
 (Rpriv(i) \ Si0>i Rpriv(i0))

15.

23.

S

Rout ncopy(i) = Ro(i)

12.

22.

Rw (i)

sinon

10.

18.

i0 <i

Rin ncopy(i) = Ri(i)

6.

11.

S

sinon

5.

9.

Ri(i), Rw (i), Ro(i), copy in p , copy out p, spurious dep p

copy out p alors
Rcopy-out(i) = Ro(i) \ Rpriv(i)

sinon

Rcopy-out(i) = :?

25.

finsi

26.

sortie :

Rpriv(i), Rcopy-out(i), Rcopy-in(i)

Figure 12.2: Algorithme de detection des regions de tableaux privatisables
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et ceux a exporter sont ceux qui sont privatisables, et dont les valeurs sont exportees
par l'iteration courante.

12.3 Autres travaux et Conclusion
Nous avons montre dans cette partie comment les analyses de regions de tableaux
presentees precedemment sont utilisees dans pips pour analyser les dependances. Nous
avons notamment montre la necessite d'utiliser les regions read et write propres au
lieu des regions resumees, et de disposer d'algorithmes speciques pour utiliser les
informations supplementaires fournies par les regions in et out.
Nous avons a cet eet montre comment elles pouvaient ^etre utilisees pour detecter
les regions de tableau privatisables. L'algorithme propose permet entre autres de
resoudre les problemes d'initialisation du tableau privatise (copy-in ) et de mise a jour
(copy-out ) du tableau initial si certaines valeurs doivent ^etre importees ou exportees,
et ceci de maniere uniforme.
Les travaux sur l'analyse de dependance a l'aide de regions de tableaux sont tres
nombreux 162, 163, 122, 37, 19, 98, 99, 35, 92]. Les dierences portent essentiellement
sur le type de representation choisi pour les ensembles d'elements de tableaux, et les
tests de dependance utilises, de maniere a obtenir un compromis entre precision et
complexite.
Une autre tendance actuelle est d'utiliser les dependances directes 34, 72, 147]
pour generer du code, au lieu des dependances sur la memoire, de maniere a detecter
le parallelisme cache par la reutilisation des variables. Ces analyses sont tres precises,
mais assez co^uteuses, et imposent souvent des restrictions sur le langage source.
Une approche intermediaire est de faire preceder l'analyse des dependances standard par une phase de privatisation de tableaux, et la encore plusieurs algorithmes
bases sur l'utilisation des regions de tableaux ont ete proposes 164, 92, 123], qui soit
sont moins generaux que le n^otre, soit utilisent des analyses de natures dierentes, et
sont donc moins uniformes.
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Chapter 13

Dependence Analysis
As stated in the introduction, array regions have numerous potential applications. But
even if they could be used in specic areas, their main interest remains in the domain
of automatic parallelization. The purpose of this part is to describe two applications
in this eld, which are implemented in pips: This chapter is devoted to dependence
analysis, and the next one to array region privatization, which has been shown to be
of paramount importance to achieve good performances 29].
Triolet originally proposed to use over-approximate read and write array regions to enhance dependence tests across procedure boundaries, which hide actual
array references. His approach was rst implemented in paraphrase 162], work later
resumed within the framework of pips 105, 139, 177]. In this chapter, we more thoroughly, though still informally, describe the use of array regions in pips to disprove
dependences. In particular, we propose solutions to problems due to summarization
and induction variables. And we discuss the use of in and out regions to further
enhance dependence analysis.
The organization of the chapter is the following. Section 13.1 describes pips dependence analysis framework. The next section is devoted to the extension of this
framework using array regions. The related work is nally quickly reviewed in Section 13.3.

13.1 PIPS Dependence Analysis Framework
In pips the ultimate dependence graph used for code generation is built in several
phases (see Figure 16.3 on Page 253):

Eects (see Appendix A, Section A.2.1) gather information about read and

written scalar and array references. For assignments, each eect merely contains
the actual reference (that is to say the name of variable, and its subscripts in case
of an array) and the nature of the memory operation (read or write). To handle
procedure calls, eects are propagated backwards interprocedurally. During the
translation process, eects on array variables are enlarged to the whole variable,
thus loosing accuracy. The translated eects are used at call sites in the same
manner as intraprocedural eects.
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Use-def, def-use and def-def chains 1, 133] are built from eects or array

regions the result is an initial dependence graph: Each node represents a statement edges correspond to dependences and are annotated with lists of conicts.
A conict is a pair of eects, the rst one being the source of the dependence,
and the second one its target. The nature of the conict (ow- anti- or outputdependence) is given by the nature (write or read) of the source and target
eects. There is no dependence test for arrays at this level: Edges are added in
the dependence graph on the sole basis of variable names given by eects.
A dependence test is then applied to each conict. Dependences on scalars
are assumed, but more work is performed on arrays. The result is a dependence
graph with hopefully less edges than in the original graph. In addition, each
remaining conict is annotated with the level of the dependence.
pips dependence test is a gradual test: It rst applies inexpensive techniques such
as the constant consistency test or the gcd test (which tests whether the gcd of the
coecients in a dependence equation divides the constant). If the dependence still
holds after these quick tests, a dependence system is built, and more expensive tests
are applied: Consistency test, feasibility test, and lexicopositivity tests. When all these
successive tests fail, the dependence is assumed and the corresponding dependence level
is computed from the dependence system representation.
Quick tests are directly applied on reference subscripts. But for the more complicated tests, a dependence system is built, represented by a convex polyhedron. Two
types of constraints are used:

Dependence constraints are directly derived from the references. Let I~ denote the

iteration vector of the common enclosing loops of the two references, I~1 and I~2
the iteration vector of the remaining loops for respectively the rst and second
references. Let r1 (I~ + I~1 ) and r2 (I~ + dI~ + I~2 ) represent the access vectors of the
two references respectively at iterations I~ and I~ + dI~ of the common enclosing
loops. If there exists I~, I~1 , I~2 and dI~ such that r1 (I~ + I~1 ) = r2 (I~ + dI~ + I~2 ), then
the dependence must be assumed.
For instance, in the following loop nest,
do I = 1,N
do J = 1,N
A(I,I) = A(I,J+K)
enddo
enddo

there is a potential dependence between references A(I,I) and A(I,J+K),
respectively at iterations I~ = ( i j )T and I~ + dI~ = ( i + di j + dj )T .
We have:

r1 (I~) =

i
i

r2 (I~ + dI~) =

!

i + di
j + dj + K

!
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The dependence constraints are thus:
(

i = i + di
i = j + dj + K

Here the dependence cannot be disproved.

Another dependence constraint, the lexicopositivity constraint dI~ > 0, is also
added in the most advanced test, to eliminate inner level dependences. It is not
added in the dependence system for the rst tests, because inner level dependences may be useful for some program transformations, such as code distribution 4].

Context constraints Depending on

pips compilation options, some context con-

straints may be taken into account when building the dependence system. They
can merely be loop bounds (in the above example 1 i N and 1 j N), but
also preconditions, that is to say general constraints about the program variable
values. We denote P1 (I~ + I~1 ) and P2 (I~ + dI~ + I~2 ) the context information associated with the rst reference at iteration I~ + I~1 and the second at iteration
I~ + dI~+ I~2 . If there is a dependence between the two reference, then it must verify
the context condition. The dependence system is built by merely appending the
dependence equations, P1 (I~ + I~1 ) and P2 (I~ + dI~ + I~2 ), to the initial system.
In the previous example, the dependence cannot be resolved if no information
about the value of K is available. If the preconditions are:

P1 (I~) = f1  i  N 1  j  N N  Kg
P2 (I~) = f1  i + di  N 1  j + dj  N N  Kg
the dependence system becomes,
8
>
= +
>
>
>
>
= +
>
>
>
>
>
< N K

i i di
i j dj + K



>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
:

1iN
1jN
1  i + di  N
1  j + dj  N

and the dependence can be disproved by a feasibility test.

Up to now, we have not considered loop nests in which variables other than the loop
index vary. Automatic induction variable substitution is not implemented in pips1 .
Nevertheless, the dependence test safely handles variables modied within enclosing
loops. Let K~ denote the vector of such variables (excluding loop indices). Then,
exactly as I~ is replaced by I~ + dI~ in the terms or constraints corresponding to the
second reference, K~ is similarly replaced by K~ + dK~ .
In the following program, taken from pips non-regression tests,
1 But

some information is already available from the preconditions.
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j = 1
do i = 1, n
A(j) = A(j) + A(j-1)
j = j + 2
enddo

there is a potential dependence between the write reference to A(j) and the read
reference to A(j-1). However, j is modi ed in the loop body. The dependence
equation is thus
j = j + dj ; 1
pips gives a few additional context constraints, and the dependence system becomes:
8
j = j + dj ; 1
>
>
>
>
>
< j =2i;1
j + dj = 2  i + 2  di ; 1
>
>
>
1in
>
>
:
1  i + di  n
The rst constraint simpli es to dj = 1, and the third one to dj = 2  di, which
are incompatible. The solution set is therefore empty, and the dependence is
disproved.

However, this technique fails to disprove some dependences whenever the relations
between the values of the loop index and the loop variants is not available, as in the
following contrived example:

j = foo()
do i = 1, n
a(j) = 0.0
j = j + 1
b(i) = a(j-1)
enddo

Using the preconditions discovered by pips, the dependence system built for the
dependence between A(j) and A(j-1) is:
8
>
<
>
:

j = j + dj ; 1
1in
1  i + di  n

The information available from preconditions is not sucient to disprove the dependence, whereas it does not actually exist.

Using eects to perform a dependence analysis can be done very eectively 177]
whenever there is no procedure calls, and relations between loop indices and induction
variables are perfectly known, through preconditions. However, if array elements are
referenced by a procedure call, or if induction variables are unknown, the test may fail.
We show in the next section how to partially alleviate these problems using array
regions.
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13.2 Using Regions to Disprove Dependences
In pips, array regions are of the same type as eects: They contain a reference giving
the variable name and its descriptors instead of the actual subscripts (eg. A( 1 , 2 )
instead of A(I,I)) in addition, they include a polyhedron which describes the region,
polyhedron which is undened in the case of eects. Array regions can thereby be used
in the same way as eects to build chains. But for the dependence test, a dierent
type of information is available: Two polyhedra are provided instead of two references.
We show in the rst section how the dependence test is applied. Then, we discuss
the impact of summarization techniques on the accuracy of the dependence test. The
problem of variables modied within the loop nest is then considered. Finally, we
investigate the possible consequences of using in and out regions instead of more
traditional read and write regions for the dependence test.

13.2.1 Using read and write regions
Over-approximate read and write regions provide an information of the same nature as read and write eects. They can thus be used in the same way to model
dependences. However, the representation is not similar.
For instance, a written reference A(I,I) is represented by the e ect
<A(I,I)-W-

fg>

and the region
<A( 1 , 2 )-W-

f

g

1 ==I, 2 ==I >

The dependence test suite must therefore be slightly modied. With eects, the question is whether a reference may be the same as another one, across iterations. The new
problem now is to nd whether two array regions, corresponding to iterations I~ + I~1
and I~ + dI~ + I~2 , R1 (I~ + I~1 ) and R2 (I~ + dI~ + I~2 ), may contain the same array elements:

R1 (I~ + I~1 ) \ R2(I~ + dI~ + I~2 ) =? ?
Here, the dependence system is R1 (I~ + I~1 ) \ R2 (I~ + dI~ + I~2 ) instead of
;


r1 (I~ + I~1 ) = r2 (I~ + dI~ + I~2 ) \ P1 (I~ + I~1 ) \ P2 (I~ + dI~ + I~2 )

in the case of eects. Notice that preconditions are not used anymore because in the
present implementation they are included in regions. Once the dependence system has
been built, the usual suite of dependence tests can be performed.
Let us take as an example the subroutine EXTR in Figure 2.1 on Page 14. There is
a potential dependence between the array elements read by the rst invocation of
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function D, represented by the region (with I~ = j ):
8
>
1 =j
>
>
>
>
K
 2 1+K
>
>
>
>
>
L
 3 2+L
>
>
>
>
>
1  52
>
>
>
>
>
2  21
>
>
>
>
< 1  3  60
R1 (j ) = > J2 = 2JA ; 1
>
>
K = K1
>
>
>
>
>
L = NI
>
>

j

>
>
>
J1
>
>
>
>
JA
>
>
>
>
>
2 J1
>
>
:
2 K1

j




and the write reference to T(J,1,NC+3), represented by:
8
>
1 = j + dj
>
>
>
>
>
2 =1
>
>
>
>
>
> 3 = NC+3
>
>
>
J2 = 2JA-1
>
>
<
R2 (j + dj ) = > K = K1
L=NI
>
>
>
>
>
J1
+
>
>
>
>
+
JA
>
>
>
>
>
2 J1
>
>
:
2 K1

 j dj
j dj 



And a feasibility test easily nds that
8j R1 (j ) \ R2 (j + dj ) = ?
It merely comes from the fact that in the rst region
the second 2 = 1.

2

 K  K1  2, while in

The advantage of using array regions instead of eects (or references) is that procedure calls and intraprocedural statements can be uniformly and accurately handled.
The counterpart is that cheap tests cannot be performed anymore because the subscripts are not available in array regions. A solution would be to keep actual references
in the regions corresponding to intraprocedural statements, perform the quick dependence tests whenever the initial regions contain actual references, and switch to the
region polyhedra only if the rst tests fail, or if at least one region corresponds to a
procedure call (ie. does not include an actual reference).

13.2.2 Summarization versus proper regions

The choices made in the previous part of this thesis imply that summarization is intensively used for the computation of array regions, even at the level of mere assignments.
However, this approach may have dramatic consequences.
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Consider for instance the program of Figure 13.1. In each loop the array element
A(i) is written, and elements A(i-10) and A(i+10) are read. If regions are
systematically merged, the region for the two read elements is represented by
i ; 10  1  i + 10, whose intersection with the region for A(i), with i = i + di,
is not empty. Thus a dependence must be assumed, whereas it does not actually
exists, and could be removed using e ects instead of regions!

program proper
integer i,A(30)
do i = 11,20
A(i) = A(i-10)+A(i+10)
enddo
do i = 11,20
call dum1(A(i), A(i-10), A(i+10))
enddo
do i = 11,20
call dum2(A(i), A(i-10)+A(i+10))
enddo
end

subroutine dum1(i,j,k)
integer i,j,k
i = j + k
end
subroutine dum2(i,j)
integer i,j
i = j
end

Figure 13.1: A sample program to advocate proper regions
The solution we propose is to avoid merging at the level of simple instructions, or
expressions, and to reserve summarization techniques to the propagation phase of array
regions. We call the resulting regions proper regions, because they contain the regions
accessed by the current statement itself. This makes a dierence for if conditionals
and do loops: The proper regions of an if are the regions of the condition, and for the
do loop, they are the regions of the range whereas their normal regions are summaries
for the whole construct.
Avoiding summarization does not only apply to assignments, but also to procedure
calls, and more precisely to actual arguments. We do not question summarization for
the procedure called, but during the translation process, when formal arguments are
replaced by actual ones. Let us take an example to illustrate this.
Program proper contains two procedure calls. In the rst one, exactly one array
reference corresponds to each formal argument. The summary regions of dum1,
which are:

fg>
fg>
<k-r-fg>
<i-w<j-r-

are translated into
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f
f
<A( 1 )-R-f
<i-R-fg>2
<A( 1 )-W<A( 1 )-R-

g

1 ==i, 11<=i<=20 >

g
g

1 ==i-10, 11<=i<=20 >
1 ==i+10, 11<=i<=20 >

Here a naive approach would merge the two read regions for array A and the
dependence would not be disproved.

Summarization must thus be avoided after the translation process.
In the second call, two array references correspond to the second formal argument
of dum2. This can only appear when the formal argument is a read scalar variable.
In this case, the region of the scalar argument is merely replaced by the regions
of the expression passed as an argument.

So, summarization must also be avoided when computing the regions of an expression.
Using these techniques, pips was able to successfully parallelize the three loops in
proper.
Computing proper regions can be done while computing normal read and write
regions, with no signicant overhead: For assignments, proper regions are rst computed a copy is made, to be later stored in the PROPER REGIONS resource handled by
pipsdbm (see Appendix A for more details) then, a summary is computed to be stored
in the REGIONS resource, and to be propagated along the program representation for
further computations.

13.2.3 Handling variable modications

We have seen in Section 13.1 that variables modied within loop nests may not be
accurately handled. Besides implementing induction variable substitution, another
solution is to use array regions. Our purpose is not to formally describe the method,
but to merely illustrate it with an example.
We consider the contrived example already presented in Section 13.1, along with
its read and write regions:

c
c
c
c
c

c
c

2 This

j = foo()
do i = 1, n
----- loop body ---<a( 1 )-W- 1==j,1<=i<=n >
<a( 1 )-R- 1==j,1<=i<=n >
-------------------<a( 1 )-W- 1==j,1<=i<=n >
a(j) = 0.0
j = j + 1
<a( 1 )-R- 1==j-1,1<=i<=n >
<b( 1 )-W- 1==i,1<=i<=n >
b(i) = a(j-1)
enddo

f
f

g
g

f

g

f
f

g

g

region comes from the reference to i in A(i-10) and A(i+10).
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The regions of the loop body refer to the same memory store. Hence, the letter j which appears in the two polyhedra refers to a unique value for a given
iteration. However, both regions still depend on j, whose value is unknown. The
idea is to use the transformer of the loop: As shown in Section 8.5, it gives an
over-approximation of the loop invariant, and can be used to get rid of variables
modi ed within the loop.
In our example, this transformer is T(j) fj==j#init+i-1g, j#init denoting the
value of j before the execution of the loop. Composing regions of the loop body
with this transformer, we get:

f
f

<a( 1 )-W<a( 1 )-R-

g
1 ==j#init+i-1,1<=i<=ng>

1 ==j#init+i-1,1<=i<=n >

Both regions do not depend anymore on the value of j, and solely rely on the loop
index and loop invariants. The usual dependence test can now be applied. The
dependence system is (with j 0 = j#init):
8
>
>
>
<

= j0 + i ; 1
0
1 = j + i + di ; 1
1

1in
1  i + di  n
The rst two equations lead to di = 0, which does not correspond to a loop carried
dependence.
>
>
>
:

Preconditions solely gives the values of variables against each other, and against
the input memory store of the routine. However, they cannot track values as soon
as non-linear expressions are involved. On the contrary using transformers leads to
regions which depend on the loop index, and the values of variables in the store just
preceding the loop. The main dierence is that preconditions give a static information,
while transformers give a dynamic information.
However, this method has a major drawback. Using the region summaries of the
loop body amounts to coalescing the inner statements into a single one. In particular,
actual references are lost. This may be sucient to disprove loop carried dependences,
but either the inner level dependences must be kept or another analysis must be performed. Another drawback is due to the choice in pips to summarize as soon as possible. Hence array regions of the loop body may sometimes be coarse approximations
of the actual references.

13.2.4 Using in and out regions

Up to now, the dependence graph is built using read and write regions, hence represents memory based dependences. Since in and out regions have been introduced
to model the ow of values, the temptation is high to use them to build value based
dependence graphs. However, in and out regions carry less information than source
functions 34, 72, 147] for instance, because they do not keep trace of the precise references responsible for the accesses they collectively represent. The question therefore
is: What can be achieved using in and out regions?
in regions of a statement represent the array elements it imports, while its out
regions contain the elements it exports. Hence, if S1 and S2 are two consecutive
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statements, Ri  S2 ] \ Ro  S1 ] gives an over-approximation of the set of elements which
are dened by S1 and directly reused in S2 . This is an over-approximation of the value
based dependences. However, if S1 and S2 are not consecutive, for instance if there
exists S10 in between, then the elements imported by S2 may come from S10 instead
of S1  this is not expressed in Ri  S2 ] \ Ro  S1 ] , operation which would be performed
if we merely replaced read by in regions and write by out regions when building
chains. Hence some spurious memory based dependences are removed, but not all of
them. Let us take an example to show the advantages and consequences of using in
and out regions.
Let us consider the sample program of Figure 13.2. A temporary array is de ned
and immediately reused within the call to bar. The same pattern is later found
inside the same loop, but expanded in the calling procedure foo.
If we merely use the in and out regions corresponding to simple instructions
(assignments and calls), we must assume a loop carried dependence between s2
and s3, because s2 exports elements which are imported by s3. However, no
dependence is found between s1 and the other statements, because the in and
out regions of bar are empty sets, work being used as a temporary .
Let us now examine dependences at a higher granularity. The in and out regions
corresponding to the call to bar for the array work are empty sets it is the same
for the j loop, considered as a single compound statement. Thus, there is no
value-based dependence between these two parts of the code: The i loop can be
parallelized, provided that there is no dependence in the hidden parts of code,
that work is renamed in bar, and that a local array replaces work in the j loop.

subroutine foo
common/tmp/work(1000)
...
do i = 1,n
s1
call bar
do j = 1,n
do k = 1, 1000
s2
work(k) = ...
enddo
....
do k = 1, 1000
s3
... = work(k)
enddo
enddo
enddo

subroutine bar
common/tmp/work(1000)
do k = 1, 1000
work(k) = ...
enddo
....
do k = 1, 1000
... = work(k)
enddo
end

Figure 13.2: Example: How to use in and out regions to eliminate dependences
To summarize, in and out regions could be used exactly as read and write
regions to build the dependence graph. However, there is little room for any gain at this
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granularity. The sole interest is when there are procedure calls. But we have also seen
that some gain can be expected at a higher granularity, especially when arrays are used
as temporaries. Unfortunately, this is not handled by the usual dependence analysis
scheme, and a particular analysis is devoted in pips to the detection of privatizable
array sections (see Chapter 14).

13.3 Related Work
There has been a lot of work over the years about dependence analysis techniques,
the main issues being complexity and accuracy: Cheap tests, such as the gcd test
and Banerjee's test 20] perform well on many cases, but more complex algorithms
based on the Fourier-Motzkin pair-wise elimination method, or on the simplex,
are necessary to achieve a good accuracy. Therefore, dependence tests combining
successive individual tests have been suggested 35, 105, 129, 175, 143]. If an individual
test concludes to the existence or non-existence of a solution, then the analysis is
complete, otherwise a more complicated test is applied. pips dependence test ranks
among these approaches 105, 177].
However, most of the above studies only deal with individual references, and not
with compound instructions, such as procedures. To analyze dependences across procedure boundaries, Triolet introduced a novel approach, based on array regions.
Section 13.2.1 shows how this technique is applied in pips. Related works are numerous 162, 163, 122, 37, 19, 98, 99, 35, 92], the main issues being again complexity and
accuracy, but with respect to the representation of array regions. More details on these
studies can be found in Chapters 8 and 11.
In most parallelizing compilers (petit 176], paraphrase-2 142], fiat/suif 92],
panorama 135], : : : ), induction variables are recognized and substituted 4, 3, 174,
180, 69], and dependence tests do not have to deal with variables modied in loop
bodies. While this may sometimes allow to disprove dependences, this may also lead
to non-linear subscripts, which often prevent subsequent dependence tests. Several
studies have been dedicated to solving such problems in the general case 68, 97, 30, 89,
176]. By using regions, some dependences may be disproved, whereas other techniques
based on linear algebra may fail. Consider for instance the program of Figure 13.3.
After induction variable substitution, array subscripts are non-linear, and an advanced
dependence test is required. On the contrary, using array regions of the inner-loop
body, we can deduce that there is no loop-carried dependence between a(k) and a(k-1)
at the innermost loop level.
All the previously cited works deal with memory based dependences. However,
these techniques fail to discover parallelism hidden by variable reuse. Several approaches have therefore been designed to study value based dependences 34, 72, 130,
147]. They chiey dier on the algorithms used to compute the dependences, which has
an eect on complexity, and the restrictions on the source language (see Sections 6.10
and 14.5). in and out regions were not designed to achieve the same accuracy as these
methods. However, we have seen that they can be used to disprove interprocedural
value based dependences, which is not done in the previously cited works. This is less
accurate than the method proposed by Leservot 121], but the source language is
much less restricted.
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k = foo()
do i = 1, n
do j = 1,n
a(k) = 0.0
k = k + 1
b(k) = a(k-1)
enddo
enddo

induction
variable
substitution
=)

k0 = foo()
do i = 1, n
do j = 1,n
a(k0+n*(i-1)+j-1) = 0.0
b(k0+n*(i-1)+j) =
a(k0+n*(i-1)+j-1)
enddo
enddo

Figure 13.3: Drawbacks of induction variable substitution

13.4 Conclusion
We have seen how easily convex array regions can be integrated in pips dependence
analysis framework. Some precautions are nevertheless necessary to avoid losing accuracy where more classical dependence tests perform well. In particular, merging
regions must be avoided at the level of simple statements, basically assignments and
procedure calls, that is to say before any intraprocedural propagation. We call this
type of information proper regions to recall that they exactly correspond to the statement they are attached to. Proper regions are implemented in pips as an intermediary
of read and write region propagation: No additional analysis is thus needed.
Array regions could also be used to more eciently disprove loop-carried dependences when there are induction variables. This is mainly due to the fact that for
regions the reference memory store is dynamic, hence can be the closest one whereas
for preconditions, it is the entry store of the procedure.
in and out regions can readily be used to disprove some value based dependences.
However, apart from specic cases, no gain can be expected at a ne granularity, such
as in pips dependence test: A coarser grain, such as procedure calls and whole loops or
sequences of instructions, is necessary to be able to eciently take them into account.
The result would be a dependence graph in which some value based dependences have
been removed. However, many memory based dependences still exist, and variables
must be at least renamed to avoid memory clashes during execution. Since using in
and out regions is equivalent to declare arrays or array sections as local variables, a
specic analysis has been preferred in pips. This is the object of the next chapter.

Chapter 14

Array Privatization
Recent studies 79, 29] have highlighted the need for advanced program optimizations to
deal with memory management issues when compiling programs for massively parallel
machines or hierarchical memory systems. For instance, Blume and Eigenmann 29]
have shown that array privatization could greatly enhance the amount of potential
parallelism in sequential programs. This technique basically aims at discovering array
regions that are used as temporaries in loops, and can thus be replaced by local copies
on each processor. Basically, an array region is said to be privatizable in a loop if
each read of an array element is preceded by a write in the same iteration, and several
dierent iterations may access each privatized array element 123, 166]. Solving such
problems requires a precise intra- and inter-procedural analysis of array data ow, that
is to say how individual array element values are dened and used (or ow ) during
program execution. In this chapter, we show how in and out regions can be used to
detect privatizable array regions.
The rst section reviews several denitions of array privatization and related issues.
Our algorithm is then presented in Section 14.2. Section 14.4 discusses code generation
issues. The related work is then presented in Section 14.5.

14.1 Several Denitions
There are almost as many denitions of array privatizability as papers about it 123,
166, 92, 17]. In this section, we try to distinguish the dierent criteria for array
privatizability which are used in these denitions we discuss their usefulness, and give
our own denition.

Scope The basic idea is to detect arrays or array regions that are used as temporaries

in a particular fragment of code or lexical scope. When parallelizing scientic programs,
the purpose is to eliminate spurious dependences between dierent iterations of a loop
in order to parallelize it, as for scalar privatization 66, 138]. However, such techniques
could also be used to restructure dusty desks, for instance by detecting arrays which
are only used as local variables in several subroutines, but are declared as global
variables to limit memory usage on a particular architecture, thus preventing further
transformations. in and out regions would provide the necessary informations to
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perform this type of privatization. However, we will only focus in this chapter on
array privatization for loops.

Eliminating false dependences As just stated, our purpose is to eliminate spu-

rious dependences (i.e. anti- and output-dependences) across iterations of a loop in
order to expose parallelism. Such dependences appear when common parts of an array are used as temporaries by several iterations. However, detecting arrays used as
temporaries even when it generates no dependence is also of interest for memory allocation. An application is the compilation of signal processing applications based on
dynamic single assignment. Although we primarily focus on eliminating dependences,
we will present in the next section the changes necessary when dependence removal is
not the main concern.

Arrays or array sections In most cases, whole arrays are used as temporaries.

However, it might not always be the case, for instance on array boundaries, or for
global variables, which are declared once and used in several dierent ways along the
program. In these cases, it is necessary to detect which part of the array is actually
used as a temporary to allocate the minimum amount of memory for the new local
array. This is what we call array region privatization .

Copy-in and copy-out In some cases, the array is used as a temporary, except in

some iterations, which import some of its values from the instructions preceding the
loop, or which exports some of its values towards the instructions following the loop.
The rst problem is often called the copy-in problem, and the second one, the copy-out
or nalization problem.
Indeed, when these problems occur, the array is not an actual temporary data
structure. However, it can be handled as such by declaring it as a local array, and
importing (resp. exporting) the necessary elements from (resp. to) the original array.
This is very similar to generating communications for a distributed memory machine.
In our algorithm, both problems are handled, but this can be toggled o depending
on circumstances such as the target architecture for instance. In a previous work 17],
the copy-in problem was not considered.
To summarize, the algorithm presented in the next section detects privatizable array
regions when it is required, it handles the copy-in and copy-out problems and though
our primary goal is to remove spurious dependences, this feature can be toggled o for
specic applications.

14.2 Array Region Privatizability Detection
The purpose is to nd the set of array elements whose computation is local to a
particular iteration of a loop. Several algorithms for scalar privatization have already
been designed 66, 138]. However, they cannot be used as such because they would
involve comparing or combining regions from any dierent statements, and it would be
too expensive to compute the relations between the values of variables in the memory
stores preceding these statements ( (n;1)(2 n;2) transformers for n statements, plus region
combinations).
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To avoid these problems, we propose in this chapter to use in and out regions.
Of course, since in and out regions are summaries, some accuracy may be lost, in
comparison with an extension of traditional scalar privatization algorithms. However,
we expect that the accuracy will be sucient for usual applications. In pips, regions
are represented as convex polyhedra. However, the algorithm presented here is very
general and does not rely on the chosen representation. To improve the precision of the
results, in particular when computing the dierence of two regions, or when eliminating
variables, more powerful representations can thus be used.

14.2.1 Notations

In this chapter, we consider all types of loops, DO and WHILE loops. To handle the latter
more easily, we introduce an iteration counter i, whose value is 0 before the loop, and
k after k iterations.
We are interested in properties of one particular iteration, for instance the i-th
iteration. Referring to these properties with the notations used in Chapter 6 would
yield very long and unreadable equations. We thus adopt the following notations,
assuming that Rtype is an exact region of type type .

Rtype(i) = Rtype do
and,



i0 <i

Rtype (i0) = Rtype i0 = 0 do

C S ] T  fS gi;1 ]

while( )

C

i0 < i) S  i0 = i0 + 1]]

while( .and.

The corresponding approximations are similarly dened.
Finally, we will use the following new types of regions, only dened for loop bodies,
and equal to the empty set otherwise:

Rpriv
Rcopy-out
Rcopy-in
Rout ncopy
Rin ncopy

private array regions
copy-out array regions
copy-in array regions
array regions not candidate for copy-out
array regions not candidate for copy-in
In fact, we only need an under-approximation of private array regions, that is to say,
array elements which are certainly private. It would have no meaning to privatize
array elements which may not actually be private. Similarly, if we do not import or
export enough array elements when handling copy-in and copy-out problems, referring
to them afterwards may yield unknown values. We thus compute over-approximations
of Rcopy-in and Rcopy-out .

14.2.2 Algorithm

This section presents the algorithm used in pips to detect privatizable array regions.
It takes as input three dierent regions corresponding to the current loop body (iteration i): in, write, and out regions And also three boolean values, to indicate
which problem has to be solved: copy in p and copy out p are set to true to handle
copy-in and copy-out problems, and spurious dep p is set to true when the purpose is
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to remove anti- and output-dependences, and set to false when a mere locality analysis
is desired. The ouput consists in three regions, which were presented above: Rpriv ,
Rcopy-out , and Rcopy-in, whatever the input options are.
1.

input:

2.

if

3.
4.

copy in p then
Rin ncopy(i) = Ri(i) \

endif

7.

if

8.

copy out p then
Rout ncopy(i) = Ro(i) \

endif

Rpriv(i) = ( Rw (i)

13.

if

14.

Ri(i)

Rout ncopy(i)

S

Rpriv(i0 ))
 (Rpriv(i) \ Si0 >i Rpriv(i0 ))

endif

16.

if

copy in p

i0 <i

then

Rcopy-in(i) = Ri(i) \ Rpriv(i)

17.

else

19.

Rcopy-in(i) = :?

20.

endif

21.

if

24.

i0 >i

Rin ncopy(i))

spurious dep p then
Rpriv(i) = (Rpriv(i) \

15.

23.

S

Rout ncopy(i) = Ro(i)

12.

22.

Rw (i)

else

10.

18.

i0 <i

Rin ncopy(i) = Ri(i)

6.

11.

S

else

5.

9.

Ri (i), Rw (i), Ro(i), copy in p , copy out p, spurious dep p

copy out p then
Rcopy-out(i) = Ro(i) \ Rpriv(i)

else

Rcopy-out(i) = :?

25.

endif

26.

output:

Rpriv(i), Rcopy-out(i), Rcopy-in(i)

Rin ncopy (i) contains the array elements which are not allowed to be imported if the

array is privatized. If copy-in is not required (Step 5), then no array element which is
imported by the iteration can belong to the set of element which will be imported and
privatized. If copy-in is required (Step 3), privatized array elements can be imported,
but solely from the statements preceding the loop, and not from the other iterations.
Similarly, Rout ncopy (i) contains the array elements which are not allowed to be
exported if the array is privatized. If copy-out is not required (Step 10), then no array
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element which is exported by the iteration can belong to the set of elements which
will be exported and privatized. If copy-out is required (Step 8), array elements can
be exported, but solely to the statements following the loop, and not to the other
iterations.
Then, the set of privatizable elements is equal to the set of elements which are
computed in the current iteration (Rw (i)) and which are allowed to be imported or
exported before and after the loop (Step 12). If privatization is performed in order to
remove spurious dependences (Step 14), then only array elements which may also be
private in other iterations are to be taken into account.
At last, we generate over-approximations of the copy-in and copy-out regions.
When copy-in or copy-out are not allowed, empty regions are returned. When they
are allowed, copy-in regions are regions which are private and whose value is imported
(Step 17). And copy-out regions are regions which are private and whose values are
exported (Step 22).

14.3 Example
Let us compute the private regions of the outermost loop in the program of Figure 5.2.
We only consider the array WORK, since the array A does not generate any inter-loop
dependence. According to Section 8.5, the input to the privatization algorithm is the
following:
Rw (i) = Rw (i) = f%1  %2 : 1 %1 n ^ k + i ; 1 %2 k + ig
Ri(i) = ?
Ro(i) = ?
k and n being the values of k and n before the execution of the loop and,
copy in p = true
copy out p = true
spurious dep p = true
Since no element of WORK is neither imported nor exported by any iteration of the
loop, Steps 3 and 8 rst give:
Rin ncopy (i) = ?
Rout ncopy (i) = ?
The candidate privatizable region at Step 12 therefore is:
Rpriv (i) = Rw (i) = f%1 %2 : 1 %1 n ^ k + i ; 1 %2 k + ig
Since spurious dep p = true, we must then update this result according to Step 14.
We successively have:


i0 <i


i0 >i

Rpriv(i0 ) = f%1  %2 : 1 %1 n ^ k %2 k + i ; 1g
Rpriv(i0 ) = f%1  %2 : 1 %1 n ^ k + i %2 ng

Rpriv(i) = f%1  %2 : 1 %1 n ^ k + i ; 1 %2 k + ig
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K0 = FOO()
DOALL I = 1, N
PRIVATE WORK,J,K
K = K0+I-1
DOALL J = 1, N
WORK(J,K) = J+K
ENDDO
CALL INC1(K)
DOALL J = 1, N
WORK(J,K) = J*J-K*K
ENDDO
DO J = 1, N
A(I) = A(I)+WORK(J,K)+WORK(J,K-1)
ENDDO
ENDDO

Figure 14.1: Parallel version of the program of Figure 5.2
Steps 17 and 22 then give:

Rcopy-in(i) = ?
Rcopy-out (i) = ?
Therefore, the computations concerning the array WORK are entirely local to each iteration, and it can be privatized. Since the current implementation in pips can only
privatize whole arrays, the code generation phase does not take advantage of the fact
that only a small part of the array is actually private. After performing induction
variable substitution by hand, pips generates the parallel code of Figure 14.1.
We can now assume that part of the array WORK is reused after the execution of the
loop, and that, for instance,

Ro(i) = f%1  %2 : 1 %1 n ^ %2 = k + i ; 1g
We then successively have:

Rin ncopy (i) = ?
Rout ncopy (i) = ?
Rpriv(i) = f%1  %2 : 1 %1 n ^ k + i ; 1 %2 k + ig
Rcopy-in(i) = ?
Rcopy-out(i) = f%1  %2 : 1 %1 n ^ %2 = k + i ; 1g
Here, the privatizable region is the same as previously, but each iteration must update
a dierent column of the initial array. The code generated in this case would certainly
depend on the target architecture.

14.4 Code Generation
The previous section was devoted to array privatizability detection, under several possible options. Given the resulting regions, the problem is then to generate code using
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this information. This has already been handled by others 6]. Though it is not our
main concern in this study, we give here a few hints about the problems which arise.
Once privatizable array regions have been determined, the dependence graph must
be rened. In fact, read and write regions are recomputed, private regions being
taken into account. The dependence analysis is then performed with the new regions.
For loops which still cannot be parallelized, no particular work has to be done as far as
privatizable arrays are concerned. However, for parallelizable loops, private, copy-in
and copy-out regions must be considered.
The generated code will of course depend on the target architecture. On a distributed memory machine, private copies of private regions must be allocated on each
processor while on shared memory systems, private copies with dierent names must
be allocated in the global memory for each processor. Generating these private copies
from array regions represented by convex polyhedra, and converting former accesses
to the global array into references to the local array, are themselves not trivial issues
(see 12, 145, 44, 43, 6]).
Handling copy-in and copy-out regions also depends on the target parallel model.
In a message passing paradigm, copy-in sets must be converted into messages to fetch
values from the global arrays to initialize local copies and copy-out sets must be
converted into messages to update global arrays from the local copies. When compiling
for a shared memory machine, or virtual shared memory system, the local array must
be initialized with values from the global copy and conversely.
Another issue is whether privatizing is worth doing on a particular architecture, especially when dealing with copy-in and copy-out regions. Whether it is more protable
to parallelize a loop, allocate copies of private arrays, initialize them from the global
arrays, perform the computation and nally export some local values to the global array, or to sequentially execute the loop, is still an open question. In the case of a loop
nest, the level at which each array is privatized can also inuence the performances.

14.5 Related Work
Many work has already been done to optimize locality on distributed or hierarchical
memory machines, in order to expose parallelism, or to enhance performances degraded
by communications or cache misses. The rst approach is based on loop transformations (loop reversal, fusion and interchange in 155], compound loop transformation
with loop interchange, reversal, skewing, and tiling in 172], loop permutation in 114]
and loop interchange and blocking in 80, 31]), basically to concentrate near array
references in innermost loops, so that processors access compact sets of data (array
contraction 155]). The second approach is to transform the array element layout in
shared memory so that all the data accessed by one processor are contiguous in the
shared address space 14].
However, these techniques reorganize the computation or the data sets so that
accesses are contiguous, but they do not remove dependences when an array region is
used as a temporary by several iterations. It was shown that, in several benchmarks,
many loops are not parallelizable because of this problem 29]. The last approach for
enhancing the locality of references is then to privatize or expand array regions, that
is to say to replicate data onto several processors when they are used as temporaries.
Many work has already been done is this direction 123, 165, 166, 164, 92, 70, 130, 17],
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and the dierences with our approach are described below. Notice also that run-time
techniques have been recently introduced to privatize arrays in cases which cannot be
discovered using static analyses 148, 149]. We do not further present them because
they are beyond the scope of our study.
Li

123]

Li was the rst to propose an algorithm for array privatization. His framework includes

the handling of the copy-out problem, but not copy-in . However, his approach is
intraprocedural and has not been extended to handle procedure calls, at least to our
knowledge. The algorithm is very general, and not bound to any representation of
array regions.
Tu

and Padua 165, 166, 164]

Tu and Padua then presented an interprocedural algorithm, using MustDene and
PossiblyExposedUse sets, represented by rsds with bounds, strides and unit slopes.
They treat the copy-out problem by performing an additional liveness analysis. The
copy-in problem is not handled.
Hall

et al. 92]

FIAT/Suif uses an extension of Tu and Padua algorithm which handles the copy-in
problem. However, no interprocedural liveness analysis is performed to handle the
copy-out problem. Instead, when the last iteration of the loop is the last dening
iteration for the privatized section, the last iteration of the loop is set apart, and
sequentially executed after the loop nest with the privatized array. This alleviates
costly analyses, but is less general than our approach.
Feautrier 70]

For shared memory machines, Feautrier proposes to perform another transformation
called array expansion which extends arrays to higher dimensions to transform the
program into single assignment form. The purpose is the same as array privatization ,
that is to say to remove spurious dependences. Copy-in and Copy-out problems do not
appear anymore, because of single assignment form: Elements imported by the loop
cannot be over-written by the loop and elements exported by some iterations cannot be
over-written by other iterations. The elements to prefetch in local or cache memory can
nevertheless be obtained from the source functions of all the references in the current
loop and the elements to keep in local memories correspond to the sources in the
program continuation. However, array expansion is a memory consuming techniques,
and requires additional program transformations such as array contraction 155] to
reduce the amount of allocated memory.
Finally, this approach is restricted to static control programs, that is to say monoprocedural programs with linear loop bounds, test conditions and array subscripts.
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al. 130]

Maydan proposes a whole array privatization algorithm based on an ecient implementation of Feautrier's array data ow analysis 70, 72]. The input language is very
restricted (monoprocedural static control programs), and whole arrays are privatized
instead of array sections. This last constraint is lessened by the fact that copy-in and
copy-out are handled. This method has two drawbacks. The rst is that too many
array elements are declared as local. In another work from the same team 6], this
problem is tackled when generating the code. The second problem lies in the fact that
the copy-out set is equal to the set of outward-exposed denitions, and not to the
outward exposed denitions actually used in the continuation of the program, as out
regions.
Brandes 34]
Brandes also proposes an algorithm for array expansion based on direct dependence

analyses, for monoprocedural general control ow programs.
Calland

et al. 38, 39]

.

Another array expansion method is proposed by Calland. It is a generalization of
two program transformations originally introduced by Padua and Wolfe in 136] to
remove anti and output dependences. The transformed loops can then be parallelized
using Allen and Kennedy algorithm 4].
Creusillet

17]

In a previous work, we presented another algorithm also based on in and out regions.
This algorithm did not cope with the copy-in problem, and the approximations of
the many intermediate regions used, as well as the resulting regions, were not clearly
given. The nal version of the algorithm presented above directly derives from the
former algorithm, and benets from our experience on approximations and exactness.

14.6 Conclusion
The main goal of this chapter was to show how in and out regions can be used to
privatize array regions. The resulting algorithm is very general: it can be used to detect
computations local to a particular scope (no copy-in and copy-out, no consideration of
false dependences), but also to detect privatizable sections when importing or exporting
values is allowed, or when the purpose is to remove spurious dependences to enhance
the amount of potential parallelism. To our knowledge, this is the rst time each
problem is isolated in such a way while presented in a uniform framework. Moreover,
the approximation of each type of region is clearly given, and is ensured by the use of
safe operators.
The associated code generation is still to be dened. More work is necessary to
take several architectural or computation paradigms into account. Also, array privatization was presented for loops. But the same idea could be used to restructure array
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declarations in subroutines, when a global array is in fact used as a temporary array.
The algorithm trivially derives from the algorithm given above but code generation is
again the remaining issue.

VI
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Chapitre 15

Contributions et Perspectives
Les analyses de regions de tableaux ont suscite de nombreuses etudes lors de la derniere
decennie. Leur utilite n'est plus a demontrer 163, 29, 101, 92, 65], et les debats actuels
concernent le choix de la representation des ensembles d'elements de tableaux, ainsi
que le type et la quantite d'information symbolique a prendre en compte pour analyser
de maniere susamment precise des applications reelles, sans pour autant degrader la
complexite en temps et en espace memoire.
Cependant, alors que les analyses sur-estimees ont ete etudiees en profondeur sur
le plan formel et sont maintenant des techniques bien ma^trisees, les analyses sousestimees ont ete utilisees sans autre forme de proces, de maniere empirique. Nous
avons donc cherche dans cette these a proposer un cadre formel unie pour toutes les
analyses de regions de tableaux.
Dans ce domaine, nos principales contributions sont les suivantes:
Nous avons rappele que les problemes que posent les analyses de regions sousestimees lorsque le domaine choisi n'est pas clos pour l'union ensembliste : dans
ce cas, il n'existe pas de meilleure denition pour les sous-approximations. Une
solution est de changer le domaine d'etude  par exemple, le domaine des formules de Presburger est clos pour l'union. Wonnacott 176] obtient des
resultats encourageants en terme de complexite pour des analyses intraprocedurales. Mais d'autres seraient necessaires pour valider l'utilisation des formules de
Presburger dans un cadre interprocedural.
Les autres solutions existantes ne donnant pas de resultats satisfaisants, nous
proposons de denir les regions sous-estimees a partir des regions sur-estimees
a l'aide d'un critere d'exactitude calculable. Dans la pratique, nous suggerons
m^eme de n'eectuer que l'analyse sur-estimee, et de la marquer comme exacte
lorsque le critere d'exactitude est vrai en cas d'exactitude, la regions sous-estimee
est alors egale a la regions sur-estimee dans le cas contraire, c'est l'ensemble vide.
Nous avons deni precisement les regions comme etant des fonctions de l'ensemble
des etats memoire () vers les parties de Zn. La prise en compte de l'etat
memoire est necessaire car il permet de ne pas manipuler directement les valeurs
de variables, et facilite donc les analyses symboliques. Des etudes precoces 37,
19] proposaient des representation des regions ne prenant pas en compte cette
dimension, et ne permettaient donc pas des analyses precises lorsque des variables
243
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etaient modiees dans le corps du programme, ou en presence d'instructions
conditionnelles.
Nous avons deni les semantiques exactes et approchees de plusieurs types de
regions: read, write, in et out, les deux premieres abstrayant les eets des
instructions sur les ensembles d'elements de tableaux, les deux dernieres pouvant
^etre utilisees pour eectuer des analyses du ot des donnees. Le formalisme utilise
a l'avantage de ne pas reposer sur une representation particuliere du programme.
Ceci nous a permis de comparer sur un m^eme plan plusieurs approches issues de
la litterature.
Nous avons montre la necessite d'analyses preliminaires : evaluation des expressions, transformeurs, et conditions de continuation. Les transformeurs permettent de prendre en compte les modications des valeurs de variables. Les
conditions de continuation sont utilisees pour prendre en compte les instructions
d'arr^et (stop).
Par contre nous avons montre que, m^eme si elles sont utiles lors des combinaisons
ou comparaisons de regions, la prise en compte des preconditions n'aecte pas la
semantique de ces analyses.
Ce cadre formel etant independant de toute representation particuliere des regions, nous avons ensuite decrit l'implantation eectuee dans pips, ou les regions
sont representees par des polyedres convexes parametres par les valeurs des variables
scalaires entieres du programme. Les regions ainsi denies sont donc bien des fonctions
de l'etat memoire courant, ce qui permet d'eectuer des analyses symboliques tant que
les contraintes de linearite sont bien respectees. Les operateurs abstraits approches
d'union, d'intersection, de dierence, et les lois de composition externes ayant ete utilises pour decrire les semantiques des analyses de regions ont ete denis, ainsi que leurs
criteres d'exactitude.
Une partie de notre etude a egalement ete consacree a l'analyse interprocedurale
des regions de tableaux. Nous avons notamment propose un nouvel algorithme de traduction des regions de tableaux entre procedures, utilisant une approche exclusivement
lineaire, mais plus puissant que les algorithmes existants. Son originalite reside dans
sa capacite a preserver autant que possible les relations qui existent entre les dimensions des tableaux consideres. De plus, il permet de traiter les cas ou les tableaux en
jeu appartiennent a des COMMONs declares dieremment dans les procedures source et
cible, ainsi que les cas ou les tableaux sont de types dierents, cas qui apparaissent
eectivement dans des applications reelles.
Enn, nous avons presente deux applications possibles des analyses de regions de
tableaux : l'analyse des dependances en presence d'appels de procedures, et la privatisation de tableaux. Cette derniere transformation a fait l'objet d'un algorithme original
de detection des regions de tableaux privatisables, prenant en compte de maniere uniforme les problemes d'initialisation des tableaux prives en entree de boucle, et de mise
a jour des tableaux globaux en sortie de boucle. Cet algorithme repose sur l'utilisation
des regions write, in et out denies precedemment.
L'implantation actuelle dans pips comporte les regions read, write, in et out,
ainsi que l'utilisation des regions pour l'analyse des dependances1 , et pour la detection des sections de tableaux privatisables. Ceci represente plus de 12000 lignes de
1 Une implantation existait

deja dans pips, mais elle utilisait des regions resumees et insensibles au
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code C, dont 1500 pour la traduction interprocedurale, 3100 pour les operateurs sur
les regions, et 800 pour la privatisation de tableaux les operateurs et la traduction
interprocedurale reposent sur la bibliotheque d'algebre lineaire C3, dans laquelle sont
integres la bibliotheque Polyhedron Library de l'irisa 169], et une extension aux listes
de polyedres et leurs complementaires par Leservot 120, 121]. La gure 15.3 montre comment nos realisations s'encha^nent avec les autres phases et transformations de
pips. Les parties les plus foncees montrent nos realisations, et les parties hachurees les
autres phases auxquelles nous avons contribue.
Des experiences qualitatives ont ete eectuees pour valider cette implantation. Des
tests de non regression sont eectues chaque jour. Ils comportent une application
complete (ONDE24, de l'Institut francais du petrole), et plusieurs extraits d'applications
reelles, ainsi que des tests systematiques portant sur certains points particuliers de
l'implantation (comme la traduction interprocedurale par exemple). De plus, plusieurs
applications reelles ont ete analysees pour tester la robustesse de l'implantation: Le
benchmark du Perfect Club OCEAN 2900 lignes) DYNA 167], un programme d'astrophysique de plus de 4000 lignes un programme de l'entreprise renault d'environ
50000 lignes et trois programmes de l'onera, AILE (3000 lignes), CR2CNF (1020 lignes),
et OA118 (1450 lignes). Nous nous sommes plus particulierement interesses aux trois
dernieres applications, car des resultats d'experiences anterieures etaient disponibles.
Pour ces codes, l'utilisation des regions et de la privatisation de tableaux dans les
boucles et au niveau des procedures ont permis de paralleliser avec succes plusieurs
boucles comportant des appels de procedure.
Cette etude concernant plusieurs domaines, les futurs travaux qui en decoulent et
les perspectives qu'elle ouvre sont de plusieurs natures:

Applications des regions Nous avons presente deux applications possibles des re-

gions de tableaux : l'analyse des dependance et la detection des regions de
tableaux privatisables. Mais nous avons vu dans l'introduction que bien d'autres
applications etaient envisageables. Il conviendrait de verier l'adequation effective et la faisabilite de ces propositions. Notamment, une etude comparative
serait necessaire pour demontrer l'inter^et particulier des regions out par rapport
a d'autre techniques utilisees dans d'autres paralleliseurs.

Generation de code Nous avons volontairement limite cette etude aux analyses de
programme. Tout un travail reste a realiser pour exploiter les resultats de la
detection des regions de tableau privatisables et generer du code pour machine a
memoire distribuee.

D'autres representations La representation choisie pour les regions, les polyedres

convexes en nombre entiers, a l'avantage de limiter la complexite de l'analyse
tout en permettant de representer une grande variete de formes d'ensembles
d'elements de tableaux, et de prendre en compte des informations sur le contexte courant. Mais elle ne permet pas de representer certains motifs d'acces qui
apparaissent dans des applications reelles, comme les stencils a neuf points utilises dans des calculs sismiques (voir gure 15.1), ou des schemas d'acces utilisees

ot de contr^ole au lieu des regions propres (voir chapitre 12), et donnait donc des resultats manquant
de precision.
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dans les calculs dits red-black (voir gure 15.2). Nous prevoyons donc d'implanter
d'autres representations des regions, sous forme de listes de polyedres ou de Zpolyedres 9].

Figure 15.1: Stencil a neuf points

Figure 15.2: Schema d'acces dans les calculs dits red-blacks

Experiences Nous avons deja eectue avec succes plusieurs experiences sur les regions

de tableaux et la privatisation, demontrant ainsi la robustesse de l'implantation.
Mais d'autres experiences mesurant le gain obtenu apres analyse des dependances
avec les regions et privatisation des tableaux seraient necessaires. C'est l'un de
nos projets.
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Figure 15.3: Phases et transformations de PIPS
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Chapter 16

Contributions and Perspectives
Array region analyses have raised a considerable amount of eort over the last decade.
Their usefulness is now widely acknowledged 163, 29, 101, 92, 65], and current debates
are concerned with the representation of array element sets, and the type and amount of
symbolic information required to handle real life programs, time and space complexity
versus accuracy being the main issue.
However, while over-approximate array region analyses have been extensively studied on a formal ground and are now well-known techniques, under-approximate analyses have been empirically used without further ceremony! One of the purposes of this
thesis was therefore to provide a unied formal framework for all types of array region
analyses.
In this domain, our main contributions are the following:
We have recalled the problems which arise for under-approximate array region
analyses when the chosen domain is not closed under set union. In this case,
under-approximations are not uniquely dened. One solution is to switch to
another domain which is closed under union, such as Presburger formulae.
Wonnacott 176] describes encouraging results at the procedure level as far
as complexity is concerned, but more experiments would be useful to validate
the use of Presburger formulae in an interprocedural setting. Other existing
solutions do not yield satisfying results.
Hence we propose to compute under-approximate regions from over-approximate
ones, using a computable exactness criterion. In practice, we even suggest to only
perform the over-approximate analysis, and to ag the results as exact according to the exactness criterion in case of exactness, the under-approximation is
implicitly equal to the over-approximation in the opposite case, it is the empty
set.
We have precisely dened array regions as functions from the set of memory stores
() to the powerset of Zn. Taking stores into account is necessary to perform
symbolic analyses where variable values are represented by variable names. Some
early studies were based on representations which cannot be used to integrate
this dimension, and thus do not allow precise analyses when variable values are
modied, or when there are conditional instructions.
We have dened the exact an approximate semantics of several types of array
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regions: read, write, in and out. The rst two analyses abstract the eects
of instructions upon array element sets. The other analyses can be used to
perform array data ow analyses. The advantage of the chosen formalism is the
independence it provides from any array region and program representation. We
could therefore compare several related works on the same basis.
We have shown that several preliminary analyses are necessary to ensure accurate
and safe approximations: Expression evaluation, transformers and continuation
conditions. Transformers are used to evaluate the modication of variable values
and continuation conditions to model the eect of stop statements.
On the contrary, we have shown that using preconditions does not aect the
semantics of array region analyses, even if they are useful when combining or
comparing regions.

This formal framework being independent of any particular representation of array
regions, we have then described their implementation in pips as convex polyhedra,
parameterized by the values of the program integer scalar variables. Our regions are
therefore functions of the current memory store, and allow some symbolic analyses, as
long as linearity constraints are met. Abstract operators (union, intersection, dierence
and external composition laws), used to specify the semantics of array region analyses,
have been instantiated for the chosen representation, and their exactness criteria have
been dened.
One part of our study was also devoted to the interprocedural analysis of array
regions. In particular, we have proposed a new algorithm to translate array regions
across procedure boundaries. This algorithm is exclusively based on linear techniques,
but is nevertheless more powerful that existing methods relying on the same mathematical framework. Its originality lies in its ability to preserve relationships between
the dimensions of the source and target arrays as much as possible. In addition, it
handles the cases in which arrays belong to common blocks declared dierently in the
two procedures, and the cases where the arrays have dierent types. These situations
actually occur in real life programs.
Finally, we have presented two possible applications of array region analyses: Interprocedural dependence analyses, and array privatization. For this last transformation,
we have designed an original algorithm for the detection of privatizable array regions,
which provides the necessary information to handle initialization and updating problems of privatized or initial arrays before and after the actual loop execution (the
so-call copy-in and copy-out problems). This algorithm uses the write, in and out
regions previously dened.
The actual implementation in the pips parallelizer includes the intra- and interprocedural propagation of read, write, in and out regions, as well as their use to
enhance dependence analysis1, and for the detection of privatizable array regions. This
implementation represents more than 12000 lines of c code: 1500 for the interprocedural translation, 3100 for the operators on array regions, and 800 for array privatization.
The operators and the interprocedural translation rely on a linear algebra library (c3),
in which are included a Polyhedra Library from irisa 169], and an extension to lists
1 An

implementation had already been done in pips, but it was based on summary ow insensitive
array regions instead of proper regions. And the results were sometimes less precise than with proper
regions.
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of polyhedra and their complements due to Leservot 120, 121]. Figure 16.3 shows
how our realizations (in dark rectangles) interact with the other phases of pips. The
hatched rectangles show the phases to which we also contributed.
Qualitative experiments have been performed to validate this implementation.
Non-regression tests are run every day. They include one complete application (ONDE24,
from the French petroleum institute), and several excerpts of real applications, as well
as systematic tests for specic parts of the implementation (e.g. interprocedural translation, or loops). In addition, several real applications have been analyzed to test the
robustness of the implementation: The Perfect Club benchmark OCEAN (2900 lines)
an astrophysical program (DYNA 167], more than 4000 lines) a code from the French
company renault (around 50000 lines) and three programs from the French institute onera, AILE (3000 lines), CR2CNF (1020 lines), and OA118 (1450 lines). We focused
more particularly on the last three applications, for which results of early experiments
were available. And we found out that several loops containing procedure calls were
successfully parallelized, thanks to array regions and array privatization (both at the
level of loops and at the level of procedures).
Since this study approaches several subjects, the future works which can be derived,
and the perspectives it opens are of several natures:
Applications of array regions We have presented in this thesis two possible applications of array region analyses: Dependence analysis, and detection of privatizable array regions. But, as already noted in the introduction, there are several
other potential applications. It would be interesting to verify that such applications are adequate and feasible. In particular, a comparative study would be
necessary to demonstrate the unique interest of using out regions compared to
other techniques used in other parallelizers.
Code generation The framework of this study was purposely restricted to program
analyses. Some more work is however necessary to exploit all the results of the
detection of privatizable array regions, and generate code for distributed memory
machines.
Other representations The chosen representation for array regions, parameterized
integer convex polyhedra, allows various patterns and provides the ability to
exploit context information at a reasonable expense. However, it cannot represent some very common patterns such as nine-points stencils used in seismic
computations (see Figure 16.1) or such as red-black computation patterns (see
Figure 16.2). We therefore intend to implement other types of representations
such as lists of polyhedra or Z-polyhedra 9].
Experiments We have already performed successful experiments with array region
analyses and array privatization, thus assessing the robustness of our implementation. However, more experiments measuring the gain obtained by using regions
for the dependence analysis and by applying array privatization would be necessary. This is one of our projects for a near future.
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Figure 16.1: Nine-points stencil

Figure 16.2: Red-black computation pattern
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Figure 16.3: PIPS phases
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Appendix A

PIPS Overview
We reproduce here a technical report describing pips internals, with the permission of
the main author, Ronan Keryell.

A.1 Introduction
Detecting the maximum level of parallelism in sequential programs has been a major
source of interest during the last decade. This process is of utmost importance when
trying to cope with the increasing number of vector and parallel supercomputers and,
perhaps unfortunately, the huge number of already existing \dusty deck" sequential
programs. Nowadays, since the development of high-end parallel computers has not
fullled the wildest hopes of entrepreneurial companies in the parallel supercomputing business, we can expect more down-to-earth developments of work-group parallel
servers and workstations with few but powerful processors.
Together with this architectural evolution, three main directions in compiler developments have been pursued: compilers for sequential machines (with superscalar
processors), parallelizers of sequential programs and compilers for explicit parallel
programs. All these approaches benet from deep global program analyses, such as
interprocedural and semantical analyses, to perform optimizations, vectorization, parallelization, transformations, restructuring and reverse-engineering of programs. Since
these approaches often require the same or share a common ground of analyses, it is
interesting to factorize them out in a common development tool to get the benet of
code re-use and modular programming.
Pips is such a highly modular workbench for implementing and assessing various interprocedural compilers, optimizers, parallelizers, vectorizers, restructurers, etc.
without having to build a new compiler from scratch. It has been used in various
compilation areas since its inception in 1988 as the Pips project (Interprocedural Parallelization of Scientic Programs). Pips has been developed through several research
projects funded by dret (French Arpa), cnrs (French nsf) and the European Union
(esprit programs). The initial design was made by Remi Triolet, Francois Irigoin
and Pierre Jouvelot. It has proved good enough since then not to require any major
change.
Our project aims at combining advanced interprocedural and semantical analyses
163] with a requirement for compilation speed. The mathematical foundations of
the semantical analysis implemented in Pips are linear programming and polyhedra
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theory. Despite such advanced techniques, Pips is able to deal with real-life programs
such as benchmarks provided by onera (French research institute in aeronautics), or
the Perfect Club in quite reasonable time. An excerpt of a uid dynamics code for a
wing analysis (Figure A.2) will be used as a running example in this paper.
Pips is a multi-target parallelizer. It incorporates many code transformations and
options to tune its features and phases. Pips oers interesting solutions to solve
programming design problems such as generating high-level data structures from specications, co-generating their documentation, dening user interface description and
conguration les, dealing with object persistence and resource dependences, being
able to write parts of Pips in various languages, etc.
This paper details how Pips achieves these goals. We rst present a general
overview of Pips in the next section. In Section A.3 we describe the mechanisms that
deal with Pips data structures, their dependences and their interprocedural relationships. The general design is discussed in Section A.3. The programming environment,
including the data structures generator and the linear library, and the documentation
process is presented in Section A.4. At last, the dierent user interfaces in Section A.5
are presented before the related work in Section A.6.1.

A.2 Overview
Pips is a source-to-source Fortran translator (Figure A.1), Fortran still being the

language of choice for most scientic applications. Beside standard Fortran 77, various
dialects can be used as input (HPF) or output (cmf, Fortran 77 with Cray directives,
Fortran 77 with HPF parallelism directives, etc.) to express parallelism or code/data
distributions. Fortran can be seen here as a kind of portable language to run on various
computers without having to deal with an assembly code back-end, although the Pips
infrastructure could be used as a basis to generate optimized assembly code. Other
parsers or prettyprinters could be added and the internal representation could be
extended if need be to cope with other imperative languages such as C.
Following the eld research history, Pips has rst been used to improve the vectorization of Fortran code for parallel vector computers with shared memory (Fortran 77
with DOALL, Fortran 77 with Cray micro-tasking directives, Fortran 90). It is now
mainly targeted at generating code for distributed memory machines, using dierent
methods (processor and memory bank code for control distribution 13], cmf, craft
polyhedral method 140] or message-passing code from HPF 45]).
As we see in Section A.3, the translation process is broken into smaller modular
operations called phases in Pips. For the user, these phases can be classied into various categories according to their usage. Since Pips is an interprocedural environment,
procedures and functions are very important in Pips and are referred to as module in
the sequel.

A.2.1 Analyses
An analysis phase computes some internal information that can be later used to parallelize (or generate) some code, some user information (such as a program complexity
measure) to be later displayed by a prettyprinter, etc. The most interesting analyses
available in Pips are the semantical analyses described below.
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Figure A.1: User view of the Pips system.
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COMMON/CT/T
COMMON/CI/I1,I2,...
COMMON/CJ/J1,J2,JA,...
COMMON/CK/K1,K2,...
COMMON/CNI/L

c
c

c

L=NI
K=K1
DO 300 J=J1,JA
S1=D(J,K ,J,K+1)
S2=D(J,K+1,J,K+2)+S1
S3=D(J,K+2,J,K+3)+S2
T(J,1,NC+3)=S2*S3/((S1-S2)*(S1-S3))
T(J,1,NC+4)=S3*S1/((S2-S3)*(S2-S1))
T(J,1,NC+5)=S1*S2/((S3-S1)*(S3-S2))
JH=J1+J2-J
T(JH,1,NC+3)=T(J,1,NC+3)
T(JH,1,NC+4)=T(J,1,NC+4)
T(JH,1,NC+5)=T(J,1,NC+5)

PROGRAM EXTRMAIN

DIMENSION T(52,21,60)
COMMON/CT/T
COMMON/CI/I1,I2,...
COMMON/CJ/J1,J2,JA,...
COMMON/CK/K1,K2,...
COMMON/CNI/L
DATA N1,N4,N7,N17 /1,4,7,17/
READ(NXYZ) I1,I2,J1,JA,K1,K2
REWIND NXYZ
IF(J1.GE.1.AND.K1.GE.1) THEN
N4=4
J1=J1+1
J2=2*JA+1
JA=JA+1
K1=K1+1
CALL EXTR(N7,N17)
CALL EXTR(N4,N17)
CALL EXTR(N1,N17)

ENDIF
END

c
c
c Compute the extrapolation coecients
c for all the wing area (K=K1)
c
SUBROUTINE EXTR(NI,NC)
c

CONTINUE
END

300

c
c
c Compute D=DISTANCE
c
REAL FUNCTION D(J,K,JP,KP)
c
DIMENSION T(52,21,60)
COMMON/CT/T
COMMON/CNI/L

c

D=SQRT((T(J,K,L )-T(JP,KP,L ))**2
+(T(J,K,L+1)-T(JP,KP,L+1))**2
+(T(J,K,L+2)-T(JP,KP,L+2))**2)

1
2

END

DIMENSION T(52,21,60)

Figure A.2: Code excerpt from an onera benchmark.

Eects
Since an imperative language such as Fortran deals with memory locations, the basic
semantical analyses in Pips deal with the eects of instructions on memory. First,
the proper eects are computed for each sub-statement of a module: a read or write
operation on an array element, the update of an index variable in a DO loop, etc. These
eects can be displayed to the user via a prettyprinter like:
C
C

<must be read
>: J NC S1 S2 S3
<must be written>: T(J,1,NC+5)
T(J,1,NC+5) = S1*S2/((S3-S1)*(S3-S2))

Then, since the abstract syntax tree is recursively dened in Pips, the cumulated
eects are recursively aggregated from all the proper eects of the sub-statements in
a statement. For the loop 300 on Figure A.2 this leads to:
C
C
C
C

<may be read
>:
<may be written >:
<must be read
>:
<must be written>:
DO 300 J = J1, JA
...

J J2 JH K L NC S1 S2 S3 T(*,*,*)
JH S1 S2 S3 T(*,*,*)
J1 JA
J

Since having information about eects on internal variables in a function is irrelevant
to calling procedures, the summary eects of a procedure are constructed by remov-
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ing these local eects from the cumulated eects of the procedure. Interprocedural
propagation will be commented in Section A.3.4.

Transformers
To improve the accuracy of the eect information, to provide more information for
dependence testing and to select better program transformations, statements are labeled with preconditions that express constraints on integer scalar variables. Since
such variables are often used in array references and loop bounds, preconditions can
often precisely dene which subpart of an array is referenced by a memory reference
expression, thus rening cumulated eects into Regions (Section A.2.1).
Mathematically speaking, Pips preconditions are computed via transformers that
are abstract commands mapping a store to a set of stores 105, 103]. They are relations
between the values of integer variables in an initial store and those in a nal store. In
Pips, the considered relations are polyhedra, represented by systems of linear equalities
and inequalities, because they provide a sound and general mathematical framework
for reasoning about array accesses which are mostly linear in practice. Below, two
statement transformers are given by the prettyprinter.
C

T(J1)

C

T(J2)

fJ1==J1#init+1g
J1 = J1+1
J2==2JA+1
J2 = 2*JA+1

f

g

Constant propagation, inductive variable detection, linear equality detection or general linear constraints computation can be performed in this workbench using dierent
operators to deal with Pips basic control structures. To deal with unstructured control
graphs, some fancier operators requiring a x point computation are needed, although
they may slow down the analysis. To provide a better trade-o between time and
precision to the user, options are available to tune the precondition construction algorithms.
Unlike most analysis in the eld, we are dealing with abstract commands instead
of abstract stores for two reasons. First, variables appearing in references cannot be
aggregated to build cumulated and summary eects unless they denote the same values,
that is they refer to the same store. The module's initial store is a natural candidate
to be the unique reference store and, as a result, a relationship between this store and
any statement's initial store is needed. This relationship is called a precondition 103]
in Pips and is constructed for a statement by aggregating all the transformers of the
statements on the paths from the beginning of the module up to that statement. On
the same example than the transformers we have:
C
C
C

f

g

f

g

P(J1,N) N==1, 1<=J1, ...
J1 = J1+1
P(J1,N) N==1, 2<=J1, ...
J2 = 2*JA+1
P(J1,J2,JA,N) J2==2JA+1, N==1, 2<=J1, ...

f

g

Second, dependence tests are performed between two statements, Although a relationship between each statement store would be more useful than two stores, each relative
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to one statement, this would not be realistic because too many predicates would have
to be computed. Thus, a common reference to the same initial store seems to be a
good trade-o between accuracy and complexity.

Dependence test
Since the dependence graph 178] is used within many parts of Pips, such as the
parallelizers, the validity check for some transformations, the use-def elimination phase,
etc., a multi-precision test has been implemented to provide various degrees of precision
and speed. First, a crude by fast algorithm is used and if no positive or negative
conclusion is found, a more precise but more compute-intensive test is used, and so on
177].
PIPS dependence tests compute both dependence levels and dependence cones. Dependence cones can be retrieved to implement advanced tiling and scheduling methods.

Regions
Array Regions 63, 65] are used in Pips to summarize accesses to array elements.
read and write Regions represent the eects of statements and procedures on sets
of array elements. They are used by the dependence test to disprove interprocedural
dependences. For instance, in our example, the read regions for the sole statement of
function D are:
C

<T(

1
2

1 , 2 , 3 )-R-EXACT-f 1 ==J,K<= 2 <=K+1,L<= 3 <=L+2g>
+
+

D=SQRT((T(J,K,L )-T(JP,KP,L ))**2
(T(J,K,L+1)-T(JP,KP,L+1))**2
(T(J,K,L+2)-T(JP,KP,L+2))**2)

where the  variables represent the three dimensions of A. To compute this Region,
interprocedural preconditions must be used to discover the relations between the values
of J and JP, and K and KP.
However, since read and write Regions do not represent array data ow, they
are insucient for advanced optimizations such as array privatization. in and out
regions have thus been introduced for that purpose: for any statement or procedure,
in regions contain its imported array elements, and out regions contain its exported
array elements. The possible applications are numerous. Among others, in and out
regions are already used in Pips to privatize array sections 16, 61], and we intend to
use them for memory allocation when compiling signal processing specications based
on dynamic single assignments.
Another unique feature of Pips array Regions lies in the fact that, although they
are over-approximations of the element sets actually referenced, they are agged as
exact whenever possible. Beside a theoretical interest, there are specic applications
such as the compilation of HPF in Pips.

Array Data Flow Graph
This sophisticated data ow graph extends the basic DFG with some kind of array Regions information with linear predicates. Thus, it is able to nely track array elements
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accesses according to dierent parameters and loop indices in programs. However,
this is only valid when the whole control can be represented in a linear framework
141, 140].

Complexities
When optimizing some code, or assessing whether to parallelize some program fragment or apply a transformation, it is quite useful to have some estimation of the
program time complexity. A static complexity analysis phase has been added to Pips
to give polynomial complexity information about statements and modules 179] from
preconditions and other semantical information.

A.2.2 Code generation phases
The result of program analyses and transformations is a new code. These phases
generate (1) parallel code from data such as sequential code, semantical informations
and the dependence graph, or (2) a message passing code for distributed memory
architectures.

HPF Compiler
Hpfc is a prototype HPF compiler implemented as a set of Pips phases. From Fortran 77, HPF static (align distribute processors template), dynamic (realign
redistribute dynamic)

and parallelism (independent new) directives, it generates
portable PVM-based SPMD codes which have run on various parallel architectures
(SUN NOW 45], DEC alpha farm, TMC CM5, IBM SP2).
Implementing such a prototype within the Pips framework has proven to be a
ne advantage: First, the integration of the various phases (Figure A.3) within the
PipsMake system allows to reuse without new developments all Pips analyses, and to
benet from the results of these analyses for better code generation and optimizations
Second, the Linear C3 library has provided the mathematical framework 10, 11] and
its implementation to develop new optimizations techniques targeted at generating
ecient communication codes. It has been applied to I/O communications 46] and
general remappings 48].

Parallelization
The primary parallelization method used for shared-memory machines is based on
Allen&Kennedy algorithm and on dependence levels. This algorithm was slightly modied to avoid loop distribution between statements using the same private variable(s).
The resulting parallel code can be displayed in two dierent formats based on Fortran 77 and Fortran 90. Parallel loops are distinguished by the DOALL keyword.
Another parallelization algorithm was derived from Allen&Kennedy's to take into
account the Cray specicities, the vector units and the micro-tasking library. Two
levels of parallelism are selected at most. The inner parallelism is used to generate
vector instructions and the outer one is used for task parallelism.
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Phase
hpfc filter
hpfc parser
hpfc init
hpfc directives
hpfc compile
hpfc close
hpfc install
hpfc make
hpfc run

Function
preprocessing of the le
Fortran and HPF directive parser
initialization of the compiler status
directive analysis
actual compilation of a module
generation of global runtime parameters
installation of the generated codes
generation of executables
execution of the program under PVM

Figure A.3: Hpfc phases in Pips

Code distribution
This parallelization method emulates a shared memory machine on a distributed architecture with programmable memory banks. It splits the program in two parts: a
computational part and a memory part. More precisely, two programs are generated
by using a method based on linear algebra: one spmd program that does the computations in a block distributed control way and another spmd program that manages
the memory accesses.
The development run-time is implemented over PVM but the target is Inmos T9000
with C104 transputer-powered parallel machines with an hight speed interconnection
network. This prototype was built as part of the European Puma project 13].

Parallelization with a polyhedral method
By using the Array Data Flow Graph, it is possible to track the movement of each
value in a program where control ow can be statically represented in a linear way.
Using this information, a schedule is generated to exploit the maximum parallelism
and a placement is selected to reduce the number of communications according to
their nature without discarding all the parallelism 141, 140].

A.2.3 Transformations

A transformation in Pips takes an object, such as the internal representation of the
code, and generates a new version of this object. Transformations currently implemented in Pips are:
loop distribution
scalar and array privatization based on Regions
atomizer to split statements in simpler ones such as A=B op C
loop unrolling
loop strip-mining
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loop interchange using an unimodular transformation
loop normalization
partial evaluation
dead-code elimination based on preconditions
use-def elimination
control restructurer
reduction detection.

A.2.4 Pretty-printers
Pretty-printers are used to transform some Pips internal representation into a human
readable le that can be displayed by the user interface. There are pretty-printers to
display the original parsed code, the sequential code, the parallel code in some parallel
dialect, the dependence graph, the call graph, etc. Other specialized pretty-printers
exist to add some informative decoration to the previous ones, such as displaying the
code with regions, preconditions, complexities, etc. There are implemented by using
hooks in the more classical pretty-printers.

A.3 Pips general design
For a Pips developer, Pips can be viewed as in Figure A.4. Of course the user interfaces
control Pips behavior but, internally, all the compiling, analyzing and transformation
operations are split into basic independent phases. They are scheduled by PipsMake,
an a la make interprocedural mechanism that deals with resources through the Pipsdbm
data base manager. An input program is rst split into modules that correspond to
its subroutines and functions. PipsMake can then apply the transformation phases
on these modules according to some predened rules. The result is a streamlined
programming interface with as few side eects as possible between phases. This allows
a highly modular programming style with several developers at the same time. To add
a phase to Pips, only a C function (which may be a wrapper if the execution part
of the phase is written in another language) is added (which may of course call other
functions) that is called by PipsMake with a module name as argument.

A.3.1 Resources
All the data structures that are used, produced or transformed by a phase in Pips
are called resources. A phase can request some data structures in Pipsdbm, use or
modify them, create some other resources, and then store with Pipsdbm the modied
or created resources to be used later. Examples of resources are the input code, abstract
syntax tree, control ow graph, use-def chains, output code, semantic information such
as eects, preconditions, regions, etc. These resources are described with the NewGen
description language (Section A.4.1) that allows transparent access to persistent data
in Pipsdbm from dierent languages.
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Figure A.4: Overview of the Pips architecture.

A.3.2 Workspace

Since all the resources about a user code may be stored on disk (Section A.3.5), resources are located in a workspace directory. This workspace is created from the
source le given by the user and also contains a log le and a PipsMake data structure
(Section A.3.4 that encodes a coherent description of its content).

A.3.3 Phases

Each phase in Pips use the same interface and simply is a C function taking a module
name as argument and returning a boolean describing its completion status (success
or failure). Figure A.5 shows the example of the dead code elimination phase.
Since Pips core is written in C, a wrapper function is needed to program Pips
in other programming languages. Currently, the only phase written in Common-Lisp
is the reduction detection phase: it calls a Common-Lisp process to perform the job.
Communications are handle through Pipsdbm les.

A.3.4 PipsMake consistency manager

From a theoretical point of view, the object types and functions available in Pips
dene an heterogeneous algebra with constructors (e.g. parsers), extractors (e.g. prettyprinters) and operators (e.g. loop unrolling). Very few combinations of functions
make sense, but many functions and object types are available. This abundance is
confusing for casual and even experienced users and it was deemed necessary to assist
them by providing default computation rules and automatic consistency management.
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bool suppress_dead_code(string module_name)
/* get the resources */
statement module_stmt = (statement)
db_get_memory_resource(DBR_CODE, module_name, TRUE)
set_proper_effects_map((statement_mapping)
db_get_memory_resource(DBR_PROPER_EFFECTS, module_name, TRUE))
set_precondition_map((statement_mapping)
db_get_memory_resource(DBR_PRECONDITIONS, module_name, TRUE))
set_current_module_statement(module_stmt)
set_current_module_entity(local_name_to_top_level_entity(module_name))
debug_on("DEAD_CODE_DEBUG_LEVEL")
/* really do the job here: */
suppress_dead_code_statement(module_stmt)
debug_off()
/* returns the updated code to Pips DBM */
DB_PUT_MEMORY_RESOURCE(DBR_CODE, module_name, module_stmt)
reset_current_module_statement()
reset_current_module_entity()
reset_proper_effects_map()
reset_precondition_map()
return TRUE

Figure A.5: Excerpt of the function of the dead code elimination phase.
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proper_effects
> MODULE.proper_effects
< PROGRAM.entities
< MODULE.code
< CALLEES.summary_effects
cumulated_effects > MODULE.cumulated_effects
< PROGRAM.entities
< MODULE.code MODULE.proper_effects
summary_effects
> MODULE.summary_effects
< PROGRAM.entities
< MODULE.code
< MODULE.cumulated_effects
hpfc_close
> PROGRAM.hpfc_commons
! SELECT.hpfc_parser
! SELECT.must_regions
! ALL.hpfc_static_directives
! ALL.hpfc_dynamic_directives
< PROGRAM.entities
< PROGRAM.hpfc_status
< MAIN.hpfc_host
use_def_elimination > MODULE.code
< PROGRAM.entities
< MODULE.code
< MODULE.proper_effects
< MODULE.chains

Figure A.6: Example of

pipsmake-rc

rules.

The PipsMake library { not so far from the Unix make utility { is intended for
interprocedural use. The objects it manages are resources stored in memory or/and
on disk. The phases are described in a pipsmake-rc le by generic rules that use
and produce resources. Some examples are shown on Figure A.6. The ordering of
the computation is demand-driven, dynamically and automatically deduced from the
pipsmake-rc specication le. Since it is a quite original part of Pips, it is interesting
to describe a little more the features of PipsMake.

Rule format

For each rule, that is in fact the textual name of a phase C function, it is possible
to add a list of constraints composed with a qualier, an owner name and a resource
name. Each constraint has the following syntax:
< qualifyer > < owner-name > : < resource-name >
The qualier describing the resource can be for each resource:
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:
>:
#:
=:

needed
generated
destroyed by the rule
asserts that the resource remains valid even if other dependence rules would suggest
to invalidate the resource
!: asks for applying an other rule before executing the rule. Thus, this constraint has
a special syntax since it composed with a rule instead of a resource name. In
Figure A.6 for instance hpfc_close needs an alternate parser for HPF, the must
Regions and the directives of all the modules of the program.
This qualier is thus more complex than an Unix make but allows ner tuning to
avoid useless computation (for example with the =) and be able to expand the rule
dependence behavior with !.
An owner name species the owner of the needed resource. For example for the
code resource, only the code of this module, or the code of all the modules, etc:
MODULE: the current module itself
MAIN: the main module if any (that is the Fortran PROGRAM)
ALL: all the modules
CALLEES: the set of the called modules by the current one it allows to describe
bottom-up analyses on the callgraph.
CALLERS: the set of the calling modules of the current one it expresses top-down
analyses.
PROGRAM: a resource that is attached to the whole program, such as the entities
of a program. This concept is orthogonal to the module concept
SELECT: select a rule by default.
A rule (that is a phase for a Pips user) is conventionally called a transformation
when a resource name appears in the rule with both < and > qualiers. For example
dead code elimination which transforms the code both needs the code and writes it.
It is possible to chose between several rules to make a resource. By default the rst
one found in pipsmake-rc is selected but the programmer can choose to activate an
other default rule through the api (see Section A.3.4 or with the SELECT owner).
This feature is used for example in the user interfaces to select the kind of decorations
in the prettyprinters. For instance the sequential code can be built by several phases,
one for the plain code, another one for the plain code with Regions, etc.
<

Up to date resources & API

PipsMake is responsible for dynamically activating rules to build up to date resources

and iterates through the transitive closure of the resource dependences (something
Unix's make is unfortunately unable to do). A small programming interface is available
to drive PipsMake from user interfaces (Section A.5) or other phases:
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make(string resource_name, string owner_name) builds the resources resource_name
for the set of modules or the program described by owner_name
apply(string phase_name, string owner_name) applies the phase phase_name
to the set of modules or the program described by owner_name

activates this rule as the new default one when
more than one rule could be used to build some resources. Since with this new
default rule these generated resources are no longer up to date, the resources that
can generated by the new default rule and that existed before are recursively
deleted.

activate(string phase_name)

Interprocedurality

Interprocedurality is dealt with by the PipsMake CALLEES and CALLERS owner
features: A bottom-up algorithm on the interprocedural call graph such as eects
or interprocedural transformers computation will have some rules using CALLEES,
while a top-down algorithm such as interprocedural preconditions will have some rules
using CALLERS so as to properly order the phase execution and propagate resources interprocedurally. The correct ordering of the computation is deduced from
the pipsmake-rc le.
For instance, eects computation relies on the three dependence rules shown on
Figure A.6: First the proper eects are computed from the code and the summary effects of the CALLEES to get the summary eects of the modules called in the current
module. Second these proper eects, that only relate to each simple statement, are
transformed into the summary eects that take into account the hierarchical structure
of the abstract syntax tree. Third, the summary eects are computed to describe the
eects that are only non local to the current module and that may later be used to
compute the eects of a caller.

Persistence and interruption
Since PipsMake itself is implemented with NewGen, the PipsMake data structure
describing the state of Pips is saved on disk when Pips exits. Thus, a Pips operation
can continue from a previous saved state.
Furthermore, at a phase boundary, all Pips data structures are managed with
Pipsdbm. Thus the Pips process can be stopped cleanly at a phase boundary when
the control is under PipsMake. Of course the make() operation asked to PipsMake
fails, but next time the user asks for a make(), PipsMake will only launch the phases
required to build the lacking resources. This mechanism is heavily used in the user
interfaces to insure interactivity.

A.3.5 PipsDBM resource manager
All the data structures used by the phases to seamlessly communicate with each other
are under the responsibility of the Pipsdbm resource manager.
Pipsdbm can decide to store a resource in memory or on disk. Typically, resources
that have been modied are written on disk when Pips exits but the programmer
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can ask to immediately create a le resource to be viewed by a user interface. The
programmer can also declare some resources as unloadable or as memory-only.
Pipsdbm also manages a logical date for each resource for the dependence mechanism of PipsMake. Logical dates have been introduced to overcome the lack of Unix
time stamp precision (1 second under SunOS4) and the diculty to have very well
synchronized client-server operations in an NFS environment. Of course, the Unix
date is also used in order to detect resource les modied by the user (typically an edit
through a user interface) where the 1 second precision is good enough.
The programming interface is reduced to
string db_get_resource(string ressource_name, string module_name, bool pure)
void db_put_resource(string ressource_name, string module_name, void* value)

is used to specify if the programmer wants the genuine resource or only a copy
(for example to modify it and give back another resource).

pure

A.3.6 PIPS properties

Global variables to modify or nely tune Pips behavior are quite useful but unfortunately are often dangerous. Thus these variables are wrapped in Pips as properties.
A property can be a boolean, an integer or a string. Using the fact that properties are
centralized, they are initialized from a default property le and possibly from a local
property.rc. Since the behavior is modied by the properties, they are stored in the
workspace in order to restart a Pips session later in the same way even if the global
property le has been modied.

A.4 Programming environment
The Pips workbench is implemented to form a programming environment. Typically,
each phase has its own directory and its own library so that it is easy to add a new
phase or modify a phase without too much trouble-shooting. Furthermore, almost all
the directory structure is duplicated to have both a production and a development
version at the same time.

A.4.1 NewGen: data structure and method generation

In oder to ease data structure portability between dierent languages and also to allow
data persistence, a tool and a language to declare data structures has been developed:
NewGen 109]. Once a data description of the domains (that are the data structures
that can be dened in NewGen) is written, NewGen constructs several methods
to create initialized or not data values, access or modify certain parts of constructed
values, write or read data from les, or recursively deallocate data values.
A domain can be a sum (+ like a C-union) or a product (x like a C-struct) of
other domains, list (*), set ({}), array (]) or a map (->) of domains. Some domains
can be declared as \persistent" to avoid being deleted and the \tabulated" attribute
associates a unique identier to each domain element, allowing unique naming through
les and dierent program runs. The mapping of domains is used to attach semantic
information to objects: alignmap = entity->align.
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Of course, some external types can be imported (such as for using the linear C 3
library in Pips). The user must provide a set of functions for these domains to write,
read, free and copy methods. The NewGen environment includes also various lowlevel classes such as lists, hash-tables, sets, stacks etc. with their various methods
(iterators, etc.) that ease the writing of new phases.
expression = reference + range + call 
reference = variable:entity x indices:expression* 
range = lower:expression x upper:expression x increment:expression 
call = function:entity x arguments:expression* 
statement = label:entity x number:int x ordering:int x
comments:string x instruction 
instruction = block:statement* + test + loop + goto:statement +
call + unstructured 
test = condition:expression x true:statement x false:statement 

Figure A.7: Excerpt of the Pips abstract syntax tree.
An excerpt of the internal representation for Fortran in Pips is shown on Figure A.7. For example, a call is a function entity with a list of arguments expressions.
An expression can be a reference, a range or a call, and so on. In fact an assignment is represented itself by a call to a pseudo-intrinsic function \=" with 2 arguments,
the left hand side and the right hand side argument. And so on for all the intrinsics of
the Fortran language. All the syntactic sugar of Fortran has been removed from the
internal representation and in this way it is expected not to stick on Fortran idiosyncrasies. The representation is quite simple: there are only 5 cases of statements and
3 cases of expressions. This simplicity also benets all the algorithms present in Pips
since there are very few dierent cases to test.
An important feature of NewGen is the availability of a general multi domain
iterator function (gen_multi_recurse). From any NewGen domain instance (e.g.,
statement, instruction, expression) one can start an iterator by providing the list
of domains to be visited, and for each domain the function to be applied top-down,
which returns a boolean telling whether to go on with the recursion or not, and a
function to be applied bottom-up. The iterator is optimized so as to visit only the
needed nodes, and not to follow paths on which no nodes of the required types might
be encountered.
In the Figure A.8 example, some entities are replaced with others. Entities may
appear as variable references, as loop indices, as called functions and in program codes.
The recursion starts from statement stat: on each loop, reference, call or code
encountered top-down, the function gen_true is applied. This function does nothing
but returning true, hence the recursion won't be stopped before having processed all
the required domains that can be reached from stat. While going back bottom-up,
the replace functions are applied and perform the required substitution. From the
user point of view, only replace functions are to be written.
An example of how NewGen dened types are used is shown on Figure A.9. It is
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static void replace(entity * e)
{ /* replace entity (*e) if required... */}
static void replace_call(call c)
{ replace(&call_function(c))}
static void replace_loop(loop l)
{ replace(&loop_index(l))}
static void replace_reference(reference r)
{ replace(&reference_variable(r)) }
static replace_code(code c) // code_declarations() is a list of entity
{ MAPL(ce, replace(&ENTITY(CAR(ce))), code_declarations(c))}
// args: (obj, domain, filter, rewrite,]* NULL)
gen_multi_recurse(stat,
reference_domain, gen_true, replace_reference,
loop_domain,
gen_true, replace_loop,
call_domain,
gen_true, replace_call,
code_domain,
gen_true, replace_code,
NULL)

Figure A.8:

gen multi recurse

example

a follow-up of Figure A.5. suppress_dead_code_statement() begins with a NewGen
generic iterator to walk down the module statements applying dead_statement_filter
on them and walk up applying dead_statement_rewrite on all the statement domains encountered. In dead_statement_filter() one can see that statement_instruction()
is the accessor to the instruction of a statement generated by NewGen from the
internal representation description. instruction_tag() describes the content of an
instruction (which is a \union"). For loops the result is is_instruction_loop.
NewGen also generates predicates such as instruction_loop_p() to test directly
the content of an instruction.
NewGen can output data structure declarations and methods for C and CommonLisp languages since they are the languages used to build Pips. The translation environment is described in Section A.4.4. Note that at the beginning of the Pips project,
C++ was not considered stable enough so that all the object methods have been written in C, wrapped and hidden in macros and functions.

A.4.2 Linear C3 library
An important tool in Pips is the Linear C3 library that handles vectors, matrices,
linear constraints and other structures based on these such as polyhedrons. The algorithms used are designed for integer and/or rational coecients. This library is
extensively used for analyses such as the dependence test, precondition and region
computation, and for transformations, such as tiling, and code generation, such as
send and receive code in HPF compilation or code control-distribution in wp65. The
linear C 3 library is a joint project with irisa and prism laboratories, partially funded
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static bool dead_statement_filter(statement s)
instruction i = statement_instruction(s)
bool ret = TRUE
if (!statement_weakly_feasible_p(s))
ret = remove_dead_statement(s, i)
else

// empty precondition

switch (instruction_tag(i))
case is_instruction_loop:
loop l = instruction_loop(i)
if (dead_loop_p(l))
// DO I=1,0
ret = remove_dead_loop(s, i, l)
else if (loop_executed_once_p(s, l)) // DO I=N,N
remove_loop_statement(s, i, l)
suppress_dead_code_statement(body)
ret = FALSE
break
case is_instruction_test:
ret = dead_deal_with_test(s, instruction_test(i))
break
case is_instruction_unstructured:
dead_recurse_unstructured(instruction_unstructured(i))
ret = FALSE
break

if (!ret) // Try to rewrite the code underneath
dead_statement_rewrite(s)
return ret

void suppress_dead_code_statement(statement module_stmt)
gen_recurse(module_stmt,
//
statement_domain,
//
dead_statement_filter, //
dead_statement_rewrite)//

recursion from...
on statements
entry function (top-down)
exit function (bottom-up)

Figure A.9: Excerpt of the function of the dead code elimination phase.
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by cnrs. irisa contributed an implementation of Chernikova algorithm and prism
a C implementation of pip (Parametric Integer Programming).

A.4.3 Debugging support
Developing and maintaining such a project requires a lot of debugging support from
the programming environment at many levels. At the higher level, it is nice to be able
to replay a Pips session that failed since a bug can appear after quite a long time. For
this purpose there is a tool that transforms a Wpips log le into a Tpips command le
to be re-executed later. Every night, a validation suite is run on hundreds of test cases
to do some basic non-regression testing. It is not enough to do intensive debugging
but is generally sucient to ensure that a modication is acceptable.
At the programmer level there are some macros to enable or disable the debug
mode in some parts of Pips according to some environment variables that indicate the
debug level. Often, there is such a variable per phase at least and the debug modes
can be nested to avoid debugging all the functions used in a phase to debug only this
phase for example. The debug levels can also be modied according to the property
of the same names.
At the NewGen level, the recursive type coherence of a data structure can be
veried with gen_consistent_p() or even at each assignment or at creation time by
setting the variable gen_debug to an adequate value.
At last, some Emacs macros and key bindings have been dened for the gdb Emacsmode to display the type of a NewGen object, the type of a Pips entity, an expression
of the Pips abstract syntax tree, a Pips statement, etc. to alleviate the development
eort.

A.4.4 Documentation and conguration les
Such a big project (over 200,000 lines of code for the compilers, mathematical libraries
and tools) with developers on dierent sites) needs to manage a strong documentation
support of course, but also as much automatically generated and non-redundant as
possible to keep the incoherence level low.
The main idea is to write all the conguration les as technical reports and automatically extract the conguration les from them. Figure A.10 is a simplied synopsis of the documentation ow. C headers are generated from .newgen les that come
from some document describing the usage of the data structure, such as ri.tex for
the internal representation . The menu les for the user interfaces are generated from
pipsmake-rc and the property le. All the information needed to feed PipsMake and
Pipsdbm comes from the pipsmake-rc le. At last, LaTeX2HTML is used to generate
most of http://www.cri.ensmp.fr/pips from all the LATEX les.

A.5 User interfaces
Typically, a user interface will use the make() command to build a resource to display,
use apply() to apply a transformation on the code and select default rules, that are
options, with activate() (Section A.3.4). There are as many as four interfaces to
Pips:
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Figure A.10: Documentation and conguration system.

Figure A.11: Emacs-Pips interface snapshot.
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is a shell interface, can do only one operation on a workspace and relies a
lot on Pipsdbm persistence since the pips process exits after each operation
pips

is a line interface with automatic completion. It's much faster to use for
experimentation and debugging than a full graphical interface
tpips

wpips

is an XView based easy interface interface

is an extended version of the previous one for GNU-Emacs users. The
interface inherits the Fortran mode and color highlight features. Further more
graphs are displayed with xtree and daVinci.
epips

All these interfaces are congured according to the documentation A.4.4: when a
programmer adds a transformation, it automatically appears in all the interfaces after
reconguration of the pipsmake-rc le.
When dealing with big programs, it may be necessary to interrupt Pips if a user
chooses too costly an option or applies an heavy analysis by mistake. To solve this
issue, the user interfaces can interrupt PipsMake at the phase interface level, without
compromising the coherence through PipsMake and Pipsdbm (Section A.3.4).

A.6 Conclusion

A.6.1 Related Work
Many compiler prototypes have been implemented to test analysis, transformation or
code generation techniques.

Parafrase 2 (UIUC): This compiler is a source to source code restructurer for For-

tran and C performing analysis, transformation and code generation. It allows
automatic vectorization and parallelization.

Polaris (UIUC): This compiler is also a source to source restructurer developed for
Fortran 77. It performs interprocedural analysis for automatic parallelization of
programs, targeting shared-memory architectures.

SUIF (Stanford): The Stanford University Intermediate Form is a low level repre-

sentation plus some high level additions that keep track of the program structure
such as loops, conditions and array references. The input language is C and
Fortran through the f2c translator. The compiler outputs machine code for different architectures. The compiler initial design and the current distribution of
SUIF does not incorporate interprocedural analysis. Such an addition is being
worked on 95, 93]. Another problem is that the consistency of analyses is not
automatically inforced (for instance invalidation after code transformations).

of:

The originality of Pips with respect to these other prototypes is the conjunction
Interprocedurality and coherency automatic management in a demand driven
system combining database (Pipsdbm) and dependence (PipsMake) functions.
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Advanced interprocedural semantic and data-ow analyses already implemented,
and their mathematical foundation upon linear algebra (Linear C3 library).
Software foundation upon an high level description system (NewGen) which automatically generates functions (access, constructor, destructor) and can iterate
on arbitrary structures. An additional by-product is that the code look and feel
is homogeneous over the 150 000 lines of the compiler.
Multi-target:
{ Automatic parallelization for shared-memory
{ Compilation for distributed-memory models (Hpfc, wp65)
{ Automatic data mapping
The availability of dierent interfaces (shell, terminal Tpips, graphical Wpips).
Compiler development is a hard task. Here are examples of many research prototypes. They would benet a lot from already available infrastructures, and of the
synergy of other analyses and transformations, especially interprocedural ones.
(small) program analyzers and parallelizers: Bouclette (LIP, ENS-Lyon), LooPo
(U. Passau), Nascent (OGI), PAF (prism, UVSQ), Petit (U. of Maryland), Tiny.
Parallel Fortran (HPF spirit) compilers: Adaptor (GMD), Annai (CSCS-NEC),
D system (Rice U.), Fx (Carnegie Melon U.), Paradigme (UIUC, based on
Parafrase 2), SHPF (Southhampton), VFCS (Vienna)
Parallel C compilers: Pandore (Irisa), EPPP (CRI Montreal)
The html version of this paper should be used to obtain many links to related
work and the Pips project.

A.6.2 Remarks

Eight years after its inception, Pips as a workbench is still alive and well. Pips
provides a robust infrastructure for new experiments in compilation, program analysis,
optimization, transformation and parallelization. The Pips developer environment is
described in 106], but it also is possible to develop new phases on top of but outside of
Pips since all (in fact, most...) Pips data structures can be reloaded using NewGen
primitives.
Pips can also be used as a reverse engineering tool. Region analyses provide useful
summaries of procedure eects, while precondition-based partial evaluation and dead
code elimination reduce code size.
Pips may be less robust than other publicly available source-to-source compilers
but the stress is put on the ability to quickly add new phases such as program transformations, semantic analyses, parsers, parallelizers, etc. or new user interfaces without
spending time developing a cumbersome infrastructure.
All the on-line reports of the cri can be found at http://www.cri.ensmp.fr/rapports.html.
The Pips software and documentation is available on http://www.cri.ensmp.fr/pips.
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Appendix B

Over- and UnderRepresentations
This appendix presents the generalization of Galois connections proposed by Bourdoncle in his thesis 33], in the case of over- and under-approximations. An example
then shows the limitations of this approach for under-approximate array region analyses.

Denition B.1 (Over-representation)
Let (A ? v) be a cpo, A0 a set, and  : A0 ;! A a meaning function. (A0  
 r = (ri )i2N ) is an over-representation of A if:
1. (A0  ? ) is a partial order.
2.  , the meaning or concretization function, is monotone.

3. Each element a 2 A can be safely over-approximated by (a) 2 A0 , that is to
say a v  ((a)).

4. r is a sequence of widening operators ri : A0  A0 ;! A0 , such that:
(

a  a ri a0
 (a0 ) v  (a ri a0)
8 (ai )i2N 2 A0 , the sequence (a0i)i2N dened by:

8

ri 2 r 8 a a0 2 A0 

(

a00 = a0
a0i+1 = a0i ri ai+1

has an upper bound.

Denition B.2 (Under-representation)
Let (A ? v) be a cpo, A00 a set, and  : A00 ;! A a meaning function. (A00  
 * = (*i )i2N ) is an under-representation of A if:
1. (A00  ? ) is a partial order.
2.  , the meaning or concretization function, is monotone.
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3. Each element a 2 A can be safely under-approximated by (a) 2 A00 , that is to
say  ((a)) v a.
4. * is a sequence of narrowing operators *i : A00  A00 ;! A00 , such that:
(

a * i a0  a
 (a *i a0 ) v  (a0 )
8 (ai)i2N 2 A00 , the sequence (a0i )i2N dened by:

8

*i 2 * 8 a a0 2 A00 

(

a00 = a0
a0i+1 = a0i *i ai+1

has a lower bound.
Bourdoncle then shows how to dene safe approximations of least xed points from
the properties of representations. These solutions are presented in the next two theorems.

Theorem B.1 (Over-approximation of least xed points)
If % : A ;! A is a continuous recursive function, and if % : A0 ;! A0 is a safe
over-approximation of % (%  v  %), then the sequence
(
a0 = ?
ai+1 = ai ri %(ai)

is an increasing sequence whose limit is a safe over-approximation of the least xed
point of %.

Theorem B.2 (Under-approximation of least xed points)
If % : A ;! A is a continuous recursive function, and if % : A00 ;! A00 is a safe
under-approximation of % ( % v %  ), then the sequence
(

a0 = ?
ai+1 = ai *i %(ai)

is a decreasing sequence whose limit is a safe under-approximation of the least xed
point of %.
This method does not give the best solution but one possible solution. The following
example shows its limitations. Our purpose is to show that the solution built using
% as the under-approximation of the least xed point of % can lead to disappointing
approximations, whereas the exact solution is known to be computable.

Example We consider array region analysis, and approximate array element sets by
convex polyhedra. With the notations of Denition B.2, we have:
(A ? v) = ( ;! }(Zn) x:? )
and

(A00  ? ) = ( ;! }convex (Zn) x:? )
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 is trivially dened by  = x:x. And * by:

8 a a0 2 A00

(

a *0 a0 = a0
a *i a0 = a0  8 i > 0

Thus the under-approximation of the least xed point of any continuous recursive
function is reached in exactly one iteration and is equal to %(?).
For do while loops the semantics of write regions is dened by:

R do

C S ] = (R do

while( )

C S ] T  S ]  R S ] ) Ec C ]
while(C ) S ] )

while( )

= %(R do

which must be interpreted as: If the evaluation of the condition Ec C ] is true, then
the element written by S (R S ] ) belong to the result, as well as the elements written
by the next iteration (including the evaluation of the condition), but in the memory
store modied by S , T  S ] (see Section 6.3.5 for more details).
% can be under-approximated by:
% = f:(f T  S ]  R S ] ) Ec  C ] 
where  is an under-approximation of  dened by:

x  y = if x  y 2  ;! }convex (Zn) then x  y else :?
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that Ec, T , and do not need to be approximated.
Given the previous denition of *, an under-approximation of lfp(%) is:
%(:?) = R S ] Ec  C ]
This is the under-approximation of the region corresponding to the rst iteration of
the loop, after the evaluation of the condition, which is always true if the loop has at
least one iteration.
Now let us consider the loop nest of Figure 4.3. In the innermost loop body,
the sole element A(I) is referenced. It can be exactly represented, and thus underapproximated, by the convex polyhedron f1 = Ig. The under-approximation obtained
using % for the innermost loop is the set of elements read during the rst iteration,
and is thus f1 = Ig. It exactly describes the set of array elements read by the ve
iterations of the J loop. Repeating the process for the outermost loop, we then obtain
f1 = 1g, which is far from the set of array elements actually referenced by the loop
nest: f1 1 5g.
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Appendix C

Notations
C.1 Sets and Domains

Throughout this thesis, sets names are displayed in capital bold letters, such as A.
The following sets are used:

Z
Q

relative integers
rationals
B booleans
C constants
N variable, procedure, : : : names
R references
V values (8-bit integer, : : : )
S statements
O1 unary operators
O2 binary operators
E expressions
EB boolean expressions (E B E)
 memory stores
Table C.1: Semantic domains

C.2 Semantic Functions
Semantic functions are denoted by calligraphic capital letters, such as A, and the
corresponding over- and under-approximations by A and A. Analyses are dened by
their denotational semantics, using the usual notations:

A : L ;! B
l ;! A l]
The semantic functions dened throughout this thesis are presented in Table C.2.
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O1
O2
E
T
P
C
Rr
Rw
Ri
Ro

: O1 ;! (V ;! V )
: O2 ;! (V  V ;! V )
: E ;! ( ;! V )
: S ;! ( ;! )
: S ;! ( ;! )
: S ;! ( ;! Q
)
: S ;! ( ;! i=1n }(Zdi ))
Q
: S ;! ( ;! i=1n }(Zdi ))
Q
: S ;! ( ;! i=1n }(Zdi ))
Q
: S ;! ( ;! i=1n }(Zdi ))

unary operators
binary operators
expression evaluation
transformers
preconditions
continuation conditions
array regions of read references
array regions of written references
in array regions
out array regions

Table C.2: Semantic functions
We will also use the characteristic function of the restriction of E to boolean values,
denoted and dened by:

Ec :EB ;! ( ;! )
exp ;! Ec  exp ] = :if E  exp ]  then  else ?

Appendix D

Preliminary Analyses
This appendix gives the exact and approximate semantics of transformers (Tables D.1
and D.2), preconditions (Table D.4 and D.5) and continuation conditions (Tables D.6
and D.7). All these analyses rely on the evaluation of expressions, which is denoted as
E . The reader is refered to Chapter 5 for more explanations.

T : S ;! ( ;! )
T  continue]
T  stop]
T  var = exp ]
T  var (exp 1  : : :  exp k ) = exp ]
T  read var ]
T  read var (exp 1 : : :  exp k )]]
T  write exp ]
T  S1  S2]
T  if C then S1 else S2]
T  do while(C ) S ]

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

:
:?
:var E  exp] ]
:var (E  exp1 ] :::E  expk ] )Ee exp] ]
:var stdin]
:var (E  exp1 ] :::E  expk ] )stdin]
:
T  S2 ] T  S1 ]
(T  S1 ] Ec  C ] ) (T  S2 ] Ec .not.C ] )
lfp(f:f T  S ] Ec  C ]  Ec  .not.C ] )

Table D.1: Exact transformers
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T : S ;! ( ;! }~())
T  continue]
= :fg
T  stop]
= :f?g
T  var = exp ]
= :fvar E  exp] ] g
T  var (exp 1 : : :  exp k ) = exp ] = :fvar (E  exp1 ] :::E  expk ] )E  exp] ]g
T  read var ]
= :fvar stdin] g
T  read var (exp 1  : : :  exp k )]] = :fvar (E  exp1 ] :::E  expk ] )stdin]g
T  write exp ]
= :fg
T  S1 S2 ]
= T  S2 ] T  S1 ]
T  if C then S1 else S2] = (T  S1 ] E c C ] ) (T  S2] E c .not.C ] )
T  do while(C ) S ]
= lfp(f:f T  S ] E c  C ]  E c .not.C ] )
Table D.2: Approximate transformers

T ;1 : S ;! ( ;! }~())
T ;1  continue]
= :fg
;
1
T  stop]
= :>
;
1
T  var = exp ]
= :f0 :  = T  var = exp ] 0 g
;
1
T  var (exp 1 : : :  exp k ) = exp ] = :f0 :  = T  var (exp 1 : : :  exp k ) = exp ] 0 g
T ;1  read var ]
= :f0 :  = T  read var ] 0 g
;
1
T  read var (exp 1  : : :  exp k )]] = :f0 :  = T  read var (exp 1 : : :  exp k )]]0 g
T ;1  write exp ]
= :fg
;
1
T  S1 S2 ]
= T ;1  S1 ] T ;1  S2 ]
T ;1  if C then S1 else S2] = (E c C ] T ;1 S1 ] ) (E c .not.C ] T ;1 S2] )
T ;1  do while(C ) S ]
=
lfp(f:(E  C ] T ;1  S ] f ) (E c .not.C ] ) :fgg))
Table D.3: Approximate inverse transformers
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P : S ;!  ;! 
S 1  S2
if

C

P  S1 ]
P  S2 ] T  S1 ]
then

P  S1 ]
P  S2 ]

S1

else

S2

C S

= P  S1  S2 ]
= T  S1 ] P  S1 ]
= Ec C ] P  if C then S1 else S2 ]
= Ec .not.C ] P  if C then S1 else S2 ]

do while( )

P1  do while(C ) S ] = P  do while(C ) S ]
Pi  do while(C ) S ] T  S ] Ec C ] =
T  S ] Ec C ] Pi;1  do while(C ) S ]  8i > 1
Pi  S ]
= Ec C ] Pi  do while(C ) S ]
Table D.4: Exact preconditions

P : S ;!  ;! 
S1  S2
if

C

P  S1]
P  S2]
then

P  S1]
P  S2]

S1

else

S2

C S

= P  S1  S2 ]
= T  S1 ] P  S1 ] T ;1  S1 ]
= E c  C ] P  if C then S1 else S2 ]
= E c  .not.C ] P  if C then S1 else S2 ]

do while( )

P inv do

C S] =
lfp(f:T  S ] E c  C ] f E c  C ] T ;1  S ] )  P  do while(C ) S ]
P  S]
= E c  C ] P inv  do while(C ) S ]
while( )

Table D.5: Over-approximate preconditions
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C : S ;! ( ;! )
C  continue]
C  stop]
C  ref = exp ]
C  read ref ]
C  write exp ]
C  S1  S2]
C  if C then S1 else S2]
C  do while(C ) S ]

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

:
:?
:
:
:
C  S1 ] \ C  S2 ] T  S 1]]
(C  S1 ] Ec  C ] ) (C  S2 ] Ec  .not.C ] )
lfp(f:(C  S ] \ f T  S ] ) Ec  C ]  Ec  .not.C ] )

Table D.6: Exact continuation conditions

C : S ;! ( ;! )
C  continue] 
C  stop]
C  ref = exp ]
C  read ref ]
C  write exp ]
C  S1 S2 ]
C  if C then S1 else S2]
C  do while(C ) S ]

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

:
:?
:
:
:
C  S1 ] \ C  S2 ] T  S 1]]
(C  S1 ] E c  C ] ) (C  S2 ] E c .not.C ] )
lfp(f:(C  S ] \ f T  S ] ) E c  C ]  E c  .not.C ] )

C : S ;! ( ;! )
C  continue] 
C  stop]
C  ref = exp ]
C  read ref ]
C  write exp ]
C  S1 S2 ]
C  if C then S1 else S2]
C  do while(C ) S ]

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

:
:?
:
:
:
C  S1 ] \ C  S2 ] T  S 1]]
(C  S1 ] E c  C ] ) (C  S2 ] E c .not.C ] )
lfp(f:(C  S ] \ f T  S ] ) E c  C ]  E c  .not.C ] )

Table D.7: Approximate continuation conditions

Appendix E

Array Regions: Semantics
This appendix summarizes the exact and approximate semantic functions of read,
write, in and out regions.

Rr : S  E ;! ( ;!
Rr  c]
Rr  var ]
Rr  var (exp 1  : : :  exp k )]]
Rr  op1 exp ]
Rr  exp 1 op2 exp 1]
Rr  exp 1 : : :  exp k ]

=
=
=
=
=
=

Y

i=1n

}(Zdi ))

:?
:(fvar g)
:(fvar (E  exp 1  : : :  exp k ] )g)

Rr  exp ]
R
r  exp 1 ]  Rr  exp 2 ]
Sk
i=1 Rr  exp i ]
Rr  continue]
= :?
Rr  stop]
= :?
Rr  var (exp 1  : : :  exp k ) = exp ] = Rr  exp 1 : : :  exp k ]  Rr  exp ]
Rr  var = exp ]
= Rr  exp ]
Rr  read var ]
= :?
Rr  read var (exp 1  : : :  exp k )]] = Rr  exp 1 : : :  exp k ]
Rr  write exp ]
= Rr  exp ]
Rr  S1 S2 ]
= Rr  S1 ]  Rr  S2 ] T  S1 ]
Rr  if C then S1 else S2] =
Rr  C ]  (Rr  S1 ] Ec C ] )  (Rr  S2 ] Ec .not.C ] )
Rr  do while(C ) S ] ;
=

lfp f:Rr  C ]  (Rr  S ]  f T  S ] ) Ec C ]
Table E.1: Exact read regions
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Rr : S  E ;! ( ;!
Rr  c]
Rr  var ]
Rr  var (exp 1 : : :  exp k )]]
Rr  op1 exp ]
Rr  exp 1 op2 exp 1 ]
Rr  exp 1 : : :  exp k ]

=
=
=
=
=
=

Y

i=1n

}~(Zdi ))

:?
:fvar g
:fvar (E  exp 1  : : :  exp k ] )g

Rr  exp ]
R
r  exp 1 ]  Rr  exp 2 ]
Sk
i=1 Rr  exp i ]

Rr  continue]
= :?
Rr  stop]
= :?
Rr  var (exp 1  : : :  exp k ) = exp ] = Rr  exp 1  : : :  exp k ]  Rr  exp ]
Rr  var = exp ]
= Rr  exp ]
Rr  read var ]
= :?
Rr  read var (exp 1 : : :  exp k )]] = Rr  exp 1  : : :  exp k ]
Rr  write exp ]
= Rr  exp ]
Rr  S1  S2]
= Rr  S1 ]  Rr  S2 ] T  S1 ] C  S1 ]
Rr  if C then S1 else S2] =
Rr  C ]  (Rr  S1 ] E c C ] )  (Rr  S2] E c .not.C ] )
Rr  do while(C ) S ];
=

lfp f:Rr  C ]  (Rr  S ]  f T  S ] C  S ] ) E c  C ]
Table E.2: Over-approximate read regions
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Rr : S  E ;! ( ;!
Rr  c]
Rr  var ]
Rr  var (exp 1 : : :  exp k )]]
Rr  op1 exp ]
Rr  exp 1 op2 exp 1 ]
Rr  exp 1  : : :  exp k ]

=
=
=
=
=
=

Y

i=1n

}~(Zdi ))

:?
:fvar g
:fvar (E  exp 1  : : :  exp k ] )g

Rr  exp ]
R
 exp 1 ]  Rr  exp 2 ]
Skr
i=1 Rr  exp i ]

= :?
Rr  continue]
Rr  stop]
= :?
Rr  var (exp 1  : : :  exp k ) = exp ] = Rr  exp 1 : : :  exp k ]  Rr  exp ]
Rr  var = exp ]
= Rr  exp ]
= :?
Rr  read var ]
Rr  read var (exp 1  : : :  exp k )]] = Rr  exp 1 : : :  exp k ]
= Rr  exp ]
Rr  write exp ]
Rr  S1 S2 ]
= Rr  S1 ]  Rr  S2 ] T  S1 ] C  S1 ]
Rr  if C then S1 else S2] =
Rr  C ]  (Rr  S1] E c C ] )  (Rr  S2 ] E c .not.C ] )  (Rr  S1 ] \ Rr  S2] )
Rr  do while(C ) S ]
=
;

lfp f:Rr  C ]  (Rr  S ]  f T  S ] C  S ] ) E c C ]
Table E.3: Under-approximate read regions
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Rw : S ;! ( ;!

Y

i=1n

}(Zdi ))

Rw  continue]
= :?
Rw  stop]
= :?
Rw  var (exp 1  : : :  exp k ) = exp ] = :fvar (E  exp 1 : : :  exp k ] )g
Rw  var = exp ]
= :fvar g
Rw  read var ]
= :fvar g
Rw  read var (exp 1 : : :  exp k )]] = :fvar (E  exp 1 : : :  exp k ] )g
Rw  write exp ]
= :?
Rw  S1  S2]
= Rw  S1 ]  Rw  S2 ] T  S1 ]
Rw  if C then S1 else S2] =
(Rw  S1 ] ;Ec  C ] )  (Rw  S2 ] Ec  .not.C ])
Rw  do while(C ) S ]
= lfp f:(Rw  S ]  f T  S ] ) Ec C ]
Table E.4: Exact write regions
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Rw : S ;! ( ;!
Rw  continue]
=
Rw  stop]
=
Rw  var (exp 1  : : :  exp k ) = exp ] =
Rw  var = exp ]
=
Rw  read var ]
=
Rw  read var (exp 1 : : :  exp k )]] =
Rw  write exp ]
=
Rw  S1  S2]
=
Rw  if C then S1 else S2] =
(Rw  S1 ]
Rw  do while(C ) S ]
=
;

Y

i=1n

}~(Zdi ))

:?
:?
:fvar (E  exp 1  : : :  exp k ] )g
:fvar g
:fvar g
:fvar (E  exp 1  : : :  exp k ] )g
:?
Rw  S1 ]  Rw  S2] T  S1] C  S1]

E c C ] )  (Rw  S2 ] E c .not.C ] )


lfp f:(Rw  S ]  f T  S ] C  S ] ) E c  C ]

Rw : S ;! ( ;!

Y

i=1n

}~(Zdi ))

= :?
Rw  continue]
= :?
Rw  stop]
Rw  var (exp 1  : : :  exp k ) = exp ] = :fvar (E  exp 1 : : :  exp k ] )g
Rw  var = exp ]
= :fvar g
Rw  read var ]
= :fvar g
Rw  read var (exp 1 : : :  exp k )]] = :fvar (E  exp 1 : : :  exp k ] )g
Rw  write exp ]
= :?
= Rw  S1 ]  Rw  S2 ] T  S1 ] C  S1 ]
Rw  S1  S2]
Rw  if C then S1 else S2] =
(Rw  S1 ] E c  C ] )  (Rw  S2 ] E c  .not.C ] )  (Rw  S1 ] \ Rw  S2 ] )
=
Rw  do while(C ) S ]
;

lfp f:(Rw  S ]  f T  S ] C  S ] ) E c  C ]
Table E.5: Approximate write regions
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Ri : S ;! ( ;!

Y

i=1n

}(Zdi ))

Ri continue]
Ri stop]
Ri ref = exp ]
Ri read ref ]
Ri write exp ]
Ri S1  S2]
Ri if C then S1
Ri do

= :?
= :?
= Rr  ref = exp ]
= Rr  read ref ]
= Rr  write; exp ]

= Ri  S1 ]  (Ri  S2 ] T  S1 ] ) Rw  S1 ]
else S2 ] =
Rr  C ]  (Ri S1 ] Ec C ] )  (Ri  S2 ] Ec .not.C ] )
while(C ) S ]
=
;
;


lfp f:Ri C ]  Ri  S ]  (f T  S ] ) Rw  S ] Ec  C ]
Table E.6: Exact in regions
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Ri : S ;! ( ;!

Y

i=1n

}~(Zdi ))

Ri continue]
Ri stop]
Ri ref = exp ]
Ri read ref ]
Ri write exp ]
Ri S1 S2 ]

= :?
= :?
= Rr  ref = exp ]
= Rr  read ref ]
= Rr  write exp ]
=
;
Ri S1 ]  (Ri S2 ] T  S1 ] C  S1 ] ) Rw  S1 ] 
Ri if C then S1 else S2] =
Rr  C ]  (Ri S1 ] E c C ] )  (Ri S2 ] E c .not.C ] )
Ri do; while(C ) S ]
=

;

lfp f:Ri  C ]  Ri  S ]  (f T  S ] C  S ] ) Rw  S ] E c  C ]

Ri : S ;! ( ;!

Y

i=1n

}~(Zdi ))

Ri continue]
Ri stop]
Ri ref = exp ]
Ri read ref ]
Ri write exp ]
Ri S1 S2 ]

= :?
= :?
= Rr  ref = exp ]
= Rr  read ref ]
= Rr  write exp ]
=
;

Ri  S1]  (Ri S2] T  S1 ] C  S1] ) Rw S1
Ri if C then S1 else S2] =
Rr  C ]  (Ri S1 ] E c C ] )  (Ri S2 ] E c .not.C ] )  (Ri S1 ] \ Ri S2 ] )
Ri do while(;C ) S ]
= ;


lfp f:Ri  C ]  Ri  S ]  (f T  S ] C  S ] ) Rw  S ] E c  C ]
Table E.7: Approximate in regions
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Ro : S ;! ( ;!
S1  S2
if

C

Y

i=1n

}(Zdi ))

Ro S2] T  S1 ] = Ro S1  S2;] \ Rw  S2 ] T  S1 ]

Ro S1]
= Rw  S1 ] \ (Ro  S1  S2 ] Ro  S2 ] T  S1 ] )  Ri  S2 ] T  S1 ]
then

S1

Ro S1]
Ro S2]

else

S2

= (Ro  if C
= (Ro  if C

then
then

S1
S1

else
else

S2 ] \ Rw  S1 ] ) Ec C ]
S2 ] \ Rw  S2 ] ) Ec  .not.C ]

C S

;
Ro S ] k Ec C ] (|T  S ] Ec C ] ) :{z: : (T  S ] Ec C ] }) =

do while( )

k;1

;



Rw  S ] Ec C ] |(T  S ] Ec C ] ) :{z: : (T  S ] Ec C ] }) \
(Ro  do

 Ri do

k;1

C S ] Rw  do while(C ) S ]

(|T  S ] Ec  C ] ) :{z: : (T  S ] Ec  C ] }) )

while( )
;

;

k



C S ] (|T  S ] Ec C ] ) :{z: : (T  S ] Ec C ] })

while( )

Table E.8: Exact out regions

k
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Ro : S ;! ( ;!
S1 S2
if

C

Ro S2 ]
Ro S1 ]
then

S1

Ro S1 ]
Ro S2 ]

Y

i=1n

= Ro  S1  S2;] T ;1  S1 ] \ Rw  S2 ]

= Rw  S1 ] \ (Ro  S1  S2 ] Ro  S2 ] T  S1 ] )  Ri  S2 ] T  S1 ]

else

S2

= (Ro  if C
= (Ro  if C

then
then

S1
S1

C S
Ro S ] inv = Rw  S ] \ (Ro do

else
else

do while( )

Rw  do

if

C

Ro S2 ]
Ro S1 ]
then

S1

Ro S1 ]
Ro S2 ]

C S ] T ;inv1  do

C S ] T  S ] )  Ri  do

while( )

Y

i=1n

C S] E c C ]

while( )

C S] T  S]

while( )

}~(Zdi ))

= Ro  S1  S2;] T ;1  S1 ] \ Rw  S2 ]

= Rw  S1 ] \ (Ro  S1  S2 ] Ro  S2 ] T  S1 ] )  Ri  S2 ] T  S1 ]

else

S2

= (Ro  if C
= (Ro  if C

then
then

S1
S1

C S
Ro S ] inv = Rw  S ] \ (Ro do

do while( )

S2 ] \ Rw  S1 ] ) E c C ]
S2 ] \ Rw  S2 ] ) E c .not.C ]

while( )

Ro : S ;! ( ;!
S1 S2

}~(Zdi ))

Rw  do

else
else

S2 ] \ Rw  S1 ] ) E c C ]
S2 ] \ Rw  S2 ] ) E c .not.C ]
C S ] T ;inv1  do

while( )

C S ] T  S ] )  Ri  do

while( )

Table E.9: Approximate out regions

C S] E c C ]

while( )

C S] T  S]

while( )
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